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PREFACE 

The increasing use of steel-enclosed mercury arc rectifiers 
for supplying direct-current power to railw_ays, electro-chemi
cal plants, and other applications involving the conversion of 
alternating current to direct current, has created an interest 
in the subject among operating, designing, and consulting engi
neers, and others concerned with the use of direct current. 

This book is intended to explain the operation of the rectifier, 
to derive the mathematical relations of currents and voltages 
in rectifier circuits, and to outline the present-day practice in 
the application of steel-enclosed rectifiers, with emphasis on their 
employment in railway service. The theoretical treatment 
of the rectifier circuits is supplemented by tables, curves, and 
oscillograms, in order to make it convenient for reference, and 
to give a clearer understanding of the circuit relations. In 
several instances it was necessary to make simplifying assump
tions to avoid unnecessary complications in the mathematical 
treatment. These assumptions, however, do not have any 
practical effect on the accuracy of the results. 

The introductory chapter outlines briefly the history of the 
development of steel-enclosed rectifiers. Chapters II and III 
explain the physical processes of rectification, and certain 
phenomena occurring in the operation of rectifiers. In Chapters 
IV and V are derived the general equations for the currents, 
voltages, power factor, etc., in rectifier circuits. In the mathe
matical derivations of Chapter IV the same method was followed 
as that used by W. Daellenbach and E. Gerecke in their paper 
published in 1924 (see reference 224, Bibliography). 

Chapter VI deals with theoretical circuit relations of rectifier 
transformers, the practical design of transformers, and the 
load characteristics of rectifiers as affected by the type of trans
former connection used. Detailed calculations are given for 
several of the more important types of transformer connections, 
illustrating the methods used for calculating the currents, ratings, 
etc. Similar methods can be applied to any other type of trans
former connection. 

In Chapters VII and VIII are described and illustrated the 
design and construction of various types of rectifiers and rectifier 
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vi PREFACE 

auxiliaries. Since considerable development is still being carried 
on in this field1 it is to be expected that changes have been and 
will be made in certain details of construction, and the reader 
is advised to follow current literature to keep abreast of new 
developments. 

Chapters IX, X, and XI relate to the practical considerations 
in the application, installation, and operation of rectifiers. 
Besides general information on the operating characteristics of 
rectifiers, layout of substations, control, etc., details are given 
of a number of typical rectifier installations, as the authors 
believe that such information will be of value to any one planning 
a rectifier installation. 

Chapter XII describes methods used for controlling the direct
current voltage of rectifiers. Chapter XIII discusses the prob
lem of interference with communication circuits caused by 
rectifiers and methods used for eliminating it. Chapter XIV 
describes some testing methods. 

A copious Bibliography on rectifier literature is appended 
to the book. The items of the Bibliography are numbered 
serially, and in the text of the book reference to any article is 
indicated by the number enclosed in parentheses. 

In arranging the material of the book, an effort was made to 
make each chapter self-contained as far as possible, for conven
ience in making reference. This necessitated a certain amount 
of repetition. Those not wishing to study through the mathe
matics of Chapters IV, V, and VI may omit those parts without 
loss of continuity. 

Most of the symbols used are explained on page 49. Others 
are explained where used. 

The authors are indebted to the various manufacturing and 
operating companies for some of the material and illustrations 
used in this book. Thanks are due to Messrs. I. K. Dortort, D. 
Journeaux, and W. C. Sealey, engineers of the American Brown 
Boveri Co., Inc., for their assistance and many useful suggestions, 
and to Mr. R. G. McCurdy of the American Telephone and Tele
graph Co., who reviewed the Chapter on Interference and offered 
many helpful suggestions. 

CAMDEN, N. J., 
August, 1930. 

0THMAR K. MARTI. 

HAROLD WINOGRAD. 
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MERCURY ARC POWEll 

REC'TIFIERS 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Although alternating current possesses many advantages 
over direct current, it is well known that there are numerous 
fields of application of electric power where the use of direct 
current is either desirable or necessary. The most important 
of these are electric railways (trolley lines, subways, main-line 
railroads); electrolysis for the production of zinc, aluminum, 
hydrogen, etc.; and special industrial drives, as for steel mills. 
It is usually not advantageous to produce the power required 
for these purposes by means of direct-current generators at the 
site of its application; further, it is not economical to generate 
direct current and to transmit it over considerable distances. 
Generally, the most efficient method for obtaining a direct
current power supply is to transmit alternating-current power 
over high-voltage transmission lines and convert it into direct 
current at or near the site of application. The conversion 
from alternating to direct current for the applications mentioned 
above may be accomplished by any of the following types of 
converting apparatus: 

Motor-generator set, consisting of two separate machines, 
i.e., a motor driving a direct-current generator. The per
formance characteristics of such a set depend on the charac
teristics of the individual machines comprising it, and the 
efficiency of the set is the product of the efficiencies of the two 
individual machines. 

Synchronous converter, or rotary converter, which is a com
bination of a synchronous machine and a direct-current machine 
with a common armature and field structure. 

1 



2 MERCURY ARC POWER RECTIFIERS 

Cascade converter, or motor converter, which is a com
bination of induction motor and synchronous converter, the 
secondary circuit of the former feeding directly into the arma
ture of the latter. 

Mercury arc rectifier, which is a stationary apparatus consist
ing of a cathode and a number of anodes located in an evacuated 
chamber, which may be either of glass or of steel. The conver
sion from alternating to direct current is accomplished by the 
valve action of the mercury arc in vacuum, which permits 
current to flow through the rectifier only in one direction, from 
the anodes to the cathode. 

The steel-enclosed type of mercury arc rectifier is an outgrowth 
of the glass-bulb rectifier which came into use about 25 years ago. 
As can be seen from the bibliography at the end of this book, 
considerable work was done during the years from 1892 to 1913, 
but this was mainly in connection with glass-bulb rectifiers. 
The theory of single-phase rectification was dealt with particu
larly by Steinmetz and Cooper-Hewitt. As at present developed, 
the steel-enclosed rectifier is water cooled, may have 6 to 24 
anodes, and is built for currents up to 16,000 amp. A vacuum 
pump is used to maintain the high vacuum required in the arc 
chamber. 

Development of the Steel-enclosed Rectifier.-lt was found 
impossible to build glass-bulb rectifiers for large outputs on 
account of the low mechanical strength of glass, the difficulty of 
dissipating the losses, and the difficulty of obtaining an efficient 
anode seal. It was, therefore, found necessary to use steel 
containers for rectifiers of large capacities. The development 
of steel-enclosed rectifiers, however, also encountered a number of 
difficulties, chief among which were: the difficulty of obtaining 
an efficient air-tight seal for the anodes and the cathode, since 
both the anodes and the cathode have to be insulated from the 
cylinder; the occurrence of back fires; guiding the mercury 
vapor within the tank, and draining the condensed mercury; etc. 
All these difficulties have now been overcome, however, thus 
making possible the present metal-enclosed mercury arc rectifier. 
It would make a very interesting bit of history to record all the 
phases of development of this device in Europe and on this 
continent, but that would be beyond the scope of this 
book, so only a brief outline will be given for the sake of 
completeness. 
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In this country, the first steel-enclosed rectifiers were built 
by Peter Cooper-Hewitt and Frank Conrad, during the years 
1905 to 1908, while, in 1910, the first large steel-enclosed rectifiers 
were built by Bela Schaefer in Europe. From that time a very 
intensive study of the apparatus was made by both European 
and American concerns. A number of reasons, however, led 
the American companies to cease active development work on 
these rectifiers for a period of about ten years; while in Europe, 
on the other hand, the work was continued, and considerable 
progress was made during and after the World War towards a 
commercial steel-enclosed rectifier. 

One of the first American rectifiers, of the year 1908, and of 
very small size, consisted of a nickel-steel casting with cooling fins. 
There were three openings at the top: two for the anodes, and one 
for both the cathode lead and for the connection to the vacuum 
pump. The mercury cathode was contained in an insulated 
cup at the bottom of the cylinder, similar to the present designs. 
As in the glass-bulb rectifiers, the two anodes were made of 
graphite with steel leads passing through porcelain bushings. 
All joints were ground to a fit, and were sealed with mercury. 
Although some trouble was experienced with this rectifier, 
development work was continued further. 

The next units to be developed had steel tanks some two feet 
in diameter, with three anodes mounted in the covers. The 
cathode was of the same design as in the first model. The seals, 
however, were considerably improved mechanically, and mercury 
was again used as the sealing medium. The whole cylinder was 
immersed in a tank of water. Although the rectifiers could 
be operated continuously for short periods by keeping the vacuum 
pump running, they were still impracticable for commercial use 
because of leakage through the casting itself. 

The rectifier designed by Bela Schaefer consisted of a double
walled water-cooled cylindrical steel vessel, with an internal 
diameter of 170 mm., and was built in the shops of Hartmann 
and Braun in Frankfurt, Germany, and later by the Gleich
richter-Gesellschaft of that city. 

The rectifier had a single anode which had its connection 
brought out at the top through a porcelain bushing, sealed in 
by means of asbestos rings and mercury. The mercury cathode 
was located at the bottom and was not insulated from the tank. 
The comparatively large cathode receptacle had a porcelain 
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tube mounted over it in such a way that the cathode spot was 
confined in its movements to a small area. An ignition anode, 
operated by a solenoid, and an auxiliary excitation anode were 
also provided. This tank was connected only to one phase, 
and, consequently, two such tanks were needed for full-wave 
rectification of alternating current. Such a rectifier group, 
composed of two tanks, rectified successfully 300 amp. direct 
current. If the cooling water was circulated at a more rapid 
rate than usually feasible, it was even possible to rectify currents 
up to 500 amp. The seals were so effective that the vacuum 
pump had to operate only about half a day every 4 weeks. 

The main difficulty encountered when the individual tanks 
were combined into one, was the frequent occurrence of back 
fires, which are failures of the valve action of the rectifier. To 
correct this trouble, various types of anode sleeves and baffles 
were employed, similar to those in use in the various types of 
rectifiers described in Chap. VII 

The General Electric Company developed a rectifier consisting 
of two single-anode tanks and later developed a two-anode 
rectifier. The two-tank rectifier, dating from the year 1912, 
had anode insulators of porcelain, sealed by concentric rings 
of either lead and rubber or lead and asbestos. The tanks 
were cooled by water which was circulated by means of a pump 
between the double walls of the tanks and a reservoir. · It was 
possible to rectify up to 80 kw. in each of the single-anode 
tanks, while only 30 kw. could be obtained from the two-anode 
rectifier, owing to incomplete control of the arc phenomena. 

Another design, developed by the Westinghouse Company, 
in the year 1910, was made of sheet steel with welded joints, 
formed into the general shape of a glass-bulb rectifier, that 
is, with the anodes located in arms branching out from the main 
condensing chamber. Development work on rectifiers of this 
design was carried on simultaneously in Europe, and the 
Allgemeine Elektrizitaets Gesellschaft in Berlin continued 
its research on rectifiers of this kind until 1918. 

A glance at the patent literature of this period shows that 
the early designers were groping in an unknown field, whose 
phenomena are, even now, not yet mastered to the extent to which 
the phenomena of other conversion machines are. Every effort 
was made to solve the design problems encountered with the types 
mentioned above. 
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Much work was done in the direction of obtaining currents 
of commercial magnitudes from the rectifiers, and particularly 
at voltages higher than those possible up to that time. Water
cooled steel anodes were tried out with good results, and it sub
sequently became possible to obtain several hundred amperes 
at voltages going into the hundreds of volts. In a similar way, 
other developments were successfully carried out. For instance, 
a great many types of anode shields were tested, and their func
tioning observed through glass windows in the steel cylinders. 
Over a hundred such shields were tried out, some of them being 
cooled by means of water. Various shapes and sizes of anodes 
were also tested, as well as a number of different cooling arrange
ments. The voltage drop in the rectifying arc, as well as the 
inverse current during the period of negative anode potential, 
were measured by special devices. 

Further investigations were made with seals. Numerous 
metal seals were tried out, but these could be made to fit tightly 
the surfaces of the porcelain insulators only with great difficulty. 
Asbestos seals, likewise, presented problems in being made suffi
ciently tight. Ordinary rubber seals were objectionable because 
of the vapors they emitted when subjected to high temperatures. 
Soldered joints were found to give good results provided the 
solder could be protected from the amalgamating action of the 
mercury in the rectifier. Welded joints were not as effective as 
soldered ones, owing to the presence of minute porous slag pockets 
in the welded metal. It was found that seals could be obtained 
with certain enamels, varnishes, and the like, under favorable 
conditions. One type of seal, of baked enamel, seemed to show 
particularly good results, and two receptacles sealed with it held 
their vacuum for a whole year. Several kinds of cements were 
also tried, and some new ones developed. In Europe, together 
with the first steel rectifiers, Bela Schaefer developed a mercury 
seal which is, in its basic principle, still used by the Brown Boveri 
companies. 

The problem of occluded gases complicated matters still 
further, and systematic forming, or degassing, processes had 
to be developed in order to expel the gases occluded in the metal 
parts of the rectifier as quickly as possible during evacuation. 
In order to conduct this process intelligently, better vacuum
measuring devices had to be developed. The familiar McLeod 
mercury column gage used so far measured the pressure of per-
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feet gases only, because its principle is based on Boyle's law, 
and in obtaining a measurement the vapors are condensed by 
compression. A recently developed gage, however, measures 
the pressures of all the gases and vapors which the cylinder may 
contain and indicates the pressure directly on a switchboard 
instrument. The latest improvements in the operation of the 
rectifiers were to some extent due to the possibility of easily 
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and accurately measuring vacua by the use of this new gage. 
The degree of vacuum during forming and operation can now 
very readily be observed by an operating engineer, and in the 
case of automatic installations this requires no attention what
ever, since the pumps are controlled by the vacuum-measuring 
devices. For the same reason any imperfections in the seals 
no longer have troublesome effects. 

Several of the first mercury arc rectifiers were equipped only 
with a rotary pump, and no mercury vacuum pump; such rec-
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tifiers are still in operation in Europe. From 1918 and 1919 
on, however, Brown Boveri equipped all their rectifiers with both 
rotary and mercury "9'acuum pumps. 

While the first steel-enclosed rectifiers were of a capacity 
below 100 kw., and of low direct-current voltage, the latest 
developments allow of building them for any practicable voltage 
and size. A number of installations of 3,000 volts, direct current, 
have been in successful operation for several years. In 1926, a 
rectifier was installed in an industrial plant in Germany for 
12,000 volts direct current, and in 1929 a rectifier for 13,000 
volts direct current was installed at Chelmsford, England, 
for radio. Units with a continuous capacity as high as 4,500 
kw., which is about fifty times the capacity of the first steel
enclosed units, have been placed in operation. In Fig. 1 is 
shown the increase in the direct-current voltages and currents 
successfully used with rectifiers during the last 18 years. Recent 
extensive load tests with standard rectifiers at 16,000 volts direct 
current indicate that a somewhat modified design could be used 
for still higher direct-current voltages which may be suitable 
for power-transmission purposes over long distances. Such a 
scheme of power transmission may become practicable at some 
future date since experimental apparatus has already been built 
for converting high-voltage direct current into alternating 
current. 1 Much can therefore be expected of the future of 
mercury arc rectifiers, both with respect to greater capacity 
and higher voltages. 

Early Applications of Steel-enclosed Rectifiers.-During 
the period of development to which reference has been made, 
a number of rectifier installations were set up for the purpose of 
determining the reliability of the cylinders and their auxiliaries, 
as well as to acquire general operating experience. One of these 
installations, made in Europe, is shown in Fig. 2. It was made in 
1915, and was the beginning of the commercial application, in 
Europe, of steel-enclosed rectifiers to interurban street-car service. 
It consisted of two cylinders with a rating of 150 kw. each, at 
600 volts, direct current. The first two steel rectifiers in Europe 
were installed in a foundry near Frankfurt, Germany, in the year 
1911, where they are still in operation. Each of the cylinders 
is rated at 150 amp., 230 volts, and has 18 anodes. 

1 See The Electrician, Vol. 92, pp. 567, 601, 1924; PRINCE, General Elec
tric Rev., pp. 676--681, October, 1925; HuLL, ibid., pp. 398-399, 1929. 
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One of the earliest American installations was in the Shadyside 
Works of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Com
pany. Here the rectifier operated in parallel with gas-engine 
driven, 250-volt, direct-current generators. The equipment 
was installed early in 1913 and was in operation for about 
5 years. The load varied from 50 to 300 amp. No vacuum 

Frn. 2.-Brown Boveri rectifiers in the Schlieren Substation of the Limmattal 
Tramways, near Zuerich, Switzerland, installed in 1915. 

pump was installed; instead, when a cylinder needed to be 
evacuated it was temporarily removed. Most of the failures 
of the vacuum were due to mechanical faults in the rectifier 
tank. Several of the tanks operated for 5 and 6 months before 
they required to be evacuated again (309). 1 

A second installation, made to determine the applicability 
of rectifiers to single-phase railway service when mounted on 
motor cars or locomotives, was made in 1913. In May of that 
year two single-phase steel-enclosed rectifiers with. auxiliaries, 
transformers, and control apparatus were mounted on a motor 
car of the Pennsylvania Railroad. This car was equipped with 
four 200-h.p., 600-volt, direct-current motors. The main auxil
iary was a water-circulating system consisting of an automobile
type radiator, tank, and pump. A vacuumpumpwasaddedlater. 
After satisfactory · preliminary tests at the factory, the car was 
placed in service on the New Canaan branch of the New York, 
New Haven & Hartford Railroad. It covered about 240 miles 

~ 1 References are to the Bibliography at end of book. 
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per day, hauling its own weight of 72 tons and a trailing load 
of two 32-ton cooches. The load peaks varied between 500 and 
800 amp. After the service had been discontinued for a time, 
the car was again placed in service in the spring of 1915. In all, 
it covered about 13,400 miles of regular revenue service. 

In May, 1915, a 5,000-volt rectifier was installed at the Grass 
Lake substation of the Michigan United Traction Company. 
Three single-phase rectifiers were connected in series on the 
direct-current side, each one being connected to one phase of the 
three-phase power supply. A closed circulating cooler and an 
electric heater to prevent the anodes from reaching too low a 
temperature in extremely cold weather marked this installation. 
The rectifiers gave satisfactory service, some of them going for 
periods of 28 days before they required reevacuation. There 
being only one car on this branch, however, which was fitted 
for 5,000-volt operation, and that car becoming seriously damaged 
in a wreck, the use of that voltage was discontinued thereafter. 

There are now a total of some 2,000 rectifier sets installed 
throughout the world, with a total capacity amounting to more 
than 1,500,000 kw. The distribution of these units by fields 
of application is given in Chap. X. 



CHAPTER II 

THEORETICAL PRINCIPLES AND PHYSICAL 
PROPERTIES OF MERCURY ARC RECTIFIERS 

The basis of the operation of the mercury arc rectifier is that 
characteristic of the mercury arc in vacuum which permits cur
rent to flow only in one direction, namely, from the anode to 
the mercury cathode. The phenomena and characteristics 
of the mercury arc in vacuum have been treated in great detail 
in various scientific publications. 1 The subject will be considered 
briefly in this chapter in order to explain the process of 
rectification. 

Principles of Rectification.-According to the generally 
accepted theory of matter, an atom consists of a positively 
charged nucleus around which revolve one or more negative 
particles, known as electrons, which carry the negative charge. 
The electrons are held by the positive charge of the nucleus, the 
force of attraction and the number of electrons varying with 
the different elements. At a high temperature, or under the 
influence of an electric field, the force of attraction between 
the electrons :and the positive nucleus can be overcome, and 
the electrons liberated, thus becoming free electrons. The ease 
with which electrons may be dissociated from atoms depends 
on the structure of the atom, the pressure, the temperature, and 
the strength of the electric field. The total negative charge of 
an atom having its normal quota of electrons is equal to its total 
positive charge, and it is then said to be a neutral atom. An 
atom from which an electron has been dislodged has an excess 
of positive charge and is called a positive ion. An atom which 
has acquired an extra electron has an excess of negative charge 
and is called a negative ion. The process in which electrons are 
dissociated from atoms is called ionization, and the atoms are 
said to be ionized. 

When subjected to the influence of an electric field, such as 
that existing between two electrodes having a difference of 

1 See Bibliography. 
10 
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potential between them, the free electrons travel along the lines 
of force of the electric field toward the positive electrode, that 
is, toward the electrode which is at the higher potential. The 
motion and behavior of the electrons in the electric field are 
influenced by the voltage gradient of the field, the gas or vapor 
pressure in their path, and the presence of other positively or 
negatively charged particles. The higher the voltage gradient, 
the greater is the force accelerating the electrons, and, therefore, 
the higher is their speed. The pressure of a gas or a vapor is 
due to the density of its molecules and their motion. At higher 
pressure, the number or motion of the molecules is greater, which 
increases the resistance in the path of the electrons on account 
of more frequent collisions, and thus reduces their speed. The 
presence of negatively charged particles, such as negative ions 
or electrons, in the space between the electrodes, produces a 
negative space charge, which exerts a repelling force on the 
electrons, thereby modifying the influence of the electric field. 
Similarly, the presence of positive ions produces a positive 
space charge, which exerts a force of attraction on the electrons 
and may compensate for the effect of the negative space charge. 
Furthermore, some of the electrons may combine with positive 
ions, thus forming neutral atoms. 

If an electron, while moving at high speed, collides with a 
neutral atom of gas or vapor, it may liberate an electron by the 
impact of collision. The electron thus liberated also moves 
along the lines of force of the electric field toward the positive 
electrode. The atom from which an electron has been dislodged 
by the collision consequently becomes a positive ion and moves 
along the lines of the electric field toward the negative electrode. 
The liberation of electrons as a result of collisions between elec
trons and neutral atoms or molecules is called ionization by 
collision. Due to these collisions the electrons are deflected from 
the straight course along the lines of the electric field and acquire 
components of motion at right angles to the field. As previously 
stated, some of the positive ions may recombine with electrons 
and form neutral molecules. 

The movement of electrons toward the positive electrode and 
of positive ions toward the negative electrode constitutes a flow 
of current between the electrodes. The magnitude of the current 
is measured by the total quantity of charge passing per second 
across a plane perpendicular to the electric field. Each electron 
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and positive ion carries a charge of 1.59 X 10-19 coulomb, so 
that a total of 629 X 1016 electrons and positive ions would have 
to pass across the plane per second for each ampere (1 amp. = 1 
coulomb per second) of current. The conduction of current in 
gases and vapors, as, for example, in a vacuum tube and in a 
mercury arc rectifier, is effected by the movement of electrons 
and positive ions, as described above. Since the mass of an 
electron is much smaller than that of a positive ion, the ratio 
being 1/370,000 for mercury (see Table I at end of this chapter), 
the electrons travel at a much higher speed than the ions, and 
practically the entire current in a rectifier is carried by electrons. 
The positive ions act largely to compensate for the negative 
space charge of the electrons ( 407). 

If the negative electrode is made to emit electrons, by raising 
its temperature or by imposing a sufficiently high voltage gradient 
at its surface, these electrons, together with any electrons 
liberated as a result of ionization of the gas by collision, will 
travel toward the positive electrode and thus produce a current 
fl.ow, provided the voltage between the electrodes is sufficiently 
high. If the voltage becomes zero or is reversed, the movement 
of electrons, and consequently the fl.ow of current, ceases. Such 
an electronic current conduction between two electrodes, one 
of which is made to emit electrons, has the characteristics of a 
current valve, since current can flow only when the electron
emitting electrode is at a lower potential than the other electrode. 

The voltage required between electrodes for such a conduction 
of current depends to a large extent on the gas or vapor pressure. 
The effect of the pressure is as follows: If the pressure is very 
low, considering, as an example, the limiting case of zero pressure, 
all the current must be carried by the electrons emitted from the 
negative electrode, since no gas molecules are then present for 
producing ionization by collision. In such a case, the negative 
space charge produced by the electrons is not compensated for, 
and a relatively high voltage is required between the electrodes 
to overcome this space charge and maintain conduction. If 
the pressure is high, the electrons encounter a high resistance 
in- their path and a high voltage is necessary to overcome this 
resistance. At some intermediate pressure, which is generally 
quite low, the voltage between the electrodes is a minimum. 
This optimum pressure corresponds to the condition at which 
only enough gas molecules are present for producing, through 
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ionization by collision, sufficient electrons for current conduction 
and sufficient positive ions to compensate for the negative space 
charge of the electrons. 

Figure 3 shows a closed vessel with two electrodes, an electrode 
emitting electrons, c, called the cathode, and an electrode not 
emitting electrons, a, called the anode. By imposing an electric 
field on the electrodes by means of a battery, as shown in Fig. 3, 
so that the anode is positive with respect to the cathode, 
electrons liberated at c will travel along the lines of force of the 
electric field towards the anode, which is at a positive potential. 
In accordance with the accepted convention of current flow, 

Cafhode 
F'/ame· 

/ 
Crafer' C 

Fm. 3.-Elemcntary diagram of a rectifier. 

however, the current is considered as flowing from the anode to 
the cathode. 

As already stated, the electrons may be liberated from the 
cathode by raising the temperature of the cathode to a sufficiently 
high value or by imposing a sufficiently high voltage, or both. 
If the cathode consists of a material in which the electrons are 
loosely bound to the nuclei, the electrons are more readily disso
ciated. If now this vessel is evacuated to a relatively high degree 
of vacuum, the electrons can travel without encountering much 
resistance. 

When the electric field between the two electrodes becomes 
zero, or is reversed, so that the anode becomes negative with 
respect to the cathode, as could be done by means of a reversing 
switch s, shown in Fig. 3, the movement of electrons is stopped, 
so that the current flow ceases. The vessel thus constitutes 
a current valve, which permits current to flow in one direction 
only. Such a current valve is called a rectifier. 
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Voltage Characteristics of the Mercury Arc.-The mechanism 
of rectification may also be explained by means of the voltage 
characteristic of the mercury arc in vacuum, shown in Fig. 4. 

Referring to Fig. 3, if a variable direct-current potential is 
applied to the rectifier circuit, and an attempt were made to 
start the rectifying arc between a and c by means of a high volt
age, it would be found that by increasing the potential to a certain 
value, e1, a slight discharge or corona effect, of the order of magni
tude of a few milliamperes, takes place between the two electrodes 
(sec Fig. 4). The magnitude of this voltage, e1, depends on 
the degree of vacuum, and will vary between 400 and 15,000 volts 
for pressures between 0.1 and 0.0005 mm. mercury column. If the 
voltage is now further increased, it will be found that the dis
charge current is increased very slightly, and at a potential of 
20,000 to 50,000 volts the current does not increase much above 
10 milliamperes. In case the potential between the electrodes 
is increased still further, the character of the discharge changes 
abruptly; the current increases suddenly, and a heavy current 
can be maintained by a relatively low voltage ea, as given in 
Figs. 4 and 6. This abrupt change in the character of the mercury 
arc at a certain voltage is due to instability of the arc on the down
ward slope of the arc characteristic shown in Fig. 4. This insta
bility may be explained as follows: 

Referring to Fig. 3, an arc can exist in the rectifier when the 
current is such that there is a balance of voltages in the circuit, 
that is, if the voltage drop in the arc ea at a given current i is 
equal to the applied battery voltage E minus the ir drop in the 
external circuit. This may be expressed by the equation 

ea= E - ir. 

By plo_tting this equation in Fig. 4 for a given constant value 
of rand different values of E, a series of straight lines is obtained, 
one line for each value of E assumed. The inclination of these 
lines towards the current axis is equal to the resistance r. These 
lines serve as a criterion of the stability condition of the rectifying 
arc. The points where these resistance lines intersect the charac
teristic of the arc give the condition under which it is possible 
for the arc to exist, because at these points the voltage drop of 
the arc is equal to E minus ir. The arc is unstable when a slight 
increase of the current i causes a greater reduction in the voltage 
drop in the arc than the corresponding increase in ir drop for the 
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same current, because the excess voltage increases the current 
still further, and this continues until a stable condition is reached. 

In general, this will hold true when the slope of the arc charac
teristic is steeper than the resistance characteristic and is inclined 
in the same direction. The straight line q, corresponding to a 
battery voltage E 1, intersects the voltage curve of the arc at the 
points 1, 2, 3, at which a balance of voltages is obtained in the 
rectifying circuit (see Fig. 4). At point 1, the arc is stable because 
an increase of current would cause an increase of the voltage drop 

e 

Fm. 4.-Voltage characteristic of a mercury arc in vacuum. 

in the arc; at point 2, the arc is unstable owing to the fact that an 
increase in current reduces the voltage drop in the arc by a greater 
amount than the corresponding increase in ir drop, thus produc
ing an excess voltage which causes a further increase in current 
until point 3 is reached, where a balance of voltages is again 
obtained. Point 3 is stable because a slight increase in current 
causes an ir drop in excess of the reduction in the voltage drop in 
the arc. 

If the voltage is gradually increased from zero, the small 
corona discharge takes place, as already described, until the 
voltage at the top of the curve is reached. At this point the 
arc is unstable, and the current changes abruptly from a few 
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milliamperes at point 4 to a large value, corresponding to point 
5 of the ir characteristic. At this point a stable arc can exist. 

If the voltage E is gradually diminished the values of e and i 
follow the same characteristic, but in the opposite sense. Once 
the apex of the curve has been surmounted, the region of the 
corona effect is again reached and the arc ceases somewhat below 
the potential at which the discharge began. If, now, we go over 
to negative values of voltage E, that is, if we make the iron the 
cathode and the mercury the anode, a similar sequence occurs, 
with the only difference that all the voltages arc slightly greater. 

If, however, instead of starting the arc by applying a high 
potential, an auxiliary arc is ignited at the surface of the mercury, 
thus liberating electrons and evaporating mercury, the arc from 
the cathode c to the anode a will start at a very low potential 
(see Fig. 3) because the auxiliary arc facilitates the start of the 
ionization process. The arc will then have the characteristic 
shown by the dotted curve in Fig. 4. It is seen from this curve 
that while the arc will start at a low voltage when the anode is 
positive with respect to the cathode, a very high voltage is still 
required to start the arc in the reverse direction, that is, with 
anode negative and the cathode positive. The voltages normally 
used for rectifiers are much lower than this voltage and the recti
fier arc, therefore, conducts in one direction only, with the mer
cury as cathode, and thus acts as a current valve. 

The auxiliary arc in a rectifier is usually started by immersing 
an ignition anode into the mercury and then withdrawing it, 
thus striking an arc at the surface. The various methods used 
for starting and maintaining an arc in steel-enclosed rectifiers 
are discussed in Chap. VIII. 

When an auxiliary arc is maintained in a rectifier, the rectifier 
is in a condition to deliver currents of very low magnitudes from 
the main anodes, even as low as those required by a voltmeter. 

Every rectifier requires the following necessary parts: a 
highly evacuated vessel, an electron-emitting cathode, a non
electron-emitting anode, air-tight and insulated conductors 
for the current to the anode and the cathode, and an ignition 
arrangement. 

Cathode.-The cathode of the rectifier may be made of any 
one of a number of different materials. In a thermionic rectifier, 
for example, the cathode consists of a filament of tungsten or 
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other metal with a high melting point, which is brought to incan
descence in order to liberate the electrons. Such a filament, 
however, would deteriorate too rapidly if required to deliver any 
appreciable amount of current, because it cannot be renovated. 
In a rectifier, if the vacuum were perfect, all the electrons con
stituting the flow of current would have to be liberated from the 
cathode. In order to obtain an appreciable flow of current the 
cathode would have to be brought to a very high temperature 
and a very high voltage would have to be imposed. If, however, 
the rectifier vessel has some residual gases or vapors along the 
path of the electrons, the electrons derived from the cathode will 
collide with the molecules of the residual gas, liberating other 
electrons by the force of their impact, thus increasing the number 
of free electrons. 

If mercury is used as the cathode, a number of advantages 
accrue. The electrons of the mercury atoms are loosely held 
by the positive charge, so that a lower temperature and a lower 
voltage are required to emit electrons than would be the case if 
another metal were used for the cathode. Mercury vaporized 
from the cathode offers the means for the production of electrons 
by collision. Furthermore, the mercury vapor which is not 
ionized condenses and returns to the cathode, so that the cathode 
is continually and automatically renovated. The ionized atoms 
of mercury vapor (that is, those atoms from which electrons 
have been dislodged) are attracted to the cathode, which is 
at a negative potential. The force with which they strike the 
mercury produces more heat. Some of these particles combine 
with electrons at the surface of the cathode and in other parts 
of the arc chamber and become neutral atoms. 

The presence of positive charges above the surface of the 
cathode creates a positive space charge, which helps to withdraw 
electrons from the mercury. The ionization of the mercury 
molecules at the surface of the cathode is effected by intense 
heat concentrated in a luminous spot, called the "cathode spot." 
This spot moves around irregularly over the surface of the 
mercury, which motion is produced by the pressure of mercury 
vapor vaporized by the heat of the cathode spot. This pressure 
also depresses the mercury surface at the spot. The temperature 
of this spot has been variously given by different investigators 
at values ranging between 1000 and 3000° C. Spectrum analysis 
showed that the temperature cannot be as high as 3000° C., 
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since such a temperature would result in a continuous spectrum 
rather than in a line spectrum, as was observed. Measurements 
recently made in the Brown Boveri laboratories by means of the 
Holborn and Kurlbaum optical pyrometer gave the temperature 
of the spot as 2087° C. The maximum possible error in this 
measurement was found to be 25° C. The mean temperature 
of the mercury forming the cathode is only about 100° C., and 
does not greatly influence the behavior of the arc. The cathode 
spot becomes very unstable at low currents, and is easily extin
guished. A minimum current of approximately 5 amp. is 
required to maintain a stable cathode spot; this value is prac
tically the same for all sizes of cylinders. The circuit for main
taining an auxiliary or excitation arc in the cylinder, as previously 

mentioned, is such as to supply a current 
of approximately 5 to 10 amp. to this arc. 

The part of the arc nearest the cathode 
spot has a velvety light and is called the 
"cathode flame." In addition to this, 
there is a so-called "positive glow," which 
is much more extensive and which 
stretches, at low gas pressures, some 
distance along the path between the 
anode and the cathode. Figure 5 shows 
such a· mercury vapor arc, and the 

Frn. 5.-Photograph of various parts enumerated are clearly 
a mercury vapor arc in 

distinguishable. 1 vacuum. 

Voltage Drop in the Mercury Arc.-The 
voltage drop in a mercury arc in vacuum is composed of three 
portions: the drop at the surface of the cathode, the drop in the 
arc proper, and the drop at the surface of the anode. 

The total arc drop in the rectifier can be measured quite 
accurately by a number of methods, such as the calorific absorp
tion by the cooling water, the wattmeter method, and the oscil
lographic method (see Chap. XIV). Accurate data are, therefore, 
available on the total voltage drop in glass- and steel-enclosed 
rectifiers. This voltage drop is found to vary with the dimen-

1 For further details on the ionization of mercury vapor, the reader is 
referred to special books on the conduction of electricity through gases, and 
to numerous articles in physical periodicals. See, for instance, Dr. I. Lang
muir's articles on the nature of the mercury arc in the General Electric Rev. 
Vol. 26, p. 73, 1923; Vol. 27, pp. 449, 538, 616, 762, and 810, 1924. 
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sions of the rectifier cylinder, the arrangement of the electrodes, 
the type of anodes used, the temperature of the vessel, and the 
degree of vacuum. It is also found to vary with the load, 
particularly in large-capacity rectifiers. The voltage drop is 
also found to be higher for a dynamic arc (i.e., a moving arc as 
produced in a rectifier fed by an alternating-current supply) 
than for a static arc (i.e., one produced by a constant direct 
current). 

Various investigators of the mercury arc have made measure
ments to determine the three components of the total arc drop, 
and their variation with the conditions in the cylinder (216, 219, 
278). The published data of these investigations do not quite 
agree as it is very difficult to measure accurately these component 
values. The best-known method for making these measurements 
is by the use of an exploring electrode in the arc path, and this 
method is subject to errors due to accumulation of charges on 
the surface of the exploring electrode (276, 407). The results, 
however, indicate the following general relations: 

The cathode drop is practically · constant for all types of 
mercury arc rectifiers, and seems to be practically independent 
of the conditions in the cylinder and of the load. This drop, as 
given by a number of investigators, is in the range of from 6 to 9 
volts. This voltage drop represents energy which is consumed 
in liberating electrons, in evaporating mercury, in heat conducted 
to the cathode container, and in radiation. Guenther-Schulze 
(278) gives the following values, in watts per ampere, for the 
distribution of this energy in a glass-bulb rectifier: 

Watts 

Radiation (based on 2000° C. cathode-spot temperature) 0. 04 
Vaporization of mercury. . . 2. 20 
Heat conduction to cathode. 2. 68 
Energy carried away by electrons. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 . 29 

Total.... 7 .21 

Investigations made on a 1,000-amp., steel-enclosed rectifier 
with a water-cooled cathode gave values of 3.2 watts per ampere 
for the heat consumed in vaporization of mercury, and 0.9 
watt per ampere conducted to the cathode, or a total of 4.1 
watts per ampere, as compared with 4.88 watts as given by 
Guenther-Schulze. It was also found that by fixation of the 
cathode spot the proportion of the heat conducted away by 
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vaporization and by conduction to the cathode can be made to 
vary over wide limits, although the total cathode drop remains 
practically unchanged. This indicates that the total cathode 
drop is probably constant, while the proportion of heat carried 
away by the vaporized mercury and by the cathode is not con
stant, but depends on the method of cooling and on the condition 
of the cathode. (A recent study of the voltage drop at the 
cathode is given in 402.) 

The voltage drop in the arc itself has a value of 0.05 to 0.2 
volt per centimeter of its length. These values apply to steel
enclosed rectifiers at normal operation. The voltage drop in the 
arc itself is less for a direct-current arc, and was measured to be 
0.02 to 0.05 volt per centimeter in an experimental steel-enclosed 
rectifier. This voltage drop represents energy consumed in 
ionization of mercury vapor by collision. The value of the arc 
drop increases as the vacuum in the cylinder is decreased. It also 
increases at higher temperatures on account of the increase in 
pressure at higher temperatures. The arc drop also varies 
with the current; as the current is increased from zero, the arc 
drop at first decreases, reaches a minimum, and then increases 
again. The probable reason for this is that an increase in cur
rent at first facilitates ionization, resulting in a decrease in 
the voltage drop; then, as the current increases further, the 
density of the arc increases, because it is restricted and cannot 
expand in its cross-section, which results in an increase in the 
voltage drop in the arc. 

The voltage drop at the surface of the anode has a value 
of approximately 5 volts. This drop represents energy used in 
overcoming the electric field of electrons crowding around 
the anode and in collision with the anode surface, which energy 
is converted into heat. The anode drop varies with the material 
of the anode (steel, carbon, etc.) and with the shape of the anode. 
It also increases as the degree of vacuum is lowered. The specific 
current-carrying capacity of the anodes for normal operation 
lies between 8 and 25 amp. per square centimeter, depending 
on the size of the anode, its shape, and its material. 

It has also been found by certain investigators that above a 
certain value of current density on the anode surface the anode 
drop increases rapidly with the current. It has been observed 
that at small currents the arc does not cover the entire surface 
but only a portion of it. As the current increases, more and 
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more of the surface is covered, until a value of current is reached 
at which the entire anode surface is covered by the arc. As 
the current is increased beyond this point, the anode drop has 
been found to increase. The probable explanation of this 
phenomenon is as follows: When the anode is carrying current, 
a layer of electrons is formed near the anode surface, as was 
previously explained. The electrons taking part in the current 
conduction must overcome the negative space charge of this 
layer, resulting in a voltage drop. At smaller currents, the 
arc is free to expand over the surface of the anode, thereby 
·maintaining a lower current density. When the current has 
reached such a value that the entire anode surface is covered 
by the arc, the current density increases with the current, 
which results in an increased negative space charge, and, con
sequently, in an increased anode drop. 

On the basis of the data given above, on the component parts 
of the arc drop, the total voltage drop under average operating 
conditions, in a rectifier having an arc length of 1 meter, and with 
a cathode drop of 7 volts, an arc drop of 0.1 volt per centimeter, 
and an anode drop of 5 volts, would be 

7 + 5 + (100 X 0.1) = 22 volts. 

In Fig. 6 are shown the arc-voltage characteristics of three 
steel-enclosed rectifiers. Figure 6a shows the voltage drop of 
an experimental rectifier with an unusually short arc length. 
The upper curve of Fig. 6b shows the voltage drop of a small 
rectifier (diameter 12 in., height 20 in.), and the curves in Fig. 
6c show that of a large commercial rectifier under different 
operating conditions, as explained below. 

The voltage drop in a rectifier is a function of the anode current. 
Thus, if the total rectifier current is kept constant and the 
amplitude of the anode currents is reduced by making more 
anodes carry current in parallel, the voltage drop is also reduced. 
This is due to the lower anode and arc drops at lower current 
densities. 

The effect of the amplitude of the anode currents on the voltage 
drop is illustrated by curves C and D of Fig. 6c in connection with 
Fig. 7. 

In this figure, a six-anode rectifier is shown delivering a direct 
current I. If the connections of the rectifier transformer are 
such that each anode operates during one-sixth of a cycle ( connec-
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tion D, see Fig. 65), the amplitude of the anode currents is equal 
to the cathode current, and the rectifier will have a voltage drop 
as shown by curve D of Fig. 6c. If, however, the transformer 
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Frn. 6.-Arc-drop characteristics of steel-enclosed rectifiers. 

connections are such that each anode operates during one-third 
of a cycle, so that two anodes carry current simultaneously at 
all times (connection C), and the amplitude of the anode currents 
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is equal to one-half of the cathode current, the rectifier will 
have a voltage drop as shown by curve C of Fig. 6c. 

The pronounced difference in the voltage drop curves C and 
D of the rectifier for these two types of connections is due to 
strong variation of the voltage drop with the current. For small
capacity rectifiers, in which the voltage drop is practically 
constant over the whole current range, as shown in Fig. 6b, there 
will be practically no difference in the voltage drop for the two 
types of transformer connections. 

Before large-capacity rectifiers were developed the voltage 
drop of a rectifier was generally considered constant over the 
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Fw. 7.-Wave shapes of anode currents for different transformer connections, 
resulting in different arc-drop characteristics, as shown in Fig. 6c. 

whole load range, on account of the relatively small variation of 
this drop in smaller capacity rectifiers. 

The voltage drop in a mercury arc is reduced slightly by the 
presence in close proximity of another arc in which ionization is 
taking place. . For this reason, in polyphase rectifiers, where 
this condition exists during the period of overlapping of two 
consecutive phases, the anodes should be arranged in cyclic 
order, so that the arc passes from one anode to the next without 
skipping. The influence of_ an arc in a rectifier on the voltage 
drop of a neighboring arc is shown by curve E of Fig. 6b. This 
curve shows the voltage drop between the excitation anodes and 
the cathode of a rectifier, in function of the load current of the 
main anodes, the excitation current being constant. The upper 
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curve of Fig. 6b is the voltage drop in the main arc of the same 
rectifier. 

From a consideration of the voltage drop in a rectifier which is 
independent of the direct-current voltage used, it is readily 
seen that in a high-voltage rectifier, for, say, 3,000 volts direct 
current, the arc drop represents a relatively small part of the 
total voltage, while in a low-voltage circuit the drop in voltage, 
and therefore the percentage of energy loss, is quite 
appreciable. 

Physical Properties.-The following table and Figs. 8, 9, 10, 
and 11 give the various properties of mercury, mercury vapor, 
and the mercury arc and may be useful for the design and 
investigation of steel-enclosed rectifiers. 

TABLE !.-PROPERTIES OF MERCURY AND OF THE MERCURY ARC IN LARGE 

STEEL-ENCLOSED RECTIFIERS 

Specific gravity of mercury, at 20° C 
Atomic weight ................... . 
Atomic number .................. . 
Melting point .................. . 
Boiling point .................... . 
Latent heat of vaporization at boiling 

point, in kilo-joules per gram-
atom ....................... . 

Surface tension in vacuo: 

13.546 
200.61 

80 
-38.85° C. 
357 .25° C. 

59.3 

At 0° C ........................ 480 dynes per centimeter 
At 60° C ....................... 467 dynes per centimeter 

Electrical resistivity in ohm-centi-
meter, at 20° C.. . ........ 95.8 X 10-6 

Specific heat, in joules per gram-
atom, at 20° C.. . .......... 27 .9 

Number of molecules of vapor strik-
ing 1 cm. 2 at 25° C. and 1 baryc1 IO. 85 X 1015 

Mean free path of molecules at 0° C. 
and 1 barye.................. 3.24 cm. 

Micrograms of vapor striking I cm. 2 

at 25° C. and I baryc .... . 35.89 
Negative charge of electron ....... 1.59 X 10-19 coulomb 
Mass of electron ................ . 
Mass of atom ................. . 
Cathode voltage drop (approximate) 
Anode voltage drop (apprnximate) 
Anode plus cathode voltage drop (of 

direct-current arc) 2 ......•.•••. 

8. 98 X 10-2s gram 
Atomic weight X 1. 66 X 10-2• gram 

7 volts 
5 volts 

IO to 13 volts 

1 1 barye is 0.75 X 10-a mm.Hg column pressure. 
2 Measured in a small steel tank with direct current. 
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TABLE !.-PROPERTIES OF MERCURY AND OF THE MERCURY ARC IN LARGE 

STEEL-ENCLOSED RECTIFIERs.-(Cont.inued) 

Arc voltage drop (alternating-cur-
rent arc) (approximate) ........ 0.05 to 0.2 volt per centimeter 

Arc voltage drop (direct-current arc) 
(approximate) ................ 0.02 to 0.05 volt per centimeter 

Anode temperature (approximate) .. 600 to 800° C. 
Cathode spot temperature (approxi-

mate) ....................... 2000° C. 
Temperature of mercury forming the 

cathode ...................... 100 to 200° C. 
Arc temperature. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1000 to 10,000° C. 
Velocity of cathode spot (motion due 

to vapor blast) (approximate) 1,000 centimeters per second 
Velocity of mercury-vapor stream 20,000 centimeters per second 
Evaporation rate of mercury. . . . . . . . 7. 2 X 10-3 gram per ampere-second 
Area of cathode spot .............. 2 .53 X 10-• cm. 2 per ampere 
Current density in cathode spot. . . . 4,000 amp. per cm. 2 

Ionization voltage of mercury vapor 10. 4 volts 
Radiation from cathode spot ....... 0 .111 watt-sec. per ampere-second 
Working pressure in rectifier. . . . . . . 0. 0005 to 0. 015 mm. Hg column 
Working temperature of vessel. . . . . . up to 60° C. 
Pressure of mercury vapor in recti-

fier tank (approximate) ........ 0.2 to 0.3 mm. Hg 
Inverse current.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 to 100 milliamperes 

THERMAL PROPERTIES OF MERCURY 

Sensible heat, 
Temperature, British thermal 

degrees Centigrade 

0 
21.1 
93.4 

164 
316 
373 
482 
538 

units per pound 

0 
1.27 
5.57 

12.14 
18.8 
22.1 
28.9 
32.4 

Latent heat, 
British thermal 
units per pound 

132.97 
132.6 
131.34 
129.4 
127.5 
126.6 
125.3 
124.6 
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FIG. 11.-Rate of evaporation, m, of iron, in grams per square centimeter 
per second in vacuum, as function of the temperature in degrees Kelvin (335). 
(Degrees Kelvin = degrees C. + 273.13 degrees C.) 



CHAPTER III 

ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES OF RECTIFICATION AND 
RECTIFIER PHENOMENA 

If the source of continuous current, in Fig. 3, is replaced by 
an alternating-current supply, as shown in Figs. 12 and 13, the 
electric field between the anode and the cathode is no longer 
constant, but changes from instant to instant, and the anode 
potential is positive during one 
half-cycle and negative during 
the other half-cycle. Due to the 
valve action of the arc, current 
can flow over the anode during 
the positive half-cycle only. 

Referring to Fig. 14, E repre
sents the alternating voltage of 
the primary supply of a single
anode, single-phase rectification 
circuit, and ea is the voltage drop 
in the rectifying arc produced by 
the current i shown in the lower 
curve. 

The negative portion of the cur-
rent wave is exaggerated in order + 

r A.G. 

to show it more clearly in the F10. 12.--Diagram of single-phase, 
full-wave rectifier circuit. figure. This current is actually 

only a few milliamperes. When the anode is carrying current 
the voltage across the arc is small, as given by the curves in Fig. 
6. During the negative portion of the alternating-current 
voltage wave the voltage from anode to cathode is equal to the 
alternating-current voltage, since there is no current flowing in the 
circuit to cause any voltage drop. 

Single-phase Rectification.-In Fig. 12 is shown a two-anode, 
single-phase, rectifying circuit. With a sinusoidal alternat
ing-current voltage impressed on the primary of the transfor
mer, the anodes will be positive during alternate half-cycles. 

29 
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+ 
Fm. 13.-Diagram of three-phase rectifier circuit. 

i 
Fm. 14.-Voltagc and current waves of a single-phase, half-wave rectifier. 
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During the half-cycle when anode 1 is positive, current will fl.ow 
from the anode to the-cathode through the load circuit and back 
to the neutral, as indicated by the solid arrows. During the 
half-cycle when anode 2 is positive, current will flow from this 
anode to the cathode and load circuit, as shown by dotted arrows. 
Thus the current through the load circuit flows in the same direc
tion during both half-cycles, while the current in the primary 
of the transformer is alternating. 

Fm. 15.-Current waves of single-phase and polyphase rectifiers. 

If two or more anodes in a rectifier are at positive potential 
simultaneously, the current will flow from the anode having the 
most positive potential. Thus, for instance, in the three-phase 
connection shown in Fig. 13, the anodes reach maximum positive 
potential one after another; they will, therefore, send current 
through the rectifier in succession, so that each anode carries 
current during one-third of a cycle (see Chap. IV). 

Polyphase Rectification.-In Fig. 15 are illustrated the current 
waves of 2-, 3-, 6-, and 12-phase rectifier circuits. The primary 
winding of the transformer is not shown in the figure. It can be 
seen· that the undulations of the direct current decrease as the 
number of phases is increased. 

For the above reason, and also for constructional reasons, 
6- and 12-phase rectifiers are ordinarily used for commercial 
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operation. The undulations shown in the figure are usually 
considerably reduced in commercial installations due to the 
inherent inductance of the load circuits. It can also be observed 
from Fig. 15 that the time interval during which each anode 
and the corresponding secondary phase are under load decreases 
with a greater number of phases, as shown by the relative sizes 
of the cross-hatched areas. The wave shapes of the currents 
and voltages, and the relations between them arc further elabo
rated in Chaps. IV and V. 

The potentials of the various parts of a polyphase (6-phase) 
rectifier circuit when in operation are shown by the curves in 

FIG. 16.-Potcntials of anodes and cathode of a polyphase rectifier. 

Fig. 16. The potential of the transformer neutral N is used as 
the reference line. The potentials of the anodes arc sine waves. 
The potential of the cathode, shown in heavy lines, is equal 
to the potential of the working anode less the voltage drop in 
the rectifier. 

It is evident from Fig. 16 that each anode has a small positive 
potential with respect to the cathode (equal to the voltage drop 
in the rectifier) only during the working period of the anode, 
while during the rest of the cycle the anode is negative with 
respect to the cathode. When the anode voltage reaches a 
maximum negative value, its potential to the cathode is equal 
to twice the amplitude of the anode voltage, less the voltage drop 
in the rectifier. 

Thus, for example, in a 6-phase, 600-volt rectifier, such as 
shown in Fig. 15, having an arc voltage drop of 25 volts, the 
amplitude of the anode voltage to neutral is approximately 
650 volts (see Chaps. IV and VI). The potential of a working 
anode to the cathode is +25 volts; the maximum negative 
potential between an anode and the cathode is 

2 X 650 - 25 = 1,275 volts. 
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From a consideration of Fig. 16 it is readily seen why only 
the anode having the highest potential carries current, while 
the other anodes are idle. When anode 1, for example, is carrying 
current, the cathode potential is equal to the potential of this 
anode less the voltage drop in the arc. During this period the 
other anodes are at a negative potential to the cathode; the 
electric field from these anodes to the cathode is therefore in 
the reverse direction from that required for the flow of electrons 
towards the anodes or the flow of positive ions to the cathode, 
which constitutes the current flow in a rectifying arc; conse
quently, no current can flow from these anodes. 

} 
D.C 

+ Load 

· Fw. 17.-Alternative arrangement of anodes and cathode for polyphase 
rectification. 

The usual arrangement of rectifier circuits is to connect the 
anodes to the free ends of the transformer secondary phases, 
as shown in Figs. 12 and 13. The cathode then forms the posi
tive pole of the rectifier system, and the neutral of the trans
former secondary the negative pole. 

This arrangement of anodes and cathode could, however, be 
reversed, as shown in Fig. 17. In this figure, the free ends of 
the transformer secondary phases are shown connected to the 
cathodes of several single-anode rectifiers, while the anodes are 
connected together. The transformer neutral now forms the 
positive pole, while the common anode connection forms the 
negative pole. Each rectifier cylinder of Fig. 17 is provided with 
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an auxiliary anode, supplied by a battery, for maintaining an 
auxiliary arc, since each main anode carries current only during 
a portion of the cycle, and the main arc is, therefore, extinguished 
during the remaining portion of the cycle. 

The conditions regarding the currents and voltages in the 
circuit shown in Fig. 17 will be substantially the same as for 
the normal arrangement shown in Fig. 13. 

Current Conduction by Rectifier Cylinder.-The elements 
composing a steel-enclosed polyphase mercury arc rectifier are 
shown in Fig. 13. It consists of a vacuum-tight steel vessel, 
anodes, and cathode. The anodes are insulated from the tank, 
since they are at different potentials. The cathode must also be 
insulated to prevent the walls of the cylinder from conducting 
part of the current. 

In Chap. II it was stated that the current in a mercury arc 
consists of a flow of electrons towards the anodes and a flow 
of positive ions towards the cathode. If the cathoae were not 
insulated from the cylinder, the latter would be at the cathode 
potential; a portion of the positive ions would then be attracted 
towards the walls of the cylinder, and a current would flow 
through the metallic walls to the cathode. This conduction 
takes place without the presence of any cathode spot on the walls 
of the cylinder. The magnitude of the current thus conducted 
increases as the load current is increased, on account of the 
presence of a larger number of ions and the greater dispersion 
resulting from this. 

In Fig. 18 are shown curves of the current h conducted by the 
cylinder walls of 250-, 600-, and 2,000-amp. rectifiers, in function 
of the total current I 1• These measurements :were obtained by 
making a solid connection from the tank to the cathode, and 
measuring the current flowing in this conductor. The tests 
showed that the location of the point at which the connection was 
made on the cylinder did not affect the results. 

The flow of current in the walls of the cylinder causes it to 
heat up and liberate gases, which are detrimental to the operation 
of the rectifier and may cause internal flashovers. Furthermore, 
at higher load currents the mercury arc sometimes jumps from 
the mercury cathode to the walls of the cylinder, which are 
usually covered with drops of mercury, forming a cathode spot; 
at the same time, the cathode spot in the mercury of the cathode 
is extinguished. 
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In order to avoid current conduction by the walls of the 
rectifier cylinder, and the consequent troubles, the cathode of 
present types of rectifiers is insulated from the cylinder. The 
methods of insulating the cathode are given in Chap. VII. The 
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cylinder when not insulated from the cathode. (The dotted portion of the 
upper curve represents unstable conditions, and is the average value of a number 
of readings. The high values of IL are probably due to the formation of cathode 
spots on the cylinder wall.) 

potential difference between the cylinder and the cathode is 
small, and very little insulation is required. 

BACK FIRES 

Perhaps the most disturbing phenomenon occurring in recti
fiers, and which has been the greatest obstacle in the development 
of large-capacity rectifiers, is the so-called "back fire" or "arc
back." At the present time, the design and rating of rectifiers 
are so directed as to limit the possibility of recurrent back fires. 
For this reason it is important to understand the nature of back 
fires, their probable causes, and means for their elimination. 

A back fire results from the failure of the valve action of one or 
more anodes. It was brought out in the preceding chapter that 
the operation of a rectifier is based on the valve action of a 
mercury arc in a vacuum, which allows the current to flow only 
from anode to cathode. If, however, a cathode spot should for 
any reason develop on one of the anodes, as shown on anode 1, 
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in Fig. 19, this anode will act as a cathode, and current from the 
other anodes will flow to the back-firing anode. This current is 
limited only by the resistance and reactance of the transformer 
windings, and is, therefore, in effect, a short circuit on the 
transformer. The conditions in the back-firing phases are more 

A.C. 

+ 
Fm. 19.-Flow of currents in a rectifier during a back fire. The rectifier is 

shown operating in parallel with a direct-current rotating machine. 

severe than during an alternating-current short circuit on the 
transformer. 

In Fig. 32 is shown an oscillogram of the current in a back
firing anode, the direct-current voltage during the back fire, and 
the primary current. This oscillogram was taken during a test 
on a 1,200-kw. rectifier. 

If the rectifier is connected in parallel with a source of . 
direct current, there will be an additional backfeed current from 
the positive pole of the direct-current source into the back-firing 
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anode, as indicated by the fan-tailed arrows in Fig. 19, due to 
the loss of the valve action and the drop of the direct-current 
voltage of the rectifier (see also Chaps. IV, VI, XI, and XIV). 

Unless quickly interrupted by protective apparatus, the high 
current flowing in the faulty anode will cause the anode to over
heat; this overheating may pit the anode and make it susceptible 
to back-firing again. A prolonged back fire would also lower the 
vacuum in the rectifier, on account of the gases liberated from 
the overheated anode. With the usual protective apparatus 
provided for rectifier installations, back fires do not have any 
harmful effects, and the rectifier can be put back into operation 
immediately after the back fire. 

In spite of the many investigations of back-fire phenomena 
made over a large number of years, the exact causes of back fires 
and the conditions under which they occur are not yet definitely 
known. 

Inverse Current.-During the part of a cycle when an anode is 
idle, and is at a negative potential to the cathode, a small cur
rent, amounting to a few milliamperes, flows in the anode circuit 
in the reverse direction from the normal flow of load current. 
This current may be called the inverse current. It has been 
observed that the inverse current is highest under conditions at 
which the susceptibility of a rectifier to back fire is greatest, a:ad 
that corrective means used to eliminate back fires also reduce the 

• magnitude of the inverse current. For this reason it is thought 
that the inverse current is either a cause of back fires or a symp
tom of conditions leading to back fires. 

The inverse current consists of two components. The first 
component is produced by the movement of positive ions from the 
ionized mercury vapor toward the idle anode which is at a nega
tive potential to the cathode. This component attains a maxi
mum value immediately after the anode has ceased working 
(410), due to absorption of ions from the space about the anode, 
and then gradually declines to zero. The second component is 
the result of a glow discharge between the idle anode and the 
cathode, which is produced by the voltage difference between them. 

The relative magnitudes of the two components of the inverse 
current depend on the magnitudes of the current and voltage. 
The first component is generally much higher at the voltages now 
in general use. Methods used for measuring the inverse current 
are described in Chap. XIV. 
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As was stated in Chap. II, in connection with Fig. 4, when a 
voltage is applied between two electrodes, a glow discharge takes 
place between them when the voltage has reached a certain mini
mum value, and as the voltage is further increased the discharge 
current increases slightly, until a point is reached, at a certain 
value of the voltage, when the glow discharge changes suddenly 
to an arc discharge, which amounts in effect to a breakdown of 
the space between the electrodes, with the negative electrode as 
the cathode. The value of the breakdown voltage, as well as 
the value of the glow-discharge voltage, depend on the nature 
of the gases or vapors present, and are also functions of the 
product of the pressure and the distance between electrodes. 
The variation of the breakdown voltage of mercury vapor with 
this product is shown in Fig. 9. It is seen from this figure that for 
a certain value of pd the breakdown voltage is a minimum and 
has a value of approximately 450 volts, which is within the work
ing range of the majority of steel-enclosed rectifiers. The mini
mum breakdown voltage is even lower when other gases are 
present, particularly alkaline vapors. 

Causes of Back Fires. Current and Voltage Conditions.-It 
has been observed that the loss of the valve action of an 
anode, which produces back fires, generally occurs shortly 
after the anode has ceased working. This fact, together with 
the fact that back fires usually occur at certain currents and 
voltages, leads to a plausible explanation of the cause of back 
fires. 

The occurrence of back fires in steel-enclosed rectifiers, while 
influenced by current and voltage, is not as definite a function 
of these quantities as is the case with glass-bulb rectifiers, on 
account of the greater variations of pressure, temperature, etc. 
This is due to the larger size of the rectifier, the use of a metal 
container, insulators, packing material, and anodes which may 
liberate gases due to excessive local heating, as well as to expan
sion and contraction of sealed joints. In glass-bulb rectifiers, 
which are more or less free from foreign gases, the occurrenceof 
back fires is found to be a definite function of the current and 
voltage. If the glass bulb is cooled by blowing air on it, the 
limits of current and voltage for the occurrence of back fires are 
raised; however, the general shape of the curve showing this 
relationship remains the same. It is found that neither the 
reactance of the alternating-current source nor its frequency 
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within the commercial limits have any noticeable effect on the 
occurrence of this phenomenon (324). 

When an anode is carrying current, the space about the anode 
and in the arc path between anode and cathode is filled with 
electrons and positive ions which are produced by the ionization 
of the mercury vapor, and which constitute the current flow of 
the arc. As soon as an anode ceases to work, due to transfer 
of the arc to another anode having a higher potential, there· 
remains a residue of ions and electrons in the vicinity of the first 
anode. Some of the ions and electrons will combine to form 
neutral atoms; the remainder will follow the electric field. 
Since the anode which has ceased working is negative with 
respect to the cathode and the working anode (see Fig. 16) so 
that the electric field to the cathode is reversed, the electrons 
will be repelled from the anode and ions will be attracted. 
This reversal of the direction of the flow of electrons and ions 
from that in the rectifying arc produces the first component of 
the inverse current. The ions striking the surface of the anode 
produce heating, and under certain conditions this heating may 
develop a cathode spot and produce a back fire. 

At higher currents, there is a greater number of ions in the 
space about the anode so that more ions strike the anode surface, 
thus producing greater heating and, consequently, increasing 
the susceptibility to back fire. Furthermore, with higher 
currents, the anode surface is at a higher temperature when it 
ceases to work and the conditions for producing hot spots by the 
bombardment of ions are therefore more favorable. 

At higher voltages, the gradient of the electric field at the 
anode, when it ceases to work, is greater, so that the ions strike 
the surface with greater force, thereby producing greater heating. 
For this reason, the susceptibility of an anode to produce a back 
fire is increased at higher voltages. 

Another possible source of back fires is the glow discharge 
produced by the potential between anode and cathode or 
between anodes, which may lead to a breakdown of the 
space between the electrodes. This discharge is from cathode 
to anode, and constitutes the second component of the inverse 
current in the anode when it is at a negative potential to the 
cathode. The discharge is a function of the voltage, the 
pressure, and the nature of the gases in the rectifier, as has 
already been discussed. 
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As was pointed out previously, the voltage at which the break
down takes place has a definite relation to the product of the 
pressure and the distance between anode and cathode. In a 
rectifier the spacing of the anodes and the cathode is such that 
for the operating range of the pressure, the operating voltage of 
the rectifier is below the voltage required to produce breakdown. 
If, however, the vacuum should drop for any reason to a low 
value, or if foreign gases are liberated for the reasons given above, 
the breakdown voltage may be reduced to a figure as low as the 
operating voltage of the rectifier, and a discharge may, therefore, 
take place. Such a discharge may also occur at a high vacuum 
on account of a voltage surge. 

Back fires produced by a glow discharge arc not dependent on 
the load, except in so far as the load increases the pressure in the 
rectifier by the evaporation of mercury or by the liberation of 
gases from the metal or packing of the cylinder or from the anodes. 
Such back fires are particularly apt to occur during the forming 1 

of the rectifier, when the pressure is low and foreign gases are 
present. For this reason it is advantageous to form the rectifier 
with low voltages. 

On account of the greater susceptibility of rectifiers to back 
fire at higher voltages, the current rating of rectifiers is reduced 
as the direct-current operating voltage is increased. The rela
tion of the curl'ent and voltage ratings of several types of rectifiers 
is shown by the curves of Fig. 154. Thus, for instance, a rectifier 
rated at 1,600 amp. at 300 volts has a rating of 850 amp. at 3,000 
volts, and 600 amp. at 5,000 volts. 

The current and voltage limits for the occurrence of back fires 
are of course related to the rated current and voltage capacity 
of the rectifier, and, consequently, to the dimensions of the anodes 
and their spacing. For larger anodes, the heating of the anodes, 
which is a primary source of back fires, is a function of the 
current density at the anode surface. With a larger surface, 
more rectified current can be carried without overheating, and 
more ions can be permitted to strike the surface. 

The effect of the load current on the occurrence of back fires 
was recently investigated by observing the anode space of a glass 
rectifier through a stroboscopic disk (361). This made it 
possible to "slow up" or to "fix" any recurring phenomena 

1 The terms forming, degassing, and bake--0ut refer to the same process 
(see Chap. IX). 
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which it is otherwise impossible to observe due to the extremely 
short period of their duration and the strong light of the arc. 
This investigation disclosed the presence of a violet glow in the 
arm of the anode, which appears immediately after the anode 
ceases carrying current, and then gradually disappears. It was 
observed that this glow increases when the load current of the 
anode is increased, and that an increase of the current and glow 
increases the possibility of back fires. It was also found that 
this glow is not a glow discharge due to voltage, as it was observed 
to disappear even when the negative voltage on the anode was 
increasing. This glow is of the same color as the cathode flame 
and the glow appearing in the condensing dome of the rectifier. 
The glow in the condensing dome was found in the past to be 
produced by the presence of ionized mercury vapor, consisting of 
free electrons and positive ions. This seems to indicate that 
such free electrons and ions are also present in the anode space 
when the anode arc is extinguished, and that back fires are 
probably caused by the bombardment of the anode surface by the 
positive ions, as was previously explained. 

Condition of Anodes.-Back fires are primarily due to the 
development of a hot spot on the surface of the anode. Besides 
the effect of the load in producing a hot spot, this may be aggra
vated by the following abnormal conditions: 

1. Mercury may condense and form a drop on the surface of 
the anode when cold. This may cause the arc to concentrate and 
establish a cathode spot which emits electrons. To avoid this, 
shields and baffles are provided in the rectifier, to di vcrt the stream 
of mercury vapor from the anode surface, as shown in Figs. 87, 90, 
94, 96, etc. in Chap. VII1 where they are denoted by F. 

2. Impurities or dirt on the surface of the anode may have a 
similar effect as a drop of mercury. A particle of foreign matter 
contained in the anode material, and capable of emitting electrons 
at a lower temperature than pure iron, may cause a back fire 
when the iron becomes hot. Such a particle may evaporate in a 
very short time and the back fire may disappear of itself before 
the circuit can be interrupted by the circuit breakers. Such 
back fires are known as "silent" back fires. 

3. Unevenness of the anode surface, which may be due to pre
vious back fires, also may have the same effect. 

Vacuum Conditions.-Since a low vacuum, or the presence of 
foreign gases in a rectifier, may cause a back fire, due to the lower-
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ing of the glow discharge and breakdown voltages as explained 
above, any factor that would produce this condition is likely to 
produce a back fire. The vacuum in a rectifier may be impaired 
by any one of the following causes: A leak may occur, due to a 
broken insulator or seal, a poorly welded joint, or corrosion of the 
cylinder. The vacuum may also be reduced by the liberation of 
occluded gases from the anodes, the cylinder walls, the material 
used for the seals, or from impure mercury. Furthermore, some 
internal parts of the rectifier may be loosened and may fall into 
the path of the arc stream or into the cathode, and the heat of 
the arc will liberate vapor from these parts. 

Prevention of Back Fires.-Since the danger of frequent back 
fires is the limiting factor in the rating of rectifiers, any means 
which would minimize this possibility would of course improve 
the operation of rectifiers, and make it possible to increase their 
ratings. 

So far, no absolute preventive for back fires has been found. 
However, means have been found to reduce considerably the 
frequency of their occurrence and to reduce the magnitude and 
duration of the resulting disturbance when they do occur. This 
has been accomplished by interposing a metallic screen in the arc 
stream near the anode. The screens arc supported inside the 
anode shields as shown in Fig. 101. In order to be effective, the 
screens must be of the proper material, of correct shape, and must 
be located at a certain distance from the anode. 

Two practical arrangements of the screens are used in the 
Brown Boveri rectifiers: (1) non-energized, and (2) energized. 

Non-energized Screens.-With this arrangement the screens 
are connected to the anode shields. Their action may be 
explained as follows: ·when the anode is carrying current, the 
screen assumes the potential of the arc, which is then more nega
tive than the anode. As soon as the anode is extinguished, the 
shield retains its potential and, therefore, remains negative with 
respect to the anode for a short instant, until the anode potential 
has dropped further. The screen thus acts as a negative shield 
for the anode during the period when the anode is most sus
ceptible to back fire, as was previously brought out, and prevents 
an instantaneous reversal of the electric field. 

One effect of this shielding is to prevent the emission of 
electrons from any hot spots that may have been formed on the 
anode, thus permit~ing them to cool. Another effect is to delay 
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the movement of the free ions toward the anode and to facilitate 
their recombination with electrons along the surface of the 
screen, thus reducing the number of ions reaching the anode 
surface, which is considered a source of back fires. 

Energized Screens.~ With this arrangement, the screens are 
insulated from the anode shields and are provided with connec
tions to an external source of potential. The screens may be so 
connected that a negative potential is applied to them when the 
anode ceases working. This has an effect similar to that of non
energized screens, but it is more pronounced, since a higher 
negative potential can be applied and maintained for a longer 
time. 

The screens may be left disconnected during normal operation; 
they would then act as non-energized screens. Should a back 
fire occur for any reason, however, a negative potential is applied 
to the screens of all the anodes. This prevents the non-back
firing anodes from picking up the arc once they are idle, and, thus, 
prevents them from feeding to the back-firing anode (see Fig. 
19); as a result, the back fire is interrupted in a fraction of a 
cycle without the opening of the alternating-current supply 
circuit, and the service is, therefore, not disturbed. 



CHAPTER IV 

THEORY 

The principles underlying the operation of mercury arc recti
fiers, as well as the phenomena of rectification, were considered 
in the preceding chapters. In this and the two following chapters 
the theory dealing with the relations of currents and voltages in 
rectifier circuits will be taken up. 

Elementary Considerations.-In considering the voltage and 
current relations in rectifier circuits, it should be understood that 
circuits used in connection with rectifiers are electrical circuits 
and are subject to the electric and magnetic laws applying to any 
other electric circuit, with the special conditions resulting from 
the characteristics of a mercury arc in vacuum, namely: 

1. That in the rectifier cylinder the current can flow in one direction only, 
from anode to cathode, provided the anode is positive with respect to the 
cathode. 

2. That, if there is more than one anode in the cylinder, the current will 
flow over the anode having the most positive potential. If two or more 
anodes are at the same potential, they will carry current simultaneously. 

3. That the voltage drop in the arc, which is nearly constant over a wide 
rang;c of current values (see Fig. 6), has the characteristic of a back e.m.f. 
similar to that of a battery. 

If a rectifier is connected in a circuit with a battery and a load, 
as shown in Fig. 20a, and the arc in the rectifier has been started 
by any of the means described in Chap. VIII, the current flowing 
in the circuit is equal to 

Voltage of battery - voltage drop in arc 
Load resistance 

If the battery voltage in the circuit is increased by connecting 
in more cells, the current will increase in proportion to the 
increase of the net voltage (Eb- E,). If the circuit has resistance 
only, the current will come up to its new value instantly. If 
there is inductance also in the circuit, the current in changing 
from its former value to its new value will go through a transient 
state determined by the relative values of inductance and 

44 
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resistance (sec curve of current I in Fig. 20a). In Fig. 20b a 
single-anode rectifier is shown connected to an alternating-current 
supply having a sinusoidal voltage wave e10. It is assumed that 
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Frn. 20.-Voltage and current waves of rectifiers (neglecting the transformer 
reactance). 

an auxiliary arc is maintained in the rectifier. With a resistance 
load only, the direct-current voltage ed, at the terminals of the 
load, is equal to the positive half-wave of the alternating-current 
voltage less the voltage drop in the rectifier. Due to the valve 
action of the rectifier, the direct-current voltage during the nega-
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tive half-cycle is zero. The direct current is at every instant 
equal to the ratio of voltage to resistance, and will have a shape 
shown by curve id 1, If the circuit contains inductance as well 
as resistance, the variations in the current will lag behind the 
voltage variations and the current will be as shown by curve 
ir12, Due to the inductance, a time lag is introduced in the rise 
and decline of the current. In Fig. 20c is shown a two-anode 
rectifier, connected to a single-phase alternating-current supply. 
With this connection, the anodes are positive during alternate 
half-cycles. The alternating-current voltages between anodes 
and transformer neutral are given by curves e10 and e20• The 
direct-current voltage with resistance load only is shown by 
curve ea, and is equal to the positive half-waves of the alternating
current voltages less the voltage drop in the arc. It is O when the 
alternating-current voltage is equal to or less than the voltage 
drop in the arc. The direct-current waves in each of the anode 
circuits, without inductance, are similar to those shown in Fig. 
20b. With inductance in the circuit the load current (shown in 
heavy outline) does not go down to zero. 

In Fig. 20d, a three-anode rectifier is shown connected to a 
three-phase, alternating-current supply. The three phase volt
ages, e1 0, e2 0, e3o, lag behind one another by 120 electrical 
degrees. With a resistance load (and neglecting the effect of 
the transformer reactance), each anode will carry the current 
during one-third of a cycle, when its potential is more positive 
than that of the other anodes. Thus, referring to Fig. 20d, 
anode 1 will carry current during the period a, anode 2 during 
period b, and anode 3 during period c. The direct-current voltage 
at any instant is equal to the voltage of the anode carrying the 
current at that instant minus the voltage drop in the arc, and is 
shown by curve CJ. The direct-current wave, with resistance 
load, is shown by curve ia1. With an inductive load, the current 
wave will have the shape shown by curve ia2• 

In Fig. 20, the rectifier is shown connected to a single alternat
ing-current source, which is the usual condition in practice. 
It is possible, however, to connect one rectifier to separate 
alternating-current sources, which may be out of phase or of 
different frequencies. 

In Fig. 21a, two anodes of the rectifier arc connected to an 
alternating-current source A, and two to source B. On the 
direct-current side the two sources have a common neutral and 
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feed a common load. In curve 1 is represented the direct-current 
voltage ed, if the alternating-current voltages of the two sources 
are out of phase by 90° and are of equal magnitude. Curve 2 
shows the direct-current voltage if the alternating-current 
voltages are of different magnitudes. Curve 3 shows the direct
current voltage if the voltages of the sources A and B are of 

A 

LJ 

(a) 

B 

LJ 
I 
I 

ed 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Fra. 21.-Connections and voltage waves of rectifiers supplied from two alter
nating-current sources. 

different frequencies and different magnitudes. The way these 
direct-current voltage curves are produced is self-evident from 
the explanation given for the curves of Fig. 20. 

Instead of having a common neutral, the transformer 
secondaries may have independent neutrals, as shown in Fig. 
21b. The two systems may then have different direct-current 
voltages and separate load circuits, the cathode being common to 
both systems. This arrangement is actually used in rectifiers 
provided with an alternating-current excitation system as 
described in Chap. VIII. 
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From Fig. 20 it is seen that as the number of phases is increased 
the current and voltage waves of a rectifier a·pproach nearer to 
the straight-line curves of direct current and voltage, as obtained 
from a battery. For a given magnitude of alternating-current 
phase voltage, as the number of phases is increased, the direct
current voltage increases and approaches nearer to the maximum 
value of the alternating-current voltage wave. Thus, with a 
theoretically infinite number of phases the direct-current voltage 
would be equal to the maximum value of phase voltage. The 
above points out a way for controlling the voltage of a rectifier. 
Should it be possible to change the number of working phases 
of a rectifier, smoothly, keeping the primary voltage constant, 
the direct-current output voltage could be regulated. For 
instance, by changing the number of phases from two to three 
(sec Fig. 20, c and d, respectively), the direct-current output 
voltage Ed would be changed 30 per cent (see also Table II 
below). The variation of the direct-current voltage with the 
number of phases is actually utilized for controlling the direct
current voltage of rectifiers (See Chap. XII). 

The presence of inductance in the direct-current circuit of a 
rectifier smooths the direct-current wave. With a relatively 
large number of phases (6 or 12), and with a considerable amount 
of inductance in the circuit, the direct-current wave of a rectifier 
becomes practically a straight line. 

\Vith a single-anode rectifier, the anode current is, of course, 
the same as the current in the external circuit. With two-anode 
single-phase, and with polyphase rectifiers, the inductance of the 
transformer affects the shape of the anode current. With an 
ideal transformer having no inductance, the anodes carry cur
rent singly, i.e., the anode having the highest potential carries 
the full direct current until the point of intersection of its voltage 
wave with that of the next anode, when the current is instantly 
transferred to the next anode, as shown in Fig. 20. The leakage 
inductance, unavoidably present in transformers, prevents the 
anode currents from rising and falling instantly. This causes 
two successive anodes to carry current simultaneously for a 
short time interval. The total current is then equal to the sum 
of the two anode currents. 

The operation during which two anodes carry current simul
taneously while the current is transferred from one to the other 
is termed overlapping; the period during which this occurs is 
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termed the angle of overlap, and will be designated by u. The 
angle of overlap is a function of the reactance, the current, and 
the phase voltage. 

The overlapping due to inductance in the anode circuits reduces 
the average value of the direct-current voltage under load, giving 
the rectifier a drooping direct-current voltage characteristic. 

The calculation of the angle of overlap and its effect upon the 
shape of the apode current and direct-current voltage waves will 
be considered in greater detail later. 

The current and voltage relations of a rectifier will now be 
considered, with the following simplifying assumptions: 

1. The direct-current wave is assumed to be a straight line. 
2. The voltage drop in the arc is assumed to be constant at all loads. 
3. The rectifier transformer ratio is assumed to be 1: 1. 
4. The magnetizing cum,nt of the transformer is neglected. 

In most cases, these assumptions represent a close approxima
tion to actual conditions, and lead to results sufficiently accurate 
for most practical purposes. With these assumptions, the cur
rent and voltage relations of the rectifier will be derived: 

1. Neglecting the resistance and reactance of the transformer and line. 
2. Considering the effect of the reactance of the transformer secondary. 

Following is a list of the symbols used and their exolanations: 

A = effective value of anode current. 
E = effective value of phase voltage, primary and secondary. 

Ed = average value of direct-current voltage. 
I = constant direct current. 

Iv = effective value of primary current. 
L = inductance per phase of transformer secondary. 
P = average direct-current power. 

P, = rating of transformer primary. 
P 2 = rating of transformer secondary. 
X = 2,,:fL = rcactance per phase of transformer secondary. 

P.F. = power factor in line. 
a 1, a 2, etc. = instantaneous values of anode currents. 

d = average value of direct-current voltage drop. 
e,, e,, etc. = instantaneous values of phasr, voltages. 

ea = voltage drop in the rectifying arc. 
ed = instantaneous value of direct-current voltage. 
f = frequency of alternating-current supply. 

i,, i 2, etc. = instantaneous values of transformer primary currents. 
p = number of secondary phases = number of anodr,s. 
t = time. 

u = angle of overlap. 
X = wt = 2,rfl. 
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1. VOLTAGE AND CURRENT RELATIONS WITH ZERO 
TRANSFORMER REACTANCE 

We shall consider the general case of a p-phase rectifier, 
delivering a constant direct current I and connected to a trans
former having a voltage E (r.m.s.) per phase. The transformer 
is assumed to have zero reactance. The anodes then burn in 
sequence, one at a time, and each anode delivers the current I 

El!z 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

Fm. 22.-Direct-currcnt voltage and currt>nt waves of a p-phase rectifier. 

for an interval of 21r/p. 
shape shown in Fig. 22. 
value 

The anode current has the rectangular 
Its average value is I /p and its effective 

. I 1~2;- ~ __ L 
A= \fa;.· PI = VP. (1) 

The direct-current voltage, including the drop in the arc and 
the cathode choke coil, is equal to the voltage between the 
transformer neutral and the momentarily burning anode. 
Since the reactance drop is assumed to be zero, the direct-current 
voltage wave has the form shown in heavy outline in Fig. 22, 
and its average value, derived by integrating the voltage wave 
over the angle 21r/p, and using the point of maximum value as 
the origin, is 

1 f +,r/p EV2 sin~ 
Ed= -- Ev'2 cos xdx = -- - I!. 

21r/p -,r/p 1r/rr (2) 
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For various numbers of ph~ses, this equation gives the follow
ing values for the ratio Eal E: 

TABLE II 

p = 2 3 4 fi 

0.fl 1.17 1.27 1.35 

The average direct-current power 
• 11' 

Sill 

p = Ed] = EI vz / p. 
11',]) 

12 <X 

1.40 1.41 

(3) 

The rating of the transformer secondary windings 

11' IP 
pRA 

. ;- p\2 = Elvp = ~P• 
• 11' 

Sill -
p 

(4) 

For a given transformer connection, the transformer primary 
and line current waves can be constructed from the anode cur
rents. The effective values of the currents as well as the trans
former primary rating can then be computed. 

For illustration we shall 
compute the voltages, cur
rents, and transformer rat
ings of a single-phase rectifier 
and of a 6-phasc rectifier 
with a 3Y /6-phasc trans
former, using the diametrical 
connection of secondaries. 

Single-phase Rectifier.
In a single-phase rectifier, 
Fig. 23, each anode carries 

a, a2 _ 

Bf 
o 7r 2TT _.Ip 
0----ff 

the current I for half a cycle. Fra. 23.-Current and voltage relations of 
Neglecting the magnetizing two-anode single-phase rectifier. 

magnetomotive force, the sum of the magnetomotive forces in 
the closed magnetic circuit of the transformer core is equal to 0, 
and with an assumed 1: 1 transformation ratio we can write 
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from which the primary current wave can be constructed as 
shown in Fig. 23. From the diagram in Fig. 23 we obtain 

7r 

P1 = Eiv =EI= 2V2P. 

P 2v2 
P.F. = p = - ~ = 0.90. 

I 7r 

Six-phase Rectifier with 3-phase Y-connected Transformer 
Primary.-Figurc 24 shows a 3Y /6-phase transformer con
nected to a 6-phase rectifier. The numeral subscripts of the 
anode currents correspond to the order in which the anodes will 
burn. The currents i1, i2, ia, and a1, a2, a3, etc. are the instan
taneous values of primary and secondary currents, respectively, 
without regard to their wave shapes, duration, or sequence. 
With the assumption of zero magnetizing m.m.f., the sums of the 
m.m.f.s on the three legs of the transformer core are equal to 
each other, since the ends of the three legs meeting in the yoke 
are at the same magnetic potential. The following equations 
may be written for the equality of m.m.f.s: 

N1i1 + N2(a1 - a4) = N1i2 + N2(aa - a6) = N1ia + 
N2(a, - a2). (5) 

On the assumption of a 1: 1 ratio of transformation, N 1 = 
N 2 ; the N factors are then cancelled from the above equation, 
giving 

Also, by Kirchhoff's first law, applied to the neutral point of the 
transformer primary, 

(7) 
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Solving Eqs. (6) and (7), simultaneously for i1, i2, and 23, we 
obtain 

i, = - %a1 - >1112 + >ia3 + 7;3a4 + >ia5 - Has. (8) 
12 = }ia1 - \ia2 - _%a3 - Ha1 + Ha5 + %a6. (9) 
13 = Ha1 + %a2 + 1-sa3 - Ha1 - _%a5 - J~a6. (IO) 

3 Phase A.C. 
--fl/3--: 

11 lz (, 

~ 
[).C 

Fm. 24.~Currcnt and vol tag" rPlations of six-anode rectifier with 3Y /ri-phase 
transformer. 

A summation of the m.m.f.s on any leg of the transformer core 
gives a residual m.m.f. having the value, 

In deriving Eqs. (8), (9), and (IO), no assumptions were made 
regarding the wave shapes or time sequence of the currents. 
These equations are, therefore, general and can be applied to a 
transformer connected as in Fig. 24, regardless of the wave shape 
of the currents. 

From these expressions the primary current curves have been 
constructed in Fig. 24. From Eqs. (1) and (2) and from the 
diagram of Fig. 24, 
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A = _ _!___ = -~ I_ 
-vp -v6 

P2 = pEA = El-v6 = 1r P. y3 
P1 = 3Elp = Ely2 = ;P. 

p 3 
P.F. = p = - = 0.955. 

I 7f 

In deriving the current and voltage relations for the 6-phase 
rectifier transformer connection shown in Fig. 24, the effect of 
the residual third-harmonic m.m.f. has been neglected, which 
is the condition approximated at small loads. The effect of 
the third-harmonic m.m.f. and the actual current and voltage 
relations of this connection at higher loads are treated in Chap. VI. 

For other transformer connections the values of currents, 
voltages, and transformer ratings can be computed similarly. 
These values for various transformer and rectifier connections 
are given in Table V, Chap. VI. 

2. EFFECT OF REACTANCE IN TRANSFORMER SECONDARY 

We shall return to the general case of a p-phase rectifier. 
Each phase of the transformer secondary now has an inductance 
L. (This inductance L includes the inductance of the secondary 
winding, as well as the equivalent inductances of the primary 
windings and the alternating-current line, reduced to the second
ary. The equivalent secondary inductance of the primary and 
line inductances depends on the type of transformer connection 
used, and is considered in Chap. VI.) Due to this inductance, 
the anode currents can no longer build up and die down instantly 
as was previously assumed, but the currents of two consecutive 
phases overlap. Two adjoining anodes, therefore, have their 
arcs going simultaneously for a short interval, constituting an 
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electrical connection between the open ends of the windings of the 
overlapping phases. This condition is shown in Fig. 25a. 

Anode 1 carries the full current I until the point of intersection 
of the voltage waves c1 and c2, when anode 2 strikes its arc. 
The instant of this occurrence will be used as the origin for the 
expression of the voltages and currents. 

Applying Kirchhoff's second law to the closed circuit formed 
by phases 1 and 2, Fig. 25a, 

di, di2 
Ci - L dt + L di - C2 = 0. (12) 

(Since the voltage drops in the two arcs are equal they cancel 
each other and, therefore, do not enter into the above expression). 

Also, 
i, + i2 = I. (13) 

C1 = EV2 COS (wt+;)-
C2 = EV2 cos (wt - ~)-

Substituting the above for c1 and e2 in Eq. (12) and solving Eqs. 
(12) and (13) simultaneously for i, and i2, we obtain, 

where, 

EV2 sin '.1: 
i, = I - -~~ P (1 - cos wt), 

X 

EV2 sin~ 
i2 = I - i1 = ----~p (1 - cos wt), 

X 

X = wL. 

(14) 

(15) 

To derive the shape of the current waves i1 and i2 during over
lapping, Eqs. (14) and (15) will be separated into their component 

- ;- 71' Ev 2 sin -
parts, replacing the factor - X ---1! by I.: 

i 1 = I - I. + I. cos wt. 
i2 = I. - Is cos wt. 

(14a) 
(15a) 

These currents are composed of direct-current components and 
a sinusoidal alternating-current component i, = ls cos wt. As 
shown in Fig. 25b, the alternating-current components (shown 
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dotted) have their axes displaced from the zero-axis of the anode 
currents. 

The alternating current i. is equal to the current produced 
by short-circuiting anodes 1 and 2, and is equal to the difference 
of the phase voltages divided by the sum of the phase reactances. 

(a> 

I 

(b) 

I 

' ' ' 

(C) 

Fm. 25.-Current and voltage relations of a p-phase rectifier, with inductance 
in the transformer secondary producing overlapping of anode currents. 

The difference of the phase voltages producing this current is 

e, = e2 - e1 = 2 EV2 sin 1r sin wt 
p 

and is shown in the vector diagram of Fig. 25c. 

EV2 sin 7T' 

1, 
2X 

__ X ___ P cos wt. 
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The current is a cosine function since the circuit is reactive and 
the current i. lags behind the voltage e, by 90°. 

The alternating-current component i, flows in the closed 
circuit of the overlapping phases, as indicated by the dotted 
lines in Fig. 25a, and does not appear in the direct-current circuit. 

The overlapping of the currents lasts until i 1 becomes O, since 
the valve action of the arc prevents it from having a negative 
value. 

The angle of overlap u can, therefore, be determined by equat
ing to zero the expression for i1, Eq. (14), with wt replaced by u. 

from which 

EV2 sin~ 
ii = I - --- _E(l - cos u) 

X 

cos u = l 
IX 

EV2 sin 1r 
p 

From Eq. (16), 

- ;- 11' Ev 2 sin -
p -----x - I 

1 - cos u 

(16) 

Substituting in Eqs. (14) and (15) and replacing wt by x, we 
obtain. 

i1 = I l - -- -~-- , . ( 1 - COS X) 
1 - cos u 

i2 = I . 1-=__cos :i:_ 
1-cosu 

(17) 

(18) 

As seen from Fig. 25b, the anode current consists of three parts: 
one part extending over angle u and expressed by Eq. (18)°, a 
second part extending over angle (21r /p - u) and having a square 
shape of amplitude I, and a third part extending over angle u 
and expressed by Eq. (17). 

The effective value A of the anode current may, therefore, be 
computed from the diagram in Fig. 25, and expressions (17) 
and (18). 
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Substituting Eqs. (17) and (18) for i1 and i2, and integrating 
the functions and combining the terms, 

or 

A= J,;✓ 1 
I I 

A=yp\)l 

_ . 11•;,-11 =- cos x _ (1 - cos x) 2 ]dx 
p 1r O _ I - cos u 1 - cos u ' --l (2 + cos-u) sin u -(1 + 2 cos u)uJ, 
p 21r(l - cos u) 2 

A = -J v v 1 ~p-Ru) (19) 

where 

,t,(u) 

,t,(u) 

= !lul~ =-~~:: -C ~-;i: :yJax 
(2 + cos u) sin u - (1 + 2 cos u)u 
---- 21r0-=--cos--U) 2 

(20) 

To facilitate calculations, Eq. (20) may be expressed as a series. 

f(u) = -- 1 + + • • • . 2u( u
2 

) 

151r 84 
(20a) 

From a comparison of Eqs. (19) and (1) it is seen that the 
effective value of the current without overlapping may be cor
rected for overlapping by the factor yl ..:.:-p ,t,(u). This factor, 
for 2, 3, 6, and 12 phases, as well as the quantity ,J,(u), are 
plotted in Fig. 48, with u as abscissa. 

The rating of the secondary winding of the transformer as 
given by Eq. (4), but corrected for overlapping, is 

P2 = pEA = Eiyp Vl - pf (u). (21) 

Direct-current Voltage and Voltage Drop.-The direct-current 
voltage without overlapping is equal to the voltage of the 
working phase, as shown in Fig. 22, and its average value is 
given by Eq. (2). During the overlapping period, when two 
phases are connected together by the arc, the direct-current 
voltage wave will lie between the sinusoidal voltage waves of 
the two overlapping phases, and is equal to the induced phase 
voltage e2 less the inductive drop produced by the current i2 
in the inductance L. The equation for the inductive voltage 
drop is 
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Substituting for i2 from Eq. (15), and differentiating, 

wLEy2sin (7r/p) sin wt 
CL = - - J{ -- - · 

Replacing wL by X and wt by x, 

CL = Ev'i sin (~) sin x. 

The vector of eL is indicated in Fig. 2.5c, and is equal to 

}i(e2 - C1). 

The net direct-current voltage during overlapping 

Cu = C2 - CL 

= EV'2 cos(x - 0) - Ey2 sin(~) sin x 

= Ey2 cos(;) cos x. 

59 

The voltage wave e,, is shown in Figs. 25b and c and is equal to 
the mean value of voltages e1 and e2. As soon as the overlapping 
period is over, the direct-current voltage assumes the value of the 
working phase. 

The direct-current voltage wave as affected by overlapping is 
shown in heavy outline in Fig. 25b and differs from the no-load 
direct-current voltage (without overlapping, Fig. 22) by the 
cross-hatched area shown in Fig. 25b. The average value of the 
direct-current voltage as given by Eq. (2) is, therefore, reduced 
by the average ordinate d of the cross-hatched area. The ordi
nate d may be computed by integrating cL over the angle u. 

d= J l\Ldx 
2" 

p 0 

= :~ {uEV2 sin G) sin xdx 

PJo 
= !}V'2si~1r/p) (1 - cos u). (22) 

2~ 
p 

Substituting from Eq. (16) for cos u, 

d = IX. 
2" 

p 

(22a) 
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The average direct-current voltage, considering the voltage drop, 
is determined from Eqs. (2) and (22), 

or 

Ey2 sin ".: Ey2 sin ~ 
Ed = -- -~-p - - -- l\1 - cos u) 

7f 27f 

p p 

Ey2 sin 11:( 
1r/p P 1 - l--=-ts 'l.l) 

Ey2 sin 1r 
--~-p cos2 11, 

1r/p 2 

Ey2 sin 7f_ 
]! 

7f 

p 

IX 

27f 

p 

(23) 

It is seen from Eq. (23a) that the voltage drop due to over
lapping is directly proportional to the current I. It is also a 
function of the number of phases p and the reactance of the 
transformer. The voltage regulation obtained for different 
connections of rectifier transformers will be considered in Chap. 
VI. 

In addition to the voltage drop produced by overlapping, 
the voltage regulation of rectifiers is influenced also by the resist
ance drop in the transformer and the variation of the arc drop 
in the rectifier. These additional factors will also be considered 
in Chap. VI. 

The direct-current output is 

Eiv2 sin'.!: 
P = Edl = - -- 1!. cos2 'It_ (24) 

1r/p 2 

The transformer primary and line current waves can be 
constructed from the anode currents as was done previously. 
For a 3Y /6-phase transformer the primary current waves can 
be constructed from the anode currents, using Eqs. (8), (9), and 
(10). The effective value of the primary current and the rating 
of the transformer primary can then be calculated. 

The above relations of currents and voltages have been derived 
for a rectifier supplied by a transformer with a 6-phase secondary 
having diametrical connection of windings. This is the simplest 
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connection of polyphase rectifier transformers. There are a 
number of other connections used for rectifier transformers, 
which have certain advantages over this connection. These 
will be discussed in Chap. VI on Transformers. 

CURRENT AND VOLTAGE RELATIONS FROM NO LOAD TO SHORT 
CIRCUIT 

In the preceding section, the general current and voltage 
relations in the circuits of a p-phase rectifier were derived under 
the condition that the currents in two successive phases overlap 
due to the transformer reactance. The angle of overlap u, as 
given by Eq. (16), increases as the load current is increased, and 
the direct-current voltage wave during the period of overlap, as 
shown in Fig. 25, follows the sine wave Cu which is the mean of 
the overlapping phase voltages. It is seen from Fig. 25 that as 
the angle of overlap is increased, a point F is reached where the 
voltage C3 of anode 3 becomes equal to the voltage c,, of the 
working anodes. At still higher loads, when the angle of overlap 
extends beyond point F, anode 3 ignites at point F before anode 
1 is extinguished, so that three phases carry current simul
taneously until anode 1 is extinguished. The relations previously 
derived for the overlapping of two phases, therefore, no lon~er 
apply. The maximum angle of overlap of two phases, um, may 
be determined by equating the expressions for cu and c3 , with x 
replaced by Um. 

eu = ea 

Ey2 COS~ COS Um= E,v2 COS (um - 3
;) 

7r 31r cos - - cos -
p p 

tan Um= -
. 31r 

(25) 
Slll --

p 

Below are given the values of Um, as computed by Eq. (25), 
for 3, 6, and 12 phases. 

p 
3 ....... . 
6 ....... . 

12 ....... . 

Um. 

900_ 

40° 54'. 
20° 7'. 

As the load current increases, the operating time of each phase 
is increased, and more phases conduct current simultaneously, 
until, under theoretical short-circuit conditions, each phase 
operates over a complete cycle and all phases carry current 
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simultaneously (see Fig. 29j). Actually, the latter condition 
cannot be attained on account of the arc drop in the rectifier 
and the copper losses in the transformer and connecting leads. 

In the following, the general current and voltage relations of a 
p-phase rectifier will be considered for various loads up to short 
circuit, involving various numbers of simultaneously operating 
phases. In these considerations the same assumptions will be 
made as in the preceding; sections, that the direct current is a 
straight line and that each phase of the transformer secondary has 
a reactance X (inductance L). 

Direct-current Voltage.-The phase voltages of the p-phasc 
rectifier, as heretofore, have the amplitude Ey'2, and arc dis
placed from each other by the phase angle 21r/p. These phase 
voltages may, therefore, be expressed as follows: 

e1 = Ey2 sin x. 

e2 = Ey2 sin j x -
2J l 

ea = Ey2 sin [ x - 2~ l (26) 

ep = Ey2 sin [ x - (p - 1)
2
; J 

The instantaneous value of the direct-current voltage will again 
be denoted by ea and the instantaneous values of the anode cur
rents by a1, a2, a 3 , ••• ap, The direct-current voltage at any 
instant is equal to the voltage between the working anode and 
the transformer neutral; it is, therefore, equal to the no-load 
phase voltage, minus the voltage drop due to the anode current 
and phase reactance X. Under load conditions when n anodes 
(anodes 1 to n) carry current simultaneously, all the working 
anodes are at the same potential, and the following equations 
may be written for the individual phases: 

ed = e1 - xda~. 
dx 

ea = e2 - xd,__a2• 
dx 

ea = en -

(27) 
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Adding these equations, 

ned = (e1 + e2 + • • · + en) - xd(ai + a2 ~x- _·_·_±_a,.)_ 

Since the direct current I = a1 + a2 + · · · + a,. and is 
constant, 

so that 

That is, the direct-current voltage at any instant is equal to the 
arithmetic mean of the voltages of the simultaneously operating 
phases. This relation, found previously for the case of two 
overlapping phases, therefore applies to any number of over
lapping phases. 

The shape of the direct-current voltage wave may be deter
mined by means of Eq. (28) if the phase voltages and the number 
of overlapping phases are known. Since the voltages e1, e2 , etc. 
are sinusoidal functions, the voltage ed consists of portions of sine 
waves and may, therefore, be represented by vectors. 

In Fig. 26 are shown the voltage vectors e1, e2, etc., of a poly
phase rectifier. The time axis OT of the vector diagram is 
assumed to be rotating in a clockwise direction (equivalent to 
the conventional counter-clockwise rotation of the vectors), 
and the projections of the vectors on this axis represent the 
instantaneous values of the voltages. The vertical position of 
the time axis, i.e., when e1 = 0, is taken as its zero position. 
Let it be assumed that at a certain instant anodes 9, 10, 11, and 
12 are carrying current. The direct-current voltage wave is then 
generated by vector 0S1, which is the average of vectors e9 to 
e 12 • These 4 anodes will carry the current until the voltage e1 

of anode 1 (the next anode to join the conducttng group) becomes 
equal to the voltage 081, when anode 1 starts carrying current. 
This occurs at an angle ex when the time axis is perpendicular 
to the line joining the termini of vectors 0S1 and e1, since the 
projections of these vectors on the time axis arc then equal. Angle 
ex is called the ignition angle, and is the angle from the point at 
which the voltage of an anode crosses the zero axis to the point 
at which the anode ignites. The direct-current voltage wave is 
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now generated by vector 0S2, which is the average of the volt
ages e9, e10, e11, e12, and e1. 

The current of anode 9 decreases and becomes equal to zero at 
some point after anode 1 ignites. This occurs at some angle /1 
from the zero position of the time axis. When anode 9 has 
extinguished, the direct-current voltage wave is generated by 

FIG. 26.-Yectur diagra:11 for constructing thP direct-current voltage wave of a 
rectifier. 

vector 0S3, which is the average of the voltages e10, eu, e12, and 
21r 

e1 of the conducting anodes. At an angle -y = a + -- the voltage 
p 

e2 becomes equal to 0S3 and anode 2 ignites. The generating 
vector of the direct-current voltage is then 0S4, which is the 
average of vectors e10, en, e1 2, e1, and e2. Anode 10 is extinguished 

21r 
at an angle o = (1 + - · 

p 

This process continues for the whole cycle. The direct-current 
voltage wave is generated by vectors 0S1, 0S2, 0S3, etc., and 
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may be drawn from the projectiom; of these vectors on the rotat
ing time axis within the proper angular limits. This is conven
iently accomplished in polar coordinates, as shown in Fig. 26, 
by describing circles about the vectors. The circumferences of 
these circles, within the proper angles, are the loci of the direct
current voltage wave. This can be readily seen, since the line 
drawn from the terminus of a vector to a point on the circum
ference of its circumscribed circle is perpendicular to the time 
axis through that point, so that the radial distance from point 
0 to the point on the circumference is equal to the projection 
of the vector on the time axis. Thus, when the time axis passes 
through a point Q, the direct-current voltage is equal to OQ, 
since OQ is perpendicular to S1Q, and is, therefore, the projection 
of the generating vector 087 on the time axis passing through Q. 

For the conditions shown in Fig. 26, n of Eq. (28) has the value 
5, since five phases carry current simultaneously. It is seen from 
the preceding considerations that the conducting group consists 
alternately of n and (n - 1) phases. 

The expression for the ignition angle a may be determined 
from Fig. 26 by drawing a line from S 2 perpendicular to OA. 
Angle OAS2 = a. 

Tan a 

OA= EV2. 
From Eq. (28), 

082 sin (n - 1) 1r 
p 

OA - 0S2 cos (n - 1t 
p 

Ev'i sin n'I!: 
0S2 = - __ P_ 

. 7r 
n Sln -

p 

(The above expression for 0S2 may be derived from Eq. (28) 
by drawing the voltage vectors of the n phases end to end. 
These vectors then constitute n sides of a p-sided polygon, and 
their sum is the chord of a circle circumscribing the polygon.) 

Tana= 

. 7r . ( 1) 7r sin n - sin n - -
p p 

n sin 'I!: - sin n1!._ cos (n - 1)7r 
p p p 

(29) 
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Below are given the values of the ignition angle a for 3-
and 6-phase connections, and different numbers of overlapping 
phases: 

/J 
n a 

3 2 30° 
3 3 oo 
6 2 600 

fi 3 40° 54' 
6 4 23° 25' 
6 5 8° 57' 
6 6 oo 

Anode Currents.~Writing Eq. (27) for any one phase, say 
the sth phase, 

X
dn. 

ed = e, - dx · 

From which 

a, = ; f (e., - ed)dx + C. (30) 

Equation (30) may be used for determining the shape of the 
anode currents. It is seen from this equation that the anode 
current follows the integral of the difference between the no-load 
phase voltage and the instantaneous value of the direct-current 
voltage. Since the direct-current voltage, as shown in Fig. 26, is 
generated during successive periods by vectors 0S1, OS2, etc., 
the expression for a. is not a continuous function over the entire 
working period of the anode, and the integration must be per
formed for each of the generating vectors within the angular 
limits over which they operate. The constant of integration 
C for each of these integrating operations is determined by the 
value of the anode current at the start of the particular period. 

Since the instantaneous values of e. and ea are equal to the 
projections of their generating vectors e, and OS1, OS2, etc. on 
the time axis, the value of (e, - ea) in Eq. (30) at any instant 
is equal to the projection on the time axis of the vector drawn 
from the points S 1, S 2, etc. (corresponding to the particular OS 
vector in effect during the period under consideration) to the 
terminus of vector e.. Thus, for example, in Fig. 26, for the 
period between x = a and x = /3, (e1 - ed), for the phase 1, is 
represented by vector S2A. Since the integral of a sine function 
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is another sine function lagging behind it by 90°, f(e. - ed)dx 
may be represented by a vector equal to vector (es - ed) but 
displaced from it by go0 in the lagging direction; or the same 
result will be obtained by displacing the time axis by 90° in its 
lagging direction. 

It can be seen from the above discussion that the shape of 
the anode current wave, as expressed by Eq. (30), may be deter
mined graphically from the voltage vector diagram by drawing 
the vector differences between the no-load phase voltage and 
the generating vectors of the direct-current voltage, and by dis
placing the time axis go0 lagging behind its position in the voltage 
vector diagram. 

For illustration, the direct-current voltage and anode current 
waves of a 6-phase rectifier are constructed in Figs. 27 and 28. 
In this example the load condition is taken when there is an 
overlapping of three phases (n = 3). For this condition, the 
ignition angle a = 40° 54'. The angle {3 is assumed to be equal 
to 70°. In Fig. 27, the phase voltages e1 to es are represented 
by vectors 01, 02, 03, etc. The generating vectors of the direct
current voltage wave are designated by OA, OB, OC, etc., and 
the angles through which these vectors operate are indicated 
by a, b, c, etc. Thus, phases 5, 6, and 1 operate in parallel over 
angle a, and the direct-current voltage wave for this angle is 
generated by vector OA, which is the average of the voltages 
eo, e6, and e1 ; only phases 6 and 1 operate over angle b, and the 
generating vector for this angle is OB, the average of e6 and e1. 

The direct-current voltage wave e,i is constructed by means of 
these vectors as was explained in connection with Fig. 26. 

The current in anode 1, in accordance with Eq. (30), is 

a, = (}) J (ei - cd)dx + C. (30 a) 

This current is constructed in Fig. 28a by the method previously 
outlined. For this purpose the vectors Al, Bl, Cl, etc., repre
senting the differences between the voltage vector of phase 1 
and the generating vectors of e,1, have been drawn in their proper 
magnitudes and phase positions, as determined in Fig. 27. To 
integrate these vectors, the positions of the time axis in Fig. 28 
have been shifted 90° in the lagging direction from the positions 
in Fig. 27. The term f(e1 - e,1)dx in Eq. (30 a) is then equal to 
the projections, on the revolving time axis, of the vectors Al, Bl 
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etc. within their respective angles a, b, c, etc. These projections, 
taken to the proper scale as given by the factor (1/X), therefore 
represent the alternating-current components, and determine the 
shape of the current wave. The actual magnitude of the current 
at any instant is determined also by the constant C. 

The loci of the projections of the vectors Al, A2, etc., may 
be represented by circles circumscribed about these vectors, as 
was done in the construction of the voltage wave in Fig. 26. 

Anode 1 ignites at angle a. For the angle a the generating 
vector Al is negative and the current wave is bounded by a circle 
circumscribed about -Al. Since a1, the current of anode 1, is 
equal to O at angular position a of the time axis, the constant 
of integration is represented by a circle drawn about the origin 
of the vector diagram as a center, and passing through point 
M. The shaded area bounded by the two circles represents 
the magnitude of the anode current, measured radially along the 
revolving time axis. At angle {3 the current has reached the 
magnitude NP. For the angle b the locus of the current wave is 
a circle circumscribed about the vector - Bl. The constant of 
integration is represented by a circle drawn with the origin of 
the vector diagram as a center and passing through point P', 
where N'P' = NP. 

At the angle a + 60° the current has the value QR. For angle 
c the locus of the current wave is a circle circumscribed about 
vector Cl, which is positive. The circle for the constant of 
integration passes through point Q', where Q'R' = QR. 

The rest of the current wave is similarly constructed, the 
shaded areas representing the magnitude of the current for angles 
d and e being bounded by the circles circumscribed about the 
vectors Dl and El, respectively, and by the circles representing 
the constants of integration, which are determined by the values 
of the current reached at the end of the preceding period. At 
point W the current of anode 1 becomes equal to zero, and the 
anode stops working. 

The anode current wave as constructed in the polar diagram 
of Fig. 28a has been transferred to linear coordinates in Fig. 28h. 

In Fig. 29 (a to j) are shown the anode current and the direct
current voltage waves of a 6-phase rectifier connection for 
various load conditions from light load, involving the overlapping 
of two phases (n = 2), to short-circuit load, when all the phases 
carry current simultaneously (n = 6), and each phase operates 
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6 2 5 

(a) 

~ 
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(b) 

~ 
6:: 1 2 3 4 5 

(c) 

<d> 
Fws. 2!la to d. 

n = 2 
1/h = 0.0032 

Ed/Ey2 = 0.935 

n = 2 
Jilk = 0.020 

Ea/ Ey 2 = 0.838 

n = 3 
1/h = 0.030 

Ed/ Ey;!. = 0 783 

n = 3 
l/h = 0.125 

Ed/ Ey2 = 0.604 
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n = 4 
I/h = 0.165 

Ed/ Ev'2 = 0.537 

n = 4 
1/h = 0.385 

Ed/Ev'2 = 0.326 
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5 6 I 2 .3 4 

n = 5 
I/h = 0,398 

Ed/Ey2 = 0.304 

~ I 

It 
I- --- ---- ---- . 

... ~-- -- ,,,.,., --- ---

(9) 
Frn. 29a. 
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Fra. 29h. 
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n=5 
1/1• = 0.780 

Ed/EVZ = 0.085 
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~ - - -

FIG. 29i. 

n = <, 
I /h ~ O.i85 

EJ/Ey2 = 0.082 
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Frn. 29j. 
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n = 6 
1/lk = l 

Ed/Ey2 = 0 
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over a complete cycle. These voltage and current waves have 
been constructed by the method shown in Figs. 27 and 28. 

The upper traces of Figs. 29a to j show the anode current 
waves, the lower traces show the direct-current voltages. The 
no-load phase voltages arc shown by light, solid lines. The 
dotted lines are construction lines. The relative values of 
direct-current voltage and current for each of the figures are 
indicated alongside the figure (sec pages 77 and 79.) 

Short-circuit Current.-Under theoretical short-circuit con
ditions the direct-current voltage ed is equal to zero over the 
whole cycle. It can be seen from Eq. (28) that under these 
conditions all the phases must partake in current conduction 
over the whole cycle, since the sum of all the voltages of a sym
metrical p-phase rectifier is equal to zero. With all the phases 
operating simultaneously n = p, and according to Eq. (29) 
the ignition angle a = 0. 

From the assumption made in deriving a in Fig. 26, this means 
that each anode ignites at the point at which its phase voltage 
crosses the zero axis while changing from negative to positive. 

Writing Eq. (30) for the anode current under short-circuit 
conditions, when ed is equal to zero, 

(31) 

in which Ck is the constant of integration for short-circuit con
ditions. Since e. is a continuous function, Ck has the same value 
over the whole cycle. 

Writing Eq. (31) for the current in phase 1, and substituting 
for e1 its value from Eq. (26), 

a1k = (~) J Evz sin xdx + ck 
EV2 

a1k = -- X cos x + Ck, (32) 

To determine the value of C1c, the conditions at the ignition 
point of anode 1 will be substituted in Eq. (32). This anode 
ignites at the point x = 0, and its current at that point is zero. 

o = - ]i;_v2 + ck 
X 

Evz ck = -x-' (3:3) 
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Substituting this value of Ck in Eq. (32), 

EV2 EV2 a lk = - - - COS X + - - · X X 

77 

(34) 

The anode current wave as given by this equation is shown in 
Fig. 29j. This current wave has an amplitude equal to 2EV2/ X· 

Writing Eq. (31) for all the anodes, and substituting for C1i: 
its value from Eq. (33), 

(35) 

The total direct current I k, on short circuit, is equal to the 
sum of all the anode currents. 

h = a1k + a2k + ' ' ' + apk = ({)Jce1 + e2+ . ' ' +er,)dx 

+ (p_E~)- (36) 

Since the sum of all the phase voltages is equal to zero, the 
term under the integral in the above equation becomes zero, and 

h = pEV2_ (37) 
X 

Equation (37) is the expression for the theoretical short-circuit 
current of a rectifier. Actually, the current can never reach 
this value on account of the voltage drop in the rectifying arc 
and the copper losses in the rectifier transformer and in the other 
parts of the rectifier circuit, which prevent the direct-current 
voltage ed from reaching zero. 

Current-voltage Relations.-Since the direct-current voltage 
wave is periodic, repeating itself at intervals of 2n/p, as can be 
seen from Fig. 26, its average value Ed may be determined by 
integration over the angle 271" /p. 

(38) 
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Between the angles a and {3, n phases participate in the current 
conduction; between the angles {3 and a + 2rr /p, (n - I) phases 
carry current. Substituting Eq. (28) for ed, Eq. (38) may there
fore be written as follows: 

lf /3 fa+~} l 1 1 n I n-1 

Ed= 
2
. -

1
- -t ekdx + -_ 1t ekdx · 

rr p nk=I n k=I 
a /3 

(39) 

The relation between the direct-current voltage E,1 and the 
direct current I can be derived with the aid of Eq (30), since 
this equation expresses the relationship between the anode cur
rents and the direct-current voltage, and the direct current is at 
every instant equal to the sum of the anode currents. The 
sum of the anode currents at any instant, say at the ignition 
angle a of anode 1, may be written as the sum of the successive 
values of the current of anode 1 at intervals of 2rr/p, since all the 
anode currents have a similar shape and are displaced from each 
other by the angle 2rr / p. Expressing analytically by means 
of Eq. (30) the current values of anode 1 at a, a+ (2rr/p), 
a+ 2(2rr/p), · · · a + (n - 1)(2rr/p), in an analogous manner 
as used in the construction of Fig. 28, and taking their sum, 
the following equation will be obtained (224): 

IX=± (n - k)f a+k~ (e1 - ed)dx (40) 

k=I a+(k-1?". 
µ 

a+k
2

" 

IX= ± (n - k)I P erdx 
k =1 2,,. 

.... a+(k-1) 
)) 

- i (n- k) Ia+k
2

i eddx (41) 

k=I a+(k-1)2" 
p 

t, (n - k) r"',:,dx -t ( n - k) I" u:• ,. Ev'2 sh, xdx 

Ja+(k-1)2,r a+(k-1) 1, 
/1 

_ r . 1r ~ ( 2k - 1 ) = 2 Ev 2 sm - ~ (n - k) sin a + - -- rr · 
pk= I p 
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Since the shape of the direct-current voltage wave repeat:'l 
itself at intervals of 21r / p, the limits of integration for the second 
term of Eq. (41) may be r<:'placed by a and a + 21r/p. 

t (11 - k)J". ': ,,a, - ni!'_2- _l)la+z; 
k-1 a 

n(n-I)E 
eddx = p/1r d, 

the valur of K, being substituted from Eq. (38). Substituting 
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Fm. 30.-CurvPs showing current-voltage, characteristics of rectifiers from 
no load to short circuit, with rPactanc" in the secondary phases of the trans
formns: (a) three-phase connect.ion; (b) six-phase connect.ion; (c) twelve-phase 
connection; (d) a: -phase connection. 

the above expressions in Eq. (41), and replacing X by its value 
from Eq. (37), Eq. (42) is obtained (418): 

E,1 J) [ 2 . 1r ~ ( k) . ( 2k-1 ) Eyi2 = n(n-= 1)°'; Sill 7; f:1 n- Slll a + p 7r 

-p !_ l. (42) hj 
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Equation ( 42) is the general expression for the current
voltage relationship of a p-phase rectifier from no load to short 
circuit (224). The direct-current voltage is expressed as a 
fraction of Ey2, the amplitude of the no-load phase voltage. 
The direct current is expressed as a fraction of the short-circuit 
current Ik. 

In Fig. 30 arc shown the current-voltage characteristics from 
no load to short circuit of rectifiers with 3, 6, 12, and oo phases. 

CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES DURING BACK FIRES 

The phenomenon of back fires and the conditions under which 
they may occur were discussed in Chap. III. Briefly, a back 
fire takes place when a cathode spot is formed on one of the 
anodes. This anode then acts as a cathode, emitting electrons, 
and current flows from the remaining anodes to this anode. The 

(CII) 

(bl 

FIG. 31.-,•fo-load wave shape of the voltage producing the flow of current in a 
back-firing phase. 

current flowing to the back-firing anode from the other anodes 
is produced by the voltage difference between them. This volt
age difference for a 6-phase rectifier when anode 1 is back-firing 
is shown in Fig. 31. In Fig. 31a is shown the vector diagram of 
the phase voltages e1, e2, etc., and of the voltage difference 
between phase 1 and the other phases, e21, e"1, etc. The sine 
waves of the latter voltages have been drawn in Fig. 31b in their 
correct phase relation as determined from the vector diagram. 

As is the case in the normal operation of the rectifier, the anode 
having the highest potential to the back-firing anode carries 
current. The envelope of the positive portions of the sine 
waves, shown in solid outline in Fig. 3lb, therefore represents the 
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resultant voltage, producing the current flow in the back-firing 
phase. This voltage is seen to be a pulsating direct-current 
voltage. If the back-firing phase had a relatively high resistance, 
each of the non-back-firing phases would operate during one
sixth of a cycle, the current wave would have the same shape 
as the voltage wave, and the current would be zero during the 
one-sixth cycle when the voltage is zero. Actually, the resistance 
of the transformer winding is very small, and its reactance 
relatively high; for this reason, the current in the back-firing 
phase does not drop to zero, and consists of a direct-current 
component on which is superimposed an alternating-current 
component. Furthermore, the non-back-firing anodes do not 
operate singly, but there is considerable overlapping between 
them. Since phase 4 is generally on the same transformer leg 
with phase 1, its voltage is reduced by mutual induction from 
the short-circuit current in phase 1, thus leaving a depression at 
the top of the voltage wave in Fig. 31b, which is reflected in the 
shape of the current wave. 

In Fig. 32 is shown an oscillogram of the direct-current voltage, 
the current in the back-firing phase, and the primary line current 
of a rectifier during a back fire. The rectifier was supplied from 
a 2,300-volt, 60-cycle, alternating-current supply, through a 
4,000-kva. transformer having the primary connected in delta 
and the secondary in 6-phase diametrical. The oseillogram 
was taken with an artificial back fire imposed on the rectifier 
circuit by connecting one anode to the cathode (see Chap. XIV). 
With this connection, the current and voltage conditions in the 
transformer circuits are the same as during an actual back fire. 

It is seen from the oscillogram that the anode current is 
unidirectional and consists of direct-current and alternating
current components. It may be noted that when the alternating
current circuit breaker is opened (at the point when the primary 
current becomes zero), disconnecting the transformer from the 
alternating-current supply, the current in the back-firing phase 
does not drop to zero instantly, but declines gradually. This is 
due to the fact that when the breaker is opened a closed circuit 
exists between the back-firing phase and one or more of the other 
phases which happen to be feeding into the back fire at the 
moment, through the rectifying arc; the current in this closed 
circuit therefore declines to zero at a rate determined by the 
ratio of the inductance to the resistance of the circuit. 
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The direct-current voltage, before the back fire is imposed, has 
the characteristic wave shape of a 6-phase rectifier connection. 
During the back fire, the direct-current voltage is actually the 
terminal voltage across the back-firing phase, which is affected 
by the resistive and reactive drop of the short-circuit current in 
that phase, and follows in general the wave shape of that current. 
The higher frequency oscillations of the voltage wave are pro
duced by the successive starting up and extinction of the non
back-firing anodes which supply current to the back-firing phase. 

Frn. 32.-0scillogram showing the primary current, the direct-current voltage, and 
the current in the back-firing phase during a back fire in a 6-phase rectifier. 

If a rectifier is connected to a direct-current network which is 
also supplied from other direct-current machines (rectifiers or 
rotating machines), the cathode is at the potential of the positive 
pole of the system, and when a back fire occurs in the rectifier 
the cathode is at a higher potential than the back-firing anode, as 
can be realized from Fig_. 32. The cathode therefore acts as an 
anode, causing current to flow from the network into the back
firing phase in the reverse direction from the normal current flow; 
this is shown in Fig. 19. Since the voltage across the back-firing 
phase is pulsating, as can be seen from Fig. 32, the difference 
between the voltage of the direct-current network and this volt
age, which produces the flow of current from the network, is also 
pulsating, and the reverse current flowing into the cathode from 
the network, therefore, has an alternating-current component. 

The flow of reverse current into a rectifier during a back fire 
is used in the selective protection of rectifier substations for 
disconnecting the rectifier from the direct-current and alternating
current buses, as described in Chap. XI. 



CHAPTER V 

THEORY (Continued) 

In the preceding chapter, the current and voltage relations 
in circuits of polyphase rectifiers were derived on the assumption 
that the direct-current wave is a straight line. While this 
assumption leads to results sufficiently accurate for all practical 
purposes, in so far as the relations of voltage, current, and power 
on the direct- and alternating-current sides of the rectifier arc 
concerned, and is entirely justified when there is a considerable 
amount of inductance on the direct-current side, yet in some 
cases the undulations in the direct-current voltage and current 
waves become a factor worth considering. 

Voltage Wave.-In a polyphase rectifier, the load current at 
any instant is carried by the anode having the highest positive 
potential with respect to the neutral of the transformer secondary. 
The direct-current voltage at no load has the form shown in· 
oscillogram 1 of Fig. 44. The undulation of the voltage wave 
is formed by the caps of the sine waves of the transformer 
secondary phase voltages. As each phase assumes a maximum 
positive potential once during every cycle, the number of pulsa
tions per cycle must be equal to the number of phases, and the 
frequency of pulsation, or the number of pulsations per second, 
must be equal to the product of the frequency of the alternating
current supply and the number of secondary phases. 

As already stated, if the transformer, the alternating-current 
supply line, and the generator supplying the rectifier were free 
of reactance, each anode of a p-phase rectifier would carry the 
whole direct current during the angle of 2-rr /p radians only; 
thus, in Fig. 33a, the whole load current would be transferred 
instantly from phase 2 to phase 3 at m, and from phase 3 to 
phase 4 at n. Under such conditions, the direct-current voltage 
wave under load would have the same form as at no load. 

Due to the unavoidable reactance present in the transformer, 
two adjoining phases are caused to overlap, and the angle of 
overlap u is given by Eq. (16). As a result of the overlapping, 

83 
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the rectifier direct-current voltage wave under load now has the 
form shown in Fig. 33b and in oscillogram 2 of Fig. 44. The higher 
the current, the greater is the overlap. The effect of a change in 
the load on the shape of the voltage and current curves is illus
trated in Fig. 29a to j and in Fig. 34. The oscillogram in this 
figure was taken on a rectifier connected to a resistance load, 
when the load current was changed suddenly from 140 to 560 
amp. 

X 

X 

Fw. 33.-Wave shape of the direct-current voltage: (a) at no load; (I,) under 
load. 

The magnitude of the angle of overlap, and, therefore, the 
shape of the direct-current voltage wave under load depend 
somewhat on the nature of the load. Equation (16) was derived 
on the assumption that the current wave is a straight line. The 
angle u will be greater or less than that given by Eq. (16) depend
ing on whether the current during the period of overlap is greater 
or less than the average current. The difference, however, is 
negligible, and the voltage wave is assumed to be independent of 
the character of the load. 

The total height h of the ripple in the voltage wave is equal 
to the difference between the maximum and minimum ordinates 
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of the wave. From Fig. 33b, it is readily seen that for values of 
u < 1r/p, the maximum ordinate is equal to the amplitude of e2, 

while the minimum ordinate is equal to the value of eu for x = u. 
(The expression for eu was derived in Chap. IV, page 59.) 

FIG. 34.-0scillogram showing change in the wave shape of the direct-current 
voltage of a rectifier when the load is increased. 

Therefore, 

h = EV2 - Ev2cos ~ cosu 
p 

~ EV2( 1 - cos ~ cos u )- (43) 

Expressing h as · a fraction a of the average direct-current 
voltage at no load, given by Eq. (2), 

h 
a= . 

EV2sm 1r/ p 
1r/ p 

EV;i(1 - cos~ cos u) 
EV2 sin 7r /p 

1r/ p 
' 7r 

1 - cos - cos u 
p 

sin 1r /p 
1r/ p 

(44) 
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For values of u > 1r/p, the maximum ordinat<' is equal to the 
value of e2 for x = 11, and the minimum ordinal<' to the value 
of e,, for x = u. Therefor<', 

h = Ey2 cos (u - ;) - Ey2 cos~ cos u 

E - ;-2 . 7r • = V sm -- SID u. 
p 

Ey2 sin 1r sin u 
a 

p 7r • 
---.- • ~ = -- Sill U. 

'2400 

1000 

1600 

Ey2S!!!_7r/}! ' p 
1r/p 

060 

u.. 1200 J 030 

800 

400 010 

0 0 
1 4 6 8 10 11 14 16 

P -Numb~r of Sizcondary Pha&es 

11 

10 

18 

16 Z 
a:" 
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10 
18 '20 

( 4.5) 

(46) 

Fw. 35.-Curves showing the influence of the number of secondary phas<'s 
on the height of the voltage ripple, the frequency of the ripple (for 60-cy<'le alter
nating-current power supply), and the rating of the transformer. 

The variation of the ripple in the direct-current voltage wave 
with the number of phases, at no load, is shown by curve 1 in 
Fig. 35. In the same figure are plotted the frequency of the main 
ripple and the ratio of the transformer rating to the direct-cur
rent load, to show the effect of the number of phases on these 
quantities. (In regard to curve 3, see Table V, Chap. VI.) The 
magnitude of the ripple naturally decreases as the number of 
phases is increased; but to counterbalance, the size of the trans
former increases with the number of phases. 

In Fig. 36 is shown the variation of the voltage ripple of a 
6-phase rectifier with the load on the rectifier. The curves 
have been plotted from Eqs. (44) and (46). The load is expressed 
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as a ratio, 1/1,. This ratio is deduced by rewriting Eq. (16) as 
follows: 

COS II = J 

where 

I, 

I 
Ey2-_ 1r 
--- sm -

X P 

= 1 
I 

• 71' I, 
sm -

p 

90..----,.-------,-----,,----r------r---,------,-------, 

I 

SO'-----+---+--+---+---+-----+---r 0.40 

I 

§-60 f----+--+----1~--+-----+---'f--

~ 
> 
~ 50 ,----,----,---t---,------t------t----1·----; 

' :::; 

o~---'---~-_.,..___ _ __.__~ ~-----'----
o 004 OOB 

1. 
Is 

01'2 
0 

0.16 

(47) 

Fro. 36.-Curves showing the relation between the load current, the angle of 
overlap, and the height of the voltage ripple of a 6-phase rectifier connection. 

The point on the abscissa corresponding to full-load current 
of a rectifier is determined by the value of X, and therefore 
depends upon the design of the transformer. The smaller the 
value of X for a given transformer rating, the larger is I, and, 
therefore, the smaller the ratio I/ I, at full load. The value of 
I/ I. corresponding to full load is approximately 0.05. 
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It was shown above that the form of the rectifier direct-current 
voltage wave depends on the number of phases used and on 
the design of the transformer, and that it varies with the magni
tude of the load, but is practically independent of the nature of 
the load. The wave consists of a direct-current component equal 
to the average value of the voltage, on which is superimposed an 
alternating component made up of the upper portions of sinu
soidal waves. The alternating component is irregular in shape 
and cannot be expressed by a continuous function. It may be 
resolved into harmonic components by means of a Fourier series. 
The first harmonic has a frequency equal to the product of the 
frequency of the alternating-current supply and the number 
of phases used; it is, therefore, the pth harmonic with respect to 
the alternating-current voltage supplied to the rectifier. The 
frequencies of the higher harmonics arc multiples of the fre
quency of the first harmonic and since the positive and negative 
portions of the wave are not symmetrical, there are even multiples 
as well as odd. Thus, the direct-current voltage wave of a 6-
phase rectifier supplied by a 60-cycle system has an alternating 
component consisting of sinusoidal waves of frequencies 360, 
720, 1,080, etc., cycles. 

The general equation of the direct-current voltage of a p-phase 
rectifier, expressed by a Fourier series, is 

ea= Ed+ Ap1 sin px + Ap2 sin 2px + Ap3 sin 3px + · · 
+ Apnsinnpx + · · · + Bp1 cos px + Bp2 cos 2px + 

+ Bp3 cos 3 px + · · · + Bpn cos npx + · · · ( 48) 

The voltage curve may be analyzed to determine the ampli
tudes of the various harmonics by any one of the well-known 
methods of analysis. 

A theoretical analysis of the direct-current voltage wave under 
load to determine the general expression for the A and B coeffi
cients of any harmonic in the above series is given below. 
This analysis is carried out over the angle 2rr / p, which corre
sponds to 360 electrical degrees, or 1 cycle, for the first harmonic. 

In analyzing a periodic wave expressed by a Fourier series, 
such as Eq. (48), the amplitude of the sine component of any 
harmonic may be determined by multiplying both sides of the 
equation by the sine function of that harmonic, and integrating 
the equation. By this integration all the terms on the right-hand 
side of the equation are cancelled, with the exception of the sine 
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term of the harmonic under consideration, which makes it possible 
to solve for the amplitude of that harmonic. The amplitude 
of the cosine component of the harmonic may be determined 
similarly by multiplying both sides of the equation by the cosine 
function and integrating. If the waYe being analyzed can be 
expressed by some function of its abscissa, the expression on the 
left-hand side of the equation may be integrated analytically. 
If it cannot be expressed by any function, the integration 
may be performed graphically by the method of ordinates, or 
mechanically. 

Employing the method outlined above for determining the 
A and B coefficients of the nth harmonic in the direct-current 
voltage wave, expressed by the Fourier series of Eq. (48), 

12.-/p f2ff/P 
Jo ed sin pnxdx = Jo Apn sin 2 pnxdx, 

from which 

71" A pn = ed sin pnxdx. 1
2,/p 

p 0 
(49) 

Similarly, 

Fo
2ff//> 12.-/p 

ed cos pnxdx = BP,. cos2 pnxdx, 
, 0 0 

L
2,,-/p 

71" B1m = ed cos pnxdx. 
p 

(50) 

For integrating Eqs. (49) and (50), ed, the direct-current 
voltage wave under load, as shown in Fig. 37, may be expressed 
in terms of the no-load voltage and the voltage drop due to 
overlapping. Considering the point of intersection of the 
no-load voltage waves of two adjoining phases as the origin, 
the no-load voltage is given by the expression 

Ey2 cos (x - ~) 
and the voltage drop during the period of overlap by the expression 
Ey2 sin (1r/p) sin x (see equation of e,,, page 59). The direct
current voltage ed may be represented by two expressions, one for 
the period of overlap u, the other for the rest of the period 21r /p. 

ea = [ Ey2 cos (x - ;) - Ey2 sin 1r sin x r + 

p [ Ey; cos ( x - ~) J:"/p. 
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For purposes of integration, the above equation may be grouped 
as follows: 

ed = [Ev2 cos(x - ;) J:•/v - [Ev2 sin~ sinx ]:-

The limits of integration for the various terms are equivalent 
in the two equations. 

F1G. 37.-Dircct-current voltage wave of a p-phase rectifier under load, used in 
deriving thP general equations for analyzing thP dirc·ct-current voltage. 

Substituting the above expression for ed in Eqs. (49) and (50), 

(2.-/p ( ) Jo Ey2 cos x - ~ sin pnxdx -

l" 
Ey2 sin~ sin x sin pnxdx. 

0 p 

Integrating and solving for Avn, 

A _ 1 . EV2 sin (1r/pl[sin (np + l)u _ sin (np - l)u] 
pn 2 1r/p np + 1 np - 1 

_ Eao[sin (np + l)u sin (np - l)u] - 2 -- -- - - - - - -- --- . 
np + 1 np - 1 

Ey2 sin (1r/p) . 
Edo = -- -

1 
-- - 1s the average value of the no-load direct-

1r p 

current voltage, as was given by Eq. (2). 
The ratio of the amplitude Avn to the no-load direct-current 

voltage is 

Avn = 0 _5 [sin (r-p_ ±._1)_1!: _ ~n __ i_np_:=- _1_2_u]· 
P:-;, np + 1 np - 1 

(51) 
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Similarly, 

r2,./p ( 71") 
Jo EV'2 cos x - p cos pnxdx -

ruEV2 sin 7r_ sin x cos pnxdx, Jo p 

B = 1 Ed [cos_(~P_± 1_2__u _ co~(np_ - J_)u] __ IE_j_u -, 
1
"' 2 ° np + I np - 1 n 2 p 2 

- 1 

f3 = B,,n = O 5f ()_OS fri_p + l)u _ cos (np ~ _!)u] _ 
,,,. E,1o . np + l np - l 

I 
n2p2 - 1 

The amplitude of the nth harmonic is equal to 

Cpn = V Apn2 :FBpn2 

- q_,,,, - v- -2-+;3 2, 
'Y,,., - Edo - Clpn pn 

The r.m.s. value of the nth harmonic is 

v'A,m2 + B,,.,2 - v2- -
H pn "/pn 

Arm = Edo = V2 

The r.m.s. value of the total ripple voltage is 

(52) 

(53) 

(54) 

Eh = VHi + Il2p 2 +Hap2 + · · · etc. (55) 

As seen from Eqs. (51) and (52), the ratios a, (3, 'Y, and X are 
functions of the number of phases, the order of the harmonic, 
and the angle of overlap, but are independent of the direct
current voltage. In Figs. 38, 39, and 40 arc plotted the curves 
of the r.m.s. values of several harmonics as percentages ofthe 
no-load direct-current voltage, in function of the angle of overlap 
u, for 3-, 6-, and 12-phase connections, respectively. The fre
quency of any of the harmonics shown in these figures is equal 
to the product pnf, in which pis the number of phases, n the order 
of the harmonic, and f the frequency of the alternating-current 
supply to the rectifier. 

At no load, u is equal to zero; Apn is then also equal to zero, 
. 2Edo 

while Bpn = - 2 2 1 
That is, the expression for the direct

n p -

current voltage wave at no load contains only cosine functions. 
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A consideration of the direct-current voltage wave at no load 
will show that this is to be expected. At no load, the voltage 
wave is symmetrical about the point of intersection of the phase 
voltages, which was used as the origin in Fig. 37; the harmonic 
waves must, therefore, also be symmetrical about that point, 
which requires that they be cosine waves with reference to that 
point. 
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Frn. 38.-Curves showing the relation between the angle of overlap u and 
the first four harmonic components of the direct-current voltage of a 3-phase 
rectifier connection. 

In the tables on page 94 are_ given analyses, obtained with a 
wave analyzer, of the alternating components in the direct
current line voltage waves of rectifiers operating on railway loads. 
Table III gives the analysis for a 900-kw., 600-volt, 6-phase, 
60-cycle rectifier, both with and without a series reactor on the 
direct-current side. Table IV gives the analysis of a 1,500-kw., 
1,500-volt, 6-phase, 60-cycle rectifier: (a) when connected 
directly to the line, (b) with a 3-mh. series reactor on the direct
current side, (c) with a 3-mh. reactor and with a synchronous 
converter operating in parallel with the rectifier. 
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TABLE JII.-900-KW., 600-VOLT, 6-PHASE, 60-CYCLE RECTIFIER 

Order of liarmonic 

First .... . 
Second .... . 
Third .. . 
Fourth .. 
Fifth 
Sixth ... 
Seventh. 
Eighth .. 

Frequency 
in cycles 

per second 

-------~-

360 
720 

1,080 
1,440 
1,800 
2,160 
2,520 
2,880 

Percentage root-mean-
square value of harmonic 
to direct-current voltage 

Without With 3--mh. 
reactor reactor 

5 9 1. 74 
1 25 0.35 
0.73 0 .17 
0.78 0 .14 
0.53 0.08 
0 43 0.05 
0.33 0.05 
0.28 0.05 

TABLE IV.-1,500-kw., 1,500-voLT, 6-PIIAStJ, 60-cYCLE RECTIFIER 

I Percentage root-mean-square value of harmonic 
to direct-current voltage 

--- - -- ---
Order of harmonic Frequency in 

cycles per second Rectifkr wit.h 
ftectifier directly Rectifier with reactor and syn-

on line 3-mh. f('actor chronous conver-
ter in parallel 

- - -- --

First .. . . . . ' .... 360 4.8 2.00 0.80 
Second. ..... 720 1.33 0.60 0.26 
Third. . . . ... 1,080 0.90 0.33 0.067 
Fourth. .... 1,440 0.72 0.30 0.075 
Fifth . . . . ... 1,800 0.69 0.30 0.070 

The difference in the magnitudes of the harmonics in the two 
tables when operating without a reactor is due to the difference 
in the loads at which the measurements were made, and also to 
the variation in load while the measurements were being made, 
which caused the angle of overlap to vary (see also Tables XI 
and XII). 

Current Wave.-When the voltage wave with its direct- and 
alternating-current components is known, the shape of the cur
rent wave may readily be determined when the constants of the 
load are known. 

The shape of a rectifier current wave and the degree to which it 
approaches the average value or the ideal straight line, such as 
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obtained from a battery, depends on the type of the load; the 
larger the inductance in the load circuit the more closely will the 
current wave approach a straight line. The degree of rectifica
tion is arbitrarily defined as the ratio 

average value of the direct current DR = - -- -- -- - - -- ---· 
root-mean-square value of the direct current 

This factor is equal to the ratio of the reading obtained with a 
permanent-magnet type direct-current ammeter to the reading 
obtained with a dynamometer-type alternating-current ammeter. 

A 6-phase rectifier with a generalized direct-current load is 
shown in Fig. 41. The load may consist of any one of the follow-
ing: 

1. Resistance only (R). 
2. Resistance and back

e.m.f. (R + Eb). 
3. Resistance and induct

ance (R + L). 

Primary.ill 

Transformer 

4. Resistance, inductance, Rectifier._ 

and back-e.m.f. (R + L + 
Eh), 

1. Resistance Only.-With 
a load consisting of resist
ance only, such as a lighting Frn. 41.-Rect.ifier connected to generalized 

dircct-curren t load. 
or heating load, the current 
wave has the same shape as the voltage wave; i.e., the harmonic 
components in the ripple bear the same ratios to the average 
value of current as in the voltage wave. 

2. Resistance and Back-e.m.f.-With a load consisting of a 
resistance R and a constant back-e.m.f. Eb, such as is obtained 
in battery charging, the average value of direct current is equal 
to the ratio of the net voltage, Ed - Eb, in the circuit to the 
resistance R of the load (battery): 

I = Jt--'1_- Eb_ 
R 

The value of alternating current, however, remains the same as 
in a circuit without back-e.m.f., a,, considered under 1, and is 
equal to Eh/R, Eh being the alternating-current component as 
given by Eq. (55). Since in the case of resistance load the direct 
current was Ed/R, we see that the presence of the back-e.m.f. 
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increases the percentage of ripple in the current from Eh/ Ed to 
Eh/(Ed - Eb), the ratio of the two values being Ed/(Ed - Eb). 

3. Resistance and Inductance.-With a load consisting of resist
ance and inductance, such as a lighting or heating load fed over 
a line having a certain amount of inductance, or with a series 
reactor connected into the direct-current circuit for smoothing 
out the wave, the average direct ~urrent is equal to the ratio of 
average direct-current voltage to the resistance: I = Ed/B. 
The magnitude of the nth harmonic in the current ripple, how
ever, is equal to the magnitude of the corresponding harmonic 
in the voltage ripple divided by the impedance of the circuit to 
that harmonic: 

From the above, 
Ipn R Hpn 
T yR2 + x2pn Ea 

1 Hpn 
✓l + x2pn. -E;_' 

R2 

(56) 

i.e., the percentage of the nth harmonic in the current wave is 
less than that of the corresponding harmonic in the voltage wave 
by the ratio of 1/yl + x2;:./fi2, in which XP,. = pnwL is the 
reactance of the circuit to the nth harmonic. It is seen from 

the above that the inductance 
has a smoothing effect upon the 
current wave, and the smoothing 
action is greater for the higher 
harmonics. 

4. Resistance, Inductance, and 
Back-e.m.f.-This type of load is 
by far the most common load 

:Fm. 42.-Voltage conditions for a 
load circuit having a back-e.m.f. supplied by rectifiers, as it is 

characteristic of all direct-current 
motors. While starting, when the speed of the motor is zero, 
the back-e.m.f. is also zero, and the load conditions are as given 
under 3. When the motor is running, a back-e.m.f. is generated, 
in opposition to the applied e.m.f.; the voltage conditions are 
then as shown in Fig. 42. The current is produced by the 
portion of the voltage curve lying above line bb', as for load 2. 
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The load here, however, is inductive and the current wave is 
consequently smoothed. The average direct current is 

I = Er1_ -_Eb. 
R 

The magnitude of the nth harmonic in the current wave, 
Tl pn 

I pn = -;,;£i2 + x2p: 
lpn R Ilpn 
-r = yl[i +Pr,:. Ed - Eb 

1___ Hpn 

= ✓1-+~x;:"{1 - tf Ed-. 
(57) 

From Eq. (57) it is seen that the percentage of the nth harmonic 
in the current wave differs from the corresponding harmonic 
of the voltage wave in the proportion of 

1 

the symbols having the same meaning as in Eq. (56). 
Effect of Load on Current Wave. Railway Load (Series 

Motors).-The series direct-current motor used for railways, 
hoists, etc. is the most common load fed by rectifiers; in fact 
it is the favorable characteristics of the series direct-current motor 
for traction purposes that have brought about the present 
large-scale conversion of power from alternating to direct 
current. The series motor is also the most favorable load for 
smoothing out the ripples in the cunent wave, due to the induc
tance of the series field of the motor. Whatever residual undula
tions remain in the current wave will produce useful torque, 
since the same current flows through both the armature and the 
field. Measurements made on series motors fed by 6-phase 
rectifiers did not show any increase in losses on account of this 
residual alternating-current component of the direct current. 
In oscillogram 3, Fig. 44, are shown the voltage and current 
waves of a rectifier supplying a railway load. The oscillogram 
was taken on a 1,500-volt rectifier at 200 per cent of the rated 
load, when the voltage ripple is greater than at rated load, and 
shows the smoothing effect of the series motor on the current 
wave. 
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A further smoothing out of the current, and also of the voltage 
wave supplied to the line, can be effected by connecting a reactor 
in the direct-current circuit of the rectifier. The smoothing 
of the voltage wave is produced by the alternating-current volt
age drop across the reactor, due to the ripple in the current. The 
effect of the reactor on the current and voltage waves supplied 
to the line by a rectifier is shown in oscillogram 4, Fig. 44. The 
oscillogram was taken at approximately the same load and under 
the same conditions as oscillogram 3, except that a series reactor 
of approximately 3 millihenrys was connected into the circuit 
when oscillogram 4 was taken. 

J<'w. 43.-Voltage conditions when a rectifier operates in parallel with a rotary 
converter or a direct-current generator. 

When a rectifier operates in parallel with a rotary converter 
or a direct current generator which has a smoother voltage wave 
than the rectifier, the resultant line voltage and current waves 
are smoother than those of a rectifier alone. This condition is 
shown in Fig. 43. In this figure, Cr is the voltage wave of the 
rectifier and c0 that of the rotary machine. For the sake of 
simplicity, the commutator ripples of the rotary machine are 
not shown. The smoothing of the voltage wave is produced by 
the interchange of a small alternating current between the 
rectifier and the rotary machine. 

The interchange current is produced by the alternating 
component in the difference of the two voltage waves. The 
alternating-current voltage drop in the leakage reactance of thP 
rectifier transformer, produced by the alternating current com
ponent flowing between the rectifier and rotary machine, reduces 
the ripple in the voltage wave of the rectifier. In this respect, 
the rotary acts somewhat as a shunt filter across the rectifier 
in that it absorbs an alternating current component (Chap. XIII). 

When a series reactor is connected into the direct-current lead 
of a rectifier operating in parallel with a rotary, the wave of line 
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voltage is improved on account of the additional drop in the 
reactor due to the alternating interchange current. 

The above conditions are clearly shown in oscillograms 5 and 6, 
Fig. 44. Oscillogram 5 was taken with a rectifier operating in 
parallel with a rotary in the same station. Oscillogram 6 was 
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FIG. 44.-Oscillograms of direct current and voltage waves of a 1500-kw., 
1500-volt railway rectifier under various operating conditions: 1. Direct-current 
voltage wave at no load. 2. Direct-current voltage wave under load. 3. Waves 
of voltage and current supplied to railway load, rectifier operating alone. 4. 
Waves of voltage and current supplied to railway load, rectifier operating alone, 
with a series reactor in the circuit. 5. Waves of voltage and current supplied to 
railway load, rectifier operating in parallel with rotary converter in the same 
station. 6. Waves of voltage and current supplied to railway load, rectifier 
operating in parallel with rotary converter in the same station, and with a series 
reactor in the rectifier circuit. 

taken at about the same current and under the same conditions 
as oscillogram 5, except that there was a series reactor in the 
rectifier circuit. 

Shunt M otors.-In shunt-wound motors, the field is connected 
in parallel with the armature across the supply line. Due to the 
high inductance of the field coils, the current in these coils is 
smoothed out, so that the flux produced by the field has no 
pulsations. The alternating-current component in the recti-
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fier voltage will in turn produce an alternating current in the 
armature. This current cannot produce any useful torque, 
but will produce J2R losses in the armature, thereby affecting 
the efficiency. 

Lighting and Heating Load.-With a lighting or heating load 
the effective (r.m.s.) values of the voltage and current waves 
must be considered, since both alternating- and direct-current 
components are converted into useful energy. 

Electrolytic Cells.-Cells in which metallic salts are decom
posed electrolytically are characterized by a resistance R and by 
a polarization voltage or back-e.m.f. Eb. This applies to cells 
where the salts are fused by the application of heat as well as to 
cells where they are dissolved in a suitable solvent. Whether 
the cells are fed by a source of constant direct current or by a 
rectifier, the direct current will be (Ed - Eb)/R, and will produce 
in the cells an ohmic loss of 

(Ed --:-_ Eb) 2 = I2R 
R . 

If a rectifier is used, the alternating-current component of the 
current produces additional losses in the cell, without having any 
electrolytic action. If Eh is the r.m.s. value of the ripple voltage 
having the height h, this loss will be Eh 2/R, and may reach a 
considerable value in cells or banks of cells having a very low 
resistance. In some electrolytic processes the cells have to be 
heated in order to obtain a satisfactory deposit of metal. In 
the electrolytic production of aluminum, for example, a con
siderable part of even the direct current is used for maintaining 
the electrolyte in a molten state. In such processes the loss 
due to the ripple current will not be detrimental to the efficiency 
of the plant, and may even be desirable as convenient means for 
heating the cells. The electrolytic efficiency of electrolytic 
cells may be increased by the presence of an alternating-current 
component in the current, due to its effect on the polarization of 
the electrodes. 1 

When using rectifiers for electrolytic processes in which the 
ripple loss cannot be utilized, it is usually advantageous to reduce 
the ripple by introducing a reactor into the circuit, particularly 

1 CocKs, H. C., "Applications of A.C. to Electro-deposition," Elec. Rev., 
pp. 39 f., July 5, 1929; ALLMAN and ELLINGHAM," The Principles of Applied 
Elcctrochemistry," Chap. VIII, pp. 147 ff. 
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with cells of very low resistance, since a reactor of relatively low 
inductance will reduce the ripple current to a small fraction of 
its former value. In first approximation, assuming that R is 
much smaller than X, we see that the ripple current will be Eh/ X, 
where X is the effective reactance of the reactor, and the loss in 
the cells is equal to E,,2Il/X% instead of Eh 2/R, giving a reduction 
in the ratio of X 2 : R2

• The reduction found is slightly better 
when the exact current relation is considered. On the other hand, 
the resistance of the reactor increases the losses. Let R1 be the 
direct-current resistance of the reactor; then the direct-current 
loss in the reactor will be J2R1. The resistance R2 of the reactor 
at ripple frequency may be considerably higher than R1, espe
cially in the case of reactors made of solid conductor. Let it 
also be assumed that the ripple is sinusoidal. The ripple current 
in the circuit will then be 

causing a loss 

(58) 

Equation (58) may be written in the following form: 

(,'}8a) 

It can be readily seen that, considering X ( or the inductance L 
of the reactor) as the variable of the ordinate and (R + R2) as the 
variable of the abscissa in a system of linear coordinates, Eq. 
(58a) represents a circle of radius Eh2/2Wh, passing through 
the origin and with its center on the axis of the abscissa. 
Assuming a constant value of Eh and variable values of Wh, 
a family of circles will be obtained, one circle for each value of 
wh assumed. 

The loss Wh may therefore be determined from a chart as 
shown in Fig. 45, where the abscissre arc the resistance in the 
circuit and the ordinates are the reactance in the circuit. A point 
having for its coordinates the constants of the circuit will be 
located on a circle marked with the ripple loss in the circuit. 
For convenience, this chart was computed for a ripple voltage 
Eh of 0.08 volt, corresponding to 1 volt of direct-current voltage 
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for a 6-phase rectifier. The loss read must therefore be multiplied 
by the square of the direct-current voltage at the load considered. 
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Fw. 45.-Chart for determining the losses in the circuit of electrolytic cells. rluc• 
to the ripple in the direct-current voltage of a 6-phase rectifier. 

The distribution of the output of the rectifier may then be 
tabulated as follows: 

Chemical energy ....... . I Eb computed 
Losses: 

Direct-current loss in cells ................ PR computed 
Direct-current loss in reactor J2R, computed 

. . Eh'(R +R,) 
Alternatmg-current loss m reactor and cells X' + (R + R,f from chart. 

The alternating-current losses in the reactor and in the cells may 
be segregated, being in the ratio of R2: R. 



CHAPTER VI 

RECTIFIER TRANSFORMERS: THEIR CONNECTIONS 
AND CHARACTERISTICS 

General.-In order to obtain from the rectifier a direct-current 
voltage of required value and of good wave form, a multiphase 
alternating-current supply, usually of six phases or more, of a 
voltage having a definite relation to the direct-current voltage, 
must be applied to the anodes of the rectifier. 

Usually, the rectifier is supplied from a :3-phase (sometimes 
2-phase) alternating-current system, having a voltage quite 
different from that required for the anodes. For this reason 
a transformer is required for the rectifier, to transform the 
available alternating-current supply to the proper voltage and 
number of phases required for the anodes. 

The general principles underlying the design of power trans
formers apply to rectifier transformers as well. The voltages 
applied to a rectifier transformer are sinusoidal, and the design 
of core and windings as regards induction, core losses, and volts 
per turn is the same as for other transformers. 

Rectifier transformers differ from ordinary power transformers, 
used for transforming alternating-current power of one voltage to 
alternating-current power of another voltage, in respect to the 
character of the load on the secondary. The load of ordinary 
power and distribution transformers generally has a practically 
constant impedance per phase, over the whole cycle of alter
nating-current voltage, and draws a sinusoidal current from the 
transformer. Due to the valve action of the rectifier, each anode 
operates only during part of the cycle, so that each phase of the 
transformer secondary carries current only during part of the 
cycle (see Fig. 15, Chap. III). 

As a result of this, the kilovolt-ampere rating of the transformer 
is higher than the kilowatt output from the rectifier, and, unlike 
ordinary power transformers, the kilovolt-ampere rating of the 
secondary winding is higher than that of the primary. The 
currents flowing in the windings of a rectifier transformer are 

103 
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irregular in shape, and not sinusoidal as for power transformers. 
The r.m.s. value of the current in pach winding must be considered 
for the design of the windings and for the calculation of the 
copper losses. The reactive voltage drop in the transformer, 
produced by the non-sinusoidal currents, affects the wave shape 
of the secondary terminal voltage, and, therefore, the direct
current voltage characteristic of the rectifier. 

The leakage reactance of a rectifier transformer has a much 
greater effect on the regulation of the rectifier direct-current 
voltage than for an alternating-current power transformer 
operating at the same power factor. For this reason it is usually 
desirable to have as low a leakage reactance as possible for recti
fier transformers. The transformer must, however, be so 
designed as to be self-protecting in case of short circuit. On 
account of the unsymmetrical load imposed on the secondary 
windings, these windings must be so arranged and distributed 
with reference to the primary windings and to each other that 
balanced conditions exist with regard to the leakage reactance 
and stresses under normal as well as abnormal working conditions. 

The secondary windings of rectifier transformers may also be 
subjected to high voltage surges, and for this reason the secondary 
windings and connections must be insulated for a higher voltage 
than required for power transformers of the same voltage rating. 

Rectifier transformers are generally of the 3-phase core-type 
construction. The primaries are connected in Y or in delta. 
The secondaries are connected for 3, 6, or 12 phases, as required. 

The load characteristics of a rectifier and the rating of the trans
former depend largely on the type of transformer connection used. 
These characteristics for various transformer connections will be 
considered in the present chapter, and arc tabulated in Table V. 

SELECTION OF TRANSFORMER CONNECTIONS 

In deciding on the type of transformer connection to be 
used, the following factors must be considered: 

1. Wave shape of direct-current voltage and current. 
2. Direct-current voltage regulation. 
3. Efficiency of rectifier. 
4. Utilization factor of transformer. 
5. Simplicity of internal transformer connections. 
6. Power factor at primary terminals of transformer. 

These factors will now be discussed. 
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1. The direct-current voltage wave of a rectifier, as explained 
in the preceding chapters, is undulating. The frequency and 
magnitude of the undulations depend on the number of phases 
used; the larger the number of phases, the closer does the voltage 
wave approach a straight line. The undulations of the voltage 
wave and of the resulting current wave in the load circuit may 
affect the operating characteristics of the load circuit, and may 
produce interference in communication circuits exposed to the 
load circuit. The effects of the undulations on the characteristics 
of the load circuit for various types of loads were considered 
in Chap. V; the influence on communication circuits will be 
considered in Chap. XIII. These considerations indicate that, 
consistent with the other factors affecting the selection of trans
former connections, it is generally desirable to have a relatively 
smooth voltage wave, and, consequently, a transformer with a 
large number of phases. 

2. The rectifier has inherently a shunt ( drooping) voltage 
characteristic. It is often desirable to obtain a certain voltage 
regulation curve to suit the load conditions on the direct-current 
system, or to facilitate parallel operation with other machines. 
The voltage characteristic is determined largely by the type of 
transformer connection and the number of phases used. It may 
also be desirable to use special means to obtain a "compound" 
voltage characteristic. In selecting a transformer connection, 
consideration must also be given to the voltage rise at no load 
produced by certain voltage regulation characteristics, which 
may affect the equipment on a railway system. This must be 
considered particularly for direct-current voltages above 1,500 
volts. 

3. The arc voltage drop in the rectifier cylinder is influenced 
by the shape of the anode currents as obtained from different 
types of transformer connections, as was pointed out in Chap. 
II (Fig. 7). The influence of the voltage drop on the overall 
efficiency of the rectifier is particularly noticeable for low direct
current voltages; the effect of efficiency upon the choice of trans
former connections is, therefore, particularly important for low 
direct-current voltages. 

4. The size of the transformer, i.e., its kilovolt-ampere rating, 
varies considerably for different types of connections, being in 
general greater for larger numbers of phases. This factor must, 
therefore, be considered from the economical standpoint. 
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5. It is, in general, desirable to have the transformer connec
tions as simple as possible, in order to reduce the cost of manu
facture, and to avoid insulation and mechanical troubles that 
may occur during short circuits and back fires. 

6. The power factor at the primary terminals of the trans
former differs for the different types of connections, and is a factor 
worth considering, particularly when the rectifier load constitutes 
a large portion of the load of the alternating-current system. 

CALCULATION OF RECTIFIER TRANSFORMERS 

Leakage Reactances.~ When a voltage is applied to the pri • 
mary of a transformer, with the secondary open circuited, i.e., 
at no load, the transformer core carries a magnetic flux required 
to induce a counter-c.m.f. in the primary windings to balance the 
applied voltage. This flux is produced by the magnetizing cur
rent flowing in the transformer primary. When the transformer 
is connected to a load, the load currents flowing in the secondary 
windings induce currents in the opposite direction in the primary 
windings. The combined m.m.f.s of the load currents in the 
primary and secondary windings produce additional fluxes, called 
"leakage fluxes," which also induce voltages in the windings, and 
are represented by the leakage reactanccs of the windings. If the 
m.mJ.s of the load current in the primary and secondary windings 
compensate each other completely, so that there is no residual 
m.m.f. on the transformer core (except the no-load magnetizing 
m.m.f.), the only leakage flux present is that between the primary 
and secondary windings, part of which links with the primary 
winding only and part with the secondary winding only. The 
reactancc produced by this leakage flux is generally called the 
"short-circuit reactance of the transformer." If, however, there 
is a residual m.m.f. on the core of the transformer, this m.m.f. 
produces additional leakage fluxes which link with both windings. 

In a polyphase power transformer, connected to a symmetrical 
load, the primary and secondary m.m.f.s on each leg of the trans
former balance each other, so that in calculations of such trans
formers only the reactance due to the leakage flux between the 
primary and secondary windings is considered. In rectifier 
transformers, however, in which the secondary phases carry cur
rent intermittently, the secondary and primary m.m.f.s may or 
may not balance each other, depending on the type of transf armer 
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connection used; for this reason, the leakage flux produced by the 
residual m.m.f. must be considered in calculating the voltage8 
and currents of rectifier transformers. 

In Fig. 46 is shown a cross-section through a leg of a rectifier 
transformer, with the leakage fluxes indicated. The primary 
winding P links with the leakage flux </,1, which produces in this 
winding the rcactance X 1- The secondary winding S links with 
the leakage flux </,2, which produces in S the reactance X 2. The 
leakage flux <f, 0 , produced by the 
residual m.m.f. on the leg, flows 
in the core of the transformer, and 
its circuit is completed through 
the air and the walls of the trans
former tank, since it is generally 
in phase in all the legs. This flux 
links with both the primary and 
secondary windings, and intro
duces reactances in those wind
ings in proportion to the square 
of the number of turns. 

Since the currents flowing in the 
windings of the transformer are 
non-sinusoidal, the leakage flux <f,0 

produced by them is also non

Tank-

Fm. 4fi.-Cross-section of a recti
fier transformer, showing the leakage 
fluxes. 

sinusoidal. For some transformer connections considered in 
this chapter, this flux is of triplen1 frequency and produces 
losses in the core and the transformer tank; for some connections 
this flux is unidirectional and causes additional core losses due 
to partial saturation of the core. 

The leakage inductance of the windings of a rectifier trans
former may be calculated similarly as for any other transformer. 
The general expression for the leakage inductance is 

L = N 2<J> X 10-s. 

In this expression, L is the inductance of the winding in 
hcnries, N is the number of turns in the winding linking 
with the flux, and CP is the permeance of the leakage path 
in perms. 2 

1 The term "triplen" denotes frequencies which are multiples of 3. 
2 See, for example, KARAPETOFF, V., "The Magnetic Circuit." 
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The voltage induced in the winding by the leakage flux is 
in a direction so as to oppose the change of current producing 
this flux, and is given by the expression 

e = - L di = - L_<ii_ = - Xdi' 
dt w dwt dx 

in which w = 21rf; X is the reactancc in ohms; x = wt is the 
angular variable in radians; and i is the current producing the 
leakage flux. For calculating the voltage induced by the leakage 
flux </Jo, which is produced by the residual m.m.f. on the core, the 
current i in the above expression is therefore proportional to 
the residual m.m.f., and is equal to the ratio m/N, m being the 
residual m.m.f. and N the number of turns in the winding under 
consideration. 

Secondary Currents.-The currents in the secondary windings 
of a rectifier transformer are determined by the voltage conditions 
in the secondary circuit, based upon the fundamental character
istic of a rectifier that current can normally flow only in the 
direction from anode to cathode, and that the anode having 
the highest positive potential to neutral carries current, and upon 
the assumption that the current flowing from the rectifier is a 
smooth direct current. Subject to these conditions, two or more 
anodes may carry current simultaneously. At the point where 
the voltages of an operating and a non-operating anode intersect, 
the current is transferred from the one to the other during a 
period of overlap, during which their voltages become equalized 
by the transformer reactance. 

Primary and Line Currents.-For rectifier transformers 
connected to a single-phase alternating-current supply, the 
secondary currents are balanced at every instant by current 
in the primary, the condition being that the sum of the m.m.f.s 
on the transformer core is zero. For a polyphase rectifier 
transformer, the relation between secondary and primary currents 
depends on the type of primary connection used. In either case, 
the current relations arc subject to the condition that the primary 
current cannot have any direct-current component, i.e. the 
average value of the current over a cycle must be equal to zero, 
because, under steady-state conditions, a direct current cannot 
be induced in the primary winding. 

The primary windings of polyphase rectifier transformers 
are generally connected in one of the four ways shown in Fig. 
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47: (a) mesh connection; (b) star connection with isolated 
neutral; (c) star connection with closed-circuited tertiary; (d) 
star connection with neutral return. Connections (a) and (b) 
arc the ones most commonly used. Below are given the general 
transformer relations used for determining the primary and line 
currents from the secondary currents. The assumption is made 
that the transformer magnetizing m.m.f.s and the resistance 
of the windings are negligible. The results obtained on thiR 
assumption may be corrected in any specific application for the 
magnetizing current, although the error introduced is usually 
negligible for practical purposes. 

(a) Mesh-connected Primary.-Exampies of this type of 
connection are the delta connection of a 3-phase system and 
the quarter-phase mesh connection. The former is of course 
the more important, since the majority of alternating-current 
systems are 3-phase. The following relationships arc used 
for determining the primary currents of this connection: 

1. The sums of the m.m.f.s (amperes X turns) on the several 
legs of the transformer core are equal to each other, since the 
ends of the legs joined by the yoke may be considered to be at 
equal magne'.ic potential. 

LM1 = ~M2 = LMa = · · · = m 

LM1, ~M2, etc. are the sums of the m.m.f.s on legs 1, 2, etc., 
and m is the residual m.m.f. on each leg. 

(For rigid deduction, the net m.m.f.s, which are equal to the 
sum of the ampere-turns less the m.m.f.s consumed for mag
netization of the core with both the main and leakage fluxes, 
should be used in the above equations. As was previously 
stated, the magnetizing m.m.f.s are neglected in order to simplify 
the calculations, since the resulting error is usually small. The 
primary currents may be corrected for the magnetizing current 
of the main flux by adding the no-load magnetizing current to 
the primary load currents.) 

2. The sum of all the voltages in the closed mesh of the primary 
is zero. 

As a concrete example, the primary and line currents will 
be calculated for the transformer connection shown in Fig. 
47a, with the primary connected in 3-phase delta and the sec
ondary in double 3- or 6-phase. Let e1, e2, and C3 be the impressed 
sinusoidal no-load voltages in the three primary phases; let 
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X 1 be the leakage reactance per primary phase due to the primary 
leakage flux and X o the leakage reactance per primary phase 
due to the residual m.m.f., m; and let the ratio of turns between 
each primary and secondary phase be 1 : 1. 
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Fm. 47.-Connections of polyphase rectifier transformers: (a) mesh-connected 

primary; (b) star-connected primary with isolated neutral; (c) star-connected 
primary with isolated neutral and closed-circuited tertiary; (d) star-connected 
primary with neutral return. 

Applying the first relationship, that the sums of the m.m.f.s 
on the three legs are equal, 

i1 + a1 - a4 = i2 + aa - a6 = ia + a, - a2 = ;, (59) 

N being the number of turns in each winding. 
Applying the second relationship, that the sum of the voltages 

in the closed delta circuit is zero, 

ei _ Xi di1 X 0d(i1 + a1 - a_4) + e
2 

_ X
1
di2 _ 

dx dx dx 

O· 
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Combining the various terms in the above expression, 

( ) d(i1 + i2 + i3) 
C1 + C2 + C3 - X1 + Xo - -d- -- -, X 

X d(a1 - a2 + a:1 - a4 + a5 - a6) = O· 
0 - -- -- dx -- ---

The sum of the applied no-load voltages, c1 + c2 + c3, is equal to 
zero. Integrating the remainder of the equation with respect 
to x, and dividing through by X o, we obtain 

Xi .io X 0
(i1 + i 2 + i:1) + (a1 - a2 + a3 - a4 + a5 - a5) = 0. (60) 

Solving Eqs. (59) and (60), simultaneously, for i1, i2, and i 3, 

k 
-(a1 - a4) + 

3
(a1 - a2 + aa - a4 + a5 - a5). 

k 
-(a3 - a5) + ;/a1 - a2 + aa - a4 + a. - a6). 

k 
-(as - a2) + ;ca1 - a2 + a3 - a4 + a. - a5). 

In the above equations, 
X1 

k=x~+Xo 

The residual m.m.f. per leg is 

(61) 

(62) 

(63) 

m = (i1 + a1 - a4)N = !(a1 - a2 + aa - a4 + a" - a5)N. (64) 

This residual m.m.f. is in phase on the three legs and appears 
in the form of a circulating current im in the delta primary. 

If the leakage reactance X o is very large compared to X 1, the 
factor k is practically zero, and the circulating current im is 
also practically zero. If X O is very small compared to X 1, the 
factor k is practically unity, and the circulating current is a 
maximum. 

The wave shape and frequency of the residual m.m.f. are 
determined by the factor (a1 - a2 + aa - a4 + as - as) in 
Eq. (64), i.e., by the duration and shape of the secondary cur
rents. For a diametrical 6-phase secondary connection, the 
residual m.m.f. has a triplen frequency. For the 6-phase 
connection with interphase transformer the residual m.m.f. is 
practically zero. For the 3-phase connection the currents a2, a4, 
and a6 are absent, and the residual m.m.f. is unidirectional. For 
thPsc connections, see Table V. 
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The line currents shown in Fig. 4 7 a arc as follows: 

iA = i1 - ia = - (a, - a1) + (as - a2). (65) 
iB = i2 - i, = - (aa - a6) + (a1 - a4). (66) 
ic = ia - i2 = -(as - a2) + (aa - a6). (67) 

For a transformation ratio different from 1: 1, the above 
expressions for the currents should be multiplied by the ratio 
of secondary to primary turns. 

If the currents in the three phases of the delta primary are 
:;inusoidal and displaced from each other by 120°, the r.m.s. 
values of the line currents are equal to y'j times the primary 
currents. The same relation applies to the primary currents of a 
rectifier transformer, if they are composed of a fundamental and 
non-triplen harmonics, because these harmonics are displaced 
from each other by 120 harmonic degrees in the three phases 
of the primary. If, however, the primary currents contain 
triplen harmonics, these harmonics circulate in the delta primary 
and do not appear in the line currents; the ratio of the r.m.s. 
values of the line to primary currents is then less than v'3. 
This ratio, therefore, gives an indication of the presence of 
triplen harmonic currents in the delta primary. The presence 
of even harmonics is indicated by the unsymmetry of the positive 
and negative half-cycles of the current wave. 

(b) Star-connected Primary with Isolated Neutral.-Examples 
of this type of connection are the Y-connection of a 3-phase 
system, and the star connection of a 2-phase 4-wire (quarter
phase) system. The following general relations are used for 
determining the primary currents of this connection: 

1. The sums of the m.m.f.s on the several legs of the trans
former core are equal to each other; 

1:Mi = l:M2 = "1:-Ma = · · · = m. 

2. The sum of the primary currents at the neutral point of the 
star connection is equal to zero. 

In Chap. IV is given an example of the calculation of the pri
mary currents of a Y-connected transformer primary and a 
6-phase secondary. The equations of the primary currents as 
derived there are as follows: 

i, = - %a1 - ,!,3a2 + 73a3 + %1),4 + }sas - },sa6. (68) 
12 = ~sa, - Jia2 - %aa - Jsa4 + Jsas + %a5. (69) 
i:1 = }sa1 + %a2 + >3a3 - 73a4 - %as - Jsa6, (70) 
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The residual m.m.f. on each leg of the core for that connection 
has the value 

m = J.i(a1 - a2 + aa - a4 + a5 - a5)N. (71) 

The currents of the Y-connected 3-phase primary with isolated 
neutral do not have any triplen harmonic components, since 
there is no return circuit for the flow of these harmonics. 

(c) Star-connected Primary with Closed-circuited Tertiary.
For some transformer connections which have residual m.m.f.s 
on the core, such as the diametrical 6-phasc connection with 
Y-connected primary, mentioned in the last paragraph, a closed
circuited tertiary is added to permit the flow of a circulating 
current to compensate for the residual m.m.f., which produces 
undesirable leakage fluxes. For determining the currents in 
the primary and tertiary windings the same relations may be 
used as for the two preceding connections, riz.: 

1. The sums of the m.m.f.s on the legs of the transformer core 
are equal to each other. 

2. The sum of the currents at the neutral point of the star 
primary is equal to zero. 

3. The sum of the voltages in the closed circuit of the tertiary 
is equal to zero. 

(d) Star-connected Primary with Neutral Return.-This con
nection may be used for 3-phase 4-wire systems. This connection 
is equivalent to individual single-phase primaries, since current 
may flow in each phase to the neutral return, independently of 
the other phases. The secondary currents on each leg of the 
transformer core are, therefore, balanced at every instant by 
current in the primary, and the only relation required for deter
mining the primary currents is that the sum of the alternating
current m.m.f.s on each leg of the core is equal to zero. 

GENERAL EQUATIONS 

In Chap. IV, equations were derived for currents, voltages, 
and transformer ratings of a general p-phase rectifier, and exam
ples were given for single- and 6-phase connections. For 
simplicity, a 6-phase diametrically connected transformer 
secondary was used for the 6-phase connection. While this is 
the simplest 6-phase connection of a transformer, it is rarely used, 
as there are other connections having the advantages of better 
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utilization of the transformer, and resulting in better character
istics as to voltage regulation, efficien0y, etc. 

Some of the general equations derived in Chap. IV may be 
adapted for calculating different types of transformer con
nections, and are repeated below, both with and without over
lapping of the currents. For general purposes, the correction 
factor for overlapping may be neglected without any appreciable 
error. 

Without Overlapping.-

Anode current (r.m.s.) 

I 
A= VP amp. 

Average direct-current voltage 

Ey2 sin 'Tr_ 

Ed = 1r/p p volts. 

Direct-current output 

EIV2sin 'Tr_ 

P = 1r/p P watts. 

With Overlapping.

Angle of overlap, 
IX cos u = 1 - ----

Ey2 sin 'Tr_ 
p 

Anode current (r.m.s.), 

Factor, 
(u) = (2 + cos u) sin u - (1 + 2 cos u).!±, 

i/; 21r(l - cos u) 2 

2u ( u
2 

) = 151r 1 + 84 + . . . . 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(16) 

(19) 

(20) 

(20a) 

The factors i/;(u) and yl - py;(u) are plotted in Fig. 48 in 
function of u. 
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Average direct-current voltage drop, 

Ey2 sin~ 
d = p (I - cos u) volts. 

2~ 
p 

Average direct-current voltage, 

Ey2 sin 7r: 
p u 

Ed = --1r-/p_........__ · cos 2 

2 
volts. 

Direct-current output, 

EI../2 sin 7r: 
P= p 2u --1r-/p _ __,__ · cos 

2 
watts. 
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(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

In using the above equations for calculating the various 
types of transformer connections, the following points must be 
kept in mind: 

1. The direct-current output voltage Ed and output power 
P are the ideal outputs, including the arc voltage drop in the 
rectifier and neglecting the copper losses in the transformer. 

2. The secondary phase voltage E is the voltage between 
anode terminal and neutral. 

3. The quantity p, in general, represents the number of phases. 
However, care must be taken in assigning values top, as for some 
types of transformer connections p has different values for dif
ferent parts of the circuits and for different quantities calculated. 
Thus, for example, for a fork-connected transformer, shown in 
Fig. 65, in calculating the direct-current voltage Ed by means of 
Eq. (23), p has the value 6, since the phase voltages from the 
neutral to the anode terminals correspond to a 6-phase system. 
In calculating the currents in the outer secondary windings 
by means of Eq. (19), p has the value 6, since each of these 
windings carries current during one-sixth of a cycle. In cal
culating the currents in the inner secondary windings, p has the 
value 3, since each of these windings carries current during 
one-third of a cycle. 

4. In calculating the angle of overlap by means of Eq. (16), 
I is the magnitude of the current being transferred between the 
overlapping phases; X is the effective reactance per secondary 
phase, causing overlapping. This reactance includes the equiv-
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alcnt secondary reactance of the primary and line reactanccs, as 
determined for the different types of connections. 

In the calculation of the various transformer connections which 
follows, a I: I transformation ratio will be used between each 
primary and secondary phase. The various quantities may be 
reduced to the basis of any other desired ratio by the usual 
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Fw. 48.-Curvcs giving values of various factors involving the angle of overlap 
u, in function of u. 

transformer relations, namely: the voltages are proportional 
to the ratio of turns; the currents arc inversely proportional 
to the ratio of turns; the resistances and reactanccs vary in 
proportion to the square of the ratio of turns. 

The transformer magnetizing currents and copper losses, and 
the influence of the arc drop will be neglected in order to simplify 
the calculations. The effect of these factors is considered in 
later sections of this chapter. 
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DIAMETRICAL 6-PHASE CONNECTION WITH DELTA PRIMARY 

The diametrical connection is the RimplcRt 6-phase connection 
of rectifier tranRformers, but has the disadvantages of a lower 
utility factor for the transformer, higher voltage regulation, 
and lower rectifier efficiency than other connections to be 
described later (see 6-phase connections, Figs. 55 and 65). For 
these reasons, it is not used except for test purposes or 
for installations where a high voltage regulation is required. 
This transformer connection also comes into consideration when a 

2 3 4 5 6 

(Cl) 
A 

fj 
C B 

6 '2 

rectifier is compounded by means of a saturated interphase 
transformer. 

In Fig. 49 are shown the diagram of connections, vector 
diagram, and the voltage and current curves for this transformer 
connection. Each anode operates during one-sixth of a cycle, 
with periods of overlap when the current is transferred between 
the anodes. The average direct-current voltage at no load, as 
obtained from Eq. (2), is 

Edo = Ev2 :i;6(7r/6) = 1.35E. (72) 

The direct-current voltage under load, according to Eq. (23), is 

(73) 
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The angle of overlap, as determined from Eq. (16), is 

IX IX 
cosu = 1 - -~- -- = 1 - 1.41- · (74) 

Ey2 sin (1r/6) E 

The direct-current voltage drop under load, as determined by 
Eq. (22), is 

d = EV2 :~~ (1r/5)(l --;0
~) = 0.955/X. (75) 

The direct-current output, including the losses in the rectifier, is 

E 
11 

P = dl = l.35EI cos 2 

2
- (76) 

The r.m.s. value of the anode current, as given by Eq. (19), is 

A= (J6)v1 - 6t/;(u) = 0.4081,yl -=~(u). (77) 

The primary currents for this connection were drawn in Fig. 
49c, d, and e, from Eqs. (61), (62), and (63). The r.m.s. value 
of the primary current, calculated from these curves, is 

lp = J
3 
y(l- %k + %k 2) - 6(1 - %k + %k 2)t/;(u). (78) 

The factor k, in Eq. (78), is equal to Xi :
1 
Xo' in which X1 is 

the primary reactance due to the leakage flux </>1 linking with the 
primary winding only, and X O is the primary reactance due to 
the leakage flux </>o between the yokes of the transformer (see 
Fig. 46). The reactance Xo is usually considerably higher than 
X 1 on account of the greater permeance of the magnetic path for 
</>o, and k may be considered as practically equal to zero. With 
this assumption, the primary current wave will have the shape 
shown in Table V-D, and the r.m.s. value of this current is 

IP= (J
3
) Vl - 6t/;(u) = 0.5771,yl - 6t/;(u). (79) 

The wave shape of the line current, as expressed by Eq. (65), 
is shown in Fig. 49g, and its r.m.s. value is 

(
1V2\.; - . ;- --~-

h = vl
3 
;v 1 - 3t/;(u) = 0.817Iv 1 - 3-./,(u). (80) 
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The volt-ampere rating of the transformer secondary is 

P 2 = 6EA = 2.44EhiI--=-6i,t.,(u.) 
l.81Pvr-=--6i,t.,(u) 

2 u cos 2 
The volt-ampere rating of the transformer primary is 

P1 = 3EI)) = l.73EI-vl - 6i,t.,(11) 

1.28Pyl~i,t.,(u) 

cos 2 ~ 
2 

The average value of the transformer rating is 

p av = Pi ! p 2 = 2.09EI-Vl - 6i,t.,(u) 

l.55Pyl _:_-6i,t.,(u) 

cos 2 u 
2 

The line volt-amperes are 

PL = 3Eh = l.41Eiyl - 3i,t.,(u) 
y3 

l.045Pyl =-sf{u) 

cos 2 ll 
2 

The line power factor is 
2u 

P cos 2 
P.F. = PL = 0.955 Vl - 3i,t.,(u)· 
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(81) 

(82) 

(83) 

(84) 

(85) 

DIAMETRICAL 6-PHASE CONNECTION WITH Y-PRIMARY 

The diametrical 6-phase connection with Y-primary has been 
considered in Chap. IV, and the equations for the currents and 
transformer ratings were derived there. The direct-current 
voltage and the anode and primary current waves were shown in 
Fig. 24 neglecting the transformer reactance. 

In Fig. 50 are shown the diagram of transformer connections, 
the vector diagram, and the wave shapes of the direct-current 
voltage (a), anode currents (b), and primary currents (c), (d), 
and (e), taking into account the overlapping of the anode currents 
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due to the transformer reactancc, and on the basis of a 1: 1 trans
formation ratio. Figure 50f shows the residual m.m.f., m, on 
each leg of the transformer core, obtained by a summation of 
the primary and secondary m.m.f.s and expressed by Eq. (11) 
(Chap. IV). This m.m.f. is of triplen frequency, has an ampli
tude equal to NI /3, and is in phase on all three legs. Unless com
pensated, it produces triplcn harmonic leakage fluxes in the trans
former core with their magnetic circuit closed through the air, 
as is shown by cf>o in Fig. 46. 

2 3 4 s 6 

A B C W',, 
I u ~ 
~ t . . drc; */ z 
~(d!G 

~~(e) 0 E 
l · s 3 9. ~ . 
~

'--------{ ·. ~9(f! 4 
~NJ·' X 

- - - One cycle - - - - - ~ 

8 

4 6 2 

FIG. 50.-Diametrical 6-phase connection with Y-primary. 

With Tertiary Winding.-The triplen harmonic residual m.m.
f.s and the leakage fluxes produced by them may be eliminated 
by providing the transformer with a delta-connected tertiary 
winding, shown dotted in Fig. 50. A circulating triplcn harmonic 
current, im = m/ N = I /3, flows in this winding and balances 
the residual m.m.f. The expressions for the various quantities 
derived in Chap. IV for this transformer connection, as corrected 
for overlapping, arc as follows: 

Anode current (r.m.s.), 

I 
A = V

6 
Vl - 6it,(u). (86) 

Direct-current voltage (average), 

3-y2 u Ed = -- E crn,2 - • 
7r 2 

(87) 
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The r.m.s. value of the primary current may be computed 
from the wave of Fig. 50c, which may be divided into sections, 
some of which are rectangular and some consisting of sinusoidal 
portions that may be expressed with the aid of Eqs. (I 7) and (18), 

1rli = (;- u)[ 2G)2 + (~£)2] +LT-!+ 
~1(~ = ;J: :) ]2ax + i"[i + !G = ~:: :) ]2ax + 

lul!(1 - ~ = ~:::) + !]2ax 
IP = V2 J / 1 _ 3 . l 1•u,- I - cos X _ (1 - cos x) 2 ]dx 

3 '\J 7r a L 1 - cos u 1 - cos u 

= '{2 
1-Vl - -31/;(u). (88) 

The value of i/;(u) is given by Eq. (20a) (Chap. IV). The 
r.m.s. value of the current in the tertiary winding, similarly com
puted, is 

Im = 1 __ 1[(7r - u)(£) 2 + ru(_I + 21. ~OS X) 2ax -j 
'11r/3 3 3 Jo 3 3 1 - cosu 
I. I -= 3 V 1 - 12i/;(u). (89) 

. (3y2) u 
The direct-current output P = Edl = --1r-EI cos2 i (90) 

The volt-ampere ratings of the transformer are: 

Primary P1 = 3Elp = EI V2 Vl - 31/;(u). (91) 

Secondary P2 = 6EA = Ely6 Vl - 61/;(u). (92) 

Tertiary PJ = 3Elm = El-VI - 12i/;(u). (93) 
P 3 cos2 (u/2) 

Power Factor (P.F.) = p- = -· -V-----· (94) 
1 1r 1 - 31/;(u) 

Without Tertiary Winding.-If no tertiary winding is provided 
to compensate for the residual triplen harmonic m.m.f. on the 
core, the fluxes produced by this m.m.f. induce triplen harmonic 
voltages in the primary and secondary windings of the trans
former. The voltages induced in the primary windings cause 
a variation in the potential of the primary neutral, producing 
what is known as an "oscillating neutral." 
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The voltages induced in the secondary windings alter the wave 
shape of the secondary terminal voltage to neutral and affect 
the working period of the anodes, as shown in Fig. 51. Curve 
Ct in Fig. 51a shows the voltage induced in the windings by the 
triplen harmonic leakage flux at an angle of overlap of approxi
mately 30°. The shape of the secondary terminal voltages 
as modified by the voltage Ct is shown by curve ea. The reactance 
X O due to the triplen harmonic leakage flux <l>o (Fig. 46) is con
siderably higher than the reactances X 1 and X 2 of the primary 
and secondary windings due to the leakage fluxes </>1 and </>2, 
on account of the higher permeance of the magnetic path of 
4>0 ; X 0, therefore, accounts for the major part of the overlapping 
between the anode currents and causes high overlapping at rela
tively low currents. The voltage e1 induced by the flux <l>o is, 
therefore, nearly equal to the voltage drop due to overlapping, 
shown shaded in Fig. 51a. As a result of this, the terminal 
voltage of an idle phase becomes equal to the terminal voltage of 
two overlapping phases at an angle of overlap somewhat above 
30°. Thus, the voltage wave ea in Fig. 51a meets the voltage of 
the overlapping phases 1 and 2 at point Q. As the load current is 
further increased and the angle of overlap is extended beyond this 
point, the anode connected to the idle phase, being equal in 
potential to the two working anodes, is ignited and the three 
phases operate in parallel for a short period until anode 1 is 
extinguished. The triplen harmonic leakage flux thus has the 
effect of making the anodes start carrying current at practically 
30° before the point of intersection of the no-load voltage waves. 

Within a certain load range the anode is extinguished shortly 
after it is ignited, and is then reignited at the point of intersec
tion of its no-load voltage wave with that of the preceding anode, 
as shown in Fig. 51b. The anode is extinguished after the first 
ignition because there is not sufficient current to produce the 
necessary triplen harmonic magnetizing m.m.f. required for the 
complete equalization of the voltages of the overlapping phases. 

When the load current is sufficiently high for the production 
of the magnetizing m.m.f. required to induce full equalizing 
voltages in the two simultaneously operating phases, the anode 
continues to carry current from its first ignition until the ignition 
of the anode displaced from it by 120 electrical degrees, when 
its current is transferred to that anode during a short period of 
overlapping. A condition is thus reached, as shown in Fig. 51c, 
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that each anode operates over a period of 120°, so that two anodes 
work in parallel all the time with short overlapping periods when 
three anodes carry current simultaneously. 

The wave shapes of the current and voltage waves at higher 
load currents are shown in Fig. 51d. It is seen from this figure 
that after the conditions shown in Fig. 51c are reached, the over
lapping occurs between phases displaced from each other by 
120°, and the operation is similar to that of the 6-phase connec
tion with interphase transformer, considered later in this chapter. 
The magnetizing m.m.f., m, remains unchanged, and the triplen 
harmonic leakage reactance X O has no influence on the overlapp
ing of the phases. 

Since the amplitude of m/ N in Fig. 51a, b, and c is one-third 
the amplitude of the load current, the condition shown in Fig. 
51c is obtained at a load current equal to three times the ampli
tude of the triplen harmonic current required to produce in the 
core the leakage flux cf>o necessary for inducing the full voltage 
et in the transformer secondary. If the magnetic path of this 
leakage flux has a high permeance, this current is relatively small. 

The voltage wave e1 may be approximated by a sinusoidal 
voltage wave having the same amplitude as et, which is equal to 
one-fourth the amplitude of the no-load phase voltage. Since 
this third-harmonic voltage is equal to one-fourth the no-load 
phase voltage, and has a frequency equal to three times the funda
mental frequency, the third-harmonic leakage flux in the core 
has to be one-twelfth of the fundamental flux. If the permeance 
of the leakage path is known, the current required to produce this 
flux may readily be determined. 

The direct-current voltage at no load, as determined by Eq. 
(2), has the value 

. Ea, = EV2 :)~ (7r /6) = l.35E. (95) 

When the condition shown in Fig. 51c is reached, 
current voltage is 

( EV2 cos~) sin~ 
Ea, = ---71"/6 = l.17E. 

the direct-

(96) 

At higher loads, the direct-current voltage, corrected for over
lapping, is 

u 
Ea= 1.17 E cos2 z." (97) 
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The change of the direct-current voltage from Eao to Ea1 occurs 
within a relatively short load range (see Fig. 52), on account of 
the high value of the triplen harmonic leakage reactance Xo, 
resulting in a steep current-voltage characteristic. Beyond this 
load range, reduction of the direct-current voltage with load is 
caused by overlapping between two phases displaced from each 
other by 120°, and the current transferred during this overlapping 
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1./7£ 
. I 
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Frn. 52.-Current-voltage characteristic for diametrical 6-phasc connection, 

with Y-connectcd primary, without tertiary. 

is equal to one-half the load current. The angle of overlap is, 
therefore, the same as for a 3-phase connection carrying the 
current I /2, and as determined by Eq. (16), has the value 

cos u = 1 - - J_f!~l X_ = 1 - -- 1x_. 
Ey2 sin (1r/3) Ey6 

Substituting this value in Eq. (22) for the voltage drop, 

d = Ey2 sin (1r/3). IX _ 0_239/X. 
21r/3 Ey6 

(98) 

This voltage drop is one-fourth that obtained for the dia
metrical 6-phase connection with delta primary, and the second 
part of the voltage regulation curve, therefore, has a small 
inclination. The shape of the voltage regulation curve is shown 
in Fig. 52. 

The above relations for the direct-current voltage are the 
same as for the 6-phase connection with interphase transformer. 
If the effects of the undulations in the anode and the primary 
currents due to the triplen harmonic component, as shown in 
Fig. 51d, are neglected, the equations for the r.m.s. values of the 
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currents and for the transformer ratings are the same as those 
derived for the 6-phase connection with interphase transformer. 
For any particular case the results obtained by means of those 
equations may be corrected for this component when its magni
tude has been determined. 

Transformer Core with Magnetic Shunt.~It is usually desir
able to have a practically constant direct-current voltage for a 
rectifier over the entire working range, and the rise in the voltage 
characteristic of the diametrical 6-phase connection with Y
primary, as shown in Fig. 52, is found 
objectionable when the rectifier is operat
ing at light loads. For this reason it is 

-

/.=--.. / =-~ -

- -= _/ '-- = 
Frn. 53.-Polyphase rectifier transformer with Frn. 54.-8 he 11-t y p e 

five legs. polyphase rectifier trans
former. 

desirable to have the bend in the regulation curve at as low a load 
as possible in order that the rectifier may operate beyond this 
bend for the greater part of the load range. This may be 
attained by providing the core of the transformer with a magnetic 
shunt, which increases the permeance of the path for the triplen 
harmonic leakage flux. This reduces the magnitude of the 
magnetizing m.m.f. required to induce the voltage e, for Fig. 51c 
and, consequently, reduces the load current at which the bend 
of the regulation curve occurs. 

One type of construction for obtaining a magnetic shunt 
is shown in Fig. 53, in which the transformer core consists of 
five legs; the two outside legs have no windings and function 
as magnetic shunts. The paths of the triplen harmonic leakage 
fluxes <Po are indicated in the figure. 

Another type of construction is that of a shell type polyphase 
transformer shown in Fig. 54. For this type of transformer the 
polarity of the middle phase is reversed in order to obtain uniform 
flux distribution in the core. The direction of the triplen har-
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monic leakage flux for the middle phase is, therefore, opposite 
to that of the other two phases, and the paths of the leakage 
fluxes are as indicated in the figure (351). 

The current and voltage relations for the types of transformers 
shown in Figs. 53 and 54 are the same as shown in Fig. 51, 
with the exception that the undulations in the anode and primary 
currents are smaller. The operation of these transformers 
therefore approaches more nearly that of the 6-phase connection 
with interphase transformer, considered in the next section, and 
the equations derived there for the voltages, currents, transformer 
ratings, etc., may be used for these transformers. 

Three Single-phase Transformers.-When a rectifier operates 
with three single-phase transformers having their primaries 
connected in Y and their secondaries in diametrical 6-phase, 
the same results arc obtained as with the five-legged and shell
type transformers shown in Figs. 53 and 54. The triplen har
monic leakage fluxes circulate in the core of each transformer. 
The equations of currents, voltages, etc. are the same as for the 
6-phasc connection with intcrphase transformer (343). 

SIX-PHASE CONNECTION WITH INTERPHASE TRANSFORMER 

The transformer connection most widely used at the present 
time is the 6-phase connection with interphase transformer 
(absorption reactance coil) (see Fig. 55). With this connection, 
the rectifier operates as a double 3-phase rectifier, although the 
voltage wave has the same shape as that of a 6-phase system. 

By making the rectifier circuit operate as 3-phase, so that 
each anode and transformer phase can carry current during 
one-third of a cycle, instead of only during one-sixth of a cycle, 
the following advantages are obtained over the straight 6-phase 
connection: 

1. The transformer is utilized to greater advantage, since each phase 
operates during one-third of a cycle (see Tahle V). 

2. The voltage regulation of the rectifier is reduced, since the voltage 
drop is proportional to the number of phases, as seen from Eqs. (22) and (22a) 
in Chap. IV. 

3. The amplitude of the anode currents is reduced, thereby reducing the 
arc voltage drop in the rectifier (see Chap. II, Figs. 6 and 7). 

In Fig. 55 is shown the diagram of connections of a 3-phase 
transformer with interphase transformer. The transformer 
secondary consists of two 3-phase, Y-connected groups, inter-
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connected by the interphase transformer. The secondary 
windings are so arranged that for each primary phase there is a 
phase in each secondary group; thus phases 1 and 4 of the second
ary are on the same transformer leg as primary phase A, and are 
displaced from each other by 180°. The two secondary groups 
may be considered as displaced from each other by 60°, and the 
sequence of the phases corresponds to their numerical notation. 

If the interphase transformer were not used, and the neutrals 
of the two groups were tied together to form the negative pole, 
the transformer secondary would operate as a 6-phase connection. 
The current and voltage relations would then be as indicated in 
Fig. 51. 

Primary 
A 

C~8 
I 

~~2 
b~l... J::ovpll 

Secondaries 

Fm. 55.-Six-phase connection with interphase transformer. 
+ 

If the two groups were operated with their neutrals isolated 
from each other, each group would operate as an independent 
3-phase system, and each anode would carry current during 
one-third of a cycle. The direct-current voltage waves of the 
two groups would then be as shown in Fig. 56, a and b. As seen 
from this figure, the maximum points of the sine waves of the 
two groups are displaced by 60°. 

By interconnecting the two groups with an interphase trans
former, as shown in Fig. 55, the two groups are made to operate 
in parallel, and the interphase transformer acts as a voltage 
equalizer between them. The voltage relations resulting from 
this interconnection are shown by curve c of Fig. 56. The 
phase voltages to the neutrals of the two groups are unchanged. 
The voltage difference between the two groups, which must be 
equalized by the interphase transformer, is shown in heavy out
line in curve c. This voltage difference, e1, is also plotted in 
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curve d, considering this voltage difference as positive when 
Group I is at a higher potential than Group II. To equalize the 
voltages of the two groups, so as to bring the neutral N to the 
same potential with respect to the anodes of the two groups which 
are working in parallel, the voltage difference between the two 
groups must be absorbed by the winding of the interphase 
transformer, one-half of this voltage by winding N - N 1, and 
the other half by winding N - N 2- The potential of N is inter
mediate between the potentials of NI and N 2; as a result of this, 
the potential between the minus and the plus terminals of the 
rectifier circuit will be as shown by the curve Cd of Fig. 56c, which 
is drawn intermediate between the phase voltages of the two 
groups. As will be explained later, this terminal voltage cd is 
composed of portions of sine waves, having their peaks at the 
intersection of the phase voltages of the two groups. 

Principle of Operation.-To understand the action of the 
interphase transformer, let it be assumed that the transformer 
is energized at point X - X, and anode 1, being at the highest 
potential, is ignited. As the current in this anode rises, the 
winding N 1 - N, through which this current flows, produces a 
magnetic field in the core of the interphase transformer. This 
field induces an e.m.f. in winding N 1 - N 2, in such a direction as 
to reduce the potential of Group I to N, and to increase the 
potential of Group II to N by an equivalent amount. This 
reduces the potential of anode 1 to N and increases the potential 
of anode 2 to N by equal amounts, until their potentials meet at 
an intermediate point y, so that anode 2 of Group II is made to 
operate in parallel with anode 1 of Group I. In this manner, 
successive anodes of the two groups are forced to operate in 
parallel all the time. If the impedances of the two groups of 
tra.nsformer windings are made equal, the load current will 
divide equally between the two groups. The two groups are, 
therefore, in stable parallel operation, at a terminal voltage 
intermediate between the potentials of the two groups, and 
each group carries one-half of the total direct current. 

Each 3-phase group operates in the same manner as a 3-phase 
rectifier. Thus, phase 1 carries current until the point of inter
section of its voltage wave with that of phase 3; the current 
is then transferred from phase 1 to phase 3, with a period of 
overlapping u between the two phases, as determined by their 
reactances. 
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The shapes of the voltage waves, taking into account the 
overlapping between adjoining phases within each group, is 
shown in Fig. 57. The effect of the overlapping is to increase 
the voltage difference between the two groups, which must be 
absorbed by the interphase transformer. The shape of the 

I x .3 5 I 

(a) 

Group I 

(b) 

Group II 

(C) 

Id) 

FIG. 56.-Voltage relations of the 6--phasc connection with intcrphasc trans
former (without overlapping). 

voltage wave e1 across the winding of the interphase transformer, 
as shown in Fig. 57, therefore differs from that shown in Fig. 56 
by the additional voltage q due to overlapping. The terminal 
voltage ea, being equal to the average of the voltages of the two 
groups, now has the shape shown in Fig. 57, and differs from the 
shape shown in Fig. 56c by one-half of the voltage q. 

Voltage and Current Relations.-As seen from Fig. 57, the 
voltage e1 has a fundamental frequency equal to three times the 
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frequency of the alternating-current supply to the rectifier. It 
also contains higher harmonics of the triplen frequency. For the 
design of the interphase transformer, the wave Ct may be closely 
approximated by a sinusoidal wave et', having the same amplitude 
as Ct. To absorb the voltage Ct in the winding N 1 - N 2 of the 
interphase transformer, a third-harmonic magnetizing current 
i1 must flow in this winding, lagging the voltage by 90 third
harmonic degrees. The current it flows through the closed 
circuit formed by parallel operating phases of the two groups, 
and is superimposed upon the normal load currents (see Fig. 55). 

The anode currents without the third-harmonic magnetizing 
current are shown in dotted lines in Fig. 57c and d. These 
currents have the same shapes as shown in Fig. 25 (Chap. IV). 
The successive anode currents of the two groups are displaced 
from each other by 60°, since the two groups operate as 3-phase 
systems displaced from each other by 60°. The actual anode 
currents, with the third-harmonic current it superimposed, are 
shown in heavy outline in Fig. 57c and d. 

In Fig. 55 are shown the paths of the currents at a certain 
instant z - z. 

The currents in the neutrals of the two groups are equal to 
I /2, on which is superimposed the current it, It is evident that 
if the load component of the anode and neutral currents did not 
exist, the third-harmonic current it could not flow due to the 
valve action of the anodes. Therefore, in order that the full 
value of it may flow, the anode and neutral currents I /2 must be 
at least equal to the amplitude of it. The load current at which 
this occurs may be called the transition current. 

At no load, there is no voltage drop in the interphase trans
former, since there is no current flowing in the winding N 1 - N 2, 

and the direct-current voltage across the rectifier terminals is 
as shown by curve ed~ in Fig. 57a, which is the same as for the 
6-phase rectifier shown in Fig. 24. 

During the transition period, i.e., between zero current and 
the transition current, the interphase transformer acts as an 
additional high reactance in the circuits of the anodes, producing 
overlapping between the adjoining phases of the 6-phasc system. 

The manner in which this transition takes place between no 
load and full load is shown in Fig. 59. The notation of the 
voltages and currents is the same as shown in Figs. 56 and 57. 
The following successive stages are represented in Fig. 59: 
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Frn. 57 .- -\Vaves of voltages and currents in the circuits of a rectifier having a 

6-phase connection with interphase transformer, as shown in Fig. 55. 
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Frn. 58.-Oscillograms of voltages and currents taken on a 600-kw., 621-volt 
rectifier unit having a 6-phase transformer connection with interphase trans
former, and supplied from a 12,000-volt, 3-phase, 60-cycle alternating-current 
system. 
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8ection A.-No load. 
Section·B.-Load current producing overlapping less than 30°. 
Section C.-Load current producing overlapping between 30 and 60°. 
Section D.-Transition point; 60° overlapping between groups. 
Section E.-Full-load operation. 

The operation during the transition period, when the interphase 
transformer winding acts as a reactor, differs from the normal 
6-phase operation with reactances in each phase, as explained in 
Chap. IV, in that the interphase transformer is a common 

i?d k 
I 2 3/1 2_/J 4 5 6 I 7 3 4 5 

FIG. 59.-Voltage and current waves of the 6-phase connection with interphase 
transformer, showing the transition from no load to full load. (The zero axes 
of the anode currents are shown shifted downward in the successive sections of 
the figure.) 

external high reactance for all three phases of each group, with 
the result that the relation between the phases of each group 
is not affected by this reactance. 

Up to an overlapping of 30°, the anodes operate as though 
the reactance were in each phase. At an overlap of 30°, the 
potentials of two anodes of one group to its neutral NI or N 2 

become equal; thus, at point k the potentials of anodes 1 and 3 
of Group I become equal. As the period of overlap between 
the two groups exceeds 30°, the current is transferred from one 
anode to the next anode of the same group; thus, at point k1, 
the current of Group I is transferred from anode 1 to anode 3, 
with a slight overlap u' between them, due to the transformer 
reactance. Anode 3 carries current from k1 until k2, which is at 
the end of the period of overlap between the two groups, and is 
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then extinguished. Anode 3 ignites again at point k3 and carries 
current until point k4, when the current is transferred to anode 5. 
At the end of the transition period, shown in Sec. D of Fig. 59, 
when the overlapping between the groups has reached 60°, 
i.e., when the load current is sufficient to produce full magnetiza
tion of the interphase transformer, the anodes work, without 
extinguishing, over a period of 120°. Beyond the transition 
period (Sec. E), the operation is as already described in connection 
with Fig. 57. 

The development of the magnetizing current and voltage 
drop across the interphase transformer is clearly seen from Fig. 
59. It is seen from this figure that there is a considerable change 
in the average value of the direct-current voltage between no 
load, shown in Sec. A, and the transition load, shown in Sec. D. 
Since the transition load is a very small percentage of the rated 
load, this results in a steep drop of the voltage regulation curve, 
as shown in Fig. 61. 

The shape of the secondary phase voltage between an anode 
and the neutral of one group, when the rectifier is carrying load, 
is shown by curve e5 in Fig. 57a. The irregularity in the positive 
half of this wave is produced by overlapping between phase 5 
and phases 3 and 1. The irregularity in the negative half 
of the wave is produced by mutual induction from phase 2, which 
is on the same leg with phase 5, and which is positive and carries 
current when the voltage of phase 5 is negative. 

In Fig. 58 are shown oscillograms of voltages and currents 
taken on a rectifier connected to a 6-phase transformer with 
interphase transformer. The rectifier unit is rated at 600 kw., 
621 volts direct current. The transformer primary is connected 
in Y and is supplied from a 12,000-volt, 3-phase, 60-cycle system. 
The oscillograms were made with the rectifier in normal service 
and carrying approximately full-load current. 

These oscillograms show the same characteristics as the theoret
ical curves of Fig. 57. The effect of the magnetizing current 
i1 on the shape of the anode, neutral, and primary currents is 
brought out in the oscillograms by the difference in the ampli
tudes of the successive ripples. The difference between the shape 
of the currents in the oscillograms and the corresponding curves 
in Fig. 57 is due to the fact that the direct current wave shown 
in oscillogram 3 is undulating, and not a straight line as assumed 
for the theoretical waves of Fig. 57; also, the current it was 
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shown in greater relative proportion in Fig. 57, in order to show 
its effect more clearly. 

Quantitative Analysis.-The construction of the voltage waves 
is indicated in Fig. 57 and vector diagram Fig. 60. The voltage 
waves cd and c1, being derived from sums and differences of 

sinusoidal waves, are made up of sec
tions of sine waves, whose relative 
magnitudes and phase positions to the 

e2 alternating-current voltages are shown 
in the figures. Wave v2, produced by 
the overlapping of phases 2 and 6, is 
equal to the mean of voltages c2 and c6• 

One portion of the wave cd is equal to 
e.s the mean of c1 and v2, and, therefore, 

lies on wave Va. Another portion is 
equal to the mean of c1 and c2, and, 
therefore, lies on the wave v1, which 
is that mean. 

Fia. 60.-Vector diagram 
fur constructing the voltage 
waves ed and e, in Fig. 57. 

One section of c1 is equal to c1 minus 
c6, and, therefore, lies on wave v4, which is in phase with c2. A 
second section is equal to c1 minus v2, and, therefore, lies on sine 
wave v5 which is in phase with and equal to v2. A third section 
of voltage Ct is equal to c1 minus e2 and, therefore, lies on wave 
v6, which is equal to and in phase with e6• 

Similarly, the magnetizing current it of voltage Ct is composed 
of portions of sinusoidal current waves, as required to induce 
the voltages V4, vs, and v6 in the winding of the interphase trans
former, therefore lagging behind these voltages by 90°. 

The equations of the various voltage waves mentioned above 
are readily deduced from Fig. 60 and are as follows: 

Em= Ev'z. 
C1 = Em COS wt. 
c2 = Em COS (wt - i} 

v1 = Em~ COS (wt - i} 
Em 

V2 V5 = 2 - COS wt. 
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3Em 
V3 = 4 COS wt. 

V4 = Em COS ( wt - i} 
V6 = Em COS (wt + ;)-

137 

In order to determine the duty imposed on the interphase 
transformer, the magnitudes of the currents, voltages, and flux 
will be considered. 

As previously stated, for purposes of design calculation the 
voltage ee across the winding N 1-N 2 may be approximated by 
a sinusoidal curve et' which has an amplitude equal to 0.5Em, 
an effective value 0.5E, and a frequency equal to three times 
the frequency of the alternating-current supply; thus, for a 60-
cycle alternating-current supply, e/ will have a frequency of 180 
cycles. 

The expressions for et' and its magnetizing current it' are: 

et' = Ey~ cos 3wt 

i/ = I/y2 cos ( 3wt - ~). 

I/ being the r.m.s. value of the magnetizing current. The wind
ing N 1-N 2 must carry the current 0.51. The interphase trans
former must, therefore, have a rating of 

P 1 = 0.5E X 0.51 = 0.25El. (99) 
Since the direct currents in the two halves of the winding 

N1 - N2 fl.ow in opposite directions, their m.m.f.s cancel and do 
not produce any magnetization of the core. The core is magnet
ized only by the third-harmonic current, producing a third
harmonic flux. 

The load current at the transition point is the minimum direct 
current which will permit the flow of the full value of the magnet
izing current i1• As seen from Fig. 57, the current i1 is carried 
by one-half the load current. The load current, I dt, at the transi
tion point (see Figs. 59 and 61), must, therefore, be equal to 
twice the amplitude of i 1• 

The current i 1 is the upper portion of a sinusoidal current wave 
c required to produce a voltage VG in the winding of the inter
phase transformer. The amplitude Cm of the wave c is equal to 
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the amplitude of v6 divided by the reactance wL of the interphase 
transformer. 

The amplitude of i 1 is 

Itm = Cm - Cm COS 30° 

= Cm(l - ~~) 
= EV2(1 - ~ = 0.19~-wL -2-} wL 

E 
Idt = 2Itm = 0.38wL· 

This current is indicated in Fig. 61, and usually has a magnitude 
of 0.5 to 2 per cent of the full-load current, its magnitude depend
ing upon the inductance, and, therefore, on the design, of the 
interphase transformer. This corresponds to an amplitude 
Iim of the magnetizing current i 1 in the range of 0.25 to 1 per cent 
of the full-load current. 

In making calculations from design data, it is more convenient 
to express I,m and I dt in terms of the sinusoidal magnetizing 
current I/ required to induce the third-harmonic voltage Et' in 
the winding of the interphrase transformer, rather than in terms 
of the inductance L. The reactance of the interphase transformer 
at the third-harmonic frequency is 

Et' 0.5E 
X 1 = 3wL = 1 ;, IF 

L = 0.5E_ 
w 3ft' 

Substituting this value of wL in the expressions for Iim and I dt, 

I1m = 1.141/. 

ldt = 2.28/,'. 

(100) 

(101) 

The relationship for determining the ampere-turns for the 
interphase transformer is 

Et' = 0.5E = 4.44N X 3f 1¢ X 10-s, (102) 

in which N is the number of turns, f 1 the fundamental frequency 
of the alternating-current supply, and cf, the third-harmonic 
flux. 
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The core must be designed for the third-harmonic flux, and, 
in order to have the same loss distribution as for the supply 
frequency, the flux density will have to be about one-half of that 
used for the supply frequency, as derived below: 

Iron losses = KB/· 6fi = KBa1. 63fi 

B3 u /I 
l3; = '\)3 = 0.5, (103) 

B1 being the flux density at the fundamental frequency, and 'B 3 

the flux density at the third-harmonic frequency. 1 

For determining the rating of the interphase transformer, 
based on a normal two-winding transformer at the supply 
frequency, the following should be considered: 

At the supply frequency, the current rating remains unchanged. 
Only one-half the winding must be considered. The frequency 
is reduced to one-third. The flux density is doubled. The volt
age in one-half the winding is, therefore, one-third the voltage 
of the interphase transformer. The rating of the interphase 
transformer at the supply frequency is, therefore, 

!Pt = 0·f5
EI = 0.083EI. (104) 

Direct-current Voltages and Voltage Regulation.-The average 
value of the no-load direct-current voltage, as computed by 
Eq. (2) for a 6-phase rectifier, is 

• 71" 

. I. Sill 6 
Edo = Ev 2 --:;;6 = l.35E. 

At the transition point, the amplitude of the 
voltage, as given by wave v1, is equal to 

EmV3 E,V6 
-2-= 2' 

(105) 

direct-current 

and the average direct-current voltage is, therefore, 

• 71" 

EV6 Sill 6 
Edt = ~2- 1r/6 = l.17E. (106) 

1 Eq. (103) should he considered only as an approximate relation, because 
in deriving the equation the eddy-current losses, which are proportional to 
the square of the flux density, were not considered, and the exponent 1.6 
for the hysteresis losses is an average experimental factor, which may vary 
for different grades of laminations. 
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The percentage voltage drop from no load to the transition 
load is, therefore, 

Eao - Eat 
Eat 

l.35E - 1.17 E 
l.l7E 

15.4 per cent. 

This high voltage rise between the transition load and no load 
is sometimes found objectionable, as it may cause burning out 
of lamps or may damage other equipment which is subjected to 
this voltage. Since this voltage rise is produced by the lack of 
third-harmonic magnetizing current it, it may be eliminated or 
reduced to a harmless value by exciting the interphase trans
former with a third-harmonic current from an external source, 
which may be obtained from a saturated auxiliary transformer 
(see Chap. XII). 

As the load is increased beyond the transition point, there is a 
further drop in the direct-current voltage, produced by the 
overlapping of the phases within each group. 

The angle of overlap u (Fig. 57a) may be determined from 
Eq. (16). 

The overlapping occurs between two phases of a 3-phase 
system, carrying the current I /2. Therefore, 

(/ /2)X IX 
cos u = 1 - Ev'2sin (1r/3) = 1 - 0.408 g· (107) 

The drop in the direct-current voltage is produced by the reduc
tion of the voltage ea by the portion shown shaded in Fig. 57 a. 
This shaded area is bounded by curves V1 and va. The average 
value of this drop, taken for one-sixth of a cycle, is 

d = 1r ~ 3 Ju (v1 - V3)dwt 

EV6/4 fu. 
= 1r 13 Jo sm wtdwt 

= !;;
3
6 

(1 - cos u) = l.l7E sin2 '1t (108) 

Substituting for cos u the value obtained above, 

d = 0.239/X, (109) 

and the average direct-current voltage beyond the transition 
point is 

Ea = Eat - d = l.l7E - 0.239/X. = 1.17E cos 2 
~- (110) 
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For a rectifier with a diametrically connected 6-phase trans
former, as shown in Fig. 49, and the same current I and reactance 
per phase X, the voltage drop as given by Eq. (75) is 0.955/X, 
which is four times the value given by Eq. (109). It is seen 
from this that by the use of the interphase transformer the 
voltage drop is reduced to one-fourth of the value obtained with a 
diametrical 6-phase transformer connection. 

The voltage regulation curves of a 6-phase rectifier, with 
and without an interphase transformer, are shown in Fig. 61. 
These curves will come into consideration in a later section in 
connection with the compounding of rectifiers. 

t l 
<»I 
!:5, 
~ -g'-<J m 

0.154 Edt rW!lhouf mferphase fransformer 
,,. : 

\·WJfhJnferphase 
transformer 

i.L'-+--------------------
Trcmsdion load -Load-I-

Fw. 61.-Voltage regulation curves for fl-phase connection of rectifier trans
former, with and without interphase transformer. 

Primary and Line Currents.-In Fig. 62 are shown the primary 
and line currents for the transformer connection with interphase 
transformer, as shown in Fig. 55. These curren~s were derived 
from the anode current waves of Fig. 57. 

Figure 62a shows the primary and line currents for a Y-con
nected primary. These currents were derived from the anode 
currents of Fig. 57 by the use of Eqs. (68), (69), and (70). A 
summation of the primary and secondary m.m.f.s on the trans
former legs by means of Eq. (71) will show that there is a residual 
third-harmonic m.m.f. on each leg, of an amplitude equal to 
two-thirds the amplitude of i 1N. These m.m.f.s are in phase 
on all three legs and produce third-harmonic fluxes, the magnetic 
circuit of which is closed through the air. These fluxes are 
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relatively small on account of the relatively small magnitude of 
it, and the high reluctance of the magnetic circuit for this flux. 

B C A B 

C, 

Primary and line 
-=~=-=---===----=-.,.,,c-==-..--:=-:=~= ....... =~ currents, Y com7ecfecl r-- primary 

L--... JL._ .J C ... ___ ... A ----· 

C 
-------+-------+---- Line currenf 

.6. Connected primary 

.IJ. C. Voltage• 33 0 Vo#s 
D.C. •/500Amp.s. I rm.s.2300Jlo11;. 

d 
Fm. 62.-Wave shapes of primary and line currents for 6-phase connection 

with interphase transformer. 

The wave shape of the primary current for a Y-connected 
primary is shown in oscillogram 6, Fig. 58. Its similarity to the 
theoretical wave of Fig. 62a is readily seen. The shape of the 
current wave in the oscillogram is also affected to some extent 
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by the magnetizing current of the transformer, which was 
disregarded in deriving the theoretical curves of Fig. 62. 

The effect of the magnetizing current on the wave shape 
of the primary current is shown in Fig. 63. For simplicity, 
the load current ip is shown without the component of the 
magnetizing current it of the interphase transformer. The 
magnetizing current io of the main transformer is shown as a 
sine wave lagging behind the phase voltage by 90°. The result
ant primary current, consisting of the load component ip and the 
magnetizing current io, is shown by curve i/. The magnetizing 
current i 0 is practically constant, and its effect on the wave 
shape of the primary currents is less noticeable at higher loads. 

'°P = Pr/mary phase Yolfage 

ip = Prrinary currenf wilhoul t~ 

ip = Primary currenf including i
0 

i O =Magnefizmg current 

FIG. 63.-Effoct of transformer magnetizing current on wave shape of primary 
current. 

Figure 62b shows the primary phase currents of a delta
connected primary. These currents have the same shape as 
the secondary currents, since the factor kin Eqs. (61), (62), and 
(63) is practically zero, and there is no residual m.m.f. Figure 
62c shows one of the line currents for a delta-connected primary. 
These currents are equal to the difference of the primary phase 
currents and can readily be derived from them. It can be noted 
that the third-harmonic current it introduces some irregularity 
into the line current. The shape of the line current, if the 
third-harmonic were not present, is shown in dotted lines. 
Since the magnetizing third-harmonic current it remains prac
tically constant at all loads beyond the transition point, its 
influence on the shape of the currents is less at higher loads. 

Figure 62d shows an oscillogram of the alternating-current line 
voltage and current for a 6-phase connected rectifier with inter
phase transformer and primary in delta. The third-harmonic 
current of the interphase transformer was relatively large com-
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pared to the load current, and its influence on the line-current 
wave is pronounced. 

Transformer Rating.-Each phase of the transformer second
ary carries the current I /2, during one-third of a cycle. Assum
ing a square wave shape for the anode currents, without 
overlapping and without the third-harmonic magnetizing current, 
the effective value of the anode current, as determined by Eq. (1) 
for a 3-phase connection is 

I/2 
A= vi (111) 

The volt-ampere rating of the transformer secondary having 
a phase voltage E is therefore 

6EI 
P 2 = 6EA = --- - = l.73EI. 

2v3 

The direct-current output (including the voltage drop in the 
arc and neglecting the voltage regulation) is 

P = Edd = l.17EI (112) 

from which the relation of the secondary volt-ampere rating to 
the direct-current output is 

P2 = 1.481P. (113) 

The primary current is derived from Fig. 62, and on the basis 
of a 1: 1 transformation ratio, has an effective value of 

I = AV2 = 
1 

· 
p v6 

The volt-ampere rating of the primary 

3EI 
P1 = 3Eip= V6 = l.225EI 

= 1.047P (115) 

The average transformer volt-amperes 

Pav= P1~ P2 = (l.0471;__!.48l)P = 1.264P. (116) 

p p 
P.F. = Pi = l.047p = 0.955. (117) 

The above values for the volt-amperes and currents may be 
corrected for overlapping by the factor Vl - 3if;(u) as given by 
Eq. (19) for a 3-phase connection. Thf' direct-current output P 
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may be corrected for overlapping by replacing Edt in Eq. (112) by 
the value of the direct-current voltage under load, Rd, from Eq. 
(110). Below arc given the various quantities as corrected for 
overlapping. The correction factors may be determined from 
Fig. 48. 

A = - .
1

1 
yl - 3,f;(u) 

2v3 

P = 1.17 8/ cos 2 
·~ 

P 2 = 1.481 pY 1 -_~(u) 
2 1l cos 2 

Ip= ~
6
vi _---,-3it,(ul 

P1 = 1.047 pYl-:- 3 it,i1_~) 

cos 2 11 

2 

Pav = 1.264 pvT ~.3it,(11) 

cos2 u 
2 

0 9"5 2 1l P.F. = . ,) cos 2 
yl ~~3{(11) 

(llla) 

(112a) 

(113a) 

(114a) 

(l l!'ia) 

(116a) 

(117a) 

Voltage Control with Saturated Interphase Transformer.
The direct-current voltage regulation curve for the transformer 
connection with interphase transformer, as shown in Fig. 61, is 
characterized by a bend and a steep voltage rise at light loads. 
As brought out in the preceding section, this bend occurs at 
the transition load, which is the minimum load current required 
for magnetizing the intcrphasc transformer to induce in it the 
voltage e1 shown in Fig. 57b. As already stated, this transition 
load generally has a value of 0.5 to 2 per cent of the full-load 
current. 

Should the core of the interphase transformer be magnetized 
with a constant direct current so as to make it operate on the 
saturated part of its magnetization curve, a higher load current 
would be required to induce the voltage e1 ; that is, the transition 
point of the voltage regulation curve in Fig. 61 would be moved 
to the right. The higher the direct-current magnetization of 
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the core, the higher would be the transition load. In Fig. 64 is 
shown a series of such regulation curves for different values of 
direct-current magnetization of the core, starting with zero mag
netization. It is seen that for a- very high magnetization the 
voltage curve approaches the curve for the diametrical 6-phase 
connection without interphase transformer, as shown in Fig. 61. 

This offers a means for regulating the direct-current voltage of a 
rectifier between the voltage limits set by the voltage regulation 
curves of transformer connections with and without interphase 
transformer. If the direct-current magnetization of the core 

~- # .... ~·--. 

·Consfa-nf magnelizahon curves 

\\~ ~ -----~ -- --- -- --_ ~feries magnefizaf/on ---- - - ~--
curve 

- -- -

-

1 -

-----+-Load Currnnt i 
Fro. 64.-Voltage regulation curves for 6-phase connection with direct

current magnetization of the interphase transformer, explaining nwthod used 
for "compounding" rectifiers. 

is made proportional to the load current, by means of a mag
netizing winding connected in series with the load, the effect 
is that as the load increases the direct-current magnetization 
also increases, and the operating point shifts from one constant 
magnetization curve to the next, producing a voltage regulation 
curve as shown by dotted lines in Fig. 64. Such an arrangement 
therefore gives automatic compounding of a rectifier similar 
to the compounding of a rotary converter by means of a series 
field winding. The automatic voltage regulation of a rectifier 
through a saturated interphase transformer may also be effected 
by means of a voltage regulator which regulates the direct cur
rent in an exciting winding of the interphase transformer. Con
nection diagrams for regulating the direct-current voltage of a 
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rectifier by means of a saturated interphase transformer are 
shown in Chap. XII. 

When the interphase transformer is saturated, the main recti
fier transformer operates as with the diametrical 6-phase con
nection without intcrphase transformer, and the relations of 
currents, transformer ratings, copper losses, and power factor 
are then the same as apply for that transformer connection, with 
the following results: 

The average transformer ratings as previously derived for 
6-phase connections without and with interphasc transformer 
on the basis of the same direct-current output are in the ratio 
of 1.55P /1.264P = 1.23; so that if compounding with saturated 
interphase transformer is used, the transformer capacity must 
be increased by 23 per cent. The transformer primary must be 
connected in delta or in Y with a delta-connected tertiary winding 
in order to eliminate the third-harmonic fluxes in the core which 
would result from the use of a Y-connected primary for the dia
metrical 6-phase secondary, as was previously shown. The 
power factor at the primary terminals of the tralisformer is 
reduced, as seen from Fig. 73. The rectifier efficiency is also 
reduced on account of the higher amplitude of the anode cur
rents, as was explained in Chap. II. 

It is evident from the above that compounding of a rectifier 
by means of a saturated interphase transformer is not economical, 
and it is used only when the load conditions demand a "com
pound" voltage characteristic. 

SIX-PHASE FORK CONNECTION (DOUBLE ZIG-ZAG) 

Diagram of Connections and Ratio of Windings.-Thc fork 
connection of the rectifier transformer is widely used in Europe, 
and is also used in a number of installations on this continent. 
In Fig. 65 are shown the diagram of connections of the fork
connected transformer, the vector diagram of the voltages, and 
the wave shape of the direct-current voltage and the currents in 
the various windings. 

The transformer primary is shown Y-connected. The second
ary consists of 3 star windings, each of which is connected to 
branch windings on the other phases. The neutral of the star 
windings forms the negative pole of the rectifying system. The 
voltages of all the secondary windings are equal, so that the 
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voltages from the neutral to the anode terminals are displaced 
from each other by 60°, and constitute a 6-phase system. 

With this connection, each rectifier anode and branch winding 
of the transformer secondary carries the full value of direct 
current I during one-sixth of a cycle, and each of the star windings 
carries the current I for one-third of a cycle. The shapes of the 
current waves a and s, in the branch and star windings, respec
tively, are shown in Fig. 65. 

With a voltage E for the primary windings and a voltage 
E / y3 for the secondary windings, the transformation ratio 

T.~6123456,f 
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Fw. 65.-Diagram of connections, vector diagram, and voltage and current 
waves of 6-phase fork-connected rectifier transformer. 

between each primary and secondary winding is V3: 1, and the 
amplitude of the primary currents is J/y3. The primary 
currents are shown in Fig. 65 by curves i1, i 2, and i 3. 

Direct-current Voltage and Voltage Regulation.-The direct
current voltage wave is shown in Fig. 65, and has the same shape 
as for any other 6-phase rectifier connection having the same 
voltage from neutral to anodes. 

In Fig. 66 is shown an oscillogram of the direct-current and 
primary voltages and of the anode and primary currents for a 
fork-connected transformer. The wave of the primary current 
shown in the oscillogram departs from the theoretical wave, 
shown in Fig. 65, on account of the magnetizing current of the 
transformer, as was explained in connection with Fig. 63. The 
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magnetizing current was neglected in deriving the primary 
current wave of Fig. 65. 

If the voltage from the neutral N to each of the anode terminals 
is E, the direct-current voltage, as determined by Eq. (23), 

Fm. 66.-Oscillogram of voltages and currents taken on a 1,200-kw. rectifier 
unit with a fork-connected transformer, at approximately 75 per cent of rated 
load. 

Chap. IV, for a 6-phase connection, and taking into account the 
voltage drop due to overlapping, is 

EV2 sin ~6( 1 ) 
Ed = 11" / 6 1 - - 2cos u 

= 1.35E - 1.35E(1 - ~OS u} (118) 

(118a) 

The first term of Eq. (118) represents the average direct-current 
voltage at no load, E do; the second term represents the voltage 
drop d due to overlapping when carrying load. 

To determine the angle of overlap u, let it be assumed that the 
transformer has an effective leakage reactance X, correspond
ing to the voltage E from neutral to anode terminals. Since the 
reactance is proportional to the square of the number of turns, 
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and, therefore, to the square of the voltage, the reactance of each 
winding of the fork connection, having a voltage E/V3, is 

X' = (R/vJ,)
2
X = E 

E 2 3 
(119) 

In computing the angle of overlap only the reactance X', 
as given by Eq. (119), comes into consideration. This may be 
explained as follows: Referring to Fig 65, when the current I is 
transferred from anode 1 to anode 2, the leakage flux of winding 
al is reduced to 0, while the leakage flux of winding a2 is built 
up to the full value corresponding to current I. During this 
transfer there is no change in the current or leakage field of 
winding Na, and the reactance of this winding, therefore, does 
not affect the overlapping. When the current is transferred 
from anode 2 to anode 3, the leakage field of winding Na is 
reduced to 0, while the leakage field of winding Nb is built up to 
the full value corresponding to the current I. Since windings 
a2 and b3 are on the same leg of the transformer, and are interlaced, 
they have a common leakage field; there is, therefore, no change 
in the leakage fields of these windings when the current is trans
ferred from one to the other, and the reactance of these windings 
does not affect the overlapping during the transfer of the current 
from anode 2 to anode 3. 

From the above it is seen that for calculating the overlap of the 
fork connection, the current I may be considered as being trans
ferred every one-sixth cycle between two windings, each having 
a reactancc X'. Therefore, the angle of overlap for the fork 
connection, as determined from Eq. (16), is 

cos u = 1 
IX' 

EV2 sin; 

IX' IX 
1 - 1.41 E ~ = 1 - 0.4 71-E · (120) 

Substituting Eq. (120) in the second term ofEq. (118), the voltage 
drop 

d = 0.955IX' = 0.318IX. (121) 

Transformer Rating.-The direct-current output from the 
rectifier, including the arc voltage drop, and neglecting the 
voltage regulation produced by overlapping, is 

P = EdoI = l.35EI. (122) 
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The r.m.s. value of the anode currents shown in Fig. 65, but 
neglecting overlapping, is 

I 
A= v1l (123) 

The r.m.s. value of the star currents, neglecting overlapping, is 

I 
s = v1:f (124) 

The r.m.s. value of the primary currents, neglecting overlapping, 
is 

I = (I/V3)V2 = IV~. 
v V3 3 

(125) 

The volt-ampere rating of the transformer secondary is 

E E E I E I 
P2 = 6~13 ·A+ 3 v'3. s = 6 v:r ~6 + 3 V3. v13 

= 2.41EI = 1.79P. (126) 

The rating of the transformer primary is 

lV'2 P1 = 3Elv = 3E. - - = l.4lEJ = 1.047P. (127) 
3 

The average transformer rating is 

Pi +P2 Pav= - 2- = 1.91EI = 1.418P. (128) 

p p 
P.F. = p~ = 1.0'1'7.P= 0.955. (129) 

Effect of Overlapping.-To take into account the overlapping 
of the currents, correction factors, as determined from Eqs. 
(19) and (20), must be used. The corrected values of the cur
rents and transformer ratings would then be as follows: 

u 
P = Ed/ = 1.35EI cos 2 

2 

A = J6 Vl - 6-.J,(u). 

S = JfVl --= 3-.J,(u). 

IV2_ 1 - - -
I,, = -

3
-v 1 - 3-.J,(u). 

(122a) 

(123a) 

(124a) 

(125a) 
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6E I _ 1 - - - - 3E I . 1 · --
P 2 =-=- 1 · _ r v I - 61/;(11) + . 1 · ~-7 v I - 31/;(u). (126a) 

v3 v 6 v:1 v 3 

IVZ. I --
Pi = 3E · 3 v 1 - 31/;(u). (127a) 

2 u 
P cos 2 

P.F. = P1 = 0.955 Vl~ 3f(u) 

TWELVE-PHASE CONNECTION WITH INTERPHASE 
TRANSFORMER 

(129a) 

The 12-phase transformer connection with interphase trans
former is the most commonly used 12-phase connection, because 
it gives a lower voltage regulation and a better utilization of the 
transformer than any other 12-phase connection. This con
nection was first used in 1922, on the 1,500-volt system of the 
Midi Railway in France, with two 6-anode rectifiers connected 
to one transformer. It is now also used in a number of rectifier 
installations in this country. 

The transformer connections and vector diagram are shown in 
Fig. 67. The current and voltage waves arc shown in Fig. 68. 
This connection actually consists of two parallel 6-phase systems 
with intcrphase transformers, which are displaced from each 
other by 30 electrical degrees. Each 6-phase system operates 
similarly to a 6-phase system with interphase transformer 
previously described and shown in Fig. 55, except that the 
secondary phase voltages in Fig. 67 are displaced by 15° with 
reference to the primary phase voltages, in order to obtain a 
displacement of 30° between the two 6-phase systems. The two 
6-phase systems are made to operate in parallel by means of the 
third interphase transformer, which is connected between the 
neutrals, NA and NB, of the interphase transformers of the two 
systems, and absorbs the voltage difference between them. 
The neutral N of the third interphase transformer is, therefore, 
at a potential intermediate between the potentials of NA and NB• 

In Fig. 68a are shown the alternating-current voltages, 1, 
2, 3, ... 12, between the neutrals, N 1, N 2, Na, N 4, and the anode 
terminals. The direct-current voltage of 6-phase system A, 
between the neutral NA and the cathode, is shown by wave edA 
and is derived from the phase voltages 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 in the 
same way as for the 6-phase connection with interphase trans-
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former, shown in Fig. 57. The direct-current voltage edn for the 
6-phase system B is similarly derived from the phase voltages 
2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12. The resultant direct-current voltage 
between the neutral N and the cathode is shown by wave Cd, 

and is the mean of the voltages Cd..t and Cdn• As seen from the 
figure, the voltage ed has the wave shape of a 12-phase system. 
The anode currents arc shown in Fig. 68c and d. The total 

10 

F'rn. 67.-Transformer connections and vector diagram of 12-phase connection 
with interphase transformer. 

direct current I is carried in parallel by the two 6-phase systems, 
so that the current in each system is I /2. The two 3-phase 
groups of each system operate in parallel, as in the 6-phase 
connection with interphase transformer, so that each group 
carries the current I/ 4, and this current is carried by each phase 
for approximately one-third of a cycle. Thus, for example, 
phase 1 carries the current I /4 until the point of intersection 
P between its voltage wave and the voltage wave of the adjoining 
phase 5 of the same group; the current I/ 4 is then transferred 
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to phase 5 during an angle of overlap u between the two phases. 
The third-harmonic magnetizing currents of the interphase 
transformers of the two systems appear in the anode currents, as 
in Fig. 57. 

Interphase Transfonners.-The voltages of the interphase 
transformers are shown in Fig. 68b. The waves e1A and etB 
represent the voltages of the interphase transformers of the 
systems A and B, respectively, and have the same shapes 
as the voltage e1 of Fig. 57 for the 6-phase connection with inter
phase transformer. The wave ew represents the voltage across 
the third interphase transformer C and is equal to the difference 
of the direct-current voltages eaA and eaB• The fundamental 
frequency of voltage ew is double the frequency of voltages eeA 

and etB, or six times the frequency of the alternating-current 
supply. This voltage is produced by a sixth-harmonic magnetiz
ing current, which is superimposed on the direct current flowing 
in the interphase transformer C. This magnetizing current is 
similar to the third-harmonic magnetizing current i1 shown in 
Fig. 57, and flows in the circuit between simultaneously operating 
anodes of systems A and B, without appearing in the direct
current circuit. The shape of the anode currents will be affected 
slightly by the sixth-harmonic magnetizing current, but this 
effect is negligible on account of the small magnitude of this 
current. 

For determining the rating of the interphase transformer C, 
the voltage wave ew may be approximated by a sinusoidal wave 
e'w having the same amplitude as ew. The amplitude M of ew, 
as determined from Fig. 68a, is 

M = Ey'2 cos 30° - Ey2 cos2 30° = 0.164E. 

The r.m.s. value of this voltage is 

E'w = J
2 

= 0.116E. (130) 

The coil C carries the current I /2 and its volt-ampere rating 
is, therefore, 

I'w = 0.116E X 0.51 = 0,058El. (131) 

The rating of the interphase transformers A and B is one-half 
the rating of the interphase transformer for the 6-phase connec-
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Fro. 68.-Voltage and current waves of 12-phase connection with interphase 
transformer. 
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tion as given by Eq. (99), since they carry only half as much 
current. 

PtA = PtB = 0.5E X 0.251 = 0.125EI. (132) 
The interphase transformer C is considerably smaller than the 

interphase transformers A and B, both on account of its lower 

Frn. 69.-Group of interphase transformers for a General Electric, 1,000-kw., 
600-volt rectifier unit having a 12-phase connection. 

nominal rating and its higher frequency. In Fig. 69 is shown 
a group of General Electric interphase transformers for a 1,000-
kw., 600-volt rectifier unit having a 12-phase connection. The 
relative sizes of the three interphase transformers are evident 
from the figure. 

Direct-current Voltage and Voltage Regulation.-At no load 
the interphase transformers are not effective, since there is no 
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magnetizing current flowing through them, and the no-load 
direct-current voltage wave edo is composed of the caps of the 
sinusoidal phase voltages. The average value of the no-load 
voltage, as determined by Eq. (2) for a 12-phase rectifier, is 

_ /o sin (1r/12) 
Eao = Ev 4 - (1r/1 2-) = l.40E. (133) 

The transition from the no-load voltage wave eao to the voltage 
wave ea, under load, occurs in a manner similar to that shown 
in Fig. 59. As for the 6-phase connection with interphase trans
former, the transition to the voltage ed takes place at a load cur
rent which permits the flow of the full value of the magnetizing 
currents of the interphase transformers. The direct-current 
voltage at the transition point, i.e., the voltage wave ed for u = 0, 
has an amplitude 

Edm = E,V2 COS 30° COS 15° = l.18E. (134) 

The average value of the direct-current voltage at the transi
tion point, as determined by Eq. (2), is 

sin (11/12) 
Eat = l.18E -c;;:712T = l.17E. (135) 

The percentage voltage drop from no load to the transition 
load is 

Edo - Edt - E;; -
l.40E - 1.17 E 

-l.17E - 19.6 per cent. 

It should be noted that the relation of the direct-current volt
age Eat at the transition point, to the phase voltage E is the same 
as for the 6-phase connection with interphase transformer, while 
the no-load voltage for the 12-phase connection is higher, result
ing in a voltage rise of 19.6 per cent from the transition load 
to no load, as compared with 15.4 per cent for the 6-phase 
connection. 

The direct-current voltage drop, produced by overlapping of 
the phases, may be determined by Eq. (22), replacing the ampli

tude Ey2 by Earn, the amplitude of ed given by Eq. (134). 

Eam sin 7: 
d = --- f(I - cos u) 

27: 
p 
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l.18E sin Tz 
-----(1 - cos u) 

7r 
2

12 

= 0.586E(l - cos u). (136) 

The average value of the direct-current voltage under load, 
taking into account the voltage drop, may be determined simi
larly by means of Eq. (23). 

Edm sin 7r 

Ed = -~-p(cos2 ~
1

) 
1r/p 2 

u = l.17E cos2 

2
. (137) 

The overlapping occurs between two phases of a 3-phase 
system carrying the current I /4. With a reactance X per phase, 
the angle of overlap, as obtained from Eq. (16) (Chap. IV), is 

cos u = 1 - U/4)X = 1 - o.2oix. (138) 
_ r 1r E 

Ev 2 sin 3 
Substituting this value in Eq. (136), the voltage drop is 

I d = 0.586E(0.2041;) = 0.12IX. (139) 

\ 
\ 
\ 

m=Q8l5E 

~ 
Fm. 70. - Ve c tor 

diagram showing rela
tion of the phase wind
ings of the 12-phase 
connection. 

This value of d is one-half that obtained 
for the 6-phase connection with interphase 
transformer as given by Eq. (109), because 
the current per phase of the 12-phase con
nection is one-half the current of the 
6-phase connection, while the value of p used 
for calculating the angle of overlap is 3 for 
both connections. 

Transformer Secondary Voltages.-The 
relationship of the voltages of the trans
former secondary windings is shown in Fig. 
70. The phase voltage E is produced by 
two windings which are placed on different 

transformer legs and have the voltages m and n. These voltages 
are displaced from each other by 120° and form angles of 15° 
and 45° with the voltage vector E. By the law of sines, the 
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relationship of the three sides of the triangle formed by these 
voltages is 

From which 

E 
sin 120° 

m n 
sin 45-0 = sin 15°

0 

m = 0.815E; n = 0.3E. (140) 

Currents and Transformer Ratings.-The currents in the 
Y-connected primary of the transformer may be derived from the 
anode currents by the following relationships: 

The sum of the currents at the neutral of the primary is equal 
to zero. 

(141) 

The sums of the m.m.f.s on the three legs of the transformer 
arc equal to each other (see Fig. 67). 

i1 + 0.815(a1 + a2 - a1 - as ) + 
0.3(aa - a6 - a9 + a12) 

i2 + 0.815(a5 + a& - au - ad + 
0.3( -a1 + a4 + a1 - a10) = 

ia + 0.815( -aa - a4 + a9 + a,o) + 
0.3(-a2 - a5 +as+ au). (142) 

Solving the above equations for i,, i2, and i 3 , we have 

i1 = 0.643(-ai - a2 + a1 +as) + 
0.472(-aa + a6 + a9 - a12) + 

0.172(-a4 + a5 + a10 - a11). (143) 

i2 = 0.643( -ao - a6 + all + a12) + 
0.472(a1 - a4 - a1 + a10) + 

0.172(a2 - a3 - as + a9 ). (144) 

ia = 0.643(aa + a4 - a9 - a10) + 
0.472(a2 + a5 - as - a11) + 

0.172(a1 + a6 - a1 - a12). (145) 

The current i 1, as derived from the anode currents by means 
of Eq. (143), is shown in Fig. 68e. The currents i2 and ia have 
the same shape as i 1, but a.re displaced from i1 by 120°. The 
summation of the m.m.f.s on each transformer leg shows that 
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there is a residual third-harmonic m.m.f., m3, which is produced 
by the presence of the magnetizing currents of the interphase 
transformers in the anode currents, and is in phase on the three 
legs of the transformer. The residual m.m.f. on each leg is given 
by the expression 

ma = 0.172N(a1 + a2 - aa - a4 +as+ a6 - a1 - a8 + a9 + 
a10 - au - a12), 

N being the number of turns in the primary phase winding, 
corresponding to the phase voltage E. The wave of ma/ N is 
shown in Fig. 68e and has an amplitude equal to 0.51 times the 
amplitude of the third-harmonic magnetizing current of the inter
phase transformer used in connection with one of the 6--phase 
systems in Fig. 67. 

The dotted wave in Fig. 68e shows the shape of the current i1 
if the magnetizing currents of the interphase transformers appear
ing in the anode currents are neglected. 

The r.m.s. value I1 of the primary current i 1 (dotted wave) 
is calculated below, taking into account the overlapping of the 
anode currents, but neglecting the magnetizing currents of 
the interphase transformers. To facilitate the calculations, the 
current wave in Fig. 68e is divided into Secs. 1 to 12. The 
amplitudes of the current for the different sections are given in 
terms of the amplitude a of the anode currents. Sections 2, 4, 
and 6 of the current wave have the same shape as the initial 
part of the anode current wave, which is expressed by Eq. (18). 
Sections 8, 10, and 12 have the same shape as the last part of 
the anode current wave, which is expressed by Eq. (17). In 
the following calculation, these sections of the current wave 
are expressed by means of Eqs. (17) and (18), the factor I 
of these equations being replaced by the particular values 
applying to the different sections, as given in Fig. 68e. The 

1 - COS X • 
term -

1
- has been replaced by w for the sake of breVIty. 

- cos u 

The remaining sections of the current wave have a rectangular 
shape. The r.m.s. value of the current is calculated below in the 
usual way by integrating the square of the current wave over 
one-half of a cycle. 

(146) 
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SECTION 

1. o+ 

2. .(\1.115aw) 2dx + 

3. (l.l 15a){J - u) + 

4. lu (1.115a + 0.815aw) 2dx + 

5. (l.93a)2(~ - u) + 

6. Lu (1.93a + 0.3aw)2dx + 

7. (2.23a) 2(i- u) + 

8. lu[I.93a + 0.3a(l - w)]2dx + 

9. (l.93a)2(i - u) + 

10. lu[l.115a + 0.815a(l -w)]2dx + 

11. (1.115a) 2(i - u) + 

12. lu[l.115a(l - w)]2dx. 

Combining and adding the above terms, 

1r I 1
2 = a{ 14.9i - 4 lo\w - w2)dx J (147) 

Replacing a by I/ 4, and rearranging the terms, 

1 1
2 = 0.155I 2 [ 1 - l.61~lu(w - w 2)dx]. 

In accordance with Eq. (20), 

! ru(w - w2)dx = ! fu[.!__=-__()o~x - (1 --:- ~0~)2]dx = y,,(u). 
1r Jo 1r Jo _ 1 - cos u I - cos u 
Therefore, 

11 = 0.3951-VI - l.6ly,,(u). (148) 
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The primary currents with a delta-connected primary may 
be derived from the anode currents by equating to zero the sum 
of the m.m.f.s of each transformer leg. The primary currents 
thus determined have the following values: 

i 1 = 0.81.5(-ai - a2 + a1 + aa) + _ '1, 

o.:3(-a3 + a6 + CT9 - CT12l

i2 = 0.815(-a5 - a6 + au + a1?) + 
o.:Ha1 - a1 - a; + a1ol. ,· (l49) 

i3 = 0.815(aa + CT4 - CT9 - a10) + I 
0.3(a2 + CT5 - aa - au) .. 

The primary current i 1 for a delta-connected primary is shown 
in Fig. 68e by a dot-and-dash curve. This curve practically 
coincides with the current curve for the Y-connected primary 
and differs from it only in so far as the currents are affected by the 
magnetizing currents of the interphase transformers. If these 
magnetizing currents are disregarded, the currents for Y and 
delta primaries will be identical, and will have the shape shown 
by the dotted curve in Fig. 68e, the r.m.s. value of which is given 
by Eq. (148). 

The r.m.s. value of the anode currents may be determined 
by means of Eq. (19), replacing I by J/4 and p by 3, since each 
anode carries the current I/ 4 during one-third of a cycle. 

A 1/4~ ;~ --
= y:3v 1 - 3,f,,(u) 

= 0.144/yl - 3-./;(u). 

The direct-current output is 

P =Ed[= l.l7EI cos2 
~-

The volt-ampere rating of the transformer secondary is 

P 2 = 12(0.815E + 0.3E)A 

= l.93EivI =--:1Tcu5 

1.65P Vl - 3,f,,(11)_ 

cos2 u 
2 

The volt-ampere rating of the transformer primary is 

P1 = 3E/1 = 3E X 0.395/yl - 1.61,f,,(u) 

(150) 

(151) 

(152) 
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1.185.E/-yf - l.61it,(u) 

1.0lPVl - l.61it,(u). 

p 
P.F. = p~ 

2u cos 2 
2 u cos 2 

= 0.988-----=-- -= 
Vl - 1.61it,(u) 
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(153) 

(154) 

In the foregoing equations, the effect of overlapping of the 
anode currents is taken into consideration. If overlapping 
is neglectPd, i.e., if u is zero, the various quantities previously 
derived will have the following values: 

The direct-current voltage ........... Ed = 1.17E. 
The primary current ................ / 1 = 0.3951. 
The anode current .................. A = 0.1441. 
The direct-current output ............ P 1.17EI. 
The secondary volt-amperes....... P2 1.93El 1.65P. 
The primary volt-amperes ........... P1 l.185EJ 1.01P. 

The average volt-amperes ............ Pav =Pit~= 1.33P. 

NoTE.-The 12-phase connection with interphasc transformers has been 
<'onsidererl in detail in order to illustrate the application of the general 
methods and forrnulm for the solution of currents, transformer ratings, etc., 
of rectifier transformers. These methods and formuhe may be applied 
similarly to any other type of transformer connection. 

VOLTAGE REGULATION 

It was shown in Chap. IV that when the rectifier is carrying 
load there is a reduction of the direct-current voltage from its 
value at no load on account of the transformer reactance which 
causes overlapping of the anode currents. The voltage drop 
due to the overlapping is a function of the angle of overlap u, 
which, in turn, is a function of the load current and the trans
former reactance. The general expression for the voltage drop 
is given by Eqs. (22) and (22a). The equations for the angle 
of overlap and the voltage drop were derived in the present 
chapter for the several transformer connections considered. 
It is seen from Eq. (22a) that the voltage drop due to the react
ance is directly proportional to the load current, resulting in a 
straight-line voltage-current characteristic. Besides the voltage 
drop due to the transformer reactance, there is an additional 
drop due to the copper losses of the transformer and the variation 
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of the arc drop in the rectifier with the load. These will be 
considered presently. 

Voltage Drop Due to Reactance.-The reactance of a trans
former is usually expressed as the reactive voltage drop in the 
transformer, at rated primary current, taken as a percentage 
of the rated no-load voltage. It is measured by short-circuiting 
the secondary and applying to the primary a sinusoidal voltage 
of a value required to supply rated primary current. The reactive 
voltage drop is obtained from this voltage by subtracting the 
in-phase component as given by the measured copper losses. 

The percentage reactance is, therefore, 

X% = lpXp X 100 (155) 
Ep 

in which IP is the rated primary current, X P the equivalent 
secondary reactance per phase ( considered in determining the 
angle of overlap and the voltage drop) referred to the primary, 
and EP is the rated primary phase voltage. 

In the calculations of the several transformer connections 
in this chapter the angle of overlap and the voltage drop were 
expressed in function of the direct current I and the' equivalent 
reactance X per secondary phase. For convenience in calcula
tion and in making comparisons, these quantities will be expressed 
as functions of the percentage of reactance for the four trans
former connections commonly used for rectifiers. To simplify 
the calculations, the overlap correction factors for the primary 
currents will be neglected. 

I. Diametrical 6-phase Connection with Delta Primary.-For 
this connection, the rated primary current IP = I/ V 3; the 
primary phase voltage EP = E; the equivalent secondary react
ance referred to the primary X P = X. 

The angle of overlap given by Eq. (74) is 

cos u = I - 1.4/; 
I - 2.45

1 E: ri = l - 2.45 ~;;- (156) 

The direct-current voltage drop, as given by Eq. (75), taken 
as a percentage of the no-load voltage is 

d% = _ji_ X 100 = 0.955IX X 100 
Edo 1.35E 

3IPXri = 1.2 E X 100 = l.23X %- (157) 
J) 
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2. Six-phase Connection with lnterpha8e Transformer.-For 
this connection Ip = 1/y(\; EP = E; Xp = X. 

The angle of overlap given by Eq. (107) is 

cos u = 1 - 0.408
1
: 

l _ I PX p = l _ X % . (1.58) 
E/1 JOO 

From the point of view of regulation, the dirnct-current volta11:e 
Edt, at the transition load, may be considered as the no-load 
voltage for this transformer connection. The direct-current 
voltage drop, as given by Eq. (109), taken as a percentage of this 
voltage is 

d% = __cl,__ X 100 = 0-239/X X 100 
Edt l.17E 

= o . .5I Exp x 100 = o . .5X%. (1.59) 
p 

Equations (1.58) and (1.59) may also be used for calculating 
the angle of overlap and percentage of direct-current voltage 
drop of rectifier transformers with diametrical 6-phase secondary 
and Y-primary having a .5-leg core or shell-type construction as 
shown in Figs . .53 and .54, the current and voltage relations of 
which are the same as for the 6-phase connection with interphase 
transformer. 

3. Six-phase Fork Connection.-For this connection 

Jy2 
Ip = -

3
-; Ep = E; Xp = X. 

The angle of overlap, as given by Eq. (120), is 

IX 
cos u = I - 0.471E 

= l _ lpXp = l _ X%. 
Ep 100 

(160) 

The direct-current voltage drop, as given by Eq. (121), 
expressed as a percentage of the no-load voltage, is 

d% = E~o X 100= 
0-~-~~1; X 100=0 . .5

1_tpx 100=0 . .5X%. (161) 

4. Twelve-phase Connection with lnterphase Transformer.
For this connection, the primary current, given by Eq. (148 ), 
is 

Ip = 0.39.51; Xp = X; Ep = E. 
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The angle of overlap given by Eq. (138) is 

cos u = I - 0.204~ 

1 - o.516IE:p X% 
1 - 0.516-100-• (162) 

For expressing the percentage of the direct-current voltage 
drop, the direct-current voltage Edi, at the transition load, may 
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Fm. 71.-Curves of the angle of overlap and the percentage of direct-current 
voltage regulation, due to the transformer reactance, for four typ"s of trans
former connections. (Regulation based on no-load voltage.) 

be taken as the no-load voltage. The direct-current voltage 
drop, as given by Eq. (139), expressed as a percentage of Eai, 
is 

d 0.12IX 
d% = Eat X 100 = l.l7E- x· 100 

= o.2lExp x 100 = o.26X%. 
p 

(163) 
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In Fig. 71 are plotted the curves of the angle of overlap and 
the percentage of voltage regulation due to the transformer react
ance, in function of the percentage of reactance, for the several types 
of transformer connections as given by Eqs. (156) to (163). It 
should be kept in mind that the voltage regulation d% is 
expressed as a percentage of the no-load direct-current voltage 
at the terminals of the transformer for the 6-phase diametrical 
and fork connections, and as a percentage of the direct-current 
voltage at the transition load for the 6- and 12-phase connections 
with interphase transformers. The curves of Fig. 71 may also 
be used for determining the regulation and angle of overlap at 
loads other than full load by using for X % a value proportional 
to the load. 

Voltage Drop Due to Copper Losses.-In deriving the 
equations of the average direct-current voltage Ea and the direct
current output P for the various types of transformer connec
tions, the voltage drop in the arc was assumed to be included in 
the voltage Ea. Ea and P, therefore, represent the direct-current 
voltage and power output, respectively, at the terminals of the 
transformer secondary. Furthermore, the copper losses in 
the transformer were neglected, so that P represents also the 
watts input at the transformer primary terminals (neglecting the 
core losses). 

If the transformer copper losses arc taken into consideration, 
the power output at the terminals of the transformer secondary 
will be reduced by the amount of those losses. The copper losses 
are caused by the resistance of the transformer windings. This 
resistance has practically no effect on the currents, but it reduces 
the secondary phase voltages by the ir voltage drop in the wind
ings. The reduction of the secondary power output by the trans
former copper losses is, therefore, represented entirely by a 
reduction of the direct-current voltage. If We designates the 
transformer copper losses in watts, the drop ec in the direct
current voltage produced by these losses is equal to the ratio of 
We to the direct current I. 

We l ec = T VO ts. (164) 

If any other current-carrying apparatus, such as interphase 
transformers or anode reactors, are used in connection with the 
rectifier transformer, their copper losses should be included in We, 
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The copper losses are proportional to the square of the load 
current I; the voltage drop Cc is therefore directly proportional 
to the load current. 

The voltage drop due to the copper losses expressed as a 
percentage of the direct-current output voltage is equal to the 
percentage ratio of the copper losses to the power output. 

Direct-current Terminal Voltage. - The net direct-current 
'voltage, Ed 1, at the load terminals of the rectifier under load, is 
equal to the no-load (or transition-load) direct-current voltage 
at the secondary terminals of the transformer, minus the voltage 
drop due to the transformer reactance and copper losses and 
the voltage drop in the arc, ea 

Edl = Edo - d - Cc - Ca 

The terminal direct-current voltage at no load is 

(165) 

(166) 

(167) 

For transformer connections with interphase transformers 
Edo is replaced by Edt, the direct-current voltage at the transition 
load. 

In the expression (165) for the terminal direct-current voltage 
under load, the quantities d and Cc vary in direct proportion with 
the load current I. The direct-current voltage regulation 
characteristics as affected by these quantities would, therefore, 
be straight sloping lines. The arc voltage drop in the rectifier, 
ea, as seen from Fig. 6, has a concave shape and produces a slight 
droop in the voltage regulation curve. 

The voltage regulation of a machine is generally defined as 
the voltage drop between no load and full load, expressed as a 
percentage of the full-load voltage. The no-load and full-load 
direct-current terminal voltages of a rectifier may be calculated 
by means of Eqs. (165) and (167) above, and by the relations 
between the direct- and alternating-current transformer second
ary voltages previously derived for the several transformer 
connections considered. The voltage regulation may then be 
computed. As an approximation, it may be taken as the per-
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centage of voltage drop due to reactance as given by the curves 
of Fig. 71 plus the percentage of copper losses to the direct-current 
output. 

Equation (166) may be used for determining the secondary 
alternating-current voltage of the rectifier transformer required 
to produce a desired full-load direct-current voltage at the 
rectifier terminals. As an example, the secondary alternating
current voltage will be computed for a 6-phase fork-connected 
rectifier transformer required to produce a direct-current termi
nal voltage of 3,000 volts at 3,000 kw., when connected to a 
rectifier having an arc voltage drop of 25 volts at 1,000 amp. 
The transformer reactance is assumed to be 6 per cent, and the 
copper loss 30 kw. From Fig. 71 the voltage regulation due to 
the transformer reactance is, d% = 3.0 per cent. The direct-

. 30 X 1 000 
current voltage drop due to copper losses IS e, = -rooo~ = 

' 
30 volts. From Eq. (166) the direct-current no-load voltage 
at the secondary terminals of the transformer is. 

3,000 + 30 + 25 
Edo = l _ 0.03 - = 3,149 volts. 

The secondary alternating-current voltage is 

Edo 3,149 · I 
E = 1.35 = 1.35 = 2,333 vo ts. 

The direct-current terminal voltage at no load is equal to 
Edo - ea = 3,149 - 25 = 3,124 volts. The voltage regulation 

. 3,124 - 3,000 
IS equal to -- -:fo~ = 4.1 per cent. 

' 
POWER FACTOR 

The power factor at the primary terminals of a transformer is 
the ratio of watts to volt-amperes. If both the currents and the 
voltages arc sinusoidal, the ratio is equal to the cosine of the 
phase angle, or angle of displacement, between the line currents 
and the phase voltages (voltages to neutral). 

At the primary terminals of a rectifier transformer, the voltage 
is generally sinusoidal, while the current is non-sinusoidal and 
may be resolved into a number of sinusoidal components con
sisting of a fundamental wave of the same frequency as the 
voltage and of higher harmonic waves of frequencies which are 
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multiples of the fundamental frequency. The r.m.s. value of 
the line current is the square root of the sum of the squares of the 
component currents, and is, therefore, higher than the funda
mental component. Only the fundamental component of the 
current carries power; the higher harmonic components cannot 
carry power since there are no voltages of corresponding fre
quencies. The fundamental component of the current may be 
displaced in phase from the phase voltage. 

If the r.m.s. value of the line current is IL, the r.m.s. value of 
its fundamental component / 1 , the phase voltage to neutral 
EP, and the phase angle between EP and I 1 is <f,, the watts input 
at the line terminals of the transformer is 

WL = 3Epll cos q,. (168) 

The volt-ampere input is 

PL= 3Eph• (169) 

The power factor is 

PF-, - WL - 3Ep/1 COS</, - 11. 
.. - PL - 3Ep/L - h cos q,. (170) 

From Eq. (170) it is seen that the power factor is the product 
of two factors: the first factor is li/h, the ratio of the r.m.s. 
value of the fundamental component of the current to the 
r.m.s. value of the total current. This factor indicates the 
distortion of the current wave due to higher harmonics, and 
may be termed the distortion factor v. The higher the factor v, 
the more nearly does the current approach a sine wave. If 
the current were sinusoidal, v would be equal to 1. The second 
factor, cos q,, represents the phase displacement between the 
fundamental component of the line current and the phase 
voltage, and may be termed the displacement factor. 

The power factor obtained at the line terminals of a rectifier 
transformer depends on the type of transformer connection 
used. The theoretical direct-current watts output P, considered 
in the calculations of the different transformer connections, 
includes the losses in the rectifier (since P = Edl, and Ed includes 
the voltage drop in the rectifier), as well as the transformer copper 
losses as was explained in the section on Voltage Regulation. 
P, therefore, represents the watts input at the primary terminals 
of the rectifier transformer. The effect of the core losses and 
magnetizing current will be neglected for the present. The power 
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factor is, therefore, the ratio of the direct-current output P 
to the volt-amperes PL at the line terminals of the transformer. 

p 
P.F. = PL. (171) 

The values of the power factor have been computed by means 
of Eq. (171) for the various transformer connections considered 
in this chapter, and were given with the transformer calculations 
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and (154). 

(see Eqs. (85), (117a), (129a), (154), and Table V). The power 
factor for these connections has the general equation 

cos2 '!:l 
2 (172) 

P.F. = K --V--=---l--=------cy;-(u)' 

in which the constants K and c are characteristic of the type 
of connection used, and ,f;(u) has the value given in Eq. (20). 
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It is seen from the equations of the power factor that the 
power factor is a function of the angle of overlap u and is therefore 
a function of the load. The effect of the angle of overlap on the 
distortion and displacement factors is as follows: 
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Fm. 73.-Powcr-factor curves for four types of transformer connections, plotted 
as a function of the transformer reactancc. 

If the angle of overlap is 0, the condition approximated at 
light load, the current wave is of rectangular shape and has the 
greatest deviation from the sinusoidal shape. The distortion 
factor is therefore a minimum, and is equal to the constant 
K in Eq. (172). For u equal to 0, the fundamental component 
of the line current wave is in phase with the phase voltage, and 
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the displacement factor is 1. The power factor is therefore 
equal to the distortion factor. 

As u increases, i.e., as the load is increased, the current wave 
approaches more nearly the shape of a sine wave, so that the 
distortion factor increases. At the same time the current 
wave shifts in the lagging direction with respect to the phase 
voltage, as can be seen from the diagrams of the current waves 
for the different transformer connections, so that the displace
ment factor decreases. 

In Fig. 72 are shown the power factor curves for 6- and 12-phase 
transformer connections in function of the angle of overlap u, 
as given by the equations previously derived for the several 
transformer connections considered. In Fig. 73 are shown the 
power factor curves for the several transformer connections, 
in function of the transformer reactance. These curves have 
been derived from the curves of Figs. 71 and 72. The power 
factor for loads other than full load may be obtained from Fig. 
73 by using for the reactance a value proportional to the load 
for which the power factor is required. Thus, the power factor 
at one-half load for a transformer having a rated reactance of 
6 per cent would be read on the curves for a reactance of 3 per 
cent. 

The effect of the transformer magnetizing current and core 
loss is the same as for any other transformers. The magnetizing 
current, being of low power factor, reduces the power factor 
of the resultant line current. The magnetizing current being 
constant at all loads, its effect on the power factor decreases 
as the load is increased, and usually becomes negligible above 
approximately 25 per cent load. 

The power factor at the line terminals of a rectifier transformer 
may be determined by dividing the watts input, as measured 
with a wattmcter, by the volt-ampere input as measured with 
an ammeter and a voltmeter. A dynamometer type of power
factor meter will indicate only the displacement factor, since 
such a meter indicates only the phase displacement between 
current and voltage of the same frequency. 

The displacement factor, cos <j:,, may be determined from 
the power measurements obtained by the two-wattmeter method. 
The readings PA and P8 of the two wattmeters have the following 
values: 
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PA = ELhv cos (30° - ¢). 

PB = ELhv cos (30° + ¢). 

PA - PB = 2ELILv sin <jJ sin 30°. 

PA + PB = 2EdLv cos <jJ cos 30°. 

PA - PB O 

p A -F p B = tan </J tan 30 . 

_;-PA-PB 
tan <jJ = v 3 PA+ PB. 

COS <jJ = --~1-- ~ + p n __ . 
-v'i + tan2 ¢ 2VPA2 + Ps 2 

- PAPB 

The distortion factor v may now be determined by dividing 
the power factor by cos <jJ. 

TABLES OF TRANSFORMER CONNECTIONS 

The several transformer connections which generally come 
into consideration in connection with rectifiers were considered 
in detail in this chapter. The following tables contain data 
on the characteristics of these connections as well as of other 
transformer connections which may be used with rectifiers. 
In these tables the expressions for various quantities are 
given, neglecting overlapping, followed by correction factors for 
overlapping. The correction factors may be evaluated with the 
aid of the curves in Fig. 48. 

TABLE V 

Below is given an explanation of the symbols and lines used in the tables 
of transformer connections. A tabulated index of the tables, with notes 
pertaining to several of the connections, is also given. Some of the con
nections shown in the tables are not of practical importance, but were 
included for the sake of theoretical interest. 

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS AND LINES 

I.P.T.-Interphase transformer. 
E-Secondary phase voltage (r.m.s.). 
/-Direct current. 
?-Direct-current output, including losses. 
u-Angle of overlap. 
!-Frequency of alternating-current supply. 

,j,(u)-Factor, determined from Fig. 48. 
----Vectorial representation of the voltages of transformer windings. 
------- -Electrical connections. 
MN,/1-In terphase transformers. 
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INDEX OF TABLE V 

Table I Conn1·ction 

V-A. 
I . 

Primary 
- --

V-B 

ISecondary 

Primary 

I Single-phase 12-phase 12-phase 

_fu_l_l-_w_a_v_e_. __ l,, _______ I with I.P.T. 

3-phasc Y i 3-pbase t. 13-phase Y with 

2-phase ( 4-wire) 

6-pbase with 
I.P.T. 

3-pbase Y 
I 

Single-phase Quarter-phase Quarter-phase 

tcrt1ary 1 groundrd 

IS<-condary I 3-phas~ st,ar ;{-phase star ·13-phase star I 3-phase f'ltar 

V-C !Pri~ 3-phase Y :l-phase t. :l-phase Y __ I 3-phase t. 

Secondary , 3-phase zig-zag 3-phase zig-zag 6-phase fork fi-phase fork 

V-D 1. Primary 13-phasc Y 13-pbase t. 13-phase Y with 13-phase Y 
tertiary grounded 

----- --- --- ---- ---- --- ---
Secondary 6-phasc Rtar 2 fi-phasc star 6-phase star 0-phase star 

V-E I Primary 13-pbase Y ·13-phase t. 13-pbase Y with :I-phase Y 
tertiary grounded ----- --- ----. ------

Secondary 6-pbasc with 6-pbase with 6-pbase with 6-pbase with 
I ·1 3-pbase I.P.T. 3-pbase I.P.T. i 3-phasc I.P.T. :)-phase I.P.T. 

V-F I Primary , :!-pbasc_Y ___ 3-phasc t. --1 :l-pbase_Y ___ 3-pbase t. __ _ 

Secondary 6-pbase polygon fi-pbasc polygon · 6-phase with 6-phase with 

V-G 
1

-------'------ I.P.T. I.P.T. 
Three singlc-phaHe transformers I Five-leg ~ransformer 

Primary :l-phase Y---3-phas(' .:l---!~c Y---13-phase L3. 

~econdary I 6-phasc~ I 6-pb;;;;c ~ 
1 
6-pbase star 6-pbase star ---

13-phasc t. 13-phasc Y with V-H Primary 3-phase Y 13-phase Y 
tertiary grounded 

------- --- ---
---1 Secondary 12-pbasc fork 

1 
12-phase fork 12-phasc fork 12-phase fork 

V-I Primary 3-phasc Y 13-phase t. I :!-phase t. with 13-phasc Y 
tertiary grounded 

-- ---
Secondary 12-phase split 12-pbasc split 12-pbase split 12-pbasc split 

star star star star ---
\'-J Primary 3-phasc Y 3-phase 6 3-phase Y :!-phase t. 

--- -- ---- ------
Secondary 12-phasc with 12-pbasc with 12-pbase with 12-phasc with 

three l.P.T.'s three IP.T.'s 4-phase I.P. T .• 4-phasc l.P.T.• ---
V-K Primary 3-phase, parallel 3-phaoc, parallel 3-pha•c, series :l-phasc, series 

Y-t.' Y-t.' Y-t.' Y-t.• 
-------- -------

Secondary 12-pbasc double 12-pbasc double 12-pbase double 12-phasc double 
star fork star fork 

1 The tf'rtiary winding does not carry any current; it therefore has no effect on the 
transformc•r relations. 

2 The transformf'r relations given in the table apply to small loads. The relations at 
higher loads were dtirived on pages 11 !) to 126. 

3 The interphasc transformer consists of two cores, the windings of which arc 
iuterconnected. 

~ The transfurrnn consists of two cores, with the phase voltages of their primary windingB 
displaced by 30 dPgrees. 
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TABLE V.-A 

TYPE of" ,Smou PHAS£ 2.-QUARTER Z·()uART£R Z·6 PHASE WITH 
CONNECTION FuLL WAVE PHASE PHASE WITH J.P. i. i£1mARY & IP T. 

NUMBER PRIM 0£C. PRIM Sec. PRIM. .Sec PRIM .Sec. 
O.F PHASES I 2 z 4 2 4 2 6 

·.§,_ ~ -f--~ 
--L£/=- OW-4r1-VECTOR ~ ~ rr DIAGRAM l / I 

0.815E .!.. 

..... 

~~•f zJ O~ff 

'1t<u +11'<1 
~ WAVE ~ X?222?A ~ 

Q: FORM ? kofi ~ff~l~ re a AVERAGE f I= o.soo l Jt=O. 250 l ;f I =O 250 I -/;1=01671 
11.J R.MS. fr-/ =0.707 [ 7/=0.500 I 2~ != 0353! i'JI= 0.289! Q 
C 

CORRECTIO~ ~ 
V1-2,p(uJ Vt-41/1' CuJ v1-2V/(u) Vt-3'fl(uJ ""( FOR0V£RLM 

> WAVE SAME AS SAME AS SAME AS SAME 4S !~ TORM ANODE CURRENT ANODE CURRENT ANODE CURRENT ANODE CURRENT 
~re H.Jf~ ,, 

" ure ,. ,. 
..._.:::, 

l/)1.) CORRECTION 
" 

,, ,. 
" FOROvcRLAP 

1--

~ 7Tr:t= ~ 7T'/ ! I 

0.6/]] 

<: £¼vE \+7 p 08~ .., 
I 

Q:' TORM o-1 y--2~7T 7T ZlT O 0.SOOI Z1T I z~ 
re 0 24[ 

::i 
10.10. Pzl= 0. 707! fYlI=0.612.I ~ I fl=OSOO/ 

>- CORRECTIOl'I 
v1-4i,(u} ~ Vl-4V(uJ Vl-3'1'{uJ Q:' 'FOR OvcRLAP 

~ FoRMfi.CTOR 
I V2 = 1.41 I ~+1-=; I.to fu= O} 

& [C,RE.STfACTOfi I . Yz= 1.41 I ~=1.35 I, = O) 
/oRMIDDU WIRE.ONLY foRMIDOLE. W!Rc0NLY 

... WAVE SAME AS 

oLp=; ) \.V s=ff SAME AS 
~ FORM PR1MARY CuRR£N'r PRIMARY CURRENT 
Cl:' 
ct 
:::, R f1-.S. ,, I fz1=0. 707! 

,, 
~ 
liJ CORRECTION 

" YI- 4Y'(uJ VI- 4¥/(u) " <: FOR OVERLAP 

~ FORM fACTOR 
" I Yi= 14/ ,, 

fu= OJ 

CREST fACTDF. 
" I YI= t.41 " fu • nl 

~ ~ T M=O 
~-~ WAVE M M M 

F=' tr~ i~! roRM 0 7T z-rr 0 7[ 21T 0 7T 21T o o.i/lr zrr 
~~I R."fJ 0 0 0 ~ 1l=0./49I 

r-,;'-!>Cl::: CORRECT/v,1 ..:.6~ IFOR0VE.RLA~ 0 0 0 Vl-3~ (u) 

PRIMARY ~ =/.// p {fr; = I. I/ P z~ = /./IP 7:; :J)= 1.17 p 
X 

CoRRE.CTto" ~ -~ 1//-4/Jl(.ui 'Yl-31/'(uJ 
lroROvE:Ri.AP cos1 -~ cos2 -v- cosZ-'J- · cos 1 -lf-

11_!5 SECONDARY .2r = 1.57 P :f= 1.57 p, ..lf = 1.57 P -~= 148 P 2 <:)~ 

"ORRE~TION vFzVruJ V1-Z '1/(u> V fl' f-> Q:: yF;if!p {U} l!)e roROVERLAP cosz .l,f- cosz -¥ cos 2 -f z 
<?:C/) 

TERTIARY :,r~yj-f}._ 0 . .383 P i::<?: -- - -
~~ 

.x 
~ CoRRECTto~ -- -- --roR0V£RLAP cos 2 f-

AVERAGE l•ll;IS7 =!.J4 P l-ll;I-S7= I . .J4P Ill; 1.$7= /.J4 p f.l 7.,.~411 + . .J4..;.szP 

\l:>I-- ,i,,~~~NIC -- -- o . .SSS P-(2fJ o:214 P--{.JI) 
~~ 
~~ 

AS C.QUIVA- -- - o.ss-;rz)¥1• sQ214 o.z,~.r :-=0.07/P 
tu~7i?Au• 

fbWERfACTOR ZYi:_.90cos 1. f ?!] : ,!J(l COS l f- ZJl'i _ .90cos 1 .Jf J nf ,._.8S6cos1 f-
tNLINE ff-~ TT ~) 1'" - "Y/-ff<UI 'Ji7j:yj; r1-.3'f/tuJ 

o.c. VOLTAC,E W ~ a.9Ecasz ~ #- = /.27£cos 2 1J !fl= 0.9Ecos
2 f ;;-r/ = 1.17 Eco.I !j 
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TABLE V.-B 

TyPE: OF Y-Y A-Y Y.:Y WITH TERTIARY GROUNOEOY-Y 
COIVNE:CTION 

NuMBEROF PRIM. Sec. PRIM. Sec. PRIM. Se:r.. PRIM. OEC. 
PHASES .3 .3 .3 3 :7, 3 3 .3 

VECTOR X ~ .. ~ ~- ${ ~~ -~ ~-.. 
D1AGRAM 

~ ~ ~~ 0~ 

. 
WAVE .W#//41 l I ; FORM () Jl;,- ~,r 

\3 
Av~RAGE :f 1"' a3.33J :fJ=O . .J.J.31 j I =Q.J:J.JI jI = 0 . ..3J3I 

~ R. 'f-S. ,t. I= 0.S77I ~I= O.S77I ?JE=0.577I 'i1.Jl"=S77I 2 
~ CORRECTION 

YI-Jlf(u) y'1-Jr (u> y1-J111 (u) y' /-3Y, (u) cc H>R0v£RLAP 

h. WAVE SA111EAs SAME As SAME As SAME As 
~~ TORM ANOOE'Ct/RRENT ANooE CvRREIVT ANooE: CvRREtvr Atvooc CvRRE:Nr 
::;: ct 
C)~ R.'1_.S. " " 

,, ,, 
~I..) CORRE.CT/ON I.,:) 

FOR0VERU.~ " ,, 
" 

,. 

00 .=-. ~7T 
-9 .3331 

-~-"[ 

~ WAVE 
~7r rGRM 0 ~ ~ i .667/ .667/ .667/ .6, 71 

0 R.~S. 1}-I=a471,[ lf-I,. 0.4711 f-1 = 0.4711 11- ,,. 0.47/l ). 
Q: (ORRECT/un -,I I- ,~ (U) y'l-fYf(u) YI- 1 If ('u) yt-1'(/(U) 
~ F"OR0VERLA~ 

~ 
FORM fAcTOR - -- -- -{uso) 
C.,~~:;:riroR - -- - -

1-- WAVC SAME As or:bJr \::}_7r SAMt:As SANE AS 
~ FORM PRIMARY CURRENT PRIMARY CURRENT PRIMARY CURRENT 
ct :::, R.lf_-S- " v1 I .. ac,1s 1 .. ,, u 
~ CoRRECTION ,, yt-jyr(u) " .. 
~ F'()RnVERI.AP 

--.J tQRt~~jOR - ,/l = 1.23 -- --
RES"rtACTOR - v?=t.23 -- --,,,~,.,) 

c:t: "-: M M 
1_jt''1 I 

T~O 1!,j I G=O ~t: WAVE b If I J: I 1J I I; I I I I I I zJ;,- I I zj;-h~ roRM o .33311T ZIT 0 
.3331 o I tr O~I u~ Rf.). fl= 0.J33I j I= 0.3.331 :f 1 • O . .JJJJ f I• 0 . .33.JI 

~~Cl: CORRECTION 
0 0 0 0 ,-..c_b~ rOR0VERL.AP 

PRIMARY 2.![_ = 1.21 P Z7T = /.ZIP 
z :n- =·J.2/P .3~ =l.2/P 

X J7.!" J'Kf "JW"" 
CORRE'CT/OIV v f-..9/z t: ru> l/J-3/z If/ (U) v' ,--!h ,r <u, yl-"h]U"(U/ 

~J roROvERLAF cosz -i cosz ·'f- cos 2 -~ . cos• -¥ 

SECON/W?'1 ¥ = /.48P -4--ZL = 1.48P Yi Jr ,:/.48P yj 7T :t.48P 
~ ---:y--_ 

\,:)~ 
WRR'icTtON 'VI-J/f'(U) y'I-J/f' fu/ Yt-3'f..(uJ ~ <: "-

~~ FOR0VERL~ cosz-¥- cos2 • cos• -¥ cosz -Y· 

kRTIARY -- -- 0 --Cl::~ X 
CORRECT/ON - - 0 --FOR0vERLAP 

AVERAGE .L1.!..!,/£ = J. 35 P /.Z/+t.48 =l.35P /.Z/+/.48' =/..J.SP ~ = 1.36 p ---i-- z <!)...., 
A~;:,,~,c - - - --~~ 

~~ 
AsEQuwA- -- - - --LCNT'TRANS 

PowERIAcroR .J]g _.826cos' f- .,n'.J=.~ J-v.i •. tJ26 cos'-¥- ~ _.8Ucos 2 ·i· 
IN LtN£ 27f"-y1-!hpru1 Zff -y'J--hp(u) 21f" Y /-!',,z lp(U) i,r-~) 

/J.C. //ot. TAG£: * yf ,;,/./1Ecos2 1f iw =l./7£cosZ!f frl/=l.l7Ecos1 !f ;-,JI! =l.17 Ecos 2 j 
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TABLE V.-C 

Type OF 
Y-" PHASE ZIG ZAG b.-3 PHASE Zia ZAG Y- 6 PHASE FORK !!.-6 PHASE roRx CONNECTION 

NuMBEROF PRIM Sec. PRIM. Sec. PRIM Sec. PRIM. .Sec 
PHASES -3 .3 3 3 .3 6 .3 6 

VECTOR ~ L~--- ~ 
E* ~ £1~-- i,- ·c~_,_ 

DIAGRAM v.j 
~ vj j(J 

1-- ~rt ~ 
. 
~,, ~ WAVE VA l l lll 

§ 
roRM 0 ~~u tr 

.. ]'Jr 

~ AvERA6E j I= 0.333 I J l=OJJJI -JI= 0.1671 JI= 0/671 

"' R.M.S. VJ/= 0.5171 J/=0.5771 dI = 04081 ~I= 0.4081 c::i 
0 

CoR1'EcT10,v ~ F"OR0V£RIA.C YJ-31f cu> YI-.Jl/1" (U) Yl-6'1f(uJ Yl-01/F(U) 

?t' WAVE .SAME AS SAME AS ~ ~ ~~ foRM ANODE CURRENT AN00£ CURRENT 
____ l_l~ 

~~ I..)::> R.f.S " ,, -hI=O.S77l ~[• 0.5771 
~~ CORRECT/0 

" " y't- 3fl(u) Y /-3/¥(uJ FOR OVERLAP 

I..: ,577[ .5771 

/=yb21
ff /=y61,, ~ Wt1Vl" ~ I I ~ I I 

Cl: roRM z,r lJr 

~ 
.5771 . .5771 

\..) R.!f.::,. 1:f/=047/l q. I= 0.4711 °lJ I =047/l J:j I= 0.47/I 

::,.. CORRECTION Y 1-J /f(u) ~ y/- J fl/' (U) yl-hPcuJ Q:: n=0v£RLAP 

~ FORM rACTOR ✓-J=!.23 /j. = 1.23 lj = 1.23 -fl= 1.23 

~ 
fll •oJ 

CRES7'fACTOR (; = 1.23 yJ" 1.23 I#= 1.23 -Ii= 1.23 /u =<>> 

f.., WAVE OAME AS ~ 0AME: AS -~17: r. 

~ rDRM PRtMARY CuRRE:NT PRIMARY UJRRE:NT or •~m-
~ .5771 /.1541 /./54/ 

a R.J.S- ,, Yj /= O.tJ/5 l " vf r = o.~1si 
.... CORRECTION 

YJ-/1f(U) Vt· .3/lf(U) ~ 'FOR0vERLAP " ,,. 
~ roR:_,~~r,oR " -- " z,,~ = /.06 

IGR~fj/;A,,C.,TOR " -- ,, vi= 1.41 

"'LI.: M /'t ~ t; ,Mt?'r ~·: WAve ~ I • t I I 11r I I I I I t I I '2-Jr I 
I 2t-

~~~ TORM 0 1( 2,r 

~~~ 
Co::ut~;N 

0 0 0 0 

~~~ TOR0VERU-.~ 0 0 0 0 

PRIMARY 2 7T l 21 p Hf= 1.2/P 
....![___ 1.05 P 

7T I.OS P 
X .JY.i = .3 - --y= 

CORRcCTION Y1-h l!:<uJ l{_t-S/z l"(U) Y 1- .Jlf(ul Vt-3,,(UJ 

Ii.~ 
FOR0VERLAP coszf- cosz:r- -cos2 ·r· cosz -v. 

OQ: 0ECONOARY 7r:h1=/.7/P 77-jvf • /.7/P f ;,'1r= /. 79 P 1:-z',i = /. 79 p 
Q)(l X 

~~ CORRECTION t:Z:_3WTu> v /-3!VCU) VU1·6'1'{.u/ ~r1•.J°ff..(u I }"lY1·6ii(uJ+1'1-.J¢'<uJ 
FOR0YER£AP cos' ·r- cosz ·t- (n.+1)cos• -¥- (v,-.1) cosz ·f-

i::~ 
TERTIARY --< < - -- --

~~ 
CoRR~CTtoN - -- -FT>R0V£RLAP 

AVERAGE l.llfl.71= 1.46P l.l~+t. 7{ 1.46P ~l42P ~= 1.42 p 
\Of..,.: AsHARMOIVIC -- -- -- --~~ CHDKECc11.. 
I-'--.: 

IA.S EQUIVA· ~~ Ll'NTTRANS. -- - -- --
PowERf°ACTOR fil a .826cos' -f- 3,<j .826co.sl j .l= .95Scos 2 lf .:!= .95Scosz f 

IN LINE Z1T"~u) vr- = r,--h 1/f(U> 7r Yl•Jr (U) 7r 1/t-.J"'lf(u) 

0. c. VOLTAGE #- Y; =l./7 Ecos1 ff f,.Y}- =/./7ccosz f w-../.35Ecosl ¥ 3:( = 1.35 Ecosz 1 
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TABLE V.-D 

TYPE OF" ¥-STAR ,t;. -OTAR Y-STAR WITH GROUNDED 
CONNECTION TERTIARY Y-.STAR 

NUMBER PRIM SEC. PRIM. Sec. PRIM. Sec. PRIM. .SEc. 
OF PHASES 3 6 3 6 3 6 3 6 

~ 
t [st 

,[ ;{ >(t -)( ~~ V£CTOR )f<-- )fE~ 
/JIAGRAM 

I--

~ff ~ff O~ff 
~-

~ WAV£ 
ct roRM ct a u 

AvERA6E i I= 0.167I t I= 0.167 l g l = 0.167 l /I= 0.167 I g R.MS. /4 fz 0.408 l ~J-,,0.408/ if= 0.408£ ;i.£=0408.I 
<:: CoRR''i:cno" r'l-6/f (v) y/-6"f(U) y;- 6/f(u) yl-6/f(U) "<: roROvERLA,:; 

>-
WAVE OAME AS 0AME AS SAM£ AS SAME AS Cc1--

c§ <: FORM ANODE CURRENT ANODE CURRENT ANODE CURRENT ANODE CuRRENT ~l..J 

8[ R.~S. " " 
,, 

" ~~ CORRECTION 
" " 

,, ,, 
roROvr.RLM 

I--. 
WAve 6}~27r 0 ·IP I b:fe27( b $ -~ \j 2'ir I 2'-rr 

Q: 
rORM 

.J.33[ .667~ .3331 .66~ 
ff 

% 
l,j R.MS. 'Jf 1= 0.4711 d I= 0.5771 "Ij f== 0.47! I -f.J I= 0577 I 

>- CoRR"t:cTto,, 
y/-3Vf(u) YI- 6f(u) -v' /-3Jr(u) Y/-61/f (U) Q: FOR OvERLAI" 

; ltORMtACTOR 
2~ == 1.06 Y3.,,, I. 73 ~= 1.06 }j = /. 73 /11=nl 

&: CREST!ACTOR Yz = 1.41 . yj = I. 73 Yi== 1.41 l".3-,, /. 73 (u ~ o) 

WAV£ SAM£ AS 
0 ~ SAME AS SAME AS f... '..J V.rr :.:: rORM PRIMARY CURRENT PRIMARY CURRENT PRIMARY CURRENT 

~-
~ H 1i7.0. " JI§- f=0.815.l " " (._) CORRECTION 

J11-Jtf(u) " •oROvERLAP " " 
~ DRtL02fOR •,); -(l = 1.23 ,, ,, 

-..J 
vR~t7!~C(OI< r1 = ,, 1.23 " " 

~~a WAVE 
M M ~ M=O l lr1 rf't: 

0 U)\::F\::::f}JT 0 I t ,r I I .in-~~~ r°ORM 
~:::::H:::F\.f7 ~UJ4- U 2ff .333/ 7r 

0 .333£,r vr 

~~~ R fl1 S. jf= 0.333I 0 j I= 0.333.l I 

~~~ CORRECTION 
"Vl-I2-,r(uJ 0 Y 1-12,-cu) -YI- /21/f(U) IJC"f?0VERLAP 

P.RtMARY .; = I.OS P .2I - /.U!J p -f = /.05 P · ,j = 1.28 P 
X 

Yif -

CORRECTION Jl~;,;t-!tp V/-61/f (U) 
Y~-0 ;~-~~2 r°l-61J!_(u) 

i~ FOR0viRLAP cos 2 ~ cosz -f-
S£CONOARY 

71' /.8/ p 7T Id/ P if= l.tJ/ P Jf=UJIP 
ct 

CORR:CTION 

i<l"' r'J ;= 

l!)e Yt-6'/!_(UI VI- 6/p(l/) Y /- 61/!_(Ul r;~;l-Fr <'.v, FOR OVERLAP COS2 .!/- cos2 -'r cos~ -¥ 
j:::<:: 

TERTIARY -- -- 31:z = 074P --<t;< 

Q:~ 
X . 

CoRRt:CTION 
JI :;;f"fu2 roR 0VERI.Af:' -- -- --

Av£RA6£ ~=l.43P 1.28 +/.8l,,_;.55p [05+-,j-,'1+.741.BOP 1. 2t1;1-81-1.s5 P 

~I-.; 11;.s.,1;,~:':Pi'.c -- -- -- --
~~ 
~'cs f\S t..QUIVA· -- -- -- --'ll'N'r TP~Na. 

PowiR rACTOR .J.._ • .9SSCOS2 ¥ ~ y9;ro~2y_ ~ ~.9ss£co.s2L Y5 -78cos 2 -¥ 
_ IN L°iNE ff -V /-31Jr(U) :ff ,- u ,r 11,-,vruJ 7( ~ 

0 C. ·VOLTAGE ~=l.35Ecos
2f 3}! =I.JSEcos2 !f. 3;!=t.JSEco.sZ f 3Ji=l.3SEcos 2 f 
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TABLE V.-E 

TYPE OF 
CONNECTION 

Y-c5TAR WITH 
3 PHA5E /. P. T. 

A-STAR WITH Y- OTAR WITH 6RouNDED Y-SrAR 
3 PHASE /.P.T ffRTIARY8:3A-i.4SdPT WITHJPHASEI.P.T. 

NUMBER OF 
PHA5ES 

PR1M. 0EC. PR1M. \EC. PR1M. St:c. PR1M St:c. 
3 6 3 6 3 6 3 6 

VECTOR 
D1Ar.,RAM 

WAVE 

l<J ~ FORM it: ff i=/ 21(' o --il-'u 1r ':J'I Zff it 7T J-3• 2~ .!, * ff JJ 2:rr 
Q~1--------~---,-~-~--+---''----''----+---=---''------I 
~~ Av£RAGE jl=O.l67I iI=O.l67I jI=0.1671 iI=0./67I 

"'C<3 R.11_.S. 3 'vzl=0.236I ;-vzl=0.236I }-vzl=0.236/ ;vz.l=Q236I 

,• E!~~~;~n;·01P,vt--'-y';:1=-=2=~=( u=)=---t--::;.:....:y;::1=-=2;;::1/1==( u=)=--t-....:::..:-V-;:1=-=z=l/l=(=u )=---t....=c.-V~;::::1-=2=//l=(=u=)=--f 

& 1-- WAVE 
c:§ ~ FORM 

SAME Ao OAME A,:i SAME AS OAME AS 
ANODE CuRRENT ANODE CURRENT ANODE CuRRENT ANODE CURRENT 

8 g R.!f 8. 
~~ CoRREcr:10~ 

FOR0VERLAP 

,,. 

WAVE $~:1:A!~ 
~ FORM CURRENT 

-667 / o¢r=, I ,r 
SAME AS 
PRIMARY 
CuRRE.NT 

" 

.3331 

~ 0 ,r 27' 

OAME AS 
PRIMARY 
CURRENT 

,~ H.1{- ,s " j'f/JJ=Q544/ 
" CoRRECT10Nr--------;--'~:::::::::.:====---r------;---------i 
~ FOR0VERLAP " VI- 31{/(u) " " 

~ ro1:;~~rOR ,, Yf = /. 23 
CR~~: !~1TOf. ,, y'/ = /. 2 J 

~ ~~ WAVE ,~ ..... .,,..~.,,.. ~M J._.,:=o ~ 
~ ~~ foRM 0_1111 7T 21T o 7T 2-7T ~ 111 ;t· 7T 27T o_33'1; 1r 21T 

~ ~§ R. If: S. j l= 0.1111 O JI= 0.1111 :ft= 0.33~:E 
";;'':'\=CORRECTION t-_.::,.=======---t--------t----='-::=====---t---=--;:::====-1 
i--~::;,FOR0V£RLAP Vt-/2 f//{u) 0 ~//) -Vl-121/l(u) 

PR1:ARY -f = I OS P ~ = I II p !f = /. 05 P $i = /. II P 

CORRECTION ~ YI- 4'P{U) Yt-3 'P'(u) ~ 
~ct~~~o_R~O~~-R_iM-+-'c~o~s~z~~._ __ +-_,,,~c~o~s_z-~~----+--=c~o~s~z-¥.__--+_,=""co~s~•-~~---~ 
o ~ 0ECONDAR) ,¥ = 1.57 P f = 1.57 P lf = 1.57 P 7 = 1.57 P 

~ ct CoRR:CTIONt-:--:v;,;,,_=2=fV=(;=;u=1;=--t-..::~:=,=_=z=l/l=r=u=1=--+-'y'--;=1-=2:;::l/l=(=u=, -+---':'.y;:;,=_ ::;:2:;:lp:::;(u=,;:==--1 

~ ~ FOR OveRLM cos 2 ·-1- cosz -'f- cos z-¥- cosz -'t 
i: ~ TERTIARY -- -- i;"{;f = 0-37 P 
~~ [ORR:CTIONl----=._-_-_---+---~~=---+...::.-!~~l=---/2-'P'-(u_J_--+---:._-_-_-----t 

FOR0VERLAP cos 2 -z-

i~ At/
0
~;'&,~:c 0.501 P --(zfJ 0.501 P--(zf') O.S01 P-·(zf) 0.50I P--(2fJ 

~~ ~~,,~~AV:; '' 5°'.s"0/""=0./93P o.so:f'1',.=0l93P ~=0193P O,SO~"('ZJY11t=0l93P 
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TABLE V.-F 

TYPE or Y- 6 PHASE 4·-6 PHASE. Y- OTAR A-STAR 
CoNN£c-r10N POLYGON POLYGON WITH I p T. WITH /.P.T. 

NUMBE:R OF PRIM. Sec. PRIM. SEC. PRIM. SEC PRiM S,c 
PHASES 3 6 3 6 3 6 3 6 

VccroR· ~ ~~ ~ -~-~ ~~ ~ ~ DIAGRAM 

~ WAVE ~ -~ 
1~ ! j~ ~ 

~ o'~ 
Q: FoRM a ... AVERAGE ;f- =O 167 I fl=Q/67£ f I=0.167 I t 1=a161f 
c:::, RMS. ?al= 04081 ""¾l=0.4081 m I= 0.289 I z"9:i f=0.2891 0 
~ CoRR1cno/V -{ 

FOR OVERLAP Vt-61/f(u) Yt-61/f(u) -Y/-31/,(u) -V/-.3//tfu} 

~ .... WAVE 
-4~q.tl.(l!11l.o.MI 

* 
.,,,,,..._/JSl.q75l~Sl 

* SAM£ As SAME AS 
~~•z~o14F~ r~; .z~~2sFO tj ~ FORM ANODE CURRFNT ANODECURR£NT 

~ Q: 
Cl Q: R.JfS- W:J'fJ½J;;=°a~~; f ~ rtlifff;f: g}:tn " ,, 
~~ CORRECTION VI ~-22£{U) ~ :r=~~;~rtf t ,, 

FOR OVERLAP JII- 630r/f(UJ 
,, 

I,.. .6671 .3331 .6001 .400[ .5001 5001 

15 WAVE-
~ff ~Zff L> ,f"7""> I '?c_;, tr,....-;:) zir Q: FORM 

Q: 
.,,. . 7r o. 

7r Z7T 
::) 

\;.) R.'f t:>. Y.j[=047/f liJI=(7.47of if= 0 408[ Vt;I"" 04081 
). CoRR£CT10,, 

]/ I- .J-,-(uJ VI -3.181(( U} V1-J1f!uJ r /-JT(U) 

i FOR OVERLAP 
,roRJ,r tACTOR iPz ,:/06 W=-102 Y1 =·!.23 Y/=123 

~ 
/11,nl 

CREtsTfACTOR 7/i = 1.4/ ~" 126 r{=l.2.3 Y1=1.23 lu=o) 

r;p t~ .500/ 
I,.. WAVE SAME AS 0 OAMc AS 

0~ ~ ronM PRIMARY CuRREN7 :J PRIMARY CURREN1 

~ 
d RM. S. ,, Yf.I=Qr5JSI ,, 'fl J=-0.707f 

"' CoRk£cT10,. ,, VI- 3/f(LI} ,. V ,- .Jl/i(uJ 
~ FnROvcn,., 

-..J fORM fACTOR ,, Yt = 1.23 ,, *= 1.06 r,,.,.,1 
CREISTfACTVA ,, V/"'l.23 ,, 'Vi =/.41 lu~a> 

cl .• '-.; 
WAVE {" tt @ :1! a~~ I . 

,._?:~ roRM I 2ff I I zJr I I I 

iU 
0 7l 0 7T 0 1T 21T 0 .,,. z,r 

RMS 0 0 0 0 ~~Jl CoRR"'ccr,oN 
0 0 0 0 ~ S; FOR0Vf'Ri.AP 

PRIMARY -!f= I.OSP /Yf= /06P 5= 105P f= /OS P 
X 

CORRECTION YI- jf-(L!} "J/t-J.18~(U) 'Ye.z!l(ul VFJiTiij 

,J ""OR 0Vt!RLAP cos .y:. COS' Jf . cosz 1f cosz ½ 

SECONDARY -fi(sY.i+Y'f1)s!.7JP ;i(YJ't • Yb)•i 71 P .J:'.'¥[-= 148P .flJ!-=!48P 
O(l: 

Cor;R:cr1o"N .5/'s Vt-Z.ZN{.u/:!.YllY!-6.JOl(11) "/'37Jll·t.67i'(ul+)liJ~ -vFT>i7uJ Yl-3 (u) 
\!)~ 
<:: II) FOR0VERLAP (sVs~n,JcosZ-'f (1'Ji+Jlij)cos2 -¥ cos 2 ¥ cos2 -i,t 
j::: <:: TERTIARY -- -- -- ---~~ X 

CORRECTION -- --f'OR0V£RLAP -- --
AVERAGE ~=l..38P ~=t.39P ~1Z6P ~=IZ6P 

~I-., AS HARMONIC -- -- QZ14 P··(Jf) 0214P {.Jf) 
i=:~ 

CHOI<£. f"n11 

~~ A.s tQUtVA· -- -- G.Z14f3J"'1. 0.07/P ~·--007,p LE.NT TRANS. 

POWER fii.CTOR 1-= . 955 cos2 ~ ,1,. ,9S.Scos2 t'. .J. = .955 cos 2 f 3_ .9SScos 2 ~ 
INLIIVE 7T Y l-.3~ (UJ. 1T Yt·.3»-(uJ 11' ~ 1T YJ-3W(UJ 

D.C VOLT.AO~ o/ '=I.JS £cos2 1 ~ .. 1.1ucos2 ~ ¾Y/=1.17Ecos2 !j -frW =l.l7Eco.s2 ~ 
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TABLE V.-G 

TYPE OF .3 7 RAJ¥QE0RMERS .) J f?ANSFORMERS 1::rLcr, .;_ t'!.~';,°RJJ£J? :Jl_a; lRANSFORM!R 
r,/'JNNECTf()fV Y- STAR 4-SrAR A-STAR 

NUMBER OF PRIM. SEC. PRIM. SEC. PRIM. SEC. PRIM. SEC. 

PHASES 3 6 3 6 3 6 3 6 

VECTOR ~ ~-~ ~ *-~ X >f%-: ~ ~--0IA6RAM 

£:] c:J c::J c::J:C:J.c::J ~ c:::I:IIJ 
.... ~ .c=:::it1 

~ff 

~ c::::::::,11, 

O~ff 
~ WAVE" "Y. ,--.. c::=. "Jt.c:::::::i c::::=:. 
~ FORM -~ ~ .r-.' l 

0 ~ :nr p ~ ~ 
~ AvERA6E j I= 0.167 I /I= 0.167 I f I= 0.167.I -gl = 0.167/ 

laJ R.,0. ~/=0.28!).I J /= Q408/ z~ I= Q28.91 .,i = 0.408I 2 :.:: CoRRECTION Y l-.3Y, (u) y' I - ~l{I (u) v1-.31f1(u) )i1-61f1(u) q:- Fr>R/lv.-o,•o 

~ .... WAVE .SAME-AS SAME AS SAME A5 OAME AS 

c§~ FoRM ANODE CURRENT ANODE CURRENT ANODE CURRENT ANODE WRR.ENT 

~ct R.~.o ,, ,, 
" 

,, 
I.;)~ 

~\..) CORRECTlr.,n 

" 
,, 

" 
,, 

roROVERLAP 
,._ .soot 

/µ 
.SO0/ 

/0 ~ WAVE 0 .! "~ b I 1Ar ~irC+7zl;, b I I I 
Q: FoRM '-T7 tr 21T 21r 

~ 
(.j R.fS. -;:fI= 0.-108/ 1(j I= _Q.$771 -eft-1 = 0."1-081 ~./= 0.577/ 

CoRRECTION y' /-3'f (ll). ~ Y/-31/(U) y',- 6/f (<;) ). FOR0YERLAP 
Q: fORMTACTOR y/. = l.2.3 JI]= 173 J/l-= /.Z3 J/3 = I. 73 ~ /11 ~,,, 

A: <r I CREST fACTOR 
fu • ol Y/ -1.23 yj = I. 73 Vf = 1.23 VJ= I. 73 

~ £.¼VE OAME AS o9\1JT VAME AS 
0~ ~ \1" It FoRM PRIMARY CiJRRENT PRIMARY CURRENT 

~ R.ff:S. ,, r'J = Q81SI ,. ;/J =0.8/5/ 

l<J CoRRECTION 

" y'I- 31/f(U) ,, y';-31/f(u) 
~ l"OR0VERLAP 

~ fORMFACTOR 
lu =-a> " fl= /.23 ,. r'l = 1.23 

(,liE6TTACTOR 
" Y/-123 " Yi 2 123 In =ol ~--~ WAVE 

M M M M 
~* ~ I I ' I I 1*1 I I I I I 1* I I I I ' 1 1i I I I I I 

~~~ FORM 0 7f Z'Jf 0 fr z,r 0 1r Z1f 0 7r 211" g 
H "j-0. ~Ml 0 0 0 0 

CORRECTION a 0 0 0 i-!-6~ FOR0VERLAP 

PRIMARY 1° = /.OS P '.,f- 1.28P -f =J.05 P ~ = 1.28P 
X 

.... lli 
CORRECTION Yl-3f(ll) Y1-6111Sfp K_J - 31/1 (u) -,/1- 61/l(u) 
roR0vlRLAP cos 2 -f- cos'-,- cos' ~- cos 1 ·Ii' o: SECONDARY ¥= 1.48P -ff-= l.8/P ~=U8P fr= l.(J/P 

l!>o X 

~~ CoRRECTION YI-.Jl/f(uJ •y/-61J/(U) J/1-3/f(u) -V 1- 6" (u) --~ roR0YER/.AP cos' -'i- cosz-¥- cosz .,,. cos•-¥-
.... ~ 

TERTIARY -- -- -- --~~ 
CoRR1cr,oN 
FOR OVERLAP -- -- -- --
AVERA6E 1.os;1.48 l.2oP ~,./.SSP 1.os;148,1.26 p 1.28; l.tJI• 1.55 p 

1!)1--; A~f!:'::.'!-~~IC -- -- -- --~Q.: 
i=::......:. Ats [QUIVA- --cH /..EtvTTRAIVS -- -- --

PowERfAc.rOR .J_ s 9SScosz -Y. _1. =.!J.SScosz f. ..:!. = . 95S cos z :f 3 _. 9SS cos 2 -f· 
IN LtNE 7T y1-Jflru) 7T ~ 7T ~ Jr-~ 

D. C. Vot.rA6E 7rlf-=/.l7Ecos
1 f J;! =l..3S£cos2f 1;;-J'f =1.17Ecos2 f 3

: =I..J5Ecos 2 f 



TYPE OF 
CoNN£GTION 

NUMBER OF 
PHA5£5 

VeCTOR 
DIAGRAM 

RECTIFIER TRANSFORMERS 

Y-/2 PHA5£ FoRK 

3 /2 

TABLE V.-H 

DELTA-12 
PHASE FoRJ< 

3 /2 

Y-12 PHASE ram~ 
WITH TERTIARY 

.3 /2 
.8/S£}-fl 

J{ *:_ 
GROUNDEDY· 

12 PHASE FoRK 
PR1M. Sec. 

.3 /2 

AvERA6£ ,i I= 0.0831 /2 l = 0.083 l /2 I= 0.0831 fz I= 0.0tJJI 

183 

~ R.M.S. 2 ./,;;I=0.2891 2hl=0.289I zhl=0.2891 zi;,;l=0.2c'J9I 

l l~i:i:~::~ .......... -::Y;::1=-=1 Z=l/l=(=u)=--r--'-:y:':;:::;1=-=12==,=r~u=)=-t-"""":y:--::=, =-=12==1/f=(u=)=--t-=:y'r;=-=1==2=,,=r==u=)-; 

WAV£ 
FORM 

-64JI A5I ,64Jl_472f .(Jl5I 

0 ~- Zff O 27( 0 Z7f o Z7f 

~

,4721 . ~ ~ 

~ .10 ty' G' c ~ Tr .ni"l U--' ~' d 

H.M.~. >J l = 0.4 711 .1:'Jji?f"I = 0.502 I ¥ l = O. 4 71 l Vfi!l I= Q 5021 
:,.. CoRR1cnoNt--"'-;====:-t-"--;====--t--"'-;::====--t---"-;::::::===:--1 
~ Fno(/v£RLAP Yl-1.61//l(u) 'Vl-6,P(uJ y/-/.6/1/f(uJ 'Vl-61/f(u) 

&: o1t:1::~roR ~= /./0 ~+;Kl= 1.35 ,--l+t = 1.10 ,r,.,-_ /.3S 

CRt:t,rf:,fTOR ~= / . .37 ~ = 1.63 ~= 1.37 ~= 1.63 

1-- WAVE SAM£ AS 2:h~·8151 
· 'f(, 

~ FORM PRIMARY CURRENT O · 27f 
ct /. 51 

G f(1p·. " Yj I= 0.8/SI 
..., CoRR£cr10Nr--------t----::=====---t--------r------, 
~ FOR0VERLAP " Yt-/.6/'{i(fJ) " " 

.SAME AS SAME AS 
PR1MARY CuRRENT PRIMARY CuRR£NT 

-::i ll°O'J~, ':,.,C(OR ,, ~= /.10 

CR~f' t°~)TOR ,, ~= /.37 

~ "- ./7Zl M ,Z, .l7ZJ.T M=O ,5l¼=G M=O 

<....l t ~ WAVE J+~ ~71' 
0 

l~=>=!c....¥7 lJrt.J7c.Fi 
~~~ roRM 7f ZJT O 7T ZJT o 7T ZJT 

~~~ M,lj-::i, N-1=-o.m/ 0 -%-I=0.1721 -W1=0S17/ 

~~~~~:~~~~~ 'J/1-/2//l(fJ) 0 y't-/2'1/(u) 'VI-IUCuJ 

PR1'1._ARY ~=/.OIP ~=l.08P ~•/.01.P ~=/.08P 

CORRECTION YI· 1. 611/f cu J ~ ~ ~ 
I,: FOR0V£RLAP COS 2 ·f COS 1 ·'f cost ·'f- cosZ -f 

~ ~ &co~DARY ~=217P 7-:;;;:;;1 
?.17P 

7
r_g;;::1_-:/=2.17P 7TJ;;;,;;:J_~~)= 217P 

I:)~ CORRECTION /yJ-;)ff-im;;i,Yi~ (1/j-/)YH!fM+J,jfHiM (rj-1)~•YiYF6W0 {6,}~•YiJ,'l-6,rUJ 
~ fll rOR0v£RlAP (VJ-/+)'Z]cos'f- (VJ·l+VJ!cos'-¥- rn-1,Vz!cos'./f (YJ-1•T12Jcos 1 -'f 
~ ~ T£RITIARY -- --- 6 '?z = 0.37 P --

~~ CORR:CTION __ --- ~ --
FOR OVERLAP cos z -'f 

AVERAGE 1.01;1,17= 1.59P ;.o8;2.17=/.62P I.Ot+~.l7<Jl1.77p ~= /.6ZP 

.::,1--., At_j!A/1,~IC -- -- -- --
~'.:i 
~l's ~iN~W:,.,V:;, -- -- -- --
POWER fACTOR 6//t;'!..~~~~;~!- 6{v.J-1!.988cos 1 -f- 6(n-t)_.9tJ8cos'-¥ 6(yj-l),.9Z7cos 2-¥-

IN LtNE "7f"n=Yf-/6/fi' !u) 7f Yi Yl·/6/1/f(t.t} 1fy;pjj Y1-1.611/cu1 

D.C. VOLTAGE 
6 ci;;·1J=1.4o£c«s7 f 6f~-,)=/.40Ecos2 f 6C v:.,-,) = 1.40 Ecos 2 ~ 6 (YJ·IJ./.40Ecos' Jf 

.,,. 2 
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TYPE OF 
CONNECTION 

NUMBER OF 
PHASES 

VECTOR 
D1A<:,RAM 

.... 

! WAVE 
FoRM 

AvERA6E 

fi:* WAVE 
;g FoRM 

~~ s ull: R.Af . 
.'.:l<3 CORRECTION 

IFnR OvERLAP 

h 
WAVE <': .... FORM 

ll:: 

J R "/_ S. 
).. CORRECTION 
ct FOR0VERLAP 

TABLE V.-/ 

V·SPLIT OTAR fl - SPLIT STAR 

PRtM. OEC PRIM. Sec 
.3 /2 3 /2 

~ ~~4W: .4Z3( .517£ 

l$ •'E~--

7l /= 0.083.l ;ft'= 0083.l 

ffi I= O.Z89I 201 = 0 Z89I 

y'/-IZPCuJ 

o~~ ffiTJtr:t 
~/= 0408 I ~ [= 0408/ 

-Yj-r=0.1711 -f!rl=0.52-71 

Yt-1.6/1/f{u) 'Jl;-3.68f/(v) 

v- SPLIT .STAR GROUNDED Y· 
WITH TERTIARY OPLtr·SrAR 

PR1M. .Sec. PRIM. SEC 

3 /2 3 /2 

~ 
.4Z3f . .57lE 

E~'" 

,-,23( .S7JE 

-~ c~~ 

-1z.,.,. 0.083.l 71I= 0.083I 

2~ J=O.Z891 

~ ~ o~n 
-w;-1 = 0408 I 7t;I= 0.408.l 

Y_} I= 0.471 I -J¾-1=05271 

'Vl·l.6/1// (v) JI /-368/ll(u) 

~ 'FORM /ACTOR 

~ 
0=01 2!~ = 1.14 ~ = 1.47 2!~~ 1.14 ~~ = 1.-n 

:CRESTfACTOR 
61= O) 

Yz = /.4/ ~ ·= 1.90 Vi = 14/ fro = 1.90 

.57~-
h WAVE L'>AME AS O 1 nr OAME AS SAME AS 
~ FORM PRIMARY CURRENT ~ ~ ~ PRIMARY CURRENT PRIMARY CURRENT 

'~ /.!S4/ 

'-J R.f.S· ,, Jlil= 0.8151 
,., CORRECT!ONt-------j--:;==:'.==:-t---,::-,---i-----::--1 
~ F"OR0VERLAP " Yl·/.6/'l/(u) " 

~ 'oRt,';'~ro:.Q ,. 2!1;; = 1./4 
l(,R~~T;"'rf{'()R " Yz : /. 4/ 

!!, o ~ W,A"E M JM T M~O f{' M•O 
cs .... Y, ob I? lo r b-1°2 L. I I I I I I I b 9 b r b r I 'h y h iJ h ll I 
~~~ foRM .3331,. n O 7r 2'ff O .JJJ/7T Zff v;v;V21T 
~~~~~ ....... H~.~fT·....,.....~--+--:r--~-I-=-0-.2-3_6_I _____ o ____ 3_~~z-,.-o-.·-23-5-.r--+--~-,-I---_-0-7_0_7_l--t 

~~~'~g;;i: 7/1-/ZV,(uJ· 0 Yl-t2'NvJ Yl,·I_Z'IICv! 

PR1M:RY ~ 1= 1.01P 6 ~Z-o• /./JP fr-5.h,=·1.01p_ 61;;1v.i-lJ t.t.3P 

CORRECTION 'V 1-1. 61,,(u} V /-3.68f/(u} Y l·/.6/'ll(u) ~) 
~ IFoR OvER/..AP cosz -¥ cosz 1· cosz ¥ cos 2 ·¥ 

~~SECONDARY ~= Z.ZSP :m~,) ~ 225P 77;///i-1/=2.25P ~frf-~1;'1Lz_25p 

\!> ~ CoRR:cr,oN 1tzYi~,rvJWFYT-7ZW0 rz~J•rJn-1.,,,M Yi~1,YJYt=mif;;1 Vi~J•ri'YHiiirv; 
~ ~ 'FOR0vERLAP (J/i+Y.f)c;os 21i· (VirVi)cos-1-'f- (Vi•yj)Cos2f (Vl+VJJCoszJ{-

~-'( TERTIARY -- -- 67h(YJ·/J=0.5tP --
~ CoRR;CT!ON i----=_-_-_-_------_-_-_-_---+-~"-==/==-=,2=,,=r.=u=)--+----_-----1 

IFDR0v£RLAP COS 2 ·t, 
AVERAGE ~=l63P ~=l.69P ~•l.89P ~"'l.69_P 

..:,1-.. ~HARMONIC - - - --~~ '.HOK' t'.n1L i:::......; IA~,;~::; - - - -~~ 
POWER rACTOR 6(Y,j-4 .!i88Cos1 f- 6(r'J·ll .98Bcosz-,q_ 6(1'3·1~ .988cos'.lf 6Y2(Y.i-l{.883cos 1 f-

'/IV L1N£ 7T n Y1-1.61v-ruJ ffr'l Yl-t.6t¥!ruJ 7TVZ Yl-1.6/f{uJ 7T Yi YI -.3. 6(J/(l(IJ 

o. C. VOLTAGE 
6 (Jl'J-1 )= /.40Ecos2 !!. 

7T z 
6 r;;·I}_ /40Ecos2 f ~

1
{140£cos 1 f 6r,;:-o. /40Ecos'.!f 
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TABLE V.-J 

TYP!! OF" Y-12 PHASE ltGZAG ..6-/2 PHASE ltGZAG Y-/2 PHASE Ztr:,ZAO A -/2 PHASE ltGZAf 

CoNNeGT!ON W!TH31RT'S WITH .3 l P. T:5. WITH 4-PHASE!P.T. WITH 4-PfiASE [PT. 

NuMBl:R or PRIM ,'iEC. PRIM L'lEC. PRIM. 0EC. PRIM SEC. 
PHASt::5 3 12 3 12 3 12 3 12 

"~ ,,~ J<•lft J~~ VECTOR X C ----

~L- l T 

'£ 
~ C ---"-

~SE.-· 1 DIAGRAM 
,8/SE-, 8 ,,.. ,8/SE-- 8 

..>LU j --it<' i 1r" i -oll<u ~ 

1-- WAVE' i: J !i1 
l<J~ FORM 11 I I 

~er 
;i 7t cl * 6 ,I- 0 7T' 2

1
ff 

<: 0:: AvcRAGE rzl= 0 08.3 f 7f'f= O.OBJI *I= 0.0831 7zf = 008.JI 

"C::) 

c~fc~10 .. 
4~ [: 01441 4 {,,_; I= 0.144.l ~1=0./44-f 4 ~ I= 0.144/ I...) 

FOR0YERLAP J/l-3yt(uJ J/t-3'f(u) ~ )it- 31/f(u) 

~I-- WAVE' SAME AS SAME A.S SAME' AS SAME' AS 

~t FORM ANODE CuRRcNT ANOD£ CURRENT ANODE CURRENT ANODE CuRRt:NT 
<:ll: 

Co~lcfoN 
all: " ,, 

" " ~~ 
II;) rOR0YERLAP " ,, " " 

.48.JI 48.Jf. .483I .4tJ.Jl 

WAVE f~~~ ~~Jr ~~ ~~r FORM ~7r zf 
_=,~9!. l >-1-- ,:;;;,279! 

2 
.558I _;79/ 

2 
. .SSBI .279f 

en: R.lj.S :it~=039SI -fML1= 0395[ J1,;1 1 = 0.39SI {-:;
1 

l = 0.39SI "(l<J 
~ er COl'ilVECT/0« ,o:: 'f/l-1.61/V(U) ]l'/-/6/1/f{u) y1-J°i;;'yiru) JI 1-1.671/f(uj 

Q'3 rOR0VERLAP 
fORMfACTDR r#l- = /..14 2.1'.1.. = 114 -W-z-= 1.14- j-_;';

2 
= /.14 ru=o> Y.)+2 ' 

CRESr FAC70fl. Yl = 1.41 7/z= 1.41 Vi= J.4/ 7/l = /.4/ (u•o> 

WAVc SAM£. AS 
,965fr;f-83I 

SAME AS 

~J· 1-- PRIMARY ~plff PRIMARY 
~ foRM CURRENT -.-B;s1 ° CURRENT 

~ .BJ.fl. 

:::i R.¥,S. " ~I ~0.682I " ~=0.682/ 
<..> CORRECTION 

~ 
f'OR0VERLAP 

,, -y' I-I. 6/l{f' (u) " Yl-/.6/J/(<1} 

l'ORt~A</,fR ". ~= /.14 " ....:!...!:2... /.14 ..'.:j n+z 

CR~~It;fOR " VZ = 1.41 .. Y2 = 1.41 

!~! WAVE 
M M M M 

I * I i 
i I • I I i I z'7t' ~~ ... fORM 0 'ff zf 7T z';r ;5 7T z'tr 0 Jr 

H~ 
ll:~ji." R.M.S 0 0 0 0 ~ii.. CoRlecno,. ,:.; ~ f"()R0vER/41l 0 0 0 0 

PRIMARY 71'"kn+1J= !OTP .,,-~1,;!)= ~Of P 71'"{':i:t/J= 1.01 P Cf-;,j'l=t.OIP 
X 

It 
CORRECT/(}/'/ Yl-/.61'1!,_(U) Yl-1.61 (U) y;-1.'t;/F:_(uJ Yt-/.611£.(U) 
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PARALLEL CONNECTION OF ANODES 

Rectifiers are now built with 6, 12, 18, and 24 anodes in one 
tank. When a 6-anode rectifier is connected to a transformer 
with a 6-phase secondary, each anode operates on a separate 
phase. When a 12-anode rectifier is connected to a 6-phase 
transformer, two anodes operate in parallel on each phase. 
When a 24-anode rectifier is connected to a 6-phase transformer, 4 
anodes operate in parallel on each phase. Similar operation 
occurs when two 6- or 12-anodc rectifiers are connected in parallel 
to one transformer. 

When two or more anodes operate in parallel on one phase, 
provision must be made to insure equal division of current 
among the parallel operating anodes, in order 
to prevent overloading of some of the anodes. To fran.sf'ormer 

One method of accomplishing this is by con
necting the parallel operating anodes to each 
phase of the transformer secondary through a 
balancing anode choke coil, as shown in Fig. 
74. The windings of the choke coil are so 
connected that their m.m.f.s buck each other. 
When the currents of the two anodes are equal, 
there is no flux in the core of the choke coil. 
Any unbalance in the currents of the anodes 
will produce a flux in the core which will 
induce a bucking voltage in the winding carry
ing the higher current, and a boosting voltage in 

Anodes 
Fw. i 4. - Anode 

choke coil for paral
leling two anodes on 
one secondary phase 
of a rectifier trans
former. 

the winding carrying the smaller current. These voltages will 
tend to equalize the currents of the two anodes (141) (244). 

Another method for maintaining equal current distribution 
among parallel anodes is to provide each secondary phase of 
the transformer with individual windings for the several parallel 
anodes. With such an arrangement, any tendency of an anode 
to take a higher current than the other anodes is opposed by a 
lowering of the terminal voltage of that anode due to a greater 
voltage drop in the leakage reactance of its winding when carrying 
a higher current. In order that this method be effective, the 
parallel windings of each phase should be so arranged on the core 
in relation to each other that their leakage fields do not overlap; 
in other words, these windings should have a high reactancc to 
each other. This is necessary because if these windings had a 
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common leakage field, the leakage flux would affect equally all 
the windings and a difference in their currents would not produce 
any equalizing voltage difference. 

One arrangement of the windings for accomplishing this is 
shown in Fig. 80 for a transformer having a double 6-phase 
connection with interphase transformers. The transformer in 
this figure is wound with sectional coils. The primary consists 
of two parallel sections, each occupying one-half of the core. 
One of the parallel secondary windings is placed opposite one 
of the primary sections, so that the coils of two parallel operating 
phases are isolated from each other and their leakage fields do 
not overlap. 

Another arrangement for accomplishing this, using the 
cylindrical type of windings, is to place the windings of one 
6-phase system on the inside of the primary and the windings 
of the second 6-phase system on the outside of the primary. 

For the double 6-phase transformer connection with interphase 
transformer, a common interphase transformer may be used for 
the parallel operating phases, or a separate interphase transformer 
may be provided for each of the parallel 6-phase systems. The 
latter arrangement affords better distribution of the current 
among the parallel operating anodes, on account of the higher 
resistance in the individual circuits of these anodes. 

For 6-phase fork-connected tran~formers, completely indepen
dent secondary windings may be used for each of the parallel 
anodes, or only individual branch windings may be used for each 
anode, the star windings being common for a pair of parallel 
anodes. 

Anode choke coils are rarely used now for paralleling anodes, 
transformer connections with individual windings for each anode 
being used almost exclusively. 

EFFECT OF BACK FIRES ON TRANSFORMER WINDINGS 

Rectifier transformers are subjected to very high stresses 
during a back fire. The phenomenon of back fires was explained 
in Chap. III, and the flow of current was indicated in Fig. 19 of 
that chapter. From Figs. 19 and 32, it can be seen that a 
very high current flows in the phase of the transformer in which 
the back fire occurs. This current is considerably higher than the 
anode current flowing during a short circuit on the direct-current 
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side. During a direct-current short circuit all the anodes feed 
into the short circuit in the normal direction (anode to cathode), 
and the conditions are similar to those under normal operation 
of the rectifier, except that the currents in the secondary phases 
are higher and of longer duration due to greater overlapping 
between phases. During a back fire, on the other hand, the 
current in the back-firing phase is in the reverse direction, and 
all the other phases feed into this phase. Furthermore, if the 
rectifier operates in parallel with other direct-current machines, 
direct current will flow from the positive pole of the direct-current 
network, through the cathode, to the back-firing anode, as shown 
in Fig. 19. 

Actual Tests.-Back-fire as well as short-circuit tests were 
carried out on a 1,200-kw., 600-volt, 12-anode rectifier unit, with 
a fork-connected transformer. The oscillogram in Fig. 32, which 
was taken during these tests, shows a peak current of about 
17,000 amp. in the back-firing anode. This oscillogram was 
obtained by metallically connecting one anode with the cathode, 
this method being an artificial reproduction of a back fire, since 
it is very difficult to obtain an oscillographic record of an actual 
back fire. The rectifier was isolated on the direct-current side; 
there was, therefore, no backfeed from that side, and this test 
consequently docs not represent the worst condition, which 
would be obtained if the rectifier were connected to a direct
current system. 

A direct-current short-circuit test made on the same rectifier 
and transformer gave a direct-current peak current of about 
23,000 amp., which would mean a maximum anode current of 
about 5,000 amp. The current in the back-firing phase is, 
therefore, three to four times the current obtained during a 
direct-current short circuit. If connected to a direct-current 
system, fed by other direct-current machines, the ratio of the 
currents during the two conditions would be even higher, on 
account of the additional backfeed current from the direct-current 
side. 

From this it can be realized that the design and manufacture 
of rectifier transformers require greater consideration than ordi
nary power transformers. Particular attention must be given 
to the bracing of the coils and the arrangement of the secondary 
windings. In order to prevent excessive electrodynamic stresses 
in the secondary windings, each of the secondary windings 
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carrying current during a back fire must be distributed along 
the entire length of the corresponding primary winding. 

In Fig. 75 is shown the flow of currents during a back fire 
on one anode of a 12-anode rectifier connected to a double 

/ 2 /2 

----------------+ 
Frc. 75.-Flow of currents during a back fire in a 12-anode rectifier connected 

to a double 6-phase rectifier transformer with absorption-reactancc coil (int.er
phase transformer). 

6-phase transformer with absorption-reactance coil. Currents 
from the remaining anodes flow into the back-firing anode 4 and, 
therefore, into the secondary winding 4 of the transformer. 
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Under normal operation of the rectifier, or during a direct-current 
short circuit, windings 3 and 4 operate in parallel, and the currents 
in the two windings are equal and in the same direction. The 
arrangement of the windings on one leg of the transformer, as 
shown in Fig. 76a, would be satisfactory for such conditions, 
since there is a balanced distribution of ampere-turns along the 
entire leg. However, during a back fire on anode 4, winding 
4 carries a considerably higher current than the other windings 
on the leg, and the current in winding 4 is in the opposite direction 
from normal; there would, therefore, be a high leakage flux 

Cylindr,col I 

ptw 
Winding& 

rm 
/0 4 

(al Wrong (b) Right 

FIG. 76. -Arrangement of the primary and secondary windings on one of the 
legs of a rectifier transformer connec:ted as shown in Fig;. 75. 

between the winding 4 and the primary winding, and the resulting 
electrodynamic forces would be in a direction tending to force 
coil 4 downward and would crush the coil and injure the 
insulation. 

It can be seen from the preceding, that in order to minimize 
and balance the forces acting on the windings during a back fire, 
each winding must be distributed along the entire length of the 
core, as shown in Fig. 76b for cylindrical-type coils. With such 
an arrangement of the secondary windings, the electrical centers 
of the primary and secondary windings are symmetrical with 
respect to each other under normal conditions as well as during a 
back fire. 

DETERMINATION OF TRANSFORMER COPPER LOSSES 

The copper losses in a rectifier transformer may be calculated 
by adding the i 2 r losses in the primary and secondary windings, 
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using the r.m.s. values of the currents and the effective alternat
ing-current resistances of the various windings. The r.m.s. 
values of the currents may be calculated from the direct current 
by means of the equations which have been derived for the several 
transformer connections considered in this chapter. The 
effective alternating-current resistances of the windings may be 
determined from copper-loss tests on the transformer. The 
copper-loss tests are made by short circuiting the whole or part 
or' the secondary and applying a reduced alternating-current 
voltage to the primary, sufficient to produce rated current in 
the primary windings of the transformer. With a sinusoidal 
alternating-current voltage, the currents flowing in the windings 
during such tests are also sinusoidal, and the effective alternating-

Fm. 77.-Tests for determining the copper losses of a rectifier transformer 
having a 6-phase connection with interphase transformer. (The resistances 
r, and r, are represented in Eqs. (174) to (178) by rp and r., respectively.) 

current resistances of the windings obtained from such tests 
would, therefore, differ somewhat from their effective resistance 
for the non-sinusoidal currents obtained when operating with 
the rectifier. The error involved, however, is usually small, 
and may be neglected. 

Below are given calculations of the copper losses for the 
most commonly used transformer connections as determined 
from copper-loss tests with sinusoidal alternating-current power 
supply. 

Six-phase Connection with Interphase Transformer.-For this 
connection the rated primary current corrected for overlapping, 
as was previously derived, is 

Ip= (~6)v1 - 3iJ;(u). 

Two short-circuit tests are required, as shown in Fig. 77, 
to determine the effective primary and secondary resistances. 
In the first test the copper losses are measured with rated current 
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in the primary and with one secondary winding short circuited. 
With a 1: 1 transformation ratio the secondary current is equal 
to the primary current. In the second test the losses are meas
ured with both secondaries short circuited, and with rated current 
in the primary. The current in each secondary phase is then 
equal to one-half the primary current. The copper losses W, 
measured by a wattmetcr in each of the tests, are as follows: 

W1 = 3IirP + 3lp2r,. 

W2 = 3lp 2rp + 6(Ip/2) 2r,. 

Solving these equations simultaneously for rP and r., 

2W2 - W1 
rp = 

r. = 

3lp 2 

Wi - W2 
l.5/p2-. 

(174) 

(175) 

(176) 

(177) 

When operating with a rectifier, the r.m.s. values of the pri
mary and secondary currents, as corrected for overlapping, are 

Ip= ( ~)vc=--31/;(u) 

A = (
2

~ 3)v1-= 31/;(11) = I ,,_f 2, 

and the copper losses are 

W, = 31 irP + 6A 2r •. 

Substituting Eqs. (176) and (177) for rp and r. 

W, = (2W2 - W1) + 2(W1 - W2) = W1. (178) 

It is seen from Eq. (178) that the total transformer copper 
losses when operating with a rectifier arc equal to the losses 
measured in test 1, with one secondary short circuited. The 
segregated primary and secondary losses are given by the terms 
in Eq. (178). 

For a transformation ratio other than 1: 1, the secondary 
resistance r, is proportional to the square of the ratio of 
the secondary to the primary voltages. 

Six-phase Fork Connection.-For this connection three resist
ances must be determined: the resistance r v of the primary wind
ings, the resistance r, of the star windings of the secondary, and 
the resistance rb of the branch windings of the secondary. Three 
copper-loss tests are therefore required, for different combinations 
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of short-circuited secondaries, in order to set up three equations 
for determining these resistances. Three such test combina
tions are shown in Fig. 78. In the figure arc indicated the values 
of the secondary currents for the different tests, with rated cur
rent Ip flowing in the primary, and with a transformation ratio 
of 1: 1 between each primary and secondary winding (i.e., a 
ratio of 1 :y3 between primary and secondary phase voltages). 

T'lst I Test '2. 
F1a. 78.-Tests for determining the copper losses of a G-phasP fork-connected 

rectifier transformer. 

The copper losses measured for the three test arrangements 
shown in Fig. 78 are as follows: 

W 1 = 3Ip2rp + 3(:J3Y (ri + r.). 

W 2 = 3I/rp + 3(!{)2 r. + 6(2•:)\b. 
W3 = 3Ip2rp + 6( J3) \b. 

Solving Eqs. (179), (180), and (181) simultaneously 
and rb, the following values arc obtained: 

-(%)W1 + (%)W2 + n<i)W3 
rp = I z 

p 

(179) 

(180) 

(181) 

for rp, rs, 

(182) 

(183) 

(184) 

The r.m.s. values of the currents in the transformer windings 
when operating with the rectifier, as given in Table V-C, but 
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corrected for a transformation ratio of l: y3 between primary 
and secondary phase voltages, are as follows: 

Primary current 

Secondary current in star windings, 

S = _ ~-VI - 3,t,(u) = _
1
;.• 

v3 v2 
Secondary current in branch windings, 

I 
A = :y:6-VI - 6,t,(u) 

= 
1
{ ✓f = ~!f:~} 

The transformer copper losses when operating with the recti
fier are: 

- 31 2 + 3Jp2 + 6Jp2(_1 
- P rp 2 r, 4 1 --=- 6f ( u2)r,, 

- 3f(u) 

_ 2[ (1 - 6f(u))] - IP 3rP + l.5r. + l.5rb 1 =-3 f(u) · (185) 

For an angle of overlap of 20°, corresponding approximately 

to full-load conditions, the ratio i = 1!~~} in Eq. (185) has 

the value 0.95. If this ratio is assumed to be unity, there would 
be an error of 5 per cent in the calculated copper losses of the 
secondary branch windings, or an error of about 1.8 per cent in 
the total transformer copper losses, since the branch windings 
represent approximately 37 per cent of the transformer kilovolt
ampere rating. For commercial copper-loss tests this error may 
be neglected, and this ratio may be assumed to be equal to unity. 
With this assumption, and substituting in Eq. (185) the values of 
Eqs. (182), (183), and (184) for the resistances, we obtain 

W, = (%)W1 - (%)W2 - (}13)W3. (186) 

Twelve-phase Connection with Interphase Transformer.-For 
this connection, the expressions for the primary and second-
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ary currents when operating with a rectifier, as given by Eqs. 
(148) and (150), are 

Ip = 0.395Iyl - 1.61,t,(u) 

A = 0.144Iyl - 3,t,(u) = 0.364/p 
1 - 3,t,(u) 

I - 1.61,t,(u) 

Since all the secondary phases are symmetrical, their resist
ances are equal, and only two tests are necessary for determining 
the effective primary and secondary resistances per phase. In 
order not to overload the secondary windings too much, at least 

Tizst-1 Te.st-? 
Fw. 79.-Tests for determining the copper losses of a rectifier transformer having 

a 12-phasc connection with interphase transformer. 

two secondary groups should be short circuited in these tests. 
The test connections are shown in Fig. 79. 

In the first test, the copper losses are measured with rated 
sinusoidal current in the primary and two secondaries short 
circuited, the secondaries denoted by neutrals N 1 and N 2, for 
instance. ·with a I: 1 transformation ratio, the current in each 
secondary phase is then equal to one-half the primary current, 
and the copper losses measured by a wattmeter are 

W1 = 3Ip2rp + 6(~-) \8 • (187) 

In the second test, the copper losses are measured with all 
the secondaries short circuited. The current in each secondary 
is then one-quarter the primary current, and the measured copper 
losses are 
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W2 = 31,,2rp + 12(!;)\. (188) 

Solving Eqs. (187) and (188) simultaneously for rp and r,, 
2W2 - W1 

(189) Tp= 31/:-· 

W1 - W2 
(190) r,= 

0.751p 2 

When operating with a rectifier, the transformer copper losses are 

W, = 3lp2rp + 12A 2r, 

= 3lp2rp + 12r,(0.364/p)2(i- l--1.!~~~~))-
With a transformer reactance of 6 per cent, the angle of overlap 

. . 1 1~ d d h · l - 3f(u) h u 1s approxunate y !} egrees, an t e rat10 1 --=-i .6lf(u) as a 

value of 0.988. This ratio may, therefore, be considered as unity 
for all practical purposes, and 

W, = 3lirP + l.59lp2r,. (191) 

Substituting in Eq. (191) the values of rp and r, from Eqs. 
(189) and (190), 

W, = (2W2 - W1) + 2.12(W1 - W2) 

= l.12W1 - 0.12W2. (192) 

DESIGN OF RECTIFIER TRANSFORMERS 

The following example of the design of a rectifier transformer 
will illustrate the design procedure followed, and the application 
of the equations and curves contained in this chapter. 

Data.-The transformer is to be used with a 12-anode rectifier 
having an arc voltage drop characteristic as given by curve 
C, Fig. 6c, for a full-load output of 3,000 kw., 600 volts, direct 
current. The primary supply is 13,200 volts, 3-phase, 60-cycle. 
The transformer is to be Y-connected on the primary side and 
is to have a double 6-phase connection with interphase trans
former on the secondary side. The secondary is to consist 
of two independent 6-phase windings, each provided with an 
interphase transformer. The diagram of connections is shown 
in Fig. 81. 

Calculations.-The transformer is to be designed with a 
reactance X % = 6 per cent. 
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The total copper loss We in the main and interphase trans
formers is assumed to be 30 kw. 

The full-load direct current of the rectifier is 

I = 3,000 X 1,000 = 5 000 
600 ' amp. 

According to curve C, Fig. 6c, the arc voltage drop in the 
rectifier at full load is 

Ca = 23 volts. 

The drop in the direct-current voltage between no-load and 
full-load due to the copper losses We is 

We 30 X 1,000 
Cc = -[ = 5 000 = 6 volts. 

' 
According to curve 7, Fig. 71, the drop in the direct-current 

voltage between no load and full load due to the transformer 
reactance is d% = 3 per cent of the voltage at the transition load. 

The direct-current voltage of the transformer secondary at the 
transition load (which may be considered as practically no load) 
is, in accordance with Eq. (166), 

Eat = Eaz_ + Ca + Cc 6001 ~ 203.03+ 6 = 648 volts. 
1 - d% 

100 

The no-load alternating-current voltage per phase of the 
transformer secondary is, according to Eq. (106), 

Eai 
E, = ITt = 554 volts. 

According to curve 3, Fig. 71, the angle of overlap at full load 
for a transformer reactance of 6 per cent is u = 20°. 

The transformer has 12 secondary windings, one for each 
anode, with two anodes operating in parallel on each phase. 
The r.m.s. value of the anode current is 

A= 1 __ J_ re-~~ 

2 2y1;rv'l - 3-./;(u) 

1 5,000 = - X - _ ;- X 0.978 = 706 amp. 
2 2v3 

The kilovolt-ampere rating of the transformer secondary is 

P = 12E,A = 12~554 X 706 = 4 694 k 
2 1 000 1 000 ' va. 

' ' 
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The voltage per primary phase is 

13,200 
EP = V:3 = 7,622 volts. 

The primary current is 

Ip= J6 Vl- 3it,(i0. ;~ 

= 5,000 X 0.978 X _i>_~'!_ 
,v6 1,622 

145 amp. 

The primary kilovolt-ampere rating, 

p = :3E,Jp = 3 X 7,622 X 145 = 3 316 k 
1 I 000 l 000 ' va. 

' ' 
The average kilovolt-ampere rating, 

P = 4,6~ + :3,31~ = 4 005 k 
av 

2 
, va. 

199 

The average kilovolt-ampere rating gives an indication of the 
size of transformer parts to be used. 

Design.-The transformer is to be designed for a primary 
of 7,622 volts and 145 amp. per phase, and a secondary of 
554 volts, 706 amp. 

A certain amount of adjusting of the various factors and dimen
sions is necessary to obtain the desired characteristics. The 
following figures represent a typical design for the above rating: 

From the design of similar transformers, the proper value 
of volts per turn to produce the desired characteristics is 
chosen. For this transformer a value of 34.6 volts per turn will 
be used. 

The number of turns per secondary phase is 554/34.6 = 16. 
The number of turns per primary phase is 7,622/34.6 = 220. 
(When the low-voltage winding has only a very small number 

of turns, as in this instance, the number of possibilities for 
the volts per turn value is greatly reduced.) 

From the expression for induced voltage (E = 4.44Nf <t> · 10-8) 

the magnetic flux in each leg of the core is 

= volts per tun~-- X 108 
<f, 4.44 X frequency 

34
·6 

108 - 13 106 r 
4.44 X 60 X - X mes. 
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Fro. 80.-Arrangement and connection of primary and secondary windings 
on one leg of a 3-phase/2 X6-phase transformer designed for a 3,000-kw., 
600-volt, 12-anode rectifier unit. 
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Using a value of 12,600 gauss (81,200 lines per square inch) 
for the induction in the iron, the net cross-section of the core is 

13 X 106 
• 

81 200 = 160 sq. m. 
' 

All the coils are made circular in form to provide ample 
mechanical strength. The core is made of cruciform cross-section 
to reduce the size of the circumscribed circle. 

12 

Fm. 81.-Polarity diagram of connections for the rectifier transformer shown in 
Fig. 80. 

The arrangement and connection of the coils for each leg 
of the transformer are shown in Fig. 80. In Fig. 81 is shown the 
polarity diagram of connections. 

The primary winding is arranged in two parallel portions, 
each traversing one-half of the core. The secondary windings 
are so arranged that the windings of one of the parallel operating 
6-phase groups are placed opposite one of the parallel sections 
of the primary. With this arrangement good division of current 
between the parallel operating anodes is obtained, since the 
windings connected to a pair of parallel anodes, such as windings 
3-4 and 7-8 in Figs. 80 and 81, are placed on opposite halves 
of the core, SQ ~hat their leakage fields. do not overlap (see Parallel 
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Connection of Anodes). With this arrangement the value of 
the current flowing during a back fire in the rectifier is also 
reduced, since the winding connected to a back-firing anode 
occupies only one-half of the core, so that its effective reactance 
to the primary is higher. 

Both the primary and secondary arc wound in sectional coils. 
The copper for the primary is chosen as copper strap of 0.120 by 
0.4;")0 in., wrapped with paper tape and braid-covered. The 
primary has 26 coils, 13 in each of the parallel portions. The 
copper for the secondary is 0.18 by 0.45 in. copper strap, covered 
with paper tape and braid. The secondary has 24 coils, 6 coils 
being connected in parallel to supply one anode. 

The copper loss may be calculated from the physical dimensions 
of the windings. The iron loss may be calculated from the 
weight of the iron and the induction. A summary of the design 
data and the calculation of the copper and iron losses is given 
below: 

Primary voltage. 
Primar:,· current. 
Volts per turn. 
Total turns. 
Number of coils per phase. 
Turns per coil. 
Layers per coil .. 
Turns per layer. 
l:lize of conductor .. 

Mean length of turn ... 

Total length 

Weight of copper .. 

PRI:-.IARY 

Resistance at 75° C. (direct-current) ..... 

7, f\22 volts per phase, 60 cycles 
145 amp. 
:H 6 
220 X 3, dfrctive 
20 4 2 
18 12 16 
9 6 8 
2 2 2 

0.120 by 0.4.50 in. copper strap, 
insulated with paper tape and 
braid; two conductors in 
parallel 

f\2 in. 
220 X :{ X f\2 

12 
- = 3,410 ft. of 

two parallPI conductors 0.120 
by 0.4.50 in. 

3,410 ft. X (2 X 0.12in. X 0.4.5 
in.) X 3.8.5 = 1,420 lb. 

-~1410 ft. X 9.9 X 10-6 = O 
313 2 X (0.12in. X0.45in.) · 

ohm 
/ 2R loss at 75° C. 6,600 watts 
Wattmctcr loss at 75° C. with alternating 

current (from previous experience) ..... 8,500 watts 
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SECONDARY 

Secondary voltage. 
Secondary current .. 
Total turns. 
Number of coils ..... . 
Turns per coil. 
Layers per coil. .. 
Turns per layer. 
8ize of conductor .. 

Mean length of turn. 

Total length ... 

Weight of copper .... 

ResistanrP at 75° C. (direct current) .. 

554 yolts per phasP 
706 amp. 
16 X 4 X 3, effectiYe 
24 
16 
8 
2 
0.180 by 0.450 in. copper 

strap, insulated with paper 
tape and braid; six con
ductors in parallel 

84 in. 
16X4X3X84 

12 = 1,344 ft. of 

six parallel conductors 0.180 
by 0.450 in., or approximately 
1,370 ft., making allowances 
for connPctions 

1,370 ft. X (6 X 0.18 in. X 0.45 
in.) X 3.85 = 2,560 lb. 

1,370 ft;._2( 9_.l}_X 10-6 = 
0

_
0279 6X(0.18in. X0.45in.) 

ohm 
l'R loss at 75° C 13,900 watts 
Wattmetcr loss at 75° C. with alternating 

current (from previous experience) 18,000 watts 

ConE 

Net induction. 
Net cross-section .. 
Tongue .. . 
Opening ... . 
Weight .. 
Watt loss per pound. 
Total iron loss 

Iron loss .... . 
Copper loss .. . 
Weight of copper .. . 
Weight of iron .... . 

SUMMARY 

Total weight of active part ............. . 

12,600 gauss 
160 sq. in. 

1.5 in. 
15 by 40 in. 

11,5001b. 
1.2 watts 

13,800 watts 

13.8 kw. 
26.5 kw. 

3,980 lb. 
11,500 lb. 
15,500 lb. (approximately) 

Interphase Transformers.-Since two interphasc transformers 
are used, each of them has to carry one-half of the direct current, 
or 2,500 amp. Each half of the winding of one interphaRe trans
former carries 1,250 amp. As a close approximation, the alternat-
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ing-current voltage across the interphase transformer is equal 
to one-half the secondary phase voltage of the main transformer, 
or 277 volts, and is of triple frequency ( 180 cycles). The 
following tabulation shows a typical design of an interphase 
transformer for this rating: 

WINDING 

Alternating-current vol tagc. 
Current .. 
Volts per turn .. 

Total turns. 

Number of coils ........... . 
Turns per coil. . . . . . . .... . 
Layers per coil. ...... . 
Turns per layer ..... . 
Size of conductor .... . 

Total length .......... . 
Weight of copper .. . 

277 volts, 180 cycles 
1,250 amp., direct. current 
13.85 
277 

13_85 = 20 turns 

4 
5 
1 
5 
16 (0.105 X 0.600 in.) double cot

ton covered 
62 ft. 
62 ft. X 16 X (0. H,5 in. X 0.600 

in.) X 3.85 = 241 lb. 

Resistance at 75° C. 
62 ft X 9.9 X 10-6 

16 X (0.105in. X0.6in.) =0.0005 t 

/
2R loss at 75° C .. 

Wattmeter loss at 75° C. 

Net induction ...... . 
Net cross-section .... . 
Total weight ...... . 
Watt loss per pound. 
Total core loss ... 

CORE 

Magnetizing volt-ampen•s per pound ... 
Total magnetizing volt-amperes .. 

Magnetizing current .. 

ohm 
953 watts 
1,000 watts 

5,500 gauss 
49 .0 sq. in. 

1,100 lb. 
1.0 watt 

1,100 watts 
2.0 
2,200 
2,200 

7 277 = .9 amp. 

For the two intcrphase transformers, the total copper loss is 
2.0 kw. and the total iron loss 2.2 kw. 

The arrangement and connection of the windings of each 
interphase transformer are shown in Fig. 82. Two coils are 
placed on each leg. The inner coil of one leg is connected in 
series with the outer coil of the other leg, to form one-half the 
winding. By this interconnection of the coils the following 
results are obtained: 
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1. The ohmic resistances of the two halves of the winding of the interphase 
transfonner are equal. This is necessary to produce equal division of cur
rent between them. 

2. The sum of the direct-current ampere-turns on each leg is equal to 
zero, which prevents saturation of the core by the direct current. 

; ------ ------- -, 

' I I L ______________ _j 

Fra. 82.-Arrangcment and connection of coils on the interphase transformers 
designed for the rectifier transformer shown in Figs. 80 and 81. 

Load Characteristics.~Below are tabulated the calculations 
of the load characteristics for the 3,000-kw., 600-volt rectifier 
unit: 

EFFICIENCY 

Percentage of load ... . 25 50 75 100 
Load current ....... . 1,250 2,500 3,750 5,000 
Arc voltage drop. 
Losses in rectifier, kilowatts. 
Iron losses in main and interphase trans

formers, kilowatts ... 
Copper losses in main and interphase 

transformers, kilowatts. . . . . . ...... . 
Total losses, kilowatts. 
Output, kilowatts ... 
Input, kilowatts. 
Percent efficienc:v .. 

I 

25 23 22.5 23.2 
31.3 57.5 84.5 116 0 

16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 

1.8 7.1 16.3 28.5 
49 .1 80. 6 116. 8 160. 5 

750 1,500 2,250 3,000 
799 . 1 l , 580 . 6 2 , 366 . 8 3 , 160 . 5 
93.8 94.8 95.0 94.9 

VOLTAGE REGULATION 

Alternating-current voltage of transformer secondary= E, = 554 volts 
Direct-current voltage at transformer secondary at N.L. = Ed. = I.35E, = 

748 volts 
Direct-current voltage at transformer secondary at transition load = Ed, = 

1.17E, = 648 volts 
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Total magnetizing current of the two interphase transformers = I,' 
2 X 7. 9 = 15. 8 amp. 

Direct current at transition point, according to Eq. (101) = 2.28/,' 
2.28 X 15.8 = 36 amp., which is 0. 7 per cent of full-load current. 

Transformer reaetance = X% = 6 per cent 
Voltage drop at F.L. due to reactancc = d% X Ed, = 0.5X% X Ed, = 0.03 

X 648 = 19.5 volts 
Copper losses = lV, = 28,500 watts 

W, 28,500 
Voltage drop at F.L. due to copper losses = -

1 
= 5,000 = 5. 7 volts 

The voltage drop due to reactancc or copper losses, at different loads, is 
proportional to the load. 

I Xet 

Edtl 

Arc 
Voltage Voltage 

Total direct-
Percent volt- volt- current 

load Euo drop due to drop due to 
terminal age 

reactance Cu loss, e, 
age 

drop drop 

1 

voltage, 
Edt 

I 
0 748 .. 27 0 0 27 721 

Transition ... 648 27 approx. 0 approx. 0 27 621 
25 ... 648 25 4.9 1 4 31 3 617 
50 ... 648 23 9.8 2 !l 35.7 612 
75 .. . 648 22.5 14.6 4.3 41 4 607 

100 ... 648 23.2 19.5 5 7 48.4 600 

CONSTRUCTION OF RECTIFIER TRANSFORMERS 

Rectifier transformers are generally of the 3-phase core-type 
construction. The windings may be made of sectional coils or 
cylindrical coils. The type of coils used depends on the voltage 
and the capacity of the transformer, and on the particular prac
tice of the manufacturer. 

Due to the high unbalanced currents which flow during a 
back fire, great care must be taken in the design of the trans
former to avoid any unbalanced stresses. The coils and connect
ing leads should be well braced. The secondary windings and 
connections should be well insulated to prevent breakdown due 
to the voltage surges occurring on the secondary side of the 
transformer. 

In Fig. 83 is shown a Brown Boveri transformer for a 3,000-
kw., 600-volt rectifier unit. The transformer has a double 
6-phasc connection with interphase transformer, and is con
structed of sectional coils. The coils are held under compression 
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Frn. 83.-Brown Boveri transformer for 3,000-kw., 600-volt, 12-anode rectifier 
unit. The transformer is shown untanked. 
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Fm. 84.-Rectifier transformer of Fig. 83 in tank. 
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by springs bearing again tend rings at the top of the coil stacks. 
An external view of this transformer is shown in Fig. 84. 

Frn. 5.-Fork-connectcd rectifier transformer for 1,000-kw., 600-volt, 12-anode 
rectifier unit. 

In Fig. 85 is shown a fork-connected transformer for a 1,000-kw. 
rectifier. The transformer is constructed of cylindrical windings. 
A tap changer, operated at no load, is seen at the top of the 
transformer. 



CHAPTER VII 

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF MERCURY ARC 
RECTIFIERS 

General.-Since this book deals only with the steel-enclosed 
type of mercury arc rectifiers, the description of the construction 
will be limited to this type, and only little reference will be made 

to the glass-bulb type of I Mwnweeo 
rectifier. 

Before going into details in 
regard to the design and con
struction of power rectifiers, 
the simplest possible arrange
ment of a rectifier and its 
auxiliaries will be explained 
with the aid of Fig. 86. The 
main transformer is con
nected, on the primary side, 
to the alternating-current 
supply over a circuit breaker, 
while the ends of the second
ary windings terminate at the 
rectifier anodes. The neutral 
of the transformer secondary 
is connected to the negative 
bus of the direct-current sys-
tem. The cathode is con-

1-Mamanodes 5-Healroglrans 
2- Exc;fafion anodes 6-Vacuum p1p1i7g nected to the positive bus 
.3- fgmf!on anode 7-Vacuum mefer over a direct-current breaker. 
4-Two-.sfag0 vacuum pump B·Vacuum gauge 'II th ·1· · t 

t'l e aux1 iary eqmpmen 
Fw. 86.-Sii_nplifie~ diagram ~f_co?nectionsfor st rt·ng and maintaining 

of rect1fi0r urnt and auxiliaries. a 1 

the operation of the rectifier 
is shown on the right-hand side of the figure, while the power 
circuit is shown on the left-hand side. 

The rectifier is shown in perspective view with the lower part 
cut away to show the interior, and the receptacle filled with 

210 
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mercury (which constitutes the cathode) at the bottom. From 
the top of the rectifier a connection 6 is made to a two-stage 
vacuum pump 4, which is used for maintaining a good vacuum in 
the cylinder. The vacuum is indicated by a vacuum meter 7, 
connected to a vacuum gage 8. An ignition and excitation set, 
consisting of a transformer, resistances, and relays, is used for 
starting an arc in the rectifier by means of ignition anode 3, and 
for maintaining an auxiliary arc on excitation anodes 2. The 
rectifier auxiliaries are operated from an auxiliary alternating
current supply. The operation of the auxiliaries is explained in 
Chap. VIII. The rectifier is put into operation as follows: 

The circuit breaker, when closed, connects the main trans
former to the alternating-current supply, and at the same time 
the auxiliary switch connecting the ignition and excitation 
transformer to the auxiliary power supply is closed. This 
auxiliary circuit will ignite and excite the rectifier, and will put 
it into such a condition that if there is any load demand on the 
direct-current side the main anodes will supply the necessary 
current. 

The phenomena which take place in a rectifier cylinder during 
operation were fully described in Chaps. II and III. In this 
chapter will be described only the practical construction of 
various makes of rectifiers. 

RECTIFIER CYLINDERS 

Rectifier Design.-The design of rectifiers is still largely 
empirical. As in the case of other devices, the aim of the designer 
is to produce a machine of simple and economical construction 
that is reliable in operation and efficient. On account of the 
great influence of certain details on the operation and charac
teristics of a rectifier, the design and construction of a successful 
cylinder require a background of considerable research and 
development work, and. of long experience in the manufacture 
and operation of rectifiers. At the present time, the limiting 
factor in the rating of rectifiers is the occurrence of back fires, 
and the efforts of designers are directed mainly toward eliminat
ing back fires at the loads and under the operating conditions to 
which the rectifier is subjected. 

Unlike other types of electrical apparatus, the same rectifier 
cylinder can be used over a wide range of direct-current voltages 
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and for any frequency used in alternating-current power circuits. 
For this reason, a manufacturer of rectifiers can standardize on a 
limited number of sizes to cover the entire field of application, and 
he can manufacture them for stock, in quantities. 

A rectifier consists of a vacuum-tight tank and of a cathode and 
anodes which are insulated from it. In addition to these basic 
parts, a rectifier is provided with devices for starting and main
taining the rectifying arc, with various shields and baffles for 
controlling the mercury vapor, and with means for cooling and 
regulating the temperature of the tank and anodes. In the 
design of rectifiers the following points must be considered: 

The rectifier tank should be so constructed that it can readily 
be opened for inspection or repairs. The materials used inside 
the rectifier should be able to withstand the temperatures to 
which they are subjected and should not give off any gases. All 
the joints must be made vacuum tight. The seals should be of 
a type that will remain tight under variations of temperature. 
The anodes and cathode must be so spaced that no flash-overs 
will occur between them within the operating range of voltages 
and pressures. The anodes must be shielded from the mercury 
vapor coming from the cathode. The mercury vapor should be 
directed toward the cool walls of the tank, where it may condense. 
The condensed mercury should be guided to the cathode and 
should be filtered before entering the cathode receptacle. The 
cooling system of the rectifier should be so designed that the 
mercury may readily condense and the tank temperature and 
pressure may be kept bdow the point at which back fires may 
occur. The anodes should be cooled to conduct away the anode 
losses and prevent the formation of hot spots on their surfaces. 

A general idea of the design and construction of rectifier 
cylinders can be gained from the photographs and cross-sections 
of the various types shown in Figs. 87 to 99, inclusive. Figure 87 
shows a cross-section of a rectifier of the Brown Boveri type, with 
an air-cooled anode on the left-hand side, and a water-cooled 
anode on the right. In Fig. 88 is shown a 12-anodc rectifier of 
this type with water-cooled anodes and a vacuum pump. The 
nominal rating of this cylinder is 3,000 kw. at 600 volts, with 
water-cooled anodes as shown, and 3,500 kw. at 1,fiOO volts with 
air-cooled anodes. Figure 89 is a picture of another Brown 
Boveri rectifier, having a nominal rating of 4,000 kw. at 600 volts, 
direct-current. 
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Figure 90 shows a crosH-sC'ction of a 6-anodc, General Electric 
rectifier cylinder, of a nominal rating of 500 kw. at 600 volts, 

Fm. 87.-Cross-section of a Brown Boveri rectifier, showing water-cooled and 
air-cooled anodes. 

or 750 kw. at 1,500 volts. A photograph of this cylinder is given 
in Fig. 91. Figure 92 shows a larger rectifier, with 12 anodes, 
rated at 1,000 kw., 600 volts. A rectifier of similar construe-
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tion, and of the same capacity, hut with graphite anodes, which 
are insulated and sealed with mycalcx, 1 is shown in Fig. 93. 
The construction of these anodes is shown in Fig. 106. 

In Fig. 94 is shown a view of an Allgemeine Elektrizitaets 
Gesellschaft rectifier cylinder, while Fig. 95 is a detailed section 
of the ignition arrangement. The excitation anodes are not 
shown in Fig. 94; they are usually similar to those shown in Fig. 
87, but are nearer the cathode. They are made of graphite 
and are housed in protecting metal tubes. Figure 96 is a cross
section of a Siemens-Schuckert rectifier, with a built-on vacuum 
pump, while Fig. 97 is a detailed section of the ignition arrange
ment. Figure 98 is a cross-section of a Westinghouse cylinder, 
and Fig. 99 a cross-section of a Bergmann rectifier. 

The cross-sections of rectifier cylinders shown in these illus
trations indicate that there are differences in design between 
the different makes which are greater than in the case of other 
types of converting apparatus. The rectifiers shown differ 
in the shapes of their tanks, the arrangements of their condensing 
chambers, the cooling of the tanks, the anode plates, the cathodes, 
the anodes and their seals and insulation, as well as in respect 
to the material of the latter, etc. The various seals and methods 
of insulation of the anodes and the cathode are described later 
on in this chapter. 

Cooling of Tank.-It is necessary to provide cooling means to 
conduct away the heat losses from the tank, the cathode, and the 
anodes, in order to prevent excessive heating which might be 
injurious to the seals and insulators and which might also result 
in too high a mercury vapor pressure in the tank. Besides, the 
vicinity of the anodes has to be kept below a certain temperature, 
as otherwise the valve action may be destroyed. The tank 
K is placed inside a water jacket K', through which the cooling 
water is circulated (see Figs. 87, 90, 94, 96, and 100). The 
rectifier is usually supported on insulating feet, which are 
attached to the cooling jacket. A water jacket is also provided 
for the cathode; the water enters below the cathode plate M, and 
is led into the cylinder water jacket through a rubber hose con
nected at N. The purpose of this hose, indicated in Figs. 87 
and 100, is to insulate the cathode from the cylinder. (See Chap. 
III, Fig. 18.) In a system with the negative pole grounded, the 

1 See W. W. Brown, "Mycalex-A Machinahle Insulation," American 
Machinist, Dec. 12, 1929. 
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water conn ction to the cathode plate must also be made through 
an insulating rubber hose. This ho e, i.e., the water column 
which it contains, must be of appreciable length in order to have a 
high r si tance, as the voltage to ground is equal to the direct
current terminal voltage of the rectifier and because the leakage 
current from the cathode to ground must be kept down to a few 
milliamp res in order to prevent electrolytic corrosion. For a 

Frn. .-Brown Boveri 12-anode rectifier, of a nominal rating of 3,000 kw. at 
600 volts. 

600-volt installation the rubber hose is usually from 10 to 15 
ft. long. Th length of this rubber hose is determined by the 
ohmic re istanc of the water column, and is therefore a function 
of the diameter-i.e., of the amount of water-as well as of its 
chemical composition. It can be seen that for a 3,000-volt 
installation with a grounded negative terminal this rubber hose 
would have to be of considerable length, and for this reason, as 
well as for reasons of general safety, installations for voltages 
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above 1,500 volts arc equipped with recirculating cooling sets 
which are completely insulated from ground ( ee hap. VIII). 

After passing through the water jacket of the cathode, the 
water flows around the cylinder, and through the hollow cover, 
or anode plate, thus cooling the whole rectifier and dissipating 
the heat liberated by the condensation of the mercury on the 
anode plate. Figures concerning the actual quantities of 

Frn. 89.-Brown Boveri 24-anode rectifier, with air-cooled anodes, of a nominal 
rating of 4,000 kw. at 600 volts. 

water required for cooling are given in Chap. VIII, in the section 
on Cooling Apparatus. There are two to four water inlets 
from the w..,.,ter jacket to the cover plate. From there, the 
water .circulates around the condensing doll).e, and is finally 
led off, either to a drain, or to the recirculating forced-draft 
cooling system to be cooled and used over again. 

In order to remove the vacuum tank from the water jacket, 
it is necessary, in the design shown in Fig. 87, merely to unscrew 
a few bolts holding the tank to the walls of the water jacket. 
The rectifier can then be lifted out of the jacket by means of the 
hooks provided on the top of the condensing dome. 
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In order to make the cooling of the cylinder as effective as 
possible, and also to improve the flow of the mercury vapor 
inside the rectifier tank, some of the cylinders are fitted inside 
with water-cooling cylinders W, or with cooling pipes W, as 
shown in Figs. 96 and 98, for instance. The rectifiers that have 
no such special cooling means, and no condensing domes, have a 
very efficient cooling of the anode plate of the rectifier tank. 

Rectifying Cylinder.-The cylinder or tank in which the 
rectifying action takes place and which holds the vacuum is the 
important part of the rectifier. This tank contains the anodes 
and the cathode and all other important working parts constitut
ing the rectifier. The form of the tank and its size for a given 
capacity vary for each manufacturer. The diameter depends 
on the number and size of the anodes, and on their arrangement; 
it is given below for a number of cylinders of different ratings: 

Rating of 600-volt Rectifier, Diameter of Tank, 
Kilowatts Feet 

500 3 to 4 
1,000 4 to 5 
2,000 5 to 6 
3,000 6 t.o 7 
4,500 8 to 9 
6,500 9 to 10 

The distance from the anodes to the center of the cathode in a 
500-kw. unit varies between 25 and 3.5 in.; in a 2,000-kw. unit 
it lies between 35 and 45 in. The height of the tank is from 
2 to 4 ft., depending on a number of factors, such as the use of a 
condensing dome, the type of cooling employed, etc. The 
current-carrying capacity of a tank at a given voltage depends 
not only on the size of the tank but also on the method of cooling 
the tank and the anodes, as well as on the shape and size of the 
latter. The tank itself generally is made of rolled steel, and its 
inner surface is sand-blasted and thoroughly cleaned. 

The tanks K of some types of rectifiers are spun into their 
final shapes, while other types have the bottom plates welded 
to the cylindrical tanks. The welding on the cylinders has to 
be done carefully. Some manufacturers anneal the tanks after 
welding. The surface of the tank exposed to water should be 
painted in order to avoid corrosion, particularly if the negative 
pole of the direct-current system is grounded. 
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Frn. 90.-Cross-section of General Electric 6-anode rectifier. 
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1. Anode heater terminal. 24. Cathode porcelain 44. Large insulating washer• 
2. Anode heater gland. insulator. 45. Large steel washer. 
3. Anode cooler plug. 25. Quartz ring holding 46. Clamping spring, cath-
4. Anode cooler. clips. ode. 
5. Anode connection. 26. Cathode. 47. Small steel washer, 
6. Insulator bolt. 27. Cathode connection. cathode. 
7. Upper mica anode insu- 28. Anode cooler gasket. 48. Clamping nut, cathode. 

lating tube. 29. Anode cooler clamping 49. Tank-supporting legs. 
8. Mercury seals with nut. 50. Vacuum gage. 

header gages. 30. Porcelain dirt shield. 51. Exhaust line. 
9. 

10. 

11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 

21. 
22. 

23. 

Anode insulator. 31. Upper anode clamping 52. Exhaust line vacuum 
Anode heater with flange. valve. 
heater protecting tube. 32. Asbestos washers. 53. Mercury trap. 
Cover thermometer. 33. Upper porcelain anode 54. Exhaust line water 
Anode clamp ring. insulator. jacket. 
Anode shroud. 34. Fiber tube anode bolt 55. Mercury condensation 
Anode. insulator. high vacuum pump. 
Rectifier cover. 35. Lower anode clamping 56. Anode tank neck. 
Jacket water outlet. flange. 
Anode shield. 36. Starting anode. 57. Water over-flow trough. 
Vacuum tank. 37. Starting anode solenoid. 58. Gas receiving tank. 
Rectifier water jacket. 38. Starting anode insulator. 59. McLeod gage. 
Jacket heaters (used in 39. Starting anode housing, 60. Rotary vacuum pump. 
automatic substation). 40. Starting anode plunger. 61. Rectifier base. 
Jacket water inlet. 41. Cathode mercury. 62. Rectifier base insulators. 
Inner quartz cathode 42. Fibuler tube cathode bolt 63 _ Rubber hose (Fig. 91). 
ring. ins ator. 
Outer quartz cathode 43. Nipple on cooling water 64. Rectifier insulators (Fig. 
ring. connection, cathode. 91). 
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In addition to the main anodes, of which there may be 6, 12, 
1 or 24, the cylinder cover carries, in some makes, excitation 
anodes, as shown in Figs. 87 and 99. As can be seen from the 
various cro s-sections, some of the rectifiers are so constructed, 
that their anode plate , with the 3:nodes (see for instance Fig. 

Frn. 91.-General Electric 6-anode rectifier, of a nominal rating of 500 kw. at 600 
volts. Nomenclature for numbers same as in Fig. 90. 

87, the Brown Boveri rectifier), can be removed by loosening a 
few bolt,. It can also be seen that some of the rectifiers can be 
removed from their water jackets. This type of construction 
makes it po sible to inspect the interior of the rectifier in case of 
trouble, and to examine the outside of the tank, which is expo ed 
to water and should therefore be cleaned and repainted at inter
vals of one or two years. 

In all these rectifiers the anodes are sealed into the cover or 
upp r part of the tank, and the sealing against vacuum, which 
is an essential part of the construction, is effected by seals of 
various types, to be described later. 
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!though the mercury arc rectifier is pa t the d vclopment 
stage, th construction of the vacuum tank in conn ction with 
the anode arrangement, etc. of the various makes differs widely, 
a has been noted before. At the present writing considerable 
research is being carried on by the various manufacturers for 
the purpo e of improving the efficiency and operating character-

Frn. 92.-General Electric 12-anode rectifier, rated at 1000 kw., GOO volts. 

i tics of their rectifiers; the result of this work may be that the 
manufacturers will finally arrive at a still more advantageous 
form of the vacuum tank and the anodes. Figures 7 to 99 
illustrate t he various designs now in use. · Considerable effort 
has been directed to th elimination of back fires, which are, in 
effect, short circuits b tween anodes. The phenom na of arc
backs are fully described in Chaps. II and III, and their effect on 
t he operation of the rectifier is given in Chaps. XI_ and XIV. 

Means for Controlling the Mercury Vapor and the Arc.-For • 
this purpose one type of rectifier has sheet-metal funn ls mounted 
on the bottom, others have quartz cylinders, etc., while all of 
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them ha v sheet-metal shields F around the anodes. These 
shields are u ually cylindrical and are insulat d from the tanks 
proper. Some of the first rectifiers built had shields made of 
porcelain or other insulating materials. 

Mercury i evaporated from the cathode, during the operation 
of the rectifi r, at a rate of about 5 to 10 g. per second, per 1,000 

Frn. 93. - General Electric 12-anode rectifier, provided with Mycalex anode 
seals. 

amp., which is considerably in excess of the amount actually 
necessary for conducting the current. In the high degree of 
vacuum ordinarily existing in a rectifier cylinder, this vapor 
travels at a very high rate of speed, approximately 20,000 cm. 
p r second. It can thus be seen that the interior of a rectifier is 
filled with turbulent mercury vapor. If this vapor enters the 
space around the anodes, mercury may condense on the surface 
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of the anodes, and this condensed mercury may be the cause 
of an arc-back or back fire. Furthermore, the accumulation of 
vapor in the path of the arc increases the pressure and conse-

FIG. 94.-Cross-scction of a rectifier of the All~emeine Elektrizitaets Gescll
schaft (Germany). 

quently the voltage drop and the losses; it also reduces the break
down voltage between the cathode and the anodes. 

These facts were already realized by the builders of glass 
rectifiers, who put the anodes into narrow glass arms bent at an 
angle, thus protecting the anodes from a too direct influence of 
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the mercury vapor. The same principle is applied to some 
extent in the construction of the metal-tank rectifiers, by using 
funnels and anode shields. Some of these shields even have 

FIG. 95. --Ignition apparatus of the rectifier shown in Fig. 94. 

baffles or other means of preventing the mercury vapor from 
having direct access to the anodes. 

Means also have to be provided for leading the condensed 
mercury back into the cathode pool in such a way that the 
mercury does not interfere with the operation of the rectifier. 
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Should mercury accumulate in too large quantities while flowing 
down to the mercury pool, cathode spots might be produced in 
those locations outside the cathode receptacle. 
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FIG. 96.-Cross-section of a Siemens-Schuckert (Germany) rectifier. 

Means are also provided for preventing too much mercury 
from being evaporated from the cathode. This is accomplished 
by cooling the mercury of the cathode, or by sectionalizing the 
cathode by means of a metal mesh or a metal ring. It is claimed 
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by some manufacturers that the restriction of the movement of 
the cathode spot results in a lower voltage drop and in easier 
ignition. A filter is usually located above the cathode which 
prevents impurities that might be loosened from the cylinder -
walls from flowing into the cathode pool. The level of the 
mercury in the cathode has practically no influence on the rate 
of evaporation. 

In Fig. 96, the path of the mercury vapor is indicated by 
arrows, and that of the arc by dotted lines. The vapor is directed 
away from the cathode, by means of quartz cylinder Q, towards 
the cylindrical coolers W. Enough space is left between the 
anode plate and these coolers so that the vapor can continue 
on its path to the walls of the tank. It may be pointed out 
that in these rectifiers the main anodes are inserted quite deep 
into the cylinders, the upper part of the cylinders being used as 
a condensing space, without the addition of a separate dome or 
cylindrical part for the purpose. 

Cathode.-The cathode is formed by a receptacle filled with 
mercury located in the bottom of the rectifier cylinder. The 
minimum amount of mercury necessary for the cathode can 
theoretically be determined from the rates at which the mercury 
evaporates and condenses at maximum load. The amount of 
mercury remaining in the cathode must be sufficient to permit 
reliable operation of the ignition device. 

In all the rectifier cylinders shown the cathode is insulated 
from the tank. The reason for doing this is explained in Chap. 
III, and it is effected by an insulator R between the tank and the 
cathode plate M, which contains the mercury forming the 
cathode. This insulating ring is usually made of porcelain, and 
is sealed to the cathode plate on the lower side, and to the bottom 
of the tank at its upper edge, in the manner indicated. Although 
the voltage difference between tank and cathode is only 5 to 
25 volts, at full load, care must be taken in the arrangement of 
the cathode insulation. The reason is that the condensed 
mercury must be led back to the cathode without bridging the 
insulator; otherwise, the rectifying arc might travel upwards, 
along the mercury which is flowing down, and might come to 
rest on the walls of the tank and in doing so might cause the 
insulator ring to break, as well as injure the rectifier. In order 
to prevent the occurrence of such troubles, some manufacturers 
insert quartz cylinders Q into the rectifier, as can be seen in 
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Figs. 90, 96, and 98. In Fig. 94 no insulating ring is provided, and 
the sealing is effected hy means of rubber rings G between the 
cathode plate and the tank bottom. These rings are so arranged 

· that a large creeping distance is obtained between the tank and 
the cathode plate. The cathode plate is pressed against the 
insulating ring by means of springs and insulated bolts, as shown 
in Figs. 88 and 90. 

In Fig. 99 is shown an arrangement of the cathode which 
is somewhat different from those used in all other rectifiers. 
The connection to the cathode is made by means of an insulated 
bar, which passes through the anode plate and is bolted at its 
lower end to a metal plate immersed in the mercury of the 
cathode. 

The pool of mercury in the cathode is only a few centimeters 
deep, and varies in area between 100 and 1,000 sq. cm. The 
size of the cathode varies with the volume of the cylinder, and 
also with the efficiency of the condensing and cooling arrange
ments. The amount of mercury used varies with the different 
makes: Brown Boveri uses about 2 to 3 lb. per 100 amp.; General 
Electric uses about 5 to 10 lb. per 100 amp. 

In the General Electric design of rectifiers, shown in Figs. 
90, 91, 92, and 9:~, the diameter of the cathode is determined 
primarily by the fact that its opening is used as a manhole for 
inspection and repair. 

Main Anodes.-The anodes A are arranged in a circle on the 
cylinder cover, or anode plate D, from which they arc insulated. 
In rectifiers of large capacity with a large number of anodes, 
the latter are sometimes placed in two circles and are so arranged 
that the arc length is the same for all the anodes. 

Two types of anodes are now in use: steel anodes and graphite 
anodes. The shape of the anodes differs for the various types 
of rectifiers. The anode consists, in general, of an anode head 
and a shaft. In some rectifiers the anode shaft is hollow for 
the purpose of cooling or heating the anodes (see Figs. 87 and 90). 
The lower surface of the steel anodes, as shown, for example, in 
Fig. 87, is concave, in order to distribute the arc more uniformly 
over the surface and to prevent the formation of hot spots. 
Some types of anodes have corrugated surfaces. The entire 
surface of the steel anodes must be clean and highly polished. 
The anodes are made of special steel, which must be free of 
impurities. The graphite anode shown in Fig. 106 has a fluted 
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surface and is fastened to a threaded shaft. The binder for the 
graphite must be of such a quality that the anode will not dis
integrate under the action of the arc. The temperature of the 
anode surface, at normal load, is 
approximately 600° C., which is dull
r~d heat. At this temperature the 
anodes will give off metal and carbon 
vapors. The surface of the anodes 
facing toward the cathode is usually 
of such Rize that the specific current 
density of the anode is between 5 and 
10 amp. per square centimeter of pro
jected area. 

The anodes are surrounded by metal 
shields F. In some types of rectifiers 
the shields are supported from the 
anode insulators; in other types they 
are supported from the tank cover. f 

The main function of the anode shiPlds 
is to protect the anodes from the 
mercury-vapor stream. The length, 
the shape, and the size of the opening 
of the shields exert a great influence 
on the operation of the rectifier. 
Larger shields will produce a smaller 
arc drop, but will admit more mercury 
vapor; the size used is determined by 
a compromise between these two 
factors. 

A recent development in connection 
with steel-enclosed rectifiers was the 

g , 

introduction of anode screens, or Fw. 97.~Ignition apparatus 
of the rectifier shown in Fig. 96. 

grids, into the arc path within the 
shields. This addition has improved the operating characteris
tics of rectifiers and has aided in the development of large
capacity rectifiers. The action of these anode screens was . 
discussed in Chap. III. 

Several types of screens have been developed, some consisting 
of concentric cylinders, others of radial plates. In Fig. 101 arc 
shown two designs of screens. In some rectifiers the screens are 
insulated from the shields and are energized from a source of 
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potential. In one design, a close-meshed grid is placed close 
to the anode surface and is insulated from the shield, while an 
uninsulated screen is mounted in the shield at some distance 
from the anode (431). 

The anodes are insulated from the tank cover by means of 
insulating bushings. The insulating material must be dense 

FrG. 98.-Cross-section of a Westinghouse rectifier. 

and vacuum tight, and must be able to withstand the high 
temperatures of the rectifier. The insulating bushings must 
also be strong mechanically to withstand the shocks during 
transportation and erection, as well as the stresses caused by 
expansion and contraction due to temperature variations. 
The insulators arc made of porcelain or some similar insulating 
material which has the requisite properties. The joints between 
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the anodes and bushings and between the bushings and the tank 
cover must be made vacuum tight by means of seals. The 
various types of seals used are described later. The anode 
shown in Fig. 106 is insulated by means of Mycalex, which also 
acts as the sealing medium. 

The assembly of the anode and insulator must be of such 
design that the contraction and expansion of the metal parts 
will not impose mechanical stresses on the insulator, and will 
not affect the seals. This end is generally accomplished by 
means of springs which maintain a constant pressure between 
the component parts, as is illustrated in Figs. 87, 90, and 94. 

The losses at the anodes were considered in Chap. IL The 
heat produced by these losses is dissipated partly by radiation 
from the anode surface and partly by conduction through the 
anode shaft. Some rectifiers are so designed that the greater 
part of the anode losses are conducted away by the shaft. To 
accomplish this, the anode shaft is provided with a radiator 
which may have corrugations or fins. Two types of radiators 
are shown on the rectifier in Fig. 87. The larger radiator, shown 
at the right of the figure, is filled with water, the water being 
circulated on the thermo-siphon principle. The smaller radiator, 
shown at the left of the figure, has no water, and the heat is 
transmitted from the anode to the radiator through the metal 
of the anode shaft. The anodes provided with water-filled 
radiators have an appreciably higher current capacity than the 
anodes with the smaller type of radiator. In the anode design 
shown in Fig. 106, the outside of the anode housing is provided 
with cooling fins. The heat radiated from the anode is trans
mitted through the walls of the housing to the fins, which are 
cooled by the water circulating through the water jacket of the 
rectifier cylinder. 

Anode Heaters.-In some designs of rectifiers the anodes are 
hollow, and are filled with mercury into which electric heaters 
are inserted. The anodes of the cylinders shown in Figs. 90, 91, 
and 92, for instance, are thus equipped with heaters immersed in 
mercury inside the anode shaft. 

In Fig. 106 the anode heater is placed around the anode shaft 
assembly, outside the tank. The heater is covered by an insulat
ing cap through which the terminal lead of the heater is brought 
out. In another rectifier design, of the same make, the heaters 
are placed in the cooling jacket near the anodes. 
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These heaters are used to keep thf' anodes warm at all times, 
i.e., to heat the anodes during periods of light or no loads, so as 
to prevent mercury from condf'nsing on the anode surfaces, which 
is considered one of the causes of back fires. The manufacturers 

Fro. 99.-Cross-section of a Bergmann (Germany) rectifier. 

also state that these heaters must be in operation while the 
rectifier is being baked out. 

Ignition and Excitation Anodes.-All the rectifiers considered 
in this chapter are provided with ignition anodes for starting 
the arc at the surface of the cathode. In some types of rectifiers 
the ignition anode is also used for maintaining an auxiliary, or 
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excitation, arc in the rectifier. In other types, separate auxifouy 
anodes are used for maintaining the excitation arc. The arrange
ment and connection of the two types of ignition and excitation 
systems are shown in Fig. 133 and will be described later. The 
ignition and excitation anodes are connected to a supply of low 
voltage through a small auxiliary load. 

The construction and arrangement of the excitation anodes are 
illustrated in Figs. 87 and 99. Being of low current capacity and 
low voltage, these anodes are smaller than the main anodes and 
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are located closer to the cathode. The excitation anodes and 
their shafts are shielded by metal or porcelain shields. The 
shafts are brought through the tank cover and are insulated from 
it by means of insulating bushings like the main anodes. 

The ignition anode is usually made of heat-resistive material, 
such as tungsten or molybdenum, and is located at a short dis
tance from the cathode surface. The construction and operation 
of the mechanism operating the ignition anode is as follows: 

The ignition anode is connected by a rod to a plunger I, oper
ated by a solenoid B, which is mounted on the top of the con
densing dome, or on top of the tank. The length of this rod is 
adjustable by means of a link. The plunger I is normally kept 
in the upper position shown in Figs. 87, 95, and 97; in Figs. 87 
and 95, by the spring 8, or by the buoyancy of the cylinder e 
in the mercury (Fig. 97). In the construction illustrated in 
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Fig. 87, the ignition coil B is mounted on a porcelain insulator, 
which is sealed from the cover of the dome by a mercury seal. 

Still another way of igniting the rectifier is to use a stationary 
ignition anode, and have the mercury of the cathode, or a small 
portion of it, brought into contact with the ignition anode. This 
can be accomplished in the following way: In Fig. 102, P is 
the bottom plate of the cathode, A is the ignition anode, and M 
is the mercury which constitutes the cathode. N is the upper 
end of U-shaped tube D, filled with mercury, and Fis a magnetic 

.-F 

(b) 

Fw, 101.-Two designs of screens mountNl in the anode shield of a rectifier 

float in the other end of the tube, which is expanded into a dis
placement chamber. This float F is subject to the magnetic 
action of the coil C. To ignite the rectifier it is necessary only 
to send current through the coil; the float is pulled down, forcing 
mercury through the nozzle N and up against the ignition anode 
A, closing the ignition circuit temporarily. When the mercury 
falls back, an arc is formed and the rectifier is started; the float 
returns to its original position, and the rectifier ignition system is 
ready for another operation. 

In reference 361 is described another scheme for starting a 
mercury arc rectifier. It consists essentially of a small bime
tallic strip immersed at an angle into the mercury cathode, in 
such a way that when current passes through it the unequal 
expansion of the metals bends the strip so that the end is lifted 
out' of the mercury, thus breaking the circuit, starting a small 
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arc, and thereby igniting the rectifier. A glass tube, movable 
with the bimetallic strip, may be affixed over it to prevent con
densation of mercury on the strip and consequent jumping of 
the main arc over to it, which would melt it down in short order. 
This scheme is illustrated in Fig. 2 of the reference mentioned. 

Exhaust Connections and Apparatus.-The connection from 
the vacuum pump to the cylinder is usually made from the highest 
point in the cylinder. For instance, in Fig. 87 it is made from 
the top of the dome, and is controlled by a manually operated 
valve V. In Fig. 96, it is brought to the top of the cooling cylin
ders W, and is controlled by the valve V. In some rectifiers 

M ·•.·o 
FIG. 102.-An ignition arrangement using a stationary ignition anode. 

the valve is remote controlled by means of gears and shafts 
connected to a handwheel. In the rectifiers illustrated in Figs. 
94 and 96, the vacuum pumps, namely, the roughing pump P, 
driven by a vertical motor, and the mercury vapor pump II, are 
attached directly to the water jacket, in this way making possible 
a short connection from the pump to the control valve V. 
Another advantage of such an arrangement lies in the fact that 
no erection work has to be done on site in connection with the 
vacuum pump, since the whole unit can be assembled in the 
factory before shipment. 

SEALS 

As already pointed out, one condition of satisfactory operation 
of mercury arc rectifiers is the maintenance of a good vacuum in 
the cylinder, of the order of magnitude of 1/100 to 1/1,000 mm. 
mercury column, which is almost 1/1,000,000 of the pressure of 
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the atmosphere. In the case of glass rectifiers the problem is 
simpler because no insulating medium has to be introduced 
between the anode shafts and the glass bulb, the latter being in 

itself an insulator. Furthermore, 
it is easily possible to fuse the 
anode shaft into the a-lass. In the 
case of the steel-enclosed rectifier, 
however, it is necessary to intro
duce an insulating bu hing b tween 
the anode shaft and the tank, as 
can be seen in Fig. 87, which makes 
it necessary · to have a perfect 
vacuum-tight seal between the por
celain bushing and the tank a well 
as between the metallic anode haft 
and the porcelain bushing. In a 

Fw. 103.- Rubber seals for pipe large rectifier there may be several 
connections. 

hundred linear inche of joints to 
be sealed, and these seals have to withstand temperatures of 
nearly 100° C. without deterioration and without giving off 
vapors. Furthermore, these seals must not be affected by the 
large quantities of mercury vapor produced by the arc, and 
they must be sufficiently rugged to with tand handling during 
transportation and erection. 

Although small air leaks can readily be taken care of by 
the latest types of mercury-vapor pumps, it is e sential that 
as little air as possible enter the rectifier tank. The reason 
is that even such a minute quantity of air as would not impair 
the action of the rectifier from the standpoint of imperfect 
vacuum would cause oxidation at the high temperatures existing 
in the rectifier, causing deposits of impurities on the inner parts 
of the rectifier. 

A good seal for steel-enclosed rectifiers must be able to 
meet the following conditions: (a) must be air tight; (b) should 
be free from occluded gases; (c) must withstand high tempera
tures; and (d) must have a safe and uniform stress distribution. 
From a practical point of view, the seals must also be de igned to 
meet the following requirements: (1) simple assembly and ready 
accessibility; (2) long life, which means no wear nor deterior
ation; (3) no maintenance; (4) good insulating properties, when 
required; and (5) easy detection of leakage. 
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In Fig. 104 a, b, and c are shown schematically several well
known types of detachable seals, while the seals d to hare designed 
for use in steel-enclosed rectifiers. Views a to c show seals 
long known to physics. View a is the ordinary seal used for 
the connection of two glass tubes which are joined by a ground 
cone, while a seal of mercury Q covers joint S to prevent the air 
from passing the cone. View b is an old leading-in seal for 
vacuum apparatus, illustrating how glands carrying the lead
ing-in conductors can be sealed against the vessel by a cover of 
mercury. The conductors are wires denoted by D and fused into 

(e) 

z-
(f) Cg) (h) 

FIG. 104.-Schernatic construction of several types of seals. 

glass tubes G, which also insulate the conductors from the mer
cury. View c shows the well-known packing between two pipe 
flanges. The designs of seals d and e for steel rectifiers are based 
on the cone type of seal a and vessel packing c, but it became 
necessary to duplicate the sealing surfaces on account of the 
insulation between the conductors and the metal surface of the 
rectifier tank. 

In d the insulator J is fixed into the tank cover or anode plate, 
and the conductor Z into the insulator, by means of ground conical 
surfaces, while in the case of the seal e, the so-called "mercury 
seal," the insulator J is set into the tank cover G, and the con
ductor Z into the insulator, on compressed gaskets A of rubber 
or asbestos which are covered by the mercury Q. A more detailed 
section of such a seal is described later and shown in Fig. 107. 
The packings of/, g, and hare developments of the flange packing 
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c, f being an arrangement where the packing consists of an ordi
nary lead ring B, which is protected by an aluminum ring A 
against the mercury, while g and h are packings with rubber 
rings. In g only a rubber ring Gu is used as packing, while in 
h the escape of gas from the rubber is prevented by metal ring 
M similarly as in f. The applications of these seals to steel 
rectifiers are shown in Figs. 87, 90, 94, 96 and 99, and below are 
described the designs of some of them. The more important 

Asbestos 
gasket·---

FIG. 105.-Fused seal used in the rectifier shown in Fig. !JS. 

types of seals to be discussed are fused, mercury, two-stage, and 
rubber seals. 

Fused Seals.-Naturally the most ideal seal would be formed 
by fusing the various parts into one unit, as is done in glass 
rectifiers. This method is also possible in the case of steel
enclosed rectifiers by the use of fusible alloys and a metallized 
surface on the porcelain of the insulator. Many methods for 
accomplishing this are known, but their use has been very limited 
so far. In Fig. 105 is shown the construction of such a fused 
seal, with solder as the bonding material. Due to the difference 
of thermal expansion between the two materials, the porcelain 
is not directly connected to the steel tank, but a light flexible 
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metal ring is forced between the two to prevent any excessive 
stresses from this cause. The seal is made between this metal 
ring and the porcelain bushing, and the ring is then soldered into 
the groove prepared in the surface of the steel tank or electrode, 
thus completing the composite joint. In order to prevent any 
concentrated stresses in the porcelain a resilient setting is effected 
by means of an asbestos gasket. This asbestos gasket also 

Fw. JOfi.-Assembly of graphite anode with Mycalex SPal and healPr, as used 
in the rectifier of Fig. 93. The Mycalex is shown in black near the upper end 
of the anode shaft. · 

provides a barrier which is impervious to mercury vapor, thus 
protecting the susceptible parts of the seal from becoming amal
gamated (334). 

The Societe Alsacienne de Constructions Mecaniques uses 
an anode insulator which is built up of metal plates coated with 
glass, which are heated to a high temperature and then fused 
under pressure. The glass used has a coefficient of expansion 
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equal to that of the metal plates. This construction not only 
takes care of the insulator but also of the seal (392). The cathode 
insulator can be built up similarly. 

FIG. 107.~Mercury seal, as used in the rectifier of Fig. 87. 

The General ElPctric Company uses a so-called "Mycalex 
seal" in the latest rectifiers. A cross-section of this seal is 
shown in Fig. 106, and the upper part of the anode seal and the 
connection can be seen in Fig. m. Mycalex is a composition 
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of ground mica and lead borate. It is light gray in color and has 
a metallic "ring," and is said to have better insulating qualities 
than porcelain. It is made 
plastic by heating to a dull 
redness, in which condition it 
can be formed into any desired 
shape by compression in steel 
molds closed under hydraulic 
pressure. It is mechanically 
stronger than porcelain, except 
under pressure, but it is not so 
heat-resistant as either porce
lain or mica. Metal parts can ~~:n"riJ==5'li.L,=gj 

be combined with this mate
rial during the molding proc
ess, making a very tight and 
strong combination. It can 
be drilled, filed, sawed, pol
ished, and similarly treated 
by usual machining methods. 

Mercury Seals.-In Fig. 
107 is shown the construction 
of an anode mercury seal 
based on the seal e in Fig. 104; 
its application to the rectifier 
can be seen in Fig. 87. 

In Fig. 107, b represents 
the insulator which is also 
denoted by b in Fig. 87 and 
by J in Fig. 104. In Fig. 
107, care gaskets, which may 
be asbestos, rubber, or any 
other material which forms 
a tight seal against mercury. 
This gasket is placed in a 
machined recess of the anode 
plate a. As can be seen in 
Fig. 87 the insulator b hold- Fra. lOR.-Assembly of anode used in the 
· h' d h f 'A . rectifier of Fig. 90, showing mercury seals. 
mg t e ano e s a t , rs 
pressed against the gaskets by means of springs. Mercury is 
poured through the gage f into the space g over the packing, 
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and it is prevented from running into the cylinder by the gaskets 
c, thus forming a perfect air-tight seal. The mercury is shut 
off from the atmosphere by another gasket e of asbestos, rub
ber, or other material which is tightened against the insulator 
surface by means of flange d. 

The anodes of the General Electric rectifier in Fig. 90 are 
also provided with mercury seals, similar in principle to the seals 
described above, but of somewhat different design. A detailed 
cross-section of this anode, showing the construction of the 
mercury seal, is given in Fig. 108. 

Two-stage Seals.-The Allgemeine Elektrizitaets Gesellschaft 
employs a composite packing of aluminum and lead. The seal is a 

FIG. 109.· Two-stage 
seal used in the rectifier 
of Fig. 94. 

so-called "cascade joint," and is shown in 
Figs. 94 and 95, and in schematic form in 
Fig. 109. The porcelain insulator b, as well 
as the surfaces of the flanges d, are accu
rately ground. The insulator is grooved, 
and lead rings which are surrounded by thin 
aluminum rings, are placed both inside and 
outside the grooves. As can be seen from 
Fig. 94, this composite packing is put under 
high pressure by means of helical springs. 
The aluminum rings are used to prevent 
the lead from spreading. The grooves are 
connected by means of metal pipes to an 

intermediate space which is itself evacuated, and which serves to 
distribute the pressure in such a way that each seal has to resist 
only part of the total difference in pressure. If air should leak 
in from the outside, it would have to pass the grooves, and would 
therefore be removed before passing the second barrier, as the 
intermediate space is connected directly to the vacuum pump. 
For inspection and testing, however, each seal must be fitted 
with a vacuum pipe, and, in case of a leaky cylinder, each vacuum 
pipe must be connected, in turn, to the gage, in order to discover 
the faulty seal. 

Rubber Seals.-In the rectifier shown in Fig. 96, rubber seals 
similar in principle to that shown in Fig. 104h are used. The 
rubber rings which form the seal are protected by the iron rings 
M, which seal off the rubber from the effect of the mercury 
vapor. The rubber used waR especially developed for this 
purpose, and has the followinp; special properties: it does not 
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give off much gas or occluded air during temperature increases; 
it resists high temperatures and high pressures. It is claimed 
that the iron rings not only protect the rubber rings but also 
prevent the giving off of gases and air, because very little 
surface is exposed to the interior of the rectifier tank. 

Rubber seals arc also used in other types of rectifiers for seals 
undergoing small temperature variations. A rubber seal used 
widely for making joints between vacuum pipes is shown in Fig. 
103. 

General.-Numerous other types of seals have been developed, 
with varying degrees of success. All such seals were relatively 
short lived, however. The seals using metal are not substan
tial because of the aging of the metal, which causes them to 
lose all inner elasticity after a relatively short time, after which 
tightening will not remedy the trouble any longer. Rubber and 
similar packings will deteriorate rapidly, because of frequent 
changes in temperature, accelerating the processes of aging 
and decomposition to which such materials are subject. 

It is easy to see that the simplest seal would be a solid seal, 
if it could be made to withstand the shocks of transportation 
and erection, and if means could be developed to facilitate the 
determination of a leak. Since in modern power rectifiers there 
may be as many as fifty joints to be sealed, it is highly 
important that there be means quickly to determine a leaky seal, 
in order to make it possible to effect repairs without delay. 

The great advantage of the mercury seal lies in the fact that an 
incipient leak will be indicated by the slow sinking of the mercury 
level in the mercury gage. By increasing the pressure on the 
gaskets, which can be done by tightening the nuts and the screws, 
the incipient leak can be stopped. Any mercury which may 
have leaked through the gaskets, into the rectifier cylinder, can 
readily be replaced without any interruption of the service, and 
what has entered the cylinder will only flow into the cathode and 
be added to the mercury there. 

The auxiliary anodes usually have the same kind of seal as 
the main anodes. In some of the rectifiers shown the cathode 
also has the same kind of a seal as the main anodes. The 
construction of the cathode seal is, however, much simpler, 
for the reason that the cathode is at a very small difference 
of potential in relation to the tank, and thus requires much less 
complicated insulation (see Figs. 87, 90, and 94). 



CHAPTER VIII 

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF RECTIFIER 
AUXILIARIES 

VACUUM PUMPING MACHINERY 

General.~All steel-enclosed power rectifiers are equipped with 
one or two vacuum pumps, which are used for pumping or 
exhausting whenever it is found necessary. The better the 
vacuum is maintained in the cylinder the higher is the safety of 
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Aux. power supply 
Fm. 110.-Schematic arrangement of vacuum pumping system. 

1. High-vacuum pump 7. Test connection 
2. Interstage reservoir 8. "'ater jacket of vacuum pipe 
3. Rotary vacuum pump 9. Water inlrt 
4. Motor of rotary pump 10. Water outlet 
5. Valve 11. Vacuum valve 
G. Vacuum gage 

operation, as well as the efficiency of the rectifier. The presence 
of foreign gases increases the voltage drop in the arc and increases 
the possibility of back fires, that is, of the failure of the valve 
action. The vacuum pumps arc designed so that they are not 
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only able to take care of the various occluded gases which are 
gradually released by the metal parts of the rectifier when they 
are heated under vacuum, but that they can also take care of 
very small leaks which may be caused by a loosening of the seals 
at the joints in the rectifier proper or in the vacuum piping. 

A schematic arrangement of the auxiliaries for the vacuum 
pumping or exhaust system is shown in Fig. 110. 

The usual pumping equipment consists of a rotary preliminary 
or roughing pump, an electrically heated diffusion or condensation 
high-vacuum pump, an interstage reservoir, and a valve between 
the two stages. Valve 5 is introduced into the system 
in order to prevent oil from being forced back into the rectifier 
cylinder through atmospheric pressure in case the pump fails to 
work, which might be caused by failure of the power supply 
driving the pump motor. Since such an occurrence might put 
the rectifier out of operation, it is essential to have a reliable 
non-return valve. Valve 11 is harn! operated and makes it 
possible to isolate the tank when testing the line for leaks and 
when making repairs or adjustments to the gages or pumping 
equipment. 

It has not been possible so far to build the roughing pump 
for producing a degree of vacuum high enough for the satisfactory 
operation of rectifiers of larger sizes, because vacuums only as 
high as 0.01 mm. Hg could be obtained under good conditions. 
On the other hand, it has not been possible to design a high
vacuum pump (of the mercury-vapor type, described below) 
that could by itself serve to establish the necessary degree of 
vacuum, because it has not been possible to date to build such a 
pump that would be able to work against atmospheric pressure. 
By connecting two or more such pumps in cascade, the pressure 
against which such a type of pump can work satisfactorily can be 
increased to about 10 to 20 mm. Hg column. The latter pressure 
will, therefore, have to be established by the roughing pump. As 
already pointed out, the combination of two pumps has been 
found most suitable, namely, a rotating pump and a mercury
vapor pump operating in series, the first reducing the pressure 
to about 20 mm. Hg or less, and the other from that value to 
about 0.0001 mm. Hg. 

The suction speed of the present types of diffusion pumps 
amounts to more than 10 liters per second, and vacuums from 
0.001 to 0.000001 mm. Hg can be obtained. The modern 
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types of rectifiers can be equipped with automatically controlled 
vacuum pumps: as soon as the pressure increases to a certain 
value the pump set is placed in operation and is disconnected 
again when the proper degree of vacuum has been obtained. 
The pumps are controlled by means of vacuum meters described 
elsewhere in this chapter. 

The rotary, or roughing pump, has to raise the pressure of 
the air-gas mixture in the tank to that of the outside air, the 
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.Fw. 111.-Curves of volumetric capacity of mercury and rotary vacuum pumpa, 
in function of the pressure in millimeters mercury column. 

mixture being previously compressed by the mercury vacuum 
pump. Besides the consideration of capacity, it is of importance 
that the two pump stages, the roughing and the mercury pumps, 
overlap sufficiently in their ranges of operation to prevent any 
interruptions of service on that account. 

The characteristics of a typical rotary oil pump and of a mer
cury pump arc shown in Fig. 111. The pressure range of the 
roughing pump is indicated by I, and that of the mercury pump 
by IL Figure 111 also shows the range of overlapping. The 
ordinates give the volumetric exhausting speed of the pumps, 
while the abscissre give the pressure in millimeters Hg absolute. 
Curve 4 is a theoretical pv curve for the optimum of the mercury 
pump, which naturally cannot be obtained in practice. 
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PRELIMIXAHY PUMPS 

Rotating or Roughing Pump.~The use of a rotating pump 
has sometimes been considered a disadvantage for a rectifier. 
However, considering the simplicity of action and reliability of 
operation of the present rotary pumps, their use cannot be con
sidered a drawback. Typical constructions of such pumps are 
shown in Figs. 112, 113, and 114, in each of which is shown a rotor 
9, placed eccentrically in a cylindrical space and driven by a 

5ect,on A-A 

Frn. 112.--Brown Boveri rotary vacuum pump, with automatic oil pressure 
valve. 

motor through shaft 19. In a slot through rotor 9 are located 
two plates or vanes 11, kept separated by springs and free to 
move in the slot. As rotor 9 revolves, the turning of vanes 11 
produces a suction at the opening 4 of the vacuum cock, and the 
gases sucked into the pump casing 10 are swept by the vanes 
through passage 8 and check valve 7, through the oil and the 
breather 15, into the atmosphere. The purpose of the breather 
is to prevent the oil from absorbing moisture from the 
atmosphere. 

The limit of the vacuum obtainable with the rotary pump 
depends upon the vapor pressure and the temperature of the 
sPaling fluid and amounts to 2.5 X 10-2 to 1.5 X 10-2 mm. 
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Hg absolute, at a normal temperature of 20° C. This limiting 
vacuum can be strongly influenced by the partial pressure of 
water vapor, according to the moisture contained in the oil, so 
that under certain circumstances the preliminary vacuum pro
duced may not be sufficient to ensure the proper working of the 
high-vacuum pump which runs in series with the preliminary 
pnmp. In order to exclude this as far as possible, the use of a 

/- Oil ca.sing 
'Z· Dirf-trop plafe 
3-Dirl trap 
4-/ncom1ng par/ 
S·Solenoid 
6-Rack and secfor 
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IO· Pump casing 
/J- Vane 
12-0,J-.sealed valve 

(aufomafic vacuum 
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/Zr.Spring 

14-Spring 
JS-Breather 
/6· Gear com'pf 
!?·Mo/or driven pmion 
18·.Sfuffmg box 
19· Rofor-driving shaff 
20·6ear 

FIG. 113.--General Electric rotary vacuum pump, with solenoid-operated valve. 

vacuum sealing gland in the interior of the pump may be done 
away with, so that the complete pump may be constructed as an 
enclosed type. All these pumps are made with a double casing 
to make sure that a possible leak in the inner casing does not 
admit air, but only oil, which can do no harm. 

Any moisture expelled from the apparatus collects on the bottom 
of the exhaust dome, and from there reaches the outer casing by 
means of a suitable opening. The water can do no damage in 
the outer casing, and owing to its greater density collects at the 
bottom of the casing, whence it can run off from time to time 
without interfering with the continuity of service. 
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Automatic Vacuum Valves.-Thc rotary vacuum pumps are 
provided with vacuum-tight valves on the suction side, for the 
purpose of closing the opening when the rotary pump is at rest 
and thus preventing the passage of oil into the mercury vacuum 
pump. The rotary pump shown in Fig. 114 has a hand-operated 
valve. The rotary pumps of Figs. 112 and 113 are provided 
with automatically operated valves, 12, which open when the 
pump is started and close when the pump is stopped. 

The vacuum valve of the Brown Boveri pump, Fig. 112, is 
controlled by oil pressure. The valve 12 is operated by a gear 
sector and rack 6, which is connected to a piston in a control 
cylinder. The piston is controlled by oil pressure from a small 
gear-type oil pump connected to the shaft of the rotary pump. 
When the vacuum pump is started, the oil pressure from the gear 
pump moves the piston against the spring 13, causing the valve 
to open. When the pump stops, the oil pressure disappears, 
and spring 13 returns the piston to its former position, closing the 
valve. 

The valve is held in its seat by spring 14. On the suction 
side of the pump, above the valve 12, is mounted a cylindrical 
tank, which is provided with baffle 
plates. The purpose of this tank is to 
trap the oil and prevent it from entering 
the mercury vacuum pump, should the 
valve fail to close for some reason. It 
also serves as a condenser for the oil 
vapor, to prevent it from going into the 
mercury pump and rectifier. 

The General Electric rotary vacuum 
pump, shown in Fig. 113, is provided 
with a solenoid-operated vacuum valve 
on the suction side, at the opening 
leading to the interstage reservoir. 
The valve is operated by solenoid 5 Fm. 114.~Rotary vacuum 

through a gear rack and sector 6, and pump of the Allgemeine Elek-
trizitaets Gcscllschaft. is controlled by a centrifugal switch on 

the shaft of the pump motor. When the motor approaches 
normal speed, the centrifugal switch energizes the solenoid, 
causing the valve to open. When the motor stops, the solenoid 
is de-energized, and the valve is closed by spring 13. 
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In Fig. 88, Chap. VII, are shown the locations of the 
roughing and mercury pumps. The roughing pump is mounted 
on an insulated frame located close to the rectifier cylinder. The 
mercury pump is mounted directly on the cylinder. In Figs. 
90 and 92, Chap. VII, is shown another arrangement. The 
roughing pump, with motor, is mounted on the same base as the 
rectifier, and the mercury pump on the rectifier cylinder. In 
addition to these pumps there is a gas receiver tank (interstage 
reservoir) between the mercury and roughing pumps. The 
purpose of this receiver is to store the gases exhausted by the 
mercury pump in order to reduce the operating time of the rotary 
pump. 

1\1ERCURY VACUUM PUMPS 

There are several types of molecular pumps, all of which use a 
stream of mercury vapor, which is usually produced by means of 
an electric heater. The pumps which are used in connection 
with mercury arc rectifiers are usually built in steel casings, 
while the smaller types used for laboratory purposes arc built of 
glass tubes. 

Diffusion Pumps.-The Gaede diffusion pump is constructed 
on the principle of the diffusion of gases in mercury vapor through 
capillary action. A Gaede pump is shown in Fig. 115. It con
sists of a glass vessel B. Inside the vessel is a steel cylinder C 
which has an adjustable slit S, and its opening is immersed in a 
mercury pool G. The size of the slit can be adjusted by means of 
set screws H. At the bottom of the vessel Bis a pool of mercury 
A into which is immersed cylinder D. The vessel to be evacuated 
is connected at F and the preliminary vacuum pump is connected 
at V. The mercury at A is heated and the mercury vapor 
rises on the outside of the cylinder D into the cylindrical vessel C. 
At the slit S the gases to be exhausted diffuse into the mercury 
vapor, while the mercury vapor diffuses into the gases on the 
outside of the cylinder C, and is condensed by cooling water in 
the jacket K, circulated through the openings K 1 and K 2• The 
gases which arc diffused into the mercury through the slit S 
are drawn into the cylinder D, then through E and opening V 
into the preliminary vacuum pump. On the outside of the 
arm E is a water jacket L cooled by water circulating through 
K 3 and K4, in order to condense the mercury vapor which may 
enter E. In order that the pump may operate at the maximum 
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efficiency, the mercury vapor must be maintained at a nearly 
constant temperature, depending on the size of the slit S. 
For this reason a thermometer T is placed above the cylinder D 
in order to indicate the temperature of the mercury vapor. 

r 

G-

Fm. 115.--Gaede diffusion-type mercury Fm. 116.~Brown Roveri mercury 
vacuum pump. vacuum pump. 

The pump shown in Fig. 116 is based in principle on the 
Gaede pump (Fig. 115), and is used in rectifier installations of 
the Brown Boveri companies. The pump consists of a water
jacketed steel cylinder, at the bottom of which is a quantity 
of mercury used for generating the mercury vapor stream. The 
heating device is located in the base of the apparatus, and com
prises a heating plate, a self-contained unit, which can easily be 
replaced. The operation of the pump is as follows: When the 
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heater is energized, vapor will rise from the boiling mercury and 
suck the gases down through the pipe 4 connected to the rectifier. 
As the mixture of vapor and gases rises in the cylinder of the 
mercury pump, the mercury vapor coming into contact with the 
cool walls of the cylinder is condensed and drops into the mercury 
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Frn. 117.-Schematic construction of Langmuir Frn. 118.-Actual con-
mL·rcury-condensation vacuum pump. struction of Langmuir 

vacuum pump. 

pool, while the gases are drawn through a baffle plate 5 into the 
receiving chamber of the roughing pump, usually located as close 
as possible to the mercury pump. The heating plate of the pump 
consumes 500 watts. A Brown Boveri high-vacuum pump of 
more recent design and of larger capacity (see Fig. 88) requires a 
1,000-watt heating plate. 

In Fig. 121 is shown a mercury pump operating on the injection 
principle. The mercury pool is heated by induction by means of 
coils energized by alternating current. The core surrounds the 
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mercury container and the mercury pool constitutes the short
circuited secondary. The heating of the mercury causes it to 
boil and liberate mercury vapor. This passes through the nozzle 
S into the tube leading to the outlet A. The suction caused by 
the jet of mercury vapor draws the air from opening E, which 
enters the stream of mercury vapor and is forced out 
through the outlet A. The mercury vapor is condensed by the 
water jacket W and returns to the vessel D through the pipe R. 
The outlet tube of the pump is provided with baffles in order to 
prevent the mercury vapor from escaping through the outlet A. 

Condensation Pumps.-The Langmuir condensation high
vacuum pump is shown in principle in Fig. 117, while an actual 
construction of such a pump is shown in Fig. 118. The pump 
consists of a metal cylinder A with two openings, one at the top C 
leading to the vessel to be evacuated and another opening B 
leading to the interstage reservoir or to the rotary pump. Cylin
der A is surrounded by a water jacket through which cooling 
water is circulated. At the bottom of cylinder A is a pool of 
mercury into which is immersed a nozzle F. Above this nozzle 
is a deflector E. The lower end of cylinder A is surrounded by 
insulating material H. An electric heater K is located below 
the pool of mercury. 

The operation of the pump is as follows: The mercury pool 
is heated by means of the above mentioned electric heater, 
liberating mercury vapor which rises in the nozzle F, strikes the 
deflector E, and is caused to deflect downward. In passing 
downward along the opening between the deflector E and 
the vessel A the mercury vapor draws the gases from C with it. 
The mercury vapor in coming into contact with the walls of the 
cylinder A is condensed and drops down into the mercury pool, 
while the gases are drawn through the opening B by the roughing 
vacuum pump which exhausts them into the atmosphere. The 
small type of pump requires about 500 g. mercury, and the elec
tric heater consumes about 300 watts. Approximately one liter 
of water per minute is required by the condenser. This pump has 
a theoretical capacity of about five liters per second. Sizes of 
much larger outputs can be built, the heat and the cooling 
water required as well as the amount of mercury being larger 
accordingly. 

Two-stage Pump.-The pump shown in Fig. 119 is based on 
the same principle as those shown in Figs. 117 and 118, and is 
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used by the General Electric Company. This pump is of the 
two-stage type, by means of which pressures below 0.1 micron 
can be obtained in connection with the roughing pump shown in 
Fig. 113. The roughing pump can produce pressures as low as 15 
to 50 microns. The mercury vapor passes through F and the two 
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Fm. 119.-Two-stage, mercury-condensation vacuum pump of the GcnPral 
Electric Company. 

orifices E, E, whence it is deflected downward, taking with it the 
gases from the rectifier cylinder which come in through op<"ning 
C, similarly as in the pump shown in Fig. 118. 

Three-stage Pump.-The mercury pump shown in Fig. 120 is 
a three-stage condensation pump. The mercury receptacle, 
which is annular in shape, rests on the inner leg of a shell-type 
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transformer H. The transformer is provided with a primary 
winding, which is connected to the auxiliary alternating-current 

supply. The mercury Q thus forms a 
short-circuited secondary winding of 
one turn. Through the action of the 
heat generated in it, the mercury 
evaporates and flows through the 
central tube 1 to the upper nozzle 2, 
whence it is deflected downward. 
The sucking action produced in this 
way evacuates the space V which is 

K 

3 
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D connected to the rectifier as shown in 
Fig. 94, Chap. VII. This action is 

--K facilitated by the nozzles 3 and 4. 
Part of the mercury vapor rising in 
tube 1 passes through these nozzles 
and thus assists the action of nozzle 
2 in bringing the gases to passage D 
leading to the interstage reservoir. 
Nozzles 2, 3, and 4 operate in series, 
as can be seen from the figure. The 
condensed mercury gathers at the bot
toms of the various compartments, 
and flows . back into its receptacle 
through the pipe E. The gases 
pumped out in this way pass into the 
preliminary vacuum chamber, called 

Fw. 120.-Threc-stage, mercury-condensation vacuum pump of the A!lgemeine 
Elektrizitaets Gcsellschaft. 

an interstage resernoir above, which is connected with the pump 
through a double vacuum cock and a non-return valve. The 
evacuation of the interstage reservoir is effected by means of 
a two-stage rotary oil pump. The mercury pump housing and 
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the pipe D are surrounded by jackets K, K through which cool
ing water is circulated. 

A 

Frn. 121.~Mercury vacuum pump designed on the injector principle. 

· Characteristics of High-vacuum Pumps.~The characteristics 
of some of the most important pumps arc tabulated below: 

Volume 
Back Attainable 

capacity 
(cm. 3 per 

pressure, pressure, 

second) 
millimeters millimeters 

----·-

Gaede rotar_\· mercur.\·. 100 10 10-4 
Gaede molecular ..... 1,400 0.01 10-• 
Gaede diffusion ....... 80 0.01 10-• 
Langmuir condensation (metal): 

Single stage ... 4,000 0.27 10-• 
Double stage ..... 4,000 2.00 10-• 

Gaede two-stage (metal) .. -·' ........ 60,000 20 10-• 
Brown Boveri condensation: 

Single stage: 
Old. 2,500 0 .1 10-s 
New. ! 30.000 0 45 10-• 
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VACUUM GAGES 

McLeod Gage.~ This type of vacuum gage is well known 
and is used extensively in laboratory work. Its operation is 
based on the principle of Boyle's law for perfect gases, that 
pressure times volume equals a constant. It consists of a glass 
tube connected at one end by a rubber hose to a cup of mercury 
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Fm. 122.-McLeod vacuum gage of the Brown Boveri Company. 

open to the atmosphere, and at the other end to the vacuum 
chamber. Before making measurements the mercury cup is 
lowered and the measuring bulb is filled with the gases from the 
chamber whose vacuum is to be measured. To measure the 
vacuum the cup is raised until the mercury in the main tube 
is at the level of the highest graduation of the scale on the measur
ing tube, which is graduated in 1/1000 mm. Hg pressure, termed 
"microns." Due to the pressure of the trapped gas in the meas-
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uring tube the mercury level in that tube is below the level in 
the main tube; the difference between the levels of the two tubes 
is a measure of the gas pressure in the vacuum chamber and is, 
therefore, a measure of the degree of the vacuum. This type of 
gage has several disadvantages, as many adjustments arc neces
sary and, furthermore, the barometric tube as well as the measur
ing bulb and capillary tube have to be made of glass which, 
being easily broken, may be a source of trouble in practical 
applications. An improved gage of this type is shown in Fig. 122. 

The principal feature of this improved vacuum gage, shown in 
Fig. 122, is that the barometric tube is widened at its upper 
end at the level of the top of the capillary tube. This enlarge
ment a is of section f, which is large as compared to that of the 
annular surface f 1 of the mercury in contact with the outer air. 
This design renders the setting of the mercury receptacle, which 
is necessary in order to adjust the height of the mercury column 
in the barometric tube, practically independent of the height 
of the installation above sea level, the fluctuations of atmospheric 
pressure, and the variations of the temperature of the surrounding 
air. The mercury receptacle b is simply raised by the lifting 
device c until it touches a stop d, and this movement results in 
the mercury in capillary tube k rising to the exact height which 
corresponds to the vacuum existing when the measurement is 
made. In order to compensate for the meniscus, the surface 
of the mercury at f is raised by a corresponding amount y. 

To take a reading: 

1. Raise tl1e mercury receptacle b as far as the stop cl, by slowly turning 
the hand wheel. 

2. When this position has been reached (measuring position, Fig. 122), 
the pressure can be read on the scale alongside the capillary tube in 
millimeters of mercury column, or in microns. 

3. Release handle, and the mercury will fall back to its normal position 
of its own accord, under the action of gravity. 

The improvements introduced enable the principal parts of 
the apparatus to be made of metal, with the exception of the 
measurement bulb and the capillary tube; it is no longer neces
sary that the level of the mercury in the barometric tube be 
observed, which is very advantageous from the technical point 
of view. The operation of the apparatus is quite simple and 
requires no special attention or expert knowledge, as the mercury 
in the capillary tube reaches the exact level automatically. 
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Such a vacuum gage, connected to the vacuum pump set, is 
shown in several of the figures in Chaps. VII, X, and XI. 

The outstanding disadvantages of the ::McLeod vacuum gage 
are the fact that no direct readings can be made with it, and 
that no automatic equipment can be used with it for starting 
and stopping the vacuum pump set, depending on the degree of 
vacuum. Furthermore, the McLeod gage is delicate and cum
bersome, and does not indicate the presence of easily condensible 
vapors. In steel-enclosed rectifiers water vapor is sometimes 
present, and it is very important that its amount can be deter
mined. This can be done by means of gages which have recently 
been developed, in conjunction with the above gage. 

The following types of gages lend themselves to this purpose: 
1. Hot-wire gage with resistance or temperature variation. 
2. Ionization gage. 
3. Static viscosity gage. 
4. Glow discharge gage. 

In order that gages built on the above principles can be used 
in connection with large steel-enclosed rectifier installations, 
they must meet the following conditions: 

Simplicity of construction to assure reliable operation. 
Insensitivity to changes in room temperature. 
Adaptability to full automatic substation control. 
Ability to withstand action of mercury vapor. 
Hot-wire Gage.-If a filament, which is enclosed in a bulb 

containing a gas, is heated by passing a current through it, the 
electric energy put into the filament must equal that lost by 
radiation and that conducted away by the gas. It is well known 
that for pressures near atmospheric pressure the heat conductivity 
of a gas is practically independent of the pressure. However, 
when the pressure is reduced to such a value that the mean free 
path of the molecules is large compared to the distance of the 
filament from the walls of the vessel, the heat conductivity of the 
gas decreases rapidly with decreasing pressure, and hence 
provides a means for measuring that pressure. This physical 
property makes possible a number of devices for establishing a 
relation between the pressure of a gas and the heat conductivity 
of the gas. All such devices must be so constructed, however, 
that the losses due to radiation are small compared to the losses 
by conduction through the gas, and the influence of the room 
temperature must also be compensated. There are several 
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methods for measuring pressure by means of such a device, 
which is usually called a hot-wire gage or resistor manometer. 
In all these methods, a wire, exposed to the gas whose pressure 
is measured, is heated by passing current through it, and the 
change in the temperature of the wire is used as an indication of 
the pressure. The most important of these methods are: 

1. Two wires exposed to atmospheric pressure, and two to the pressure 
under observation, are connected so that they form a Wheatstone bridge. 
The current may be kept constant, and the change in voltage used as an 
indication of the pressure. 

2. \Vith connections as under 1, the voltage may be kept constant, and 
the current used as an indication of the pressure. 

3. A single wire in a glass bulb exposed to the pressure to be measured can 
operate as follows: 

a. The voltage across the wire may be maintained constant, and the 
change in current used as an indication of the pressure. 

b. A thermocouple may be located near the wire, and its voltage 
used as an indication of the pressure. 

c. The current through the wire may be maintained constant, and 
the change in resistance used as an indication of the pressure. 

There arc other methods of using a hot wire for measuring 
degrees of vacuum, but all are very sensitive and not suited for 
the operation of control relays. 

Brown Boveri Hot-wire Gage.-The Brown Boveri hot-wire 
gage, shown in Fig. 123. consists of four resistances of platinum 

wire, which are connected in the 
form of a Wheatstone bridge. Two 
of the resistances, AB and DC, are 
exposed to atmospheric pressure, 
and two, AD and BC, are exposed to 
the vacuum which the gage is to indi
cate and control. Any reduction of 
the pressure surrounding the wires 

Fm. 12~.~Elementary con- AD and BC automatically reduces 
ncction of Brown Boveri hot- the heat conductivity of the impris-wire vacuun1 gage. 

oned gas. If heat energy is con
stantly applied, the resistance of the arms AD and BC is 
increased, and hence also the potential between A and C. The 
potential is thus a means for determining the pressure. The 
four arms of the Wheatstone bridge have the same ohmic resist
ance at atmospheric pressure, and there is then no potential 
between A and C. Fluctuations in the surrounding temperature 
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have practically no influence on the reading of this gage, because 
all the arms of the bridge connection have exactly the same 
temperature coefficient, and are subject uniformly to the sur
rounding temperature, hence there can be no changes in potential 
on this account. Figure 124 shows the variation of potential 
between the points A and C as a function of the gas pressure. 
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Fw. 124.-Calibration curve (millivolts-pressure) of Brown Bovcri hot-wire 
vacuum gage. 

Figure 123 also shows the practical form of this instrument, 
diagrammatically. The glass tubes, in the shape of an H, and 
containing the platinum spirals in vacuo, are cemented into a 
stamped holder. The two outer platinum resistances exposed to 
the air are wound on press pan and joined to the two inner arms 
to form the Wheatstone bridge. The whole instrument is pro
tected from damage by an aluminum cover screwed to the 
stamped holder. Figure 125 shows the external appearance, 
as well as the method of mounting, of two types of Brown Boveri 
hot-wire vacuum gages. All hot-wire gages are calibrated by 
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means of a standard gage. The method of calibration is 
described in Chap. XIV. 

This direct-reading gage may be used with either direct or 
alternating current. Figure 126 is the diagram of connections 
when direct current is used. Terminals B and D of the Wheat
stone bridge 1 are connected in the circuit comprising battery 
2, fuse 3, resistances 4 and 5, and shunt 6. The direct-current 
millivoltmeter 8 may be connected by means of a two-pole 
plug and plug receptacles 7 either to the shunt 6 for measuring 

Frn. 125. -Two types of Brown Boveri li°ot-wire vacuum gages, shown con
nected to vacuum pipe lines between rectifier and mercury vacuum pump. 
The gage on the right is of more recent design, with the bridge element enclosed 
in a moulded bakelite holder. In the figure on the left, a is the vacuum pipe, 
b a pipe extension, ca rubber-sealed joint, and d a fitting containing a mercury 
seal. 

the current supplied to the bridge or to terminals A and C of the 
bridge for measuring the vacuum. 

Before each pressure measurement the plug is inserted into 
receptacle 2 to check the current in the gage, and if necessary 
the resistance 5 is adjusted to give the correct value of current, 
as indicated by a red mark on the instrument. The plug is then 
transferred to position 1 and the instrument is read. The cale 
of the instrument may be calibrated to read directly the degree 
of vacuum in microns, or the vacuum may be determined by 
means of the calibration curve (Fig. 124). 
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While the hot-wire gage itself requires no attf'ntion, it is of 
course necessary to recharge the storage battery from time to 
time. 

In order to avoid the necessity of charging the battery and 
the frequent readjustment of the heating current, for some time 
past the instrument has been supplied for use with alternating 
current, resulting in a considerable improvement. The connec
tions are shown in Fig. 127. The alternating-current instrument, 
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FrG. 12fi.-Connection diagram of 
Brown Boveri direct-current hot-wire 
vacuum gage. 

6 
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FrG. 127.-Connection diagram of 
Brown Boveri alternating-current 
hot-wire vacuum gage, with ballast 
lamp to compensate for voltage 
variations. 

a dynamomcter-type meter with mechanical damping, is similar 
to a direct-current moving-coil instrument, with the exception 
that an electromagnet is fitted in place of the permanent magnet; 
current is supplied from the secondary of the transformer and 
flows through the circuit consisting of the shunt 6, the field 
coil of the instrument, fuse 4, resistance 5, and iron ballast resist
ance 7. From the shunt connection 6, the current flows through 
the vacuum gage by way of the terminals Band D, and heats the 
four arms of the bridge. With falling pressure, as the resistances 
of the arms AD and BC increase, the potential between A and C 
also increases, which causes a current to flow through th~ moving 
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system of the galvanometer. This, together with the field of 
the electromagnet, produces the torque which deflects the moving 
coil and pointer. 

The alternating-current galvanometer is suitable for indicating 
the pressure only if the current supplied by the transformer 
remains constant. Any voltage fluctuations in the supply are 
regulated by the iron resistance 7, which has a high temperature 
coefficient, thus giving a constant current. 

FIG. 128.- Brown Boveri contact-making vacuum m eter. 

There are several other ways to produce a constant current: 
(a) saturated-core transformers; (b) saturated and unsaturated 
transformers having their primaries connected in series, and their 
secondaries in series with subtractive polarity (see Fig. 129). 

The galvanometer is shown in Fig. 128 and is calibrated in 
1/1,000 millimeter of mercury column, i.e., in microns. Figure 
129 shows the application of the same galvanometer and the 
same hot-wire gage in an improved circuit. This instrument 
also serves as a contact-making device. Its operation in that 
capacity for automatic control will be dealt with in the chapter 
on Substations. 

The direct-reading vacuum gage, which may be supplied 
with either direct or alternating current, has proved to be of 
great value in actual service. Unless special reasons exist, the 
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alternating-current method is always preferable, since no battery 
is required, as is necessary with the direct-current system (401). 

Other similar hot-wire gages arc also in use. For instance, 
there is one having only one branch of the Wheatstone bridge 
placed in the vacuum to be measured. Still others are described 
in (:362). 

This vacuum gage is not merely a special instrument for use 
with mercury arc power rectifiers, but is applicable for measur
ing the high vacua (0.1 to 0.001 mm. Hg) which occur in many 
industrial processes. It is, therefore, of considerable interest 
where very high vacua must be maintained, as, for example, 
in incandescent lamp manufacture and in similar processes. 

Hot wire gage---

To control 
C!ICUif 

Frn. 129.-Conncction diagram of Brown Bo\·eri hot-wirP vacuum gage, with 
eonstant-f'nrrent transforn1er and contact-making meter. 

General Electric Hot-wire Gage (Thermal Vacuum Gage).
The operation of this gage is similar to that described above and 
is based on the same principle. The hot-wire gage, shown in 
Fig. 130, consists of a resistor manometer, a compensating tube, 
two fixed resistors, and a potentiometer for adjustment, con
nected so as to form a Wheatstone bridge (sec Fig. 132). An 
indicating galvanometer is used in connection with this gage in 
manually operated substations, and a contact-making instrument 
(vacuum regulator), shown in Fig. 1:n, is used in automatic 
substations. The coil of the galvanometer or vacuum regulator is 
connected across the bridge in place of the usual bridge galvanom
eter. The so-called "resistor manometer," which forms a 
branch of the Wheatstone bridge, consists of a wire resistance 
unit sealed inside a glass bulb which is connected with the interior 
of the rectifier by means of a connecting tube. The so-called 
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"compensating t 1b ," also a part of the Wheatstone bridge, 
consists of a similar resistance unit in a glass tube, entirely sealed 
up. The other two arms consist of fixed resistors. The bridge 
is energized by a small storage battery charged by a tungar 
rectifier. 

l?es/sfance __ 
Gage 

.Balancing 
Pofenft;omefer 

FIG. 130.-General Electric hot-wire vacuum gage. 

The vacuum-regulating galvanometer shown in Fig. 131 has 
three contacts, two for regulating the vacuum in the rectifier and 
one for its protection against too low vacuum. A small syn
chronous motor and a cam mechanism operate the contacts at 
regular intervals, usually 30 sec. For further information on the 
operation of these devices see Chap. XI. 

Ionization ~nd Glow-discharge Gages.-These types of 
gages have not as yet found any practical applications in steel
enclosed rectifier installations, and the reader is therefore referred 
to (362) where a short description of such gages is given. 

One such method is based on the principle that there is a 
definite relation between the vapor pressure in the rectifier 
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FIG. 131.-Contact-making galvanometer (vacuum regulator) for General 
E lectric hot-wire gage. 
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Pote11t!o- ~,,,,/ D L----+-----c: \ 
meter ··· Gcr/vanomete/. 
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Storage 
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FIG. 132.- Conncction diagram of General Electric hot-wire gage. 
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cylinder and the electrical conductivity of mercury vapor. The 
arrangement consists of a small auxiliary transformer furnishing 
alternating current to an auxiliary anode, and a connection made 
to a voltmeter which can be calibrated to read directly in milli
meters of pressure. The principle as well as the equipment is 
very simple. The indications of the apparatus are not altogether 
independent of the rectifier load, however, and the application of 
this device has thus far not proved successful commercially. 

Another such method is based on practically the same principle, 
but uses an arc gap in the above-mentioned circuit. At low 
pressures the gap offers infinitely high resistance, while at high 
pressures a discharge can traverse the gap and the flow of elec
tricity in the circuit can then be used for operating a meter 
calibrated in degrees of vacuum. This scheme, although rela
tively very simple, has the same drawbacks as the last one 
mentioned above. 

IGNITION AND EXCITATION 

In order to start a rectifier a cathode spot has to be produced 
on the surface of the cathode. In a glass rectifier this is accom
plished by tilting the whole glass bulb, which establishes a circuit 
between the ignition anode and the cathode and strikes an arc 
when interrupting this circuit. 

This could not be done in the case of large steel rectifiers, 
and other methods have to be used. Furthermore, in order that 
the main anodes may operate at the very low loads which some
times occur in railway work, it is necessary not only to start an 
arc but also to maintain it, that is, to maintain the cathode spot 
at those very small loads. Below are described a number of 
typical arrangements for accomplishing these purposes. 

Direct-current Ignition and Excitation.-This system is shown 
in Fig. 133a. The ignition anode 1 is connected by a metallic 
rod to plunger 2, which is controlled by solenoid 3. When 
push-button switch 7 is closed, solenoid 3 is energized, pulling 
down plunger 2 against a spring 4, so that the ignition anode 1 
makes contact with the mercury. This contact short circuits 
solenoid 3 and resistance 6, so that the current which flows 
through the anode and the mercury is limited by a resistance 5. 
As soon as solenoid 3 is short circuited, anode 1 is pulled out of 
the mercury into its initial position, about one inch above the 
surface of the mercury, by spring 4. This operation strikes an 
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Fra. 133.-Connection diagrams of four types of ignition-0xritation systems. 
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arc between the mercury and anode 1, thus producing a cathode 
spot. As long as the circuit is closed by switch 7 an excitation 
arc is maintained. If the load is of a nature that an excitation 
arc is not necessary, switch 7 may be opened again after the 
rectifier has started to carry the load. Only a few seconds are 
required to establish an arc, and the resistances in the circuit and 
the resistance of the solenoid are so adjusted that the maximum 
current which can flow when the arc is struck is about 5 amp. 
at 116 volts. This ignition current is furnished by a small 
converter set 8, which is a part of the auxiliaries of a rectifier 
station, when direct-current ignition is used. It comprises an 
induction motor directly connected to a direct-current generator, 
the latter being insulated from the bed-plate and from the 
motor; the insulation from the motor is effected by an insulating 
coupling. Some manufacturers design this converter set for 
90 or 65 volts, and 12 to 15 or 5 to 7 amp., respectively. Some 
makes have a differential compound winding, which gives a 
voltage characteristic of 90 volts at no load to 20 volts at full 
load. 

Direct-current ignition and excitation systems, similar to 
that described above, are shown in the diagrams of Figs. 134 
and 146. 

In Fig. 134 are shown the connections of a rectifier of the 
Allgemeine Elektrizitaets Gesellschaft. This rectifier has 12 
anodes and is connecte·d to a 6-phase, fork-connected transformer. 
Two anodes of the rectifier operate in parallel on each phase, and 
anode reactors are used to divide the load equally between each 
pair of anodes. 

Ignition and excitation is effected by direct current furnished 
by a separate converter for each cylinder. This converter 
consists of a 3-phase motor, a direct-current generator, and an 
exciter for the latter. The generator is counter-compounded 
and delivers a no-load voltage of 110 volts which drops to 16 
volts at a full-load current of 10 amp. No excitation anodes arc 
provided; when, however, the rectifier is required to run at 
no load at frequent intervals, the ignition converter is continu
ously operated. During such times as the rectifier carries a 
considerable load almost continuously, the converter is discon
nected, and is only started up by an automatic ignition device 
whenever the rectifier arc is extinguished. 

The ignition relay consists of an electromagnet magnetized 
by a voltage coil, between the poles of which is suspended a 
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copper loop which carries part of the load current. When the 
load current drops to a small value or to zero, the loop closes the 
right-hand contact of the relay, actuating relay A which in turn 
operates relay C, starting the motor-generator set. When the 
voltage of the exciter has built up, relay B closes its contacts, 
applying the generator voltage to the ignition anode and sole-

Aux1_ftary supply. 

~c ~ $ -------------------------e 
FIG. 134.· Connection dia,:;ram for a rectifier unit of the Allgemeine Elek

trizitacts Gcsellschaft (Germany), showing equipment and circuit for igniting 
arc. 

noid. The ignition solenoid withdraws the ignition anode from 
the mercury, starting an arc. When the load current is increased, 
the left-hand contact of the ignition relay is closed, short-circuit
ing the coil of relay A. This causes relay C to open, disconnecting 
the motor-generator set from the auxiliary supply. Knife 
switches are provided for operating the ignition system manually 
when desired; these switches arc open when the ignition is oper
ated automatically. 

Another ignition and excitation scheme is illustrated in Fig. 
137. The only material difference in this scheme lies in the pro-
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vision of a small glass rectifier for the ignition and excitation 
supply. 

Direct-current Ignition and Alternating-current Excitation.
The method of ignition and excitation as described above 
caused considerable trouble due to the surges produced by 
the sudden interruption of the arc, which affected the commuta
tion of the small converter set. In order to overcome this 
trouble to some extent, the method described below was developed. 
Ignition is effected in the same way as in the first method. The 
excitation, however, is accomplished by two excitation anodes 
supplied by a single-phase transformer. The diagram of con
nections is shown in Fig. 133b. The single-phase transformer 9 
and the two excitation anodes a, a constitute a single-phase, 
full-wave rectification system, which supplies a small load 10, 
consisting of a resistance and a reactance. 

Alternating-current Ignition and Excitation.-The most satis
factory method for igniting and exciting a rectifier is shown in 
Fig. 133c and in Fig. 86. The energy is taken from the station 
auxiliary alternating-current supply for both the ignition and the 
excitation circuits. The starting of the rectifier is, therefore, 
effected by only one operation, the closing of a switch connecting 
the ignition-excitation set to the auxiliary supply. When the 
primary switch of the auxiliary transformer 9 is closed, solenoid 
3 is energized by the secondary of the transformer through the 
contacts of relay 11, pulling the ignition anode 1 down until it 
touches the mercury cathode of the rectifier. As soon as the 
contact is made between the ignition anode and the mercury, 
the circuit from the left-hand terminal of the transformer second
ary through contacts of relay 12, resistance 13, ignition anode, 
cathode, coils of relays 11 and 12, resistance 14, choke coil 15, 
to the midpoint of the auxiliary transformer secondary, is com
pleted. The current flowing in this circuit causes relay 11 to 
open its contacts, de-energizing coil 3 (but due to higher setting, 
relay 12 is not operated), whereupon the ignition anode is drawn 
up by the spring, striking an arc at the point of rupture with the 
mercury. Since the excitation anodes a, a arc energized through 
the secondary of the auxiliary transformer 9, an arc is started 
between them and the cathode. The excitation current flowing 
from the cathode through the coils of relays 11 and 12, resistance 
14, choke coil 15, to the midpoint of transformer 9, now causes 
relay 12 to open its contacts, thus interrupting the circuit to the 
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ignition anode. The contacts of relays 11 and 12 remain open 
as long as the excitation arc exists; should this arc be extinguished 
the contacts will be closed, and the ignition process will be 
repeated. The time required for putting a rectifier into service 
by means of this method is about 1 or 2 sec. The arc from the 
main anodes starts immediately after ignition, as soon as the 
load is connected to the rectifier. 

The ignition of a rectifier with the system of Fig. 133c is 
recorded in the oscillogram of Fig. 135. The middle curve shows 

Fm. 135.- 0scillogram showing ignition of arc in rectifier with ignition and 
excitation system of Fig. 133c. 

the current in the excitation transformer primary, while the upper 
curve shows the load current of the rectifier. The lower curve 
shows the current in the neutral of the excitation transformer, 
namely, the ignition and excitation currents, respectively. At 
point I the switch connecting the excitation transformer to the 
auxiliary supply is closed, and an alternating current with a 
transient component flows in the primary, due to the energizing 
of ignition solenoid 3. At II the ignition anode makes contact 
with the mercury of the cathode, and at III the main anodes 
pick up the load. The building up of the excitation current can 
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be seen very clearly in the lower curve, taking place after four 
cycles. The total time which elapsed from the moment the 
excitation transformer was connected to the auxiliary supply, 
until the main anodes picked up the load was only 10.35 cycles, 
or 0.1725 sec., and the time which elapsed from the instant the 
ignition anode struck the mercury cathode until the excitation 
anodes picked up was four cycles. 

As can be seen from Fig. 86, the switch of the excitation 
transformer is usually interlocked with the primary circuit 

t:x-cifafion 
transformer 
&reacfcmce 

coil 

l?--of2c; · ve res1sfcrnce 
, .. 

FIG. 136.- Brown Bovcri ignition and excitation set, of the type shown in Fig. 
133c. 

breaker of the rectifier transformer, so that as soon as the main 
breaker is closed the excitation transformer is also energized 
and ignition and excitation take place automatically, practically 
instantaneously. The capacity of the transformer supplying the 
excitation current is about 1.5 kva., and the voltage of the 
secondary is 2 X 116 volts. A reactance coil is used in order to 
reduce the undulations in the excitation current, and a resistance 
is provided to limit its magnitude. Both the reactance coil and 
the excitation transformer are located in one tank, together 
with the transformer for the heating plate of the vacuum pump. 
A complete ignition and excitation outfit of the type described 
above is shown in Fig. 136. 
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In Fig. i:1:1d is shown the diagram of connections of an al trr
nating-current ignition and C'xcitation system, for a n~ctifier 
provided with three excitation anodes, which are connected to a 
three-phase auxiliary alternating-current supply. 

~-------------- .. -------. 

' : u: ' ' : : . ' 

i ---------------+--f--·---j 
Aux.Supply 

Fro. 137.-Connection diagram of direct-current ignition system, using an 
auxiliary rectifier for supplying power to the ignition circuit. 

For further information in regard to operation in conjunction 
with automatic plants, the reader is referred to Chap. XI, where 
complete diagrams of connections are given. 

The construction of the auxiliary anodes, and the ignition rod 
and solenoid, is given in Chap. VII. 
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Recently new schemes were developed for establishing a 
cathode spot. One of them is explained in Chap. VII. The 
method used for operation is practically the same as used in the 
schemes shown above. 

COOLING APPARATUS 

The mercury arc rectifier being a stationary converter, there 
are no mechanical rotating parts to carry away the losses by 
natural ventilation, as with rotary converters. The heat pro
duced in the rectifier must therefore be dissipated by external 
means. In Chap. II reference was made to the losses produced 
by the voltage drop in the arc. The surface of the rectifier 
cylinder will usually be found to be too small to enable the 
rectifier to transfer the liberated heat to the surrounding air 
without exceeding the permissible temperature. The admissible 
temperature of the anode plate of the rectifier is usually limited 
to between 50 and 75° C., depending on the size and make. 

The standard practice is to carry away the losses by means of 
water. A small part of the losses, however, will be dissipated 
from anode radiators and the cylinder walls. In Chap. VII 
(Fig. 100), the arrangement for leading the water through the 
cylinder was described, and this section will be confined only 
to the external cooling equipment. 

In considering the various cooling systems and the quantity 
of water required for cooling, the following points must be taken 
into account: 

1. The losses produced in the arc. These losses may be converted from 
electrical to thermal units by the expression 

kilogram-calories per hour = /·ea X 0.86 

in which / is the direct current, and Ca is the voltage drop in the rectifying 
arc. 

2. The area of the surface of the cylinder and its temperature. 
3. The ambient temperature, the altitude, and other local conditions. 
4. The inlet and outlet temperatures of the water. 

The heat to be carried away by the water will be from 50 to 
90 per cent of the heat liberated, depending on the conditions 
enumerated above. One kilowatt loss will raise 3.8 gal. of water 
1 °C. per minute. Thus, for example, in a rectifier cylinder 
carrying a load of 1,000 amp. and having an arc voltage drop of 
20 volts, there will be needed 3 gal. cooling water per minute, 
if the inlet temperature is 20° C., and the outlet temperature is 
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45° C., or a temperature rise for the water of 25° C. If the heat 
dissipation due to radiation and convection is taken into account 
less water than specified above will be required. An approximate 
figure for cooling water required in practically all makes of recti
fiers at an inlet temperature of 15° C. is }& to J,~ gal. per hundred 
amperes of current per minute. 

There are at present four methods of cooling in use, all using 
water as a cooling medium: 

Direct cooling by means of a continuous water supply. 
Indirect cooling hy means of a continuous water suppl:,. 
Recirculating cooling by means of natural or forced draft.. 
Combined forced draft and tap-water cooling. 

Direct Cooling.-This method of cooling is usually the simplest 
and cheapest. The water may be taken from a water main or 
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Fw. 138.-Curve showing cooling water requirements of a rectifier for different 
inlet temperatures. 

well, circulated through the rectifier, and then discharged into a 
drain. The amount of water required for different inlet cooling 
water temperatures for an ambient temperature up to 40° C. is 
shown in Fig. 138. In order to reduce the water cons um pt ion 
during periods of light load the flow of water may be regulated 
by a thermostatically controlled water valve, set for the tempera
ture at which it is desired to have the water discharge. In this 
way no more water will be used than is required to prevent the 
tem~rature of the rectifier from exceeding the desired operating 
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range. Such a cooling arrangement is shown schematically 
in Fig. 100b, and, with a somewhat different thermostatic regulat
ing valve, in Fig. 139. Figure 100a shows an arrangement 
with a thermostatic electrical control. In Fig. 140 is shown a 
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FrG. 139.-Direct (tap-water) cooling system of rectifier and vacuum pumps. 
The water flow is regulated by a thermostatically-controlled regulating valve. 
The magnet water valve is used for starting and stopping the flow of cooling 
water in automatic or remote-controlled stations. 

thermostatic regulating valve. The hot water from the rectifier 
passes over the thermostatic element which is filled with a volatile 
liquid. The temperature variation causes this element to 
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expand and contract according to the temperature. The move
ments of this element regulate the opening of the valve in the 
water inlet pipe of the rectifier. 

Indirect Cooling.-If the water contains acids or other impuri
ties which may cause corrosion of the cylinder, or clogging of the 
water pipes, the water cannot be used directly for cooling the 
cylinder. In such a case the rectifier may be cooled by a closed 
water-cooling system, the water of which is cooled indirectly by 
the available water supply. The arrangement is usually such 
that the supply water flows through a 
special cooler, arranged on the counter- Gullet-- 1 1 

flow system, while the rectifier is indi- jn!ef 
rectly cooled by water maintained in 
circulation through the rectifier and the 
cooler by means of a rotary pump. In 
this way the deposits are all collected 
in the cooler which can easily be cleaned 
without interrupting the operation of the 
rectifier. 

Recirculating Cooling.-This system 
is used where there is no available con- Ouflel----

tinuous water supply or where the water 
contains impurities, in order to avoid 
electrolysis, particularly at higher 
direct-current voltages. Such a type 
of cooling system is comparatively 

Fm. 140.~Direct-acting 
type of thermostatic regu
lating valve (see Fig. lOOb). 

expensive and consists of a water-cooling radiator, a motor
driven cooling fan and a motor-driven water-circulating pump, 
with the necessary control equipment and piping. The fact that 
the maximum temperature of the cooling air may rise above 
30° C. in most localities limits the available temperature difference 
within which to operate the cooling system, and therefore 
necessitates the circulation of large quantities of both air and 
water in their respective paths to reduce the temperature 
rise and retain as great a temperature difference as possible 
for the transfer of heat in the radiator. Since the air tem
perature is usually taken as 35° C., and since the permissible 
temperature of the rectifier is between 50 and 60° C., the tem
perature gradient in the cooler itself is about 15 to 25° C., which 
is relatively small and therefore necessitates a comparativdy 
large equipment. 
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The arrangement of such a system with a water cooler in 
connection with a cooling fan is illustrated in Fig. 141. The 
radiator unit and fan are shown located in the basement below 
the level of the rectifier. The cooler could also be located at the 
same or at a higher level than the rectifier. The radiator, water 
pump, and the entire piping system are insulated from the ground, 
in order to minimize corrosion caused by leakage current. The 
fan motor is insulated from the fan by an insulating coupling, 

Expansion 
fan!<.. 

·p 

Pipes insulated; I 1 f'romrloor j , 
Walerdram.1 

/Valer cooler 

JI 

Fw. 141.~Forced-draft type recirculating water cooling; system for rectifiers. 

while the pump motor is insulated from the pump by a similar 
coupling. An expansion tank is provided to keep the water 
system primed and is located at a higher level than the rectifier. 
The rectifier cylinder itself is provided with an overflow pipe 
which is used so that the air can escape when the cooling system 
is being filled. This opening is closed during normal operation. 
The cooling system is refilled, to make up for evaporation, through 
the expansion tank. Provision is made for connecting the 
cooling system directly to the tap-water supply by means of a 
removable rubber hose, so that the rectifier can be cooled directly 
by fresh water if the recooler is out of service for inspection or 
repairs. 
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In Fig. 143 arc given the details of a recooler. An installation 
with this type of cooler, of Brown Boveri manufacture, is shown 
in Fig. 144. Each cooler has a capacity of approximately 30,000 
kg.-cal. per hour at a temperatun· difference of 20° C. The air 
outlets from the radiator units are provided with shutters, so that 
the hot air may he discharged to the inside of the building, for 
heating purposes in winter. 

Another type of cooler used with rectifiers is shown in Fig. 145. 
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Fm. 142.-Forccd-draft type water cooling system for rectifier and transformer 
located in the basement of a high building, with the recoolcr on the roof of the 
building. 

Combined Forced-draft and Tap-water Cooling.-In order to 
reduce the size of the recooling unit, a combined forced-draft 
and tap-water cooling system may be used. With such a sys
tem, the rccooler operates during periods of light load, while 
during periods of heavy load tap water is added. The arrange
ment of the apparatus and piping is similar to that shown in 
Fig. 141. 

Special Cooling System.-The system shown in Fig. 142 is 
probably the one best suited for a rectifier installation in a large 
building, where space is limited and difficulties are encountered 
with the proper ventilation of the equipment. Since the heat 
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produced in the rectifier and transformer is dissipatPd by water, 
practically no ventilation of the substation is necessary, and all 
expensive air ducts are eliminated. The rectifier is located in the 
basement, while the cooling equipment, consisting of a radiator 
and fan, is on the roof of the building. The height A may be 
300 ft. or more. A jacket water cooler, used for reducing the 
pressure on the rectifier cylinder, is located in the basement. 
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Fw. 143.-Forced-draft type water cooler for a 2000-amp. rectifier. 

The transformer, located in the basement, is also water cooled, 
and the water used for cooling it is cooled also by the forced
draft unit on the roof. 

Cooling Water.-lf the rectifier is used on systems in which the 
negative pole is grounded, as in most of the railway systems 
of this country, the rectifier cylinder is at full direct-current 
potential to ground. Therefore, if the rectifier is cooled by a 
grounded cooling system, such as by city water, there is a leakage 
current from the rectifier to the ground through the connection 
formed by the cooling water from the tank to the ground. Even 
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Frn. 144.-Forced-draft type water cooler used with Brown Boveri rectifiers in 
the Congress Street substation of The Connecticut Company. 

Fm. 145.- Brown Boveri forced-draft recooling unit for rectifiers. 
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if the rectifier is connected to the ground by a rubber hose, and if 
the water is relatively pure, there is always some leakage current. 
The magnitude of the leakage current is equal to the ratio of the 
direct-current voltage to the resistance of the water column from 
the rectifier to the ground. If the rectifier is cooled by city 
water and the drain water is discharged to a drain pipe which is 
also at ground potential, there are two paths for the leakage 
current to ground, one at the water intake of the rectifier and the 
other at the water outlet from the rectifier to the drain pipe. 

The presence of the leakage current in the water dissociates 
the water molecules into hydrogen and oxygen ions. The oxygen 
ions carrying the negative charges are attracted to the intake or 
outlet of the cylinder which are at a high potential, and combine 
with the iron of the cylinder, forming iron oxide, which constitutes 
corrosion. If the water happens to contain free chlorine or 
chlorine compounds which may dissociate in water in the presence 
of an electric current, the chlorine will take on a negative charge 
and will also combine with the iron, forming iron chloride. Since 
the mercury vacuum pump is metallically connected to the 
rectifier cylinder, it is also at the same potential as the rectifier, 
and if cooled by a grounded cooling system corrosion will take 
place, similar to that at the rectifier cylinder, although to a 
lesser degree, due to the fact that the cross-section of the water is 
considerably smaller. The leakage current can be limited to a 
harmless value by using a sufficiently long rubber hose. The 
corrosion is less at the water outlet from the rectifier because 
there is a free discharge in open air into a funnel, while at the 
water inlet to the rectifier the rubber hose cannot act as a perfect 
insulator, because of slight conduction along its inner surface. 
Sediment deposited on the inner surface assists this conduction. 
Corrosion can of course also be entirely eliminated by using a 
recooling system, of the type shown in Fig. 141. Such a cooling 
system is advisable in any case for direct-current voltages of over 
1,500 volts, because an excessively long hose would be necessary 
to reduce the leakage current to a proper value. 

If the positive pole of the direct-current system is grounded 
corrosion of the rectifier cannot occur because the rectifier 
cylinder is then at ground potential and there can consequently 
be no leakage current to ground. 

From tests and experience gained over a period of several 
years on several hundred installations, it has been found that 
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for minimum corrosion the cooling water should have the follow
ing characteristics: 

Maximum total hardness (English degrees) .. 
l\[aximum total hardness (German degrc<·s). 
Maximum total hard1wss (French degrees) .. 
l\faximum contPnt of chloridPs, sulphates, 

and nitrates, calculatPd as resi<lue of chlor-
ide, s11 lphatf', and nit rate, by wPight .. . 

Maximum resid11e of chloride alone ... . 
Minimum specific resi,tance .... 

17.5 
14.0 
25.0 

0 85 part in 100,000 
0 65 part. in 100,000 
2,000 to 2, 500 ohms per 

cubic centimeter 

To determine the suitability of the cooling watrr, it is desirable 
to know the following data: 

Evaporation deposit. 
Ash deposit. 
Total hardness. 
Temporary hardness (alkalinity). 
Constant hardness. 
Chlor;ne content. 
Sulphate content. 
Nitrate content. 
Sodium and potassium content. 
Specific resistance in ohms pPr cubic centimeter. 

If the water has the characteristics specified above, it may be 
used directly, with no harmful results to be expected; otherwise 
an indirect or a forced-draft cooling system must be used. 



CHAPTER IX 

OPERATION OF MERCURY ARC RECTIFIERS 

The operation of manual and automatic rectifier plants and 
their protective devices will be explained in a later chapter. 
The operation of the rectifier auxiliaries was described in the 
preceding chapter. In this chapter will be described the methods 
of preparing a rectifier for operation, the setting to work of a 
rectifier, its maintenance, and the parallel operation of rectifiers. 

In order to put a rectifier cylinder into the proper condition 
for carrying load it has to undergo a certain forming process, in 
addition to being evacuated. A part of this process is usually 
carried out in the factory and the remainder on site, when the 
rectifier is being set up. 

FORMING PROCESS AND SETTING TO WORK 

As pointed out above, a vacuum must be established in the 
cylinder, and a so-called "forming" or "bake-out" process must 
be applied to the rectifier. 1 The purpose of this bake-out process 
is primarily to expel the gases occluded in the parts of the rectifier 
exposed to the rectifying arc and the vacuum, particularly the 
anodes. In the term "gases" are included actual gases, as well 
as moisture, grease, and any other impurities in the rectifier 
which would affect the vacuum. The bake-out, which is done 
partly in the factory, consists, in general, of heating the tank 
and the parts exposed to the vacuum to a temperature higher 
than that obtained during normal operation, and at the same time 
evacuating the tank by means of the vacuum pumps. During 
this process the materials of which the rectifier is made expand, 
and the gases, etc. are given off and carried away by the action 
of the pumps. Consequently, if, during regular operation there
after, the rectifier is kept at a temperature lower than that used 
during forming, only a very small amount of gases will be liber
ated by the rectifier parts at normal loads, which will be taken 
care of by the vacuum pumps without affecting the regular 

1 The term "degassing" is also used to describe this process. 
284 
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operation of the rectifier. The time required for this forming 
process depends on the design of the rectifier, the kind of materials 
used, as ,vell as on the method by which the process is carried out. 

In order to conduct this forming operation with any power 
supply that may be available, special devices are needed, such 
as variable heating resistances, bake-out transformers, some 
additional switching equipment, etc. 

Forming or Bake-out.-The greater part of the forming process 
is done at the factory, where the rectifier is first thoroughly 
cleaned by scouring with alcohol, then dried, and finally baked 
out by means of electric current. 

Various schemes were tried out to facilitate and hasten this 
forming process. This preparation is of the greatest importance, 
as without it the occluded gases, etc. can either not be expelled 
at all, or then only with the greatest difficulty and very slowly. 

In order to shorten the forming process, it is important that 
first all moisture and gases be removed from within the tank. 
This is accomplished by heating the rectifier, either by hot water 
circulated through the water jacket or by an dectric heater 
placed inside the cylinder. If a heater is used, the current is 
gradually increased, until the anode plate has a temperature 
of 70 to 80°C. This process is continued for about 24 hours 
while the vacuum p11mp is operating continuously throughout 
this period, removing the moisture and gases from the cylinder. 

During the drying-out process, as well as during the subsequent 
forming with electric current, preferably both a hot-wire and a 
McLeod vacuum gage are used. In installations where the 
McLeod gage is not used for normal operation a portable gage 
is supplied which is connected to the vacuum piping during 
the forming and is later disconnected. 

By using the two gages it is possible to determine the extent to 
which the moisture has been removed from the cylinder for the 
following reasons: The McLeod gage measures only the pressure 
of the non-condensible perfect gases, while the amount of water 
vapor is not measured because the water vapor which was trapped 
in the measuring tube of the gage is compressed and condensed 
when the mercury is admitted into the tube. The hot-wire 
gage, on the other hand, measures the pressure of both the vapors 
and the perfect gases, so that the difference in the readings of the 
two gages is more or less a measure of the water vapor in the 
cylinder. 
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When the water vapor has been sufficiently evacuated, so as to 
make it possible for the rectifier to carry current, the forming is 
begun by passing current through the rectifier. 

The means used for this stage of the forming depend on the 
conditions prevailing in the substation. If direct current is 
available the rectifier may be formed by loading each anode 
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Fm. 146.-Diagram of connections of Gn,cral Electric rectifier unit, showing 
connections of bake-out transformer and resistances (dotted lines). 

individually with grid resistors or any other resistance available 
in the installation. An arc is started successively between each 
anode and the cathode, the current being started at a low value 
and gradually increased by any kind of a variable resistance. 
This process, however, requires considerable time, since each 
anode has to be treated in succession. 

After all the anodes have thus been formed at light loads 
the rectifier is connected to the main transformer and the forming 
process is completed with 6 or 12 phases by connecting the recti-
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fier to the direct-current system. In other words, this stage of 
the forming process consists of a regular operation of the rectifier 
under carefully controlled conditions and with a gradually 
increasing load. 

Forming Transformer.-The best and quicktst way to form a 
rectifier, however, is to use a special forming transformer, rated 
at about 150 to 200 kva. The purpose of this transformer is to 
control the input, reduce the volt
age supplied to the anodes to 
about 50 to 90 volts or 50 to 300 
volts, respectively, depending on 
the make of rectifier, and thus to 
control the load. As a load for this 
forming a water rheostat or any 
other resistance may be used. The 
forming transformer consists of a 
3-phase primary and a 3-, 6-, or 
double 6-phase secondary. It is 
provided with means for changing 
the connections in order to vary the 
voltage. The primary of such a 
forming transformer is connected 
to three phases of the rectifier 
transformer secondary, as can be 
seen in Fig. 146. This figure shows 
the connections of a six-anode 
rectifier installation of the Gen
eral Electric Company. The con
nections of the forming transformer 
are shown in dotted lines. 

In Fig. 14 7 is shown a typical 
diagram of connections of a form

0 

To secondary of' 
reef;[ transformer 

w 
U Ua Ub Uc V Va Vb Ve W Wa Wb We 

® 
® 

"--Bake-out resisfors--1' 
Fra. 147.-Connection diagram 

of Brown Boveri forming trans
former for rectifiers. 

ing transformer which can be used for the forming of rectifiers of 
various direct-current voltages from 600 to 1,500 volts, and which 
can be connected for single-, 3-, 6-, and double 6-phase forming. 

Forming Transformer Connections.-The primary of this 
transformer is connected to any three secondary phases of the 
rectifier transformer which form an equilateral 3-phase system. 
The primary is arranged for either series or parallel connection 
of the windings. For installations of 600 volts direct current or 
less the paralld connection is used. For higher voltages, up to 
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1,500 volts direct current, the series connection is used. Both 
connections give a secondary phase voltage suitable for forming 
the rectifier. 

Single-phase Forming.-During the preliminary steps of 
"current forming," the anodes are successively subjected to 
single-phase, half-wave forming. For that purpose the anode 
to be treated is connected to any secondary terminal of the form
ing transformer, such as U (Fig. 147). The cathode is connected 
to the neutral 0, through the bake-out resistors. 

At first, considerable difficulties may be experienced in making 
the anode pick up the arc. In this case the voltage must be 
increased by connecting the resistor to another phase, say V, 
instead of to the neutral, thus giving y3 times the phase voltage 
of the forming transformer. 

When the forming process requires more current than can 
safely be carried by a single winding of the transformer, two 
parallel phases, such as V and Vb may be connected to one anode. 

Six-phase Forming.-After the single-phase forming of each 
anode, the rectifier is ready for 6-phase forming. Alternate 
anodes are connected to a 6-phase system, say U, U "' V, 
l'a, W, and Wa. The neutrals O and Oa are connected to 
the bake-out resistors. It is likely that not all six anodes will 
pick up at once, but if after a reasonable time they cannot main
tain an arc it may be found necessary to repeat the single-phase 
forming. 

If all the windings of the transformer arc needed to carry the 
current in 6-phase forming of a 12-anode rectifier, the two sets 
of six anodes must each be formed alternately, each anode in 
operation having two parallel windings of the transformer 
connected to it. 

Double 6-phase Forming.-When double 6-phase forming 
is possible, the secondary terminals of the forming transformer 
are connected to the correspondingly marked anodes, as in the 
regular rectifier transformer connection. The neutrals O and Oa 
are connected to one bake-out resistor, and Ob and 0, to the other 
resistor shown in the diagram (Fig. 14 7). 

A separate resistance is necessary for each 6-phasc system in 
order to make all the anodes carry current. If a single resistance 
were used there would be a possibility that six anodes, connected 
to one of the 6-phase systems, would either carry a higher cur
rent than the other six, or would take the entire current. This 
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would result in unequal forming of the anodes, and possible over
loading of some of the anodes. 

It is desirable to form a rectifier with a forming transformer 
of lowest possible voltage in order to reduce the size of the loading 
resistance and the power consumption used for for~ing. Before 
a rectifier is formed it is often difficult for the anodes to ignite 
and to operate stably at low voltages. To overcome this diffi
culty, six anodes may be connected to a source of higher voltage, 
such as the secondary of the rectifier transformer, and be operated 
at low currents, while the other six are connected to a forming 
transformer of low voltage and are operated at higher currents, 
as required for forming, ona separate loading resistance. The six 
anodes operating at the higher voltage act as excitation anodes, 
facilitating the ionization of the mercury vapor and thus making 
possible stable operation of the anodes being formed. To form 
the other six anodes the connections are interchanged. 

It is, however, not necessary to use a forming transformer in an 
installation where it is possible to regulate the primary voltage 
by means of a step-down transformer or an auto-transformer, 
or by using some additional transformer that may be available in 
the installation. 

Forming after Inspection and Repair.-Should the rectifier 
have to be opened on site for any reason after a period of opera
tion, it will be necessary to repeat the forming process to some 
extent, depending on the length of time the rectifier was open. 
If the time was not very long, and the rectifier was in operation for 
a considerable period, the rectifier can usually be put back on the 
line after evacuating the cylinder, without any forming whatso
ever. However, it will be necessary that a close check is kept on 
the vacuum, and that very little load is put on the rectifier at 
first. Since most installations usually run at light loads during 
the night such a procedure should be done preferably during the 
night. If the rectifier transformer is provided with taps this 
forming should be done by using the tap giving the lowest direct
current voltage. 

If the system is such that the load on the rectifier can be 
regulated the rectifier may be formed directly on the system at 
full direct-current voltage. With this method of forming greater 
care must be taken regarding the vacuum to prevent internal 
short circuits, and the process should be carried out only by 
very experienced operators. 
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Forming Phenomena.-During forming, the following phenom
ena will usually occur, which have to be understood and care
fully watched: At the beginning of the forming process the 
current fluctuates and the vacuum drops rapidly on account of 
the liberation of vapor and occluded gases, particularly from the 
anodes. The arc may even go out entirely and a higher voltage 
may be required before it can be established again. The vacuum 
should be carefully watched and if it drops to a low value, say 
0.015 to 0.02 mm. mercury column, the forming process should be 
interrupted in order to allow the vacuum to rise again, so as to 
prevent internal short circuits. There may also be some diffi
culty in igniting the arc in the cylinder, and the ignition relay 
may have to operate an appreciable length of time, up to a minute, 
before the arc can be established. As the forming process is 
continued, these phenomena will gradually diminish and it will 
be necessary to stop the process less frequently, until after a few 
hours the rectifier can take current steadily. When forming 
with a polyphase transformer, only a few of the anodes may pick 
up current at first, so that the direct-current voltage may be 
lower than normal and the voltage will fluctuate within wide 
limits, as additional anodes pick up current. As the forming 
progresses, the load may gradually be increased, until about 50 
to 100 per cent of rated current is carried by the anodes. The 
forming process with current usually requires about 12 to 15 
hours, after which the rectifier may be connected to the line. 
This time depends a great deal on the factory forming, the equip
ment available for voltage regulation, the construction of the 
cylinder, the pump, etc. 

A typical procedure of putting a rectifier into operation, as 
specified by one manufacturer of rectifiers, is given below:' 

MANUFACTURER'S INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORMING 

In order to obtain the proper circuit for bake-out a special transformer 
is used which steps down the voltage of the main transformer (see above), 
together with a resistance loading grid. 

A regular bake-out is divided in three parts. The first part is termed 
"single-anode half-wave bake-out" because current is rectified through 
only one anode at a time and because current flows only during half the 
cycle or that in which the anode is positive. This anode has full-phase 
potential applied to one leg of the secondary with a resistor in series to 
limit the current (see resistor M in Fig. 146). The high voltage is 

1 Abstracted from General Electric instruction book GEH-474B. 
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applied because at the start of the bake-out the arc drop is so high that 
low rnltage will not start the arc. Arc-back is very nearly impossible 
on half wave. 

The second part of the bake-out involves rectifying with the low
voltage transformer and equipment, and controlling the water flow and 
level so that the rectifier exhaust chamber is heated to high temper
ature. In this part the current is gradually raised to approximately 
the full-current rating of the rectifier. 

The third part includ·es rectifying current of overload capacity and 
raising the anode temperatures to a point higher than they go during 
normal operation. In this part the exhaust-chamber temperature is 
held within limits of safety. 

Single-anode Half-wave Bake-out.-Before starting the bake-out 
be sure that the correct amount of mercury has been put into the 
anodes (sec Figs. 90 and 108). 

1. Make a temporary hose connection to the water jacket at the 
point where the water-regulator bulb is inserted. Then the water 
flow during the bake-out will be normal, except that it flows out at the 
temporary outlet, keeping the water off the cover of the vacuum chamber 
and allowing it to get hot. Fill the water jacket about half full of 
water and then shut the water off, as no water should flow through the 
water jacket during half-wave bake-out. 

2. Start the pumps. Evacuate the tank to one micron. Start the 
arc-striking motor-generator set, and energize the anode heaters. 
Leave the heaters on for two hours before starting the bake-out. If 
the rectifier is equipped with jacket heaters, they should also be put 
on to heat the water in the water jacket up to 50° C. before putting on 
the bake-out current. 

3. Ground the cathode with a temporary ground, as shown in dotted 
lines in Fig. 146. Open all anode disconnecting links. Connect grid 
M in circuit where No. 1 disconnecting link was removed as shown by 
the dotted lines in Fig. 146. 

4. Close the oil switch completing the circuit for single-anode half
wave bake-out. The direct-current ammeter will record about 25 
amp. and the direct-current voltage will be approximately one-half the 
anode-to-neutral voltage of the transformer. Both the voltage and 
current are unsteady at first, but become more steady as bake-out pro
ceeds. Gas will develop and the vacuum will fall. If the vacuum falls 
below 50 microns, the current must be removed until the vacuum has 
improved. 

5. At the end of a half hour remove the alternating-current power and 
disconnect the line of resistor i'vf next to anode 1 and connect to anode 
2. Put half-wave current on 2 for one-half hour. 

6. In the same way, bake out the remaining anodes. 
NoTE.-Warming up the tank with anode heaters and jacket heaters, 

and half-wave bake-out should not require over six hours, but this 
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time should be extended if the anodes gas excessively, to cause vacuum 
readings of lower than 25 microns, or if the current does not become 
steady after heing held on an anode for half an hour. 

7. Record the following readings every half hour: time, vacuum, 
cathode current, temperature of cathode, rectifier jacket, and cover. 

After the single-anode half-wave bake-out is completed, the arc drop 
should be low enough for the low-voltage bake-out, either 6- or 3-phase, 
to be put on. If the bake-out transformer furnished with the equip
ment has a 6-phase secondary winding, 6-phase bake-out procedure must 
be followed. 

Six-phase Bake-out.-1. The tank temperature during 6-phase bake
out is controlled entirely by adjusting the water flow. Special effort 
should be made to get the upper part of the tank hot as soon as possi
ble. In doing this only a very small stream of water is necessary (only 
enough to keep the cathode insulator below 50° C.). 

CAL"TION.-If the cathode insulator is allowed to rise above 50° C. 
it is liable to crack. 

2. Connect the primary of the bake-out transformer across one 
secondary Y of the power transformer, and the secondary of the bake
out transformer to the anodes, and grid resistor (R) in circuit as shown 
by dotted lines in wiring diagram, Fig. 146. 

All anode disconnecting links must be open. Set resistance of the 
grid for 50 amp. as shown on its nameplate. The anode and 
jacket heaters should still be on from half-wave bake-out, and 
the pumps should be running all the time to pump out the gas as 
fast as possible. Before putting on 6-phase bake-out current, it is 
well to pump the tank out to at least 1 micron or higher, as the arc 
will pick up much more easily at high vacuum. Close the oil switch 
(A). About 50 amp. at approximately 35 to 40 volts direct current 
will be rectified. 

Should the arc fail to pick up at any time, rectify with bake-out 
voltages on five anodes and with full-phase potential on the sixth, as 
follows: Remove bake-out line from anode 1 and connect bake-out 
resistor (M) across disconnecting link terminals of anode 1. The 
higher voltage on anode 1 then serves to maintain the arc until the arc 
drop decreases enough to allow the lower voltage to maintain, at which 
time the resistor (M) must be removed and the regular 6-phase bake
out resumed from the beginning. 

3. When the vacuum holds better than 4 microns, or after 50 amp. has 
been held for at least 1 hour, take off anode and jacket heaters and 
increase current to 150 amp. Hold until the vacuum holds at 4 microns, 
or at least until 1 hour has elapsed. 

4. In like manner, increase current to 200, 300, 400, 450, 600, 750, 
2nd 900 amp., by means of the various switches provided on the grid 
(R). Record the same readings as in half-wave bake-out. 
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NoTE.-The lowest vacuum allowable at any of the above loads is 
10 microns. If at any time the vacuum falls below this value, the 
current must be reduced temporarily, or removed to allow the vacuum 
to come back to 1 micron. 

CAUTION.-The cover of the vacuum chamber must be dry up to this 
point. The height of the water is easily controlled by manipulation of 
the temporary outlet hose. 

ti. When the rectifier has been baked out at 900 amp., slowly raise 
the water over the cover of the vacuum chamber and bring the tempera
ture down to 55° C. The water must be gradually flowed over the 
cover, taking care not to allow the temperature to go below 55° C. 
This temperature is then held for the remainder of the bake-out. Con
trolling the water flow to hold 55° C. on the cover automatically brings 
the cathode temperature lower than it has been up to this time. 

Complete the bake-out at the following bads: 

Amperes Time 
950. 2 hours 
300. 15 min. 

1,0.'i0. 2 hours 
300. 15 min. 

1,250 2 hours 
300. 15 min. 

1,660 1 min. 

NoTE.-The lowest vacuum allowable during; the overload hake-out 
is 8 microns. Extreme care must be taken to avoid putting on any of 
the overloads with the vacuum below this value. 

6. While the anodes are still very hot, remove the alternating
current power and seal the anode cooler plugs with orange shellac. 
If for any reason the coolers are opened up to air at any time, they must 
be again sealed off while hot. 

7. As soon as possible after bake-out is finished, go over all the anode 
cooler bolts and tighten down the coolers more securely, as the heating 
up during hake-out has probably loosened the bolts somewhat. The 
only satisfactory way to do this is to drop the copper connection clamp 
and use the !,z-in. rectifier socket wrench on the bolts of the coolers. 
The set screws in the anode clamping rings should also he gone over 
and retightened. 

8. Remove the temporary hose connection and replace the bulb of the 
water regulator. 

9. Flush out the rectifier jacket with cold water. 
Twelve-phase Bake-out.-lf the rectifier to be baked out has 12 

anodes, the twelve anodes must be divided into two groups of six and 
baked out to the schedule. 

Then put the overloads on each set of six anodes in succession. 
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The following schedule allows for the shifting of the power from one 
set of anodes to the other as current is increased in order to condition the 
whole twelve gradually and together. Aside from the schedule given, 
the hake-out for a 12-anode rectifier is the same as a fi-anode rectifier. 
The same precautions as to water flow, temperature, and vacuum must 
he observed in each case. 

Anode number I Amperes 

1-3-,5-7-9-11 

2-4-6-8-10-12 

1-3-5-7-9-11 

1-3-5-7-9-11 

2-4-6-8-10-12 

2-4-6-8-10-12 

50 
150 
200 
300 

50 
150 
200 
300 
400 
450 
500 

300 

400 
450 
600 
750 
900 

600 

( 750} l 900 

Time 

l:ntil 4 microns constant, or at least 1 hour 

l:ntil 4 microns constant, or at least 1 hour 

1.5 min. 

Fntil 4 micronR constant, or at least 1 hour 

1.5 min. 

Until 4 microns constant, or at least 1 hour 

Special Precautions.-Six-phase bake-out may be completed on a 
fi-anode rectifier in about 18 hours and on a 12-anodc rectifier in about 
36 hours, but this time must be extended if at any time during bake-out 
anything of an abnormal nature takes place. The following are the 
things to be watched closely. 

1. TemperaturP.-As mentioned above it is absolutely necessary to 
get the upper part of the tank hot before putting on heavy bake-out 
current. To facilitate in doing this, the water should be kept off the 
cover until normal load current is reached; and furthermore, the 
rectifier should not be flooded with cold water at any time during 
bake-out. 

2. On some equipments, the vacuum readings arc not a positive guide 
to be followed in baking out, because the pumps are so fast that good 
vacuum is read all the time, even though the anodes are gassing exces-
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sively. In this case, enough time should be given each step of current 
to be sure the anodes are baking out properly. 

;3. A direct-current voltmeter should be connected across the bake
out grid and watched closely during hake-out. It will be noticed that 
at each increase of current the voltage will drop somewhat and then 
come back again to a value a little lower than before. It is reasonable to 
expect a sudden drop in the direct-current voltage of 15 per cent on an 
increase of current of 100 amp. A sudden drop of 50 per cent in the 
direct-current voltage would indicate that the current is bein11; increased 
too fast. Any fluctuations in the direct-current voltage are a positive 
indication that the anodes are gassing badly, causing a high arc drop. 
If this is observed at any time, the current must be reduced at once and 
then more time be allowed for the anodes to bake out before increasing 
the current again. 

Three-phase Bake-out.-If the bake-out transformer furnished with 
the equipment has a 3-phase secondary with one neutral, 3-phase 
hake-out procedure must be followed. The single-anode half-wave 
bake-out being finished, proceed as follows: 

1. The water connections are the same as for 6--phase bake-out. 
Observe all of the precautions explained under Six-phase Bake-out. 

2. Connect bake-out transformer and grid resistor /l in circuit as 
shown in Fig. 146 except that the secondary of the bake-out trans
former is connected to lower studs of every other anode link; for exam
ple, anodes 1, 3, and 5. All anode links must be removed. Close the oil 
switch. Approximately 50 amp. at 50 volts direct current will be 
rectified. Should the arc fail to pick up, excite one of the idle anodes 
with full-phase potential as explained in paragraph 2 of Six-phase Bake
out. Observe the tabulated schedule below_ 

Anode number I 

1-3-5 

2-4-6 

1-3-5 

1-3-ii 

I 
Amperes 

50 
150 
200 
300 

50 
150 
200 
300 
350 
450 
300 

f 3501 
t 45o) 

Time 

Until 4 microns constant, or at least 1 hour 

Until 4 microns constant, or at least 1 hour 

15 min. 

Until 4 microns constant, or at least I hour 

NoTE.-Take off jacket and anode heaters at the 150-amp. step. 
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3. \Vhen both sets have been baked out at 450 amp., raise the water 
over the cover of the vacuum chamber a:;; explained in paragragh 5 of 
Six-phase Bake-out. Then complete the bake-out on each set of anodes 
in succession at the following loads: 

Amperes 
150 .. 
600 .. 
150 .. 
700. 
900 ... 

Time 
15 min. 

2 hours 
15 min. 

2 hours 
1 min. 

Follow the same procedure as explained for 6-phase bake-out, except 
that the anodes are to be warmed up between overloads with 150 amp. 

NoTE.-The same vacuum limits as in 6-phase bake-out must be 
observed. Connect a direct-current voltmeter ,across the bake-out 
resistor and be guided by the direct-current voltage readings as explained 
in Special Precautions. 

4. Seal anode coolers as explained in Six-phase Bake-out, para
graph 6. 

5. Tighten down all bolts as explained in Six-phase Bake-out, para
graph 7. 

6. Remove temporary hose connection and replace bulb of tempera
ture regulator. 

7. Flush rectifier jacket with cold water. 

Putting the Rectifier into Service.-When the rectifier is 
installed and connected to the vacuum pump, the seals arc 
examined and the gages filled to the proper level with mercury. 
If the level of the mercury does not drop after a short time the 
rectifier may be consid~red as sealed. This naturally applies 
only to rectifiers with mercury seals. With other types of seals 
a leaky seal will be indicated only by the dropping of the vacuum, 
as observed on the vacuum gage. 

Before the air valve (denoted by Vin Figs. 87, 94 and 96, Chap. 
VII) between the rectifier and the vacuum pump is opened, the 
vacuum piping is checked for leaks. This is done by running 
the vacuum pump and observing the vacuum gage. If the 
vacuum in the piping cannot be brought up to approximately 
0.00.5 mm. mercury column in about 1 hour, the piping is prob
ably not tight, and the joints should be tightened. After the 
vacuum in the piping has been brought to 3 to .5 microns (0.003 
to 0.005 mm. mercury) the vacuum pump is stopped and the 
readings of the vacuum are taken at intervals. If the vacuum 
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docs not drop appreciably the air valve to the cylinder is opened 
and the vacuum gage read again. 

When the rectifier and vacuum piping have been checked for 
tightness and the vacuum is within the operating range, the 
rectifier may be put into service. In starting the rectifier, the 
following sequence of operations should be used: 

1. Start cooling water to reetificr. 
2. Close all disf'onnects. 
3. Start the auxiliar~· arc in the rectifier. 
4. Close alternating-current circuit. breaker. 
5. Close positive dircct-cmrent breaker. 
6. Close overload and feeder breakers. 

The various methods used for starting the arc in the rcctifiPr 
were described in Chap. Vlll. Detailed descriptions of the con
trol systems for starting and operating manually and automati
cally operated rectifiers arc given in Chap. XI. 

During the first two months of operation of a new plant special 
care should be taken regarding checking the vacuum, unless 
an automatic vacuum gage is furnished with the rectifier. In 
case the vacuum pumps have been shut down for a considerable 
time, it is advisable when starting up the station, first to operate 
the mercury pump for about 15 min., so that its pumping action 
may start before the roughing pump is set in operation. 

Shutting Down the Rectifier.-Disconnecting the rectifier 
from the line is accomplished by opening the automatic switch 
in the cathode lead and then opening the oil circuit breaker on 
the alternating-current side, which may also disconnect the excita
tion. After this, all switches of the auxiliary apparatus are 
opened, and the cooling water for the rectifier and for the vacuum 
pump is shut off. 

Maintenance.-The service experience of many years shows 
that a mercury arc rectifier is not subject to wear. The elec
trodes as well as the mercury are in a vacuum, so that oxidation 
or decomposition cannot take place. As the rectifier is a per
fectly stationary apparatus, the unavoidable replacing of brushes, 
and the consumption of lubricating and cleaning material, as 
required with rotating machinery, do not exist. The life of a 
rectifier has therefore no limit and the annual costs for upkeep 
are relatively low. Further, supervision is of the simplest, and 
consists chiefly of the checking of the vacuum in the rectifier. 
When cooling by fresh water is used, more or less cooling water 
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must be allowed to flow, according to the load. The mercury 
seals are to be inspected every week at the close of service, and 
while the rectifier is still warm. The preliminary· vacuum pump 
requires a little care, as well as the circulating water pump in 
plants equipped with recoolers. As in all electric installations, 
the whole switchgear must be inspected from time to time and 
overhauled if necessary. 

In the case of fresh-water cooling and high-voltage cylinders, 
it is necessary that the outer surface of the rectifier cylinder is 
inspected and painted if the cylinder shows signs of corrosion and 
rust. Although the water which is used has to be very pure, it 
may nevertheless occur that deposits of sand will be found in the 
cooling jacket which will interfere with the cooling action of the 
water and must therefore be cleaned out. 

In rectifiers which have been in service for a considerable 
period of time, the insulators inside the rectifier may in some cases 
become coated with a film of iron which is made up of iron evapor
ated from the metal parts exposed to the high temperatures and to 
the arc itself. This film might lead to flashovers over the insulators 
and should, therefore, be removed at intervals of several years. 

As with all other apparatus, the maintenance cost depends 
a great deal on the regular and thorough inspection of the equip
ment. Below is given an inspection chart for rectifiers, used by 
the Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Company. 

INSPECTION REPORT FOR MERCURY ARC RECTIFIER STATIONS 

Date .. 
26,400-volt equipment: 

Insulators. Arc any hroken?. . .. Do any show leakage? ......... . 
Lightning arresters. Condition .................................... . 
Disconnecting switches. Are there any signs of heating't.. 

Do switches show mechanical defect? ................ . 
Puses. For auxiliary transformers. 
(Inspect every 3 months)...... . . . . . . ............. . 

Date of last inspection ........ Mechanical condition of fuse. 
Oil circuit breakers: 

Date of inspection ............ \Vas oil sample taken? .. 
Date........... . .. Oil sample to be taken every a months 
Date oil was changed. . .......... \Vere contacts inspected? ....... . 
C'Amdition. . . . . . . . .............................. . 

Operating mechanism. Oiled ...... Do any parts show wear? .. 
Which? ............ . 

Main transformer and 50-kw. auxiliary transformers. 
Oil level.. . . . . . . . . . . . ... Insulators deaned. 
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INSPECTION REPORT FOR MERCURY Anc RECTIFrnn STATIONs.-(Conlinued) 

Is temperature normal?. . .. Connections ..... 
Rectifier. Insulators cleaned ..... 
Mercury seal. 

Ts level correct? ........ What was rectifier temperature? ...... . 
Was ignition mechanism checked'? .................... . 
Date water chamber was painted 
Date water was added to circulating system. 
Date alcohol was added. . ...... . 
Date alcohol was taken out ..... . 
Condition of hose connection. 

Vacuum pump. Date oil was changed ............ Packing ..... . 
Motor .............. II eating plate. . . . . . ..... Bearings ... . 
Vacuum gage ............. Contacts .......... Resistance .. 

Water circulating pump bearings. Packing ......................... . 
Th rust bearings ........ \Vater connections ........ Motor .. 

Fan. Motor ........ Bearings ........ Bearing oil changed .. 
Date fan started .............. Date fan stopped .. 

Alternating-current relays. No ..... No. . . . No ..... No ..... No .. 
Resistance for relay ............................................ . 
Contacts...................... . . . . . . . . . ....... . 
Mechanical operation ................... . 
Time delay relay setting. 
Indicate if any relay settings have been changed. 

Excitation transformer and automatic equipment for it. 
Arc there any signs of heating?.. . ................. . 
Were connections checked? ............................... . 
Date cleaned. . ......... Was ignition coil checked? ............... . 

600-volt direct-current equipment: 
Circuit breaker. Mechanical operation. 

Main con tacts .................. Operating coils ... . 
Auxiliary contacts .................... Resistance. . ......... . 
Are lockout signals 0. K? ........ Any lamps burned out?. 
Relay No. 13 .................................... . 
Relay No. 12 ................................... . 

Wattmeter readings. To be taken once each month. 
Date .............. Reading .............. Constant ............. . 

Veeder counter readings. To be taken weekly. Date taken ... . 
Direct-current breaker. Present reading ... Previous reading .. Diff .. 
Alternating-current breaker. Present reading ... Previous reading .. . 

Diff ........................................................ . 
Condition of Building. Report monthly .. . 
Remarks. Report any unusual conditions ... . 

Inspector .. 
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Effect of Sudden Overloads and Short Circuits.-Opcrating 
experience has shown that a properly designed rectifier, if formed 
and kept at a vacuum within the working range, can withstand 
a large number of short circuits without any destructive effects 
or wear of any part. Over two hundred "dead" short cfrcuits 
made on two Brown Boveri types of rectifiers, GRZ-56 and GRZ-
1612, some at the Camden, N. J., factory, and others by the Com
monwealth Edison Company, Chicago, Ill., demonstrate the 
reliability of this device. Some oscillograms taken during 
these tests are shown in Chap. XIV. Several series of these 
short-circuit tests were made at intervals of 10 sec., which is the 
time interval for which the automatically reclosing breakers 
are usually set. 

PARALLEL OPERATION OF MERCURY ARC RECTIFIERS 

General.-This section will deal with the parallel operation 
of mercury arc rectifiers with each other, with rotary converters, 
and with motor-generator sets. 

The problems involved in the parallel operation of rectifiers 
with other rectifiers or with other sources of direct-current power 
are similar to those relating to the parallel operation of direct
current generators or synchronous converters. 

The external characteristics of the sets working in parallel 
are the deciding factors in determining whether parallel opera
tion will be possible, and also whether it will be satisfactory. 
Since parallel operation of two rectifiers with each other is 
possible if they are fed from two independent primary networks 
and even if these networks are of different frequencies, the 
characteristics of the sources are also a factor to be considered 
in such a case. 

Two machines are considered as running satisfactorily in parallel 
when stability exists and if the variation of the percentage of 
load of each set is proportional to the variation in the total load. 

Fundamental Principles.-In order to explain proper parallel 
operation two direct-current machines may be assumed to be 
feeding a load from the same busbars. In order to simplify the 
case it will be assumed that the machines have the same drooping 
voltage regulation characteristics and the same ratings. Let 
us assume that the load increases by a certain percentage. The 
increase of the load of each set will be the same percentage. This 
means that the currents furnished by the two sets will again be 
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equal, as there is no reason why one machine should carry a 
larger share of the load than the other. Should one machine 
tend to take more load, its voltage would drop, and the other 
machine with its higher voltage would automatically share this 
load. If two machines, A and B, having the voltage characteris
tics shown by solid lines in Fig. 149, are connected in parallel 
to a common load such as a traction system (Fig. 148a), and if 
the resistance of the line between the machines is negligible, the 

l 
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A 

(b) 
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Fm. H8.-Railway load supplied by two machines operating in parallel: 
(a) in the same substation; (b) in separate substations, which arc connected 
through feeders. 

load will be divided between the two machines in accordance 
with their voltage characteristics. Thus, for example, if the 
total load current is equal to I, the voltage at the terminals of 
the machines will be E and the current delivered by the two 
machines will then be l,1 and 1B, respectively. If the total load 
should now change to a value I' the magnitudes of the loads 
delivered by each machine will be l,11 and In', respectively, corre
sponding to the terminal voltage E'. Thus, similarly, for any 
other load, the current taken by each machine can be determined 
from the voltage characteristics. 

If the two machines are located in substations far apart (Fig. 
148b) so that there is an appreciable resistance in the two feeder 
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lines, as for instance in a traction system, there is an additional 
voltage drop on account of the resistance in the line, and in order 
to determine the current taken by each machine feeding the 
common load it is necessary to modify the voltage characteristics 
to take into account the additional line drop. 

In case of a uniform load moving along the line between the 
two stations the terminal voltage at any point is equal to the 
terminal voltage of the machine less the IR drop in the line 
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Fw. 149.-Voltage regulation characteristics of two machines operating in 

parallel, showing division of load under various conditions. Solid lines are 
regulation characteristics at terminals of machines. Broken lines are regulation 
characteristics at terminals of load, for different locations along the line (see 
Fig. 148b). 

between the machine and that point. Thw,, the voltage charac
teristics of the machines will vary for different points and 
are shown by dotted lines in Fig. 149 for points 1, 2, and 3 along 
the trolley line. For a given current taken by the load the 
distribution of the current between the machines at point 2, for 
example, can be determined by using the voltage characteristics 
for this particular point, similarly as was done for the machines 
shown in Fig. 148a. 

From Fig. 149 it is evident that in the case illustrated in 
Fig. 148b it is impossible to have a proportionate division of 
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the load between the two machines at all times, even though their 
characteristics might be the same, since the load changes its 
position along the line, thereby introducing a variable line resist
ance, which in turn changes the voltage characteristic at the 
terminals of the load. 

Stability of Operation and Division of Load.-From the pre
vious discussion it may be possible to determine when satis-

£ 
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FIG. 150.-- Voltage regulation curves illustrating parallel operation of two 

machines having different capacities, but the same per cent regulation between no 
load and full load. 
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Frn. 151.-Voltage regulation curves illustr>1ting parallel operation of two 
machines, one of which has a flat characteristic and the other a drooping (shunt) 
characteristic. · 

factory parallel operation can be obtained. Figure 150 shows 
the characteristics of two machines having different capacities 
but having equal voltages at no load and full load. In this 
case the two machines will take load in proportion to their 
ratings at all times, giving perfect parallel operation. 

In Fig. 151 is shown the case where one machine A is flat
compounded while the other B has a drooping characteristic. 
In this case machine B will never take a load greater than about 
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50 per cent of its full load, while machine A will take all the load 
in excess of this. Such conditions are not satisfactory, since 
machine B is not fully utilized and machine A will be forced to 
take all the load swings. 

If machine A were overcompounded, the conditions would be 
even worse, since the load would shift from one machine to the 
other and it would be impossible to maintain stable operation. 

Sometimes it is very desirable to improve the all-day efficiency 
of an old converting station which has a very low load factor. In 
case the station is equipped with synchronous converters or 
motor generators a marked improvement can be obtained by 
having a rectifier working in parallel with the old machines. 

The efficiencies of the two latter types of converters are 
lower at overloads and at partial loads than the efficiency of 
the rectifier. Therefore, in order to obtain a good average all-day 
efficiency for the plant, it is desirable to adjust these two types 
of converting devices for such load characteristics that in parallel 
operation the rotary converter or motor generator is always 
working at practically full load, while the fluctuating peaks are 
taken care of by the mercury arc rectifier. Assuming that 
the load characteristic of the motor generator is as shown on 
the right-hand side of Fig. 149, and the load characteristic of the 
mercury arc rectifier on the left-hand side, it is evident from the 
figure that the rectifier will take by far the larger share of a 
given increase in load. At normal load I, furnished by the 
rectifier and the motor-generator set in the ratio of 1 to 2, the 
voltage is E. Assuming that a heavy overload, drawing a 
current I', is now imposed on the system, the voltage will drop 
to E'. The total current I' is nearly twice as great as I, but the 
current supplied by the motor generator is increased only about 
30 per cent, while the current supplied by the rectifier is increased 
nearly 150 per cent. From this it is evident that a change in 
the load on such a system changes the load on the motor-genera
tor set only slightly, and as a consequence it can run at practically 
constant load, i.e., at its highest efficiency. 

Rectifiers Fed from Different Networks.-As mentioned 
before, in accordance with the fundamental principles on which 
the operation of a mercury arc rectifier depends, energy cannot 
flow from the direct-current to the alternating-current network, 
since current can pass only from the anodes to the cathode. This, 
particularly, makes it possible successfully to parallel rectifiers 
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whose alternating-current supply is derived from two independent 
networks, whether of the same or of different frequencies. 
Should the frequency in one of the alternating-current networks 
vary, no troublesome or dangerous occurrences would have to be 
expected, such as motoring or flashovers on the commutators 
in the case of synchronous converters. It is also possible to 
operate a rectifier from different networks by feeding some of 
the anodes from one network and others by another network 
(see Chap. IV, Fig. 21). 

Special Cases.-It is possible to feed two rectifier cylinders 
from one main transformer, and in such a case it is essential that 

lJJ UJ 

(c) (d) 
Frn. 152.-Parallel operation of two rectifiers (244): (a) connected to separate 

transformers; (I,) connected to one transformer through anode choke coils; (c) 
connected to one transformer with a double fi-phase secondary; (d) connected 
to one transformer with a polygon-connected secondary. 

each cylinder takes its proper share of the total load. • The 
voltage drop curves of rectifier cylinders are given in Chap. II, 
Fig. 6a to c. In order to parallel successfully, a sufficiently 
large inductance has to be inserted in the anode circuits of each 
rectifier so as to obtain a suitable load characteristic which assures 
satisfactory parallel operation of each cylinder over a given 
range of load. For instance, a correctly dimensioned choke 
coil can be used to obtain such an inductance. The use of anode 
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choke coils for this purpose is illustrated in Fig. 152b. The coils 
are so interconnected that the flux and inductance are produced 
by the difference in the currents of two parallel anodes, and the 
magnitude of the inductance is therefore proportional to the 
degree of unbalance, which insures satisfactory parallel operation 
(244). See Chap. VI, Fig. 74. 

The same effect can be obtained by utilizing that part of the 
main transformer inductance which corresponds to the stray 
field, by using either a separate transformer for each rectifier, 
or a double 6-phase arrangement, as given in Fig. 152a and 
c, respectively. However, the inductance produced in this way 
must be large enough to impress such a high voltage across the 
electrodes of a rectifier working in parallel with others but 
not taking a share of the load as will force it to pick up some 
of the load. 

In Fig. 152d two rectifiers are made to operate in parallel on 
one transformer by using a polygon secondary connection with 
taps to provide a 12-phase system for the anodes. 



CHAPTER X 

APPLICATION OF MERCURY ARC RECTIFIERS 

General.-The field of application of the steel-enclosed mer
cury arc rectifier is very broad, as can be seen from Table VI, 
which refers to rectifier plants in operation in 1929. Rectifiers 
are used in practically all fields where conversion from alternating 
current to direct current is involved, and are naturally used to 
great advantage where their peculiar qualities meet with the 
requirements of the service in question. To these classes of 
service belong installations where high direct-current voltages 
may be applied, and installations which are subject to large 
fluctuations in load and to heavy and short current peaks, such 
as main-line railways, street cars, subways, elevated railways, 
rolling mills, and the like. A comparison of the figures in the 
table brings out the above fact clearly, and further shows that 
the use of rectifiers for railway service is three times as great as 
for all other purposes combined. 

Table VII shows the application, by voltages, of mercury 
arc rectifiers for street railways, subways, and interurban rail
ways, for the years from 1910 to 1929. 

TABLE Vl.-FIELDS OF APPLICATION OF RECTIFIERS 

1910 to lfl29 

Total Total 
Average Average 

number number 
Installed rating rating 

Application 
of of rec-

capacity, per per rec-

plants tificrs 
kilowatts plant, tifier. 

I 
kilowatts I kilowatts 

I 

Railways, (street railways, 
subways, interurban, and 
main-line roads) . 620 1,300 950,000 1,520 731 

Light and power ... 364 593 231,000 635 390 
Conveyors for mines, hoists, 

etc .......... , ... . .. 30 45 17 .noo 600 400 
Rolling mills. .... ...... 18 50 27,000 1,500 540 
Electrolytic and chemical 

plants ... . . . . . . . . 14 30 44. ,'"iOO 3,180 148 
Battery charJ.';ing .. .. ,, 12 12 1,300 108 108 

Totals. . .. .. . . .... 1,0~8 2,030 1,271,700 1,212 632 

307 

Percentage 
of total 

installed 
capacity 

I 

74 3 
18. 1 

1 3 
2.0 

3 4 
0 g 

100.0 
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TABLE VIL-APPLICATION OF RECTIFilclts TO STREET JlAILWAYH, SUBWAYS, 

AND IN'I'ERURBAN RAILWAYS 

Acconling to Voltages, 1910 to Hl29 

I 

Total Total Total 
Average Average 

Pcrcentaf,!'.e 
number number capa-

rating rating 
of total 

Rated volta~c 
of of rec- city, 

per per rec-
railway 

plants tifiers kilowatts 
plant, tifier, 

rectifier~ 
kilowatts kilowatts 

I 

To 600 106 195 114,000 1,075 585 12 .0 
1\00 to 750 232 442 281,000 1,210 636 29.G 

7.'iO to 1,250 165 338 307,000 1,860 910 32.4 
1 , 27 5 to 1 , fi.'iO 98 282 205,000 2,090 727 21. 5 
2, 300 to 2, 500 9 15 11,000 1,220 735 1.2 

3,000 10 28 32,000 3,200 1,140 3.3 
Totals .. 620 1,300 !JS0,000 1,520 731 100.0 

Next in order of importance is the application for power 
and light purposes; then follow motors for rolling mills, special 
drives, elevators, mining locomotives, etc., and, finally, rectifiers 
for electrochemical purposes. This last field has been opened to 
rectifiers only recently, with the development of units of high 
current capacities. Now, more and more attention is being 
devoted to the use of rectifiers for electrochemical purposes, and 
this may become one of the largest fields of application for 
mercury arc rectifiers in the near future. The reasons for this are 
the following: Disturbances on the primary side, such as voltage 
changes due to short circuits, etc., do not affect the operation of 
rectifiers as they do synchronous converters, for instance; main
tenance is small, as no part of the rectifier is subject to wear as in 
the case of rotary machines, where the replacement of brushes, 
for example, adds a great deal to the maintenance expenses; and, 
finally, a rectifier cannot reverse its polarity, a fact of the utmost 
importance in some electro-chemical proces:,es. 

Probably the two factors which appealed most to those 
responsible for the early acceptance of the rectifier were that it is 
a stationary apparatus having a high efficiency at all loads and 
that it requires only very little attendance. These two factors 
are immediately reflected in the operating accounts and in some 
instances in so pronounced a manner as to establish large credits 
towards amortization of the replacement investment in cases 
where the rectifier was brought in to modernize a substation and 
supplant rotating machinery of early design. This was, and 
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is, so especially where machinery employed for conversion oper
ates under conditions which impose a low annual load factor, as 
in the supply of direct-current power to rolling mill drives, eleva
tors, dredge drives, mine, street railway, and heavy electric 
traction haulage, etc. 

Current and Voltage Ratings.-While in 1910 it took 18 anodes 
for one rectifier cylinder to convert 150 amp., in 1924, ten times 
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FIG. 153.-Curves showing the increase of kilowatt r:apacity of mercury arc 
rectifiers since 1912, for 600 and for 1,500 volts. 

as much current, or 1,500 amp., could be rectified by 12 anodes, 
and in succeeding years even more: in 1925, 2,000 amp.; in 1926, 
3,000 amp.; in 1927, 6,000 amp. 

From Fig. 1 (Chap. I) can be seen the increase in voltage for 
which rectifiers were developed during the above period of time, 
while Fig. 153 illustrates the increase in capacity for which recti
fiers have been built in the same period of time. 

The mercury arc rectifier is inherently a machine with a 
continuous rating, due to the very small masses for storing the 
heat produced during its operation, and has high momentary 
overload capacity, principally due to the absence of rotating 
parts. 

The rectifier proper can be built so that it can be used at 
different voltages; for instance, the same cylinder can be used 
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for all voltages up to 5,000 volts, and higher. In Fig. 154 are 
shown the rating curves of several types of Brown Boveri recti
fiers. It can be seen from this figure that the current rating 
of the rectifier is constant up to 300 volts, and decreases somewhat 
at higher voltages. The kilowatt capacity increases with the 
voltage. 
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Frn. 154.-Rating curves of several types of Brown Boveri rectifiers. 

Decentralization.-In order to reduce feeder losses, some recent 
applications of rectifiers to railway service make use of the idea of 
decentralization in locating the rectifier equipment. Rectifiers 
lend themselves to this scheme for the following reasons: 

A rectifier plant can be made fully automatic with little 
expense. 

No special foundations and very little headroom are required, 
with consequently cheaper building. 

Very rapid starting. 
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Noiselessness. 
High momentary overload capacity. 
Furthermore, by using the scheme of decentralization, recti

fiers may be employed with advantage even in present Edison 
systems for 250 volts direct current, although the efficiency of 
a rectifier for this voltage is low in comparison with other con
verters. Edison systems in large cities frequently have their 
conversion equipment located on leased floor space, usually 
below the street level, or in soundproof rooms or substations. 
These have to be quite spacious, comprising air intake and 
exhaust systems, air cleaning and blmving equipment, etc., 
part of which is fitted in and around the necessary massive 
foundations. Rectifiers, being noiseless, stationary, and requir
ing no air ventilation, are not difficult to locate, and are, therefore, 
less expensive from that point of view. 

In view of the above, the larger conversion losses when recti
fiers are used for low-voltage systems are compensated for by 
the smaller losses due to decentralization and by the interest 
from the smaller investment in buildings compared to that 
required for rotating converters. 

OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS 

The outstanding characteristics of rectifiers are briefly enumer
ated below: 

Effi.ciency.-Unlike rota
ting conversion apparatus, 
the electrical energy in a 
rectifier is not first changed 
into a mechanical form and 
then changed back again to 
the electrical form, but the 
conversion occurs directly, 
with no intermediate stages. 
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F1a. 155.-0verall efficiency curves of 
600-, 1,500-, :{,000-, and 5,000-volt rectifier 
units, in function of the load. 

The losses and other disadvantages accompanying conversion by 
rotating machinery are either greatly reduced, or eliminated 
entirely. In a rectifier there are no iron, windage, friction, nor 
ventilation losses, and those losses which do occur (due to the 
voltage drop in the arc) do not vary as the square of the current, 
as in the usual electrical machines and apparatus, but only as a 
linear function, and independently,of the voltage. Two impor
tant properties of the rectifier proper depend on this fact: the 
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efficiency remains practically constant at low loads, and changes 
only very slightly at higher loads; and, since the losses in the 
rectifier itself are practically constant at all operating voltages, 
the efficiency increases as the operating voltage is increased. 
In Fig. 156 are plotted the overall efficiencies of a 1,500-kw. 
rectifier unit, including the losses in the transformer and auxil
iaries, for various direct-current voltages, up to 8,000 volts. The 
curves in Fig. 155 show the overall efficiencies of standard 600-, 
1,500-, 3,000-, and 5,000-volt types. The characteristic high 
efficiency of rectifiers at partial loads is of particular importance 
in cases where the conversion apparatus has to be operated under 
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Fm. 156.-0verall efficiency of a 1,500-kw. rPctilier unit, in function of the 
direct-current voltage. 

conditions which impose a low annual load factor, as can be 
seen later. Figures 157 and 158 show comparative overall 
efficiencies of rectifiers and 60-cycle rotary converters. 

It is unquestionable that the low losses of the rectifier at high 
voltages will gradually affect the selection of direct-current 
voltages for railroad electrification projects, and will also exert 
an influence on the question of direct-current versus alternating
current systems. 

In support of this, the following figures, which show the advan
tages of a 2,000-kw. mercury arc rectifier as compared to a 
2,000-kw. motor-generator set at 3,000 volts direct current, 
both at nominal rating, may be adduced. Assuming a load 
factor of 40 per cent, which)s common in railway service (800 
kw. for 24 hours), the daily energy demand is 19,200 kw.-hr.; 
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assuming a daily load cycle consisting of 2 hours at 150 per cent 
load, 8 hours at 50 per cent load, 8 hours at 30 per cent load, 4 
hours at 5 per cent load, and 2 hours at no load, the table below 
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Fm. 158.-Comparative overall effi
ciencies of 600- and 1,500-volt rectifiers 
and rotary converters, in function of 
the load. 

will illustrate the large saving which can be effected by employing 
a rectifier in place of a motor-generator set for this particular 
type of service. 

I 
I 

Efficiencies I Losses in kilowatt-hours 
Time, Load, 

I 
hours kilowatts 

Rectifier I Motor I Motor 
generator 

Rectifier 
generator 

2 3,000 97.0 90.9 185 600 
8 1,000 96.8 86.4 264 1,260 
8 600 95.5 81.8 226 1,070 
4 100 82.9 46 82 470 
2 0 . . . . .... 38 232 - ~-

795 3,632 

Hence, the saving effected during 24 hours amounts to 2,837 
kw.-hr., and per year to 1,035,000 kw.-hr. Assuming the cost 
of power to be 1 ct. per kilowatt-hour, an annual saving of about 
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$10,000 would be obtained, which would pay for the substation 
in a few years. 

Additional savings in the annual costs would result from the 
use of a rectifier of the above rating in place of a motor-generator 
set on account of the lower initial cost of the rectifier, which 
is about 55 per cent of the cost of the motor-generator set, and 
on account of the lower cost of the substation, since the building 
required by the rectifier would be smaller, and would not need 
apecial foundations nor cooling ducts. 

As direct-current motors can be built to operate satisfactorily at 
voltages of 2,000 volts, there is no reason why direct-current 
line voltages of 4,000 volts and more may not become widely 
adopted for railway service. In fact, one railroad already is 
using a 4,700-volt operating voltage. 

Conversion Losses and Load Factor.-ln almost all electric 
railway systems the load factor is low and in consequence the 
converting units arc working at low loads and even at no load 
most of the time. Since all rotating machines have relatively 
large no-load losses, due to friction, windage, etc., rectifiers, 
with their small losses at low loads and at no load are especially 
suitable for railway service. The use of rectifiers on railway sys
tems, particularly when the load factor is low, as is usually the 
case on interurban lines, results in an appreciable economy of 
power. 

Measurements made over long periods on systems fed simul
taneously by rectifiers, synchronous converters, and motor
generator sets, confirm the above statement. Actual data on the 
all-day overall efficiency of these three classes of converting units 
are tabulated below: 

TABLE VIII --
Efficiency 

Capacity, Dirc·ct-current Load factor 1 I Synchronous I Motor kilowatts voltage per cent Rectifiers, 
per cent converters, gt~ncrators, 

per cent per cent 

--

I 
1,000 1,500 65 9.5 86 
3,000 1.500 12 89 72.5 

500 600 40 92 88.6 
I 

Additional data on the all-day overall efficiencies of 1,000-
to 2,000-kw. rectifier installations for 600, 1,500, and 3,000 volts 
direct current, and at different load factors, are given below: 
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TABLE IX 

600 volts 1,500 volts 

Efficiencv, I Load factor, I Efficienf'y, I Load factor, 
perc('ntage I percentage I pr.rcentagc percentage 

- - --
92.0 70 
92 3 60 95.5 I 65 
91.8 55 90. ;3 16 
91.5 ,is 89.3 12.5 
90.2 25 

3,000 volts 

Efficiency, I Load factor, 
percentage percentage 

95.3 40 

Parallel Operation and Voltage Regulation.-Since a rectifier 
with its transformer has a drooping voltage characteristic, it 
will work in parallel with another unit without any special 
equipment, and will divide the load as readily as two transformers 
working in parallel. It is not, however, possible to regulate the 
direct-current voltage of an ordinary rectifier, because the ratio 
of the alternating-current voltage to the direct-current voltage isa 
constant. The direct-current voltage can, therefore, be varied 
only by changing the alternating-current voltage correspondingly. 
This may be done either by tap switches on the transformer 
(changing either under load or at no load), or by induction regula
tors. The direct-current voltage characteristics can also be 
altered by means of an intcrphase transformer or anode reactors 
saturated with direct current. These methods arc explained 
in more detail in Chap. XII. Means for adjusting the voltage are 
sometimes necessary to take care of variable service conditions, 
or to distribute the load advantageously when operating a rectifier 
unit in parallel with rotary machines. Usually a few taps on the 
transformer are sufficient. 

Power Factor.-The power factor of a large polyphase rectifier 
is about 93 to 96 per cent, depending on the type of transformer 
connections used. It drops gradually at loads above three-fourths 
of full load, and more abruptly at loads below one-fourth, to 
about 80 per cent at one-tenth full load. The power factor is not 
adjustable as in the case of synchronous converters and motors. 
It is superior to that in the average industrial plant, however, and 
it is therefore not objectionable (see Chap. VI). 

Regeneration.-Since a rectifier permits current to flow only 
in one direction, it is impossible to feed back from the direct
current to the alternating-current side. Regeneration as some-
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times employed in electric railways to brake heavy trains is 
therefore possible only when rectifiers arc used in parallel with 
rotating converting machines which will effect regeneration. 
The first system on which rectifiers were used, in connection with 
synchronous converters, in such a way that regenerative braking 
was possible was the Chemin de fer du Midi, in France. It may 
be mentioned here that regeneration has, in general, not gained 
the popularity expected of it when it was first introduced. 

Supply Frequencies and Primary Voltages.-Rectifiers can be 
used for any frequency, and any primary voltage, and a single 
rectifier can even be fed from two different sources of supply 
(see Chap. IV, Fig. 21). Furthermore, there is no difficulty in 
paralleling rectifiers fed from different networks of different 
frequencies. See also Chap. IX in this connection. 

Freedom from Noise and Vibration.-The rectifier itself is 
noiseless in its operation, while a rectifier transformer is as 
quiet as a transformer for any other purpose. There is no vibra
tion in a rectifier cylinder, and no special foundations are required. 
The noise of the roughing pump and its motor is slight, and does 
not carry far, as there is very little power behind it. There is no 
other source of noise in a rectifier installation. 

Starting.-Among the outstanding advantages of a mercury 
arc rectifier over a synchronous converter is the simplicity of the 
starting process. As was seen before, it takes only a few seconds 
to ignite the arc and put the rectifier into service. This makes it 
pre-eminently adapted to automatically controlled substations on 
railway systems. 

Ambient Temperature.-Practically all the heat produced by 
the rectifier proper, except some of the heat generated at the anodes, 
is carried off by water. The room temperature therefore has no 
appreciable effect on the operation of a rectifier. This is another 
point of advantage possessed by the rectifier, as it can be located 
in buildings or rooms having only natural ventilation, or in places 
where the ambient temperature is high. 

Other phases of the operation of rectifiers, which have to be 
considered in their application, are dealt with separately in other 
parts of this book. 

RECTIFIER INSTALLATIONS 

Below are described some of the most important and more 
typical rectifier installations, with the special features and 
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characteristics of each briefly mentioned. The application of 
rectifiers to various fields can best be illustrated by describing 
a few typical installations. Much space is given to rectifier 
installations for railway service, as this is their most important 
field of application. A few outstanding applications of rectifiers 
to railway service, characterized either by high direct-current 
voltage, large kilowatt capacity involved, or by the extent of the 
electrification program, will best exemplify the important role 
now being played by rectifiers in this field. 

RAIL WAY SYSTEMS 

CITY AND INTERURBAN SYSTEMS 

Bridgeport, Conn.-An outstanding installation of mercury 
arc rectifiers for city street-car lines was completed in 1927 
by The Connecticut Company. The whole system depends on 
mercury arc rectifiers which are located in substations at Bridge-
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Electric Railway and Light Company, with the rectifier substations indicated 
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port and Stratford. The Bridgeport substation contains five 
1,200-kw., 600-volt, manually operated rectifiers, which arc 
equipped with forced-draft water coolers and wave-filter equip
ment; the Stratford substation contains two 1,200-kw., 600-
volt rectifiers and is fully automatic. The primary stepdown 
arrangement consists of transformers of the O.1.S.C. type, and 
auto-transformers. This arrangement was found to be the most 
suitable as provision had to be made for operation on either 
2.5- or 60-cycle :3-phase current, at voltages of 6,600, 11,000, 
and 13,000 volts, with a number of taps. For further informa-
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tion on this installation see Chap. XI and (369). After this 
installation was placed in service a complete filter equipment 
was added in order to eliminate interference with telephone 
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Fm. 160.-Load chart taken in the 

Oconomowoc rectifier substation of the 
Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light 
Company. The multiplying factor for 
the current scale is 20. 

lines (353). See also Fig . 
144, 177, 178, and Chap . 

III . 
Watertown - Milwaukee . 

A typical example of the 
use of mercury arc recti
fiers for an interurban line 
is the installation of 550-
kw., 600-volt rectifiers in 
three substations of the 
Watertown-Milwaukee line 
of the Milwaukee Electric 
Railway and Light Com
pany in 1926. The sub
stations are located about 
6.5 miles apart, at emah
bin, Oconomowoc, and 
Pipersyille, and are indi
cated by crosses on the road 
map shown in Fig. 159. 

They are interconnected 
through 600-volt trolley 
feeders of the interurban 
line, which is also fed by 
manually operated rotary
converter stations . 

Due to the fact that when 
a three-car train start near 
a substation the load de
mand may reach values as 
high as 3,500 amp., while 
the rectifiers are rated for 
only 1,840 amp. for 30 sec
ond , load-limiting or load
shifting resistors were 
installed. The load chart 

in Fig. 160 gives the load for a few hours in the Oconomowoc 
substation. 
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The layout of one of these substations, with the very economi
cally constructed building an<l installation possible with rectifiers, 
as well as its operation, are given in Chap. XI (see also 381). 

ELEVATED AND SeBWAY LINES 

Chicago Elevated and Surface Lines.-Two rectifiers of the 
then largest current capacity were installed by the Common
wealth Edison Company in 1928 for supplying power to the 
elevated and surface lines. These rectifiers are located at the 
Maypole and West Lawn substations and are of the type shown 
in Fig. 88. They are equipped with 12 anodes each, and are 
rated at 3,000 kw., 5,000 amp., 600 volts, with an overload 
capacity of 50 per cent for 2 hours and 100 per cent load for 1 
min. Regarding the layout of the substations sec Chap. XI 
and (380). 

Berlin Elevated Lines.-The electric service on these lines 
was inaugurated in part in the middle of 1928, and is similar to 
other elevated or subway lines. The electrified system, with a 
total length of about 100 miles, consists of two loops serving the 
heart of the city and of several suburban lines branching out from 
the main loops. The schematic diagram of Fig. 161 shows the 
stops, the locations of the substations, the sectionalizing points 
of the third rails, and the 30-kv. feeder system. With the 
exception of the substations locate<l at the three main junctions 
of the lines, which, due to their large load demand, have several 
rectifier units each, all the substations are equipped with two 
rectifier units each. Thirty-one substations, indicated by small 
solid blocks, are thus equipped with two rectifiers each; these 
stations are controlled from four points by a supervisory 
remote-control system. The rectifiers located in the three 
large substations at the main junctions, as well as the rectifiers 
for the branch lines, arc controlled semi-automatically. 

The substation equipment for the initial development of the 
loop, as is shown in Fig. 161, consists of 98 rectifiers with trans
formers, of a total capacity of 117,600 kw.; 92 of these are of 
the Brown Boveri type. 

The branch lines are fed by several substations having several 
units. These substations are spaced farther apart than those in 
the loop, and the fec-der sections are longer. In the loop the 
substations are spaced from % to 1 mile apart, and located close 
to the train stops. As can be seen from Figs. 161 and 190, the 
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third rails are cut at every other substation, the breaks in one 
track not being opposite those of the other. 

This electrified system therefore has the most ideal decentral
ized power supply, since on the largest part of the lines the power 
conversion is split up into a number of small stations, and the 
substations themselves arc rationally and efficiently located 
relative to the power demand centers; i.e., they are placed so as 
to feed into the sections of the system at places where the current 
demand is greatest. This results in low direct-current losses, 
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F1G. 161.-SchPmatic diagram of the Berlin elevated railway syskm. 

reduces the number and length of direct-current feeders, and, in 
consequence, the cost. Furthermore, the use of such a system 
results in smaller stray currents and consequently there is less 
corrosion and the influence of the direct-current ripple on com
munication circuits is reduced. 

Due to the short headway between trains, it is not feasible to 
start and stop the converting units in accordance with load 
demand. The units arc therefore in service the greater part of 
the time, and since they are required to supply power for rela
tively short periods the load factor is low. 

Such a system calls for converting equipment with as high an 
efficiency as possible at light loads, so as to obtain a high all-day 
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efficiency, and further, since many substations arc needed, the 
building and maintenance costs must be as low as possible. It 
was found that the mercury arc rectifier was the most suitable 
converting device for such a system, as it has a high efficiency at 
all loads, permits the use of light foundations and simple and 
cheap housing, as there are no rotating parts, and the heat pro
duced by a rectifier and its transformer can be carried off by 
water, thus necessitating no large ventilating arrangement, 
excessive overhead room, etc. The feature of grounding the 
positive pole of the system also helped to simplify the installa
tion of the rectifiers considerably. 

The use of rectifiers also made it possible to take advantage of 
the space under the arches supporting the tracks and station 
platforms and use it as the converting substation without 
expensive building alterations. For further details about these 
substations as well as about the control equipment and protective 
systems, sec Chap. XI and references (354) and (375). 

The rectifiers have been so designed that each of them is 
capable of supplying the load absorbed by a complete train. 
Each unit is rated at 1,200 kw., continuous, at 800 volts. How
ever, the determining factor in selecting the rectifier type was not 
the continuous rating but the maximum required overloads. 
During the rush hours the trains follow each other at intervals of 
90 sec., at which time the load cycle is 3,000 amp. for 40 sec., 
and 300 amp. for 50 sec. This unfavorable condition, however, 
takes place only when one rectifier unit fails and the two nearest 
units have to supply, in addition to their normal load, half the 
load dropped by the failing unit. The load therefore varies as 
indicated in Fig. 162; the second part of the diagram shows the 
same rush-hour conditions, but with' no failure of adjacent 
substations. 

The linear average value for the first part of tho curve is 1,460 
amp., and the effective average value 2,015 amp. Since the rec
tifier units are rated at 1,200 kw., 800 volts-that is, at 1,500 
amp.-it follows from the above figures that they are overloaded 
100 per cent for 40 sec. during every cycle of 90 sec. Overloads 
of such durations are no longer to be considered as overloads, 
but rather as continuous loads with temporary interruptions. 

Practically all the transformers used in this system are of the 
double 6-phase type, with interphase transformers, and have a 
reactance of 9 to 9½ per cent. The regulation which was 
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obtained is shown in Fig. 163, namely, 6H to 7 per cent at full 
load. In case of a diametrical 6-phase connection, the rPact
:wcc would have had to be about 4}1 for the same regulation; 
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FIG. I 6'.!.- Rush-hour load-cycle diagram for rectifiers on the Berlin elevated 
lines, during normal operation and during failure of an adjacent substation. 

that is, the short-circuit current would have increased to more 
than twice its present value. Tests at the factory of the Brown 
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FIG. 163.-Voltagc regulation curve of rectifiers on the Berlin elevated railways. 

Boveri Company showed that with the absorption-reactance 
coils the short-circuit current on the direct-current side reached a 
maximum value of 18,000 amp. These values were measured by 
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means of oscillograms. Several large power plants were inter
connected for these tests. At short circuit, the primary voltage 
on the transformers dropped about 18 per cent. On an infinite 
network the maximum value would have been around 21,000 
amp., corresponding to a short-circuit rating of the transformers 
of about 15,000 kva. In addition to these short-circuit tests, 
extensive load tests were made, simulating the actual load 
conditions. 

Philadelphia and New York Subways.-Two 2,500-kw., 630-
volt, nominally-rated rectifier units were installed in Substation 
Number 7 of the new South Broad Street subway of Philadelphia, 
and were put in operation in April, 1930. 

The new Eighth Avenue subway of New York City will have 
seven underground rectifier substations, each equipped with one 
3,000-kw., 625-volt, nominally rated unit. 

MAIN LINES 

Illinois Central Railroad.-Mercury arc rectifiers are used as 
converters for the electrification of some parts of this road, 
electric operation having started on those parts in 1926. Figure 
164 gives a road map and shows all the substations, those with 
rectifiers being marked with black circles. Their equipment is 
listed in the following table: 

:\1AJOR RnBSTATION EQnPMEXT 

Synchronous I Rect.ifiers 
I 

I 
1,500-volt 

Lip;ht conv{'rters feeders 
Total and 

Substation 
-- --

kilo- I power 

Rated 
watt trans-

Kum- Num• Rated 
capacity I ~~:!- Ncga- former 

kilowatt kilowatt 
ber 

capacity 
ber 

capacity tive capacity 

--

I 

I I 

K 16th St. . . . . . . . . 3 3,000 1 3,000 12,000 7 6 1 ,r,oo 
llrookdal,•. .... 2 3,000 1 3 

•000 I 

9,000 10 

I 

9 1,500 
Cheltenham ....... 2 3,000 0 6,000 4 2 150 
Front .. 2 3 ,ooo 0 6,000 7 6 :mo 
Laflin .. ..... 0 1 

I 

1,500 1.500 2 1 75 
Harvey .. 1 3 ,()()() 1 3 .ooo I 6,000 4 1 300 
\"ollmer Hd. I 3,000 I 1,500 . 4, .500 4 l 300 

- ----· ----- -----
Totals .. 11 33,000 5 12,000 45 ,ooo 38 26 4,125 

I I I 

The energy supply for the initial electrification is obtained 
through the above-mentioned seven substations located adjacent 
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to, or very near, the railroad right of way. Five of these arc 
within the city and are fed from the generating stations at 12,000 
volts, 60 cycles over the power company's cable system. The 
two substations in the suburban region are fed from the 33,000-
volt, 60-cycle overhead transmission system of the Public Service 

- Uecfnf;ed tJCrf1cn cf 
J!/Jn:;s (,f,nfro/ K1,/rood 

Mom !me 29 m;/q5 /on9 
S Cn1cago branch 4 5 m11es I01Jg 
Blue island " 4 " • 

FIG. 164.-Map of the Chicago termi
nal electrification of the Illinois Central 
Railroad, showing the location of the 
substations. The substations in which 
rectifiers are installed are indicated by 
black circles. 

Company of Northern Illinois. 
The line arrangement through
out is such as to provide rea
sonable reserve so as to insure 
a high order of reliability. 

The 1,500-volt direct-current 
energy for the traction service 
is derived in part through 
mercury arc rectifiers and in 
part through 3,000-kw. syn
chronous converter units. 
Each converter unit consists 
of two 750-volt machines in 
series, while the rectifiers fur
nish 1,.500 volts at their termi
nals. Normally, the overhead 
system is all tied together 
through the substation and tie 
station buses. These stations 
are so located that in case a 
fault occurs the section affected 
will be automatically isolated. 

There are five rectifier units 
on this system, their location 
being shown in the table. 
Three of them, of 3,000-kw. 
capacity, are of Brown Boveri 
manufacture, and the other 
two, rated at 1,500 kw. each, 
arc of General Electric make. 
Both of the 1,500-kw. units 

consist of two bowls each, operating in parallel. A single 
3-,phasc transformer with 6-phase secondary windings and inter
phase transformer feeds the pair of bowls of the 1,500-kw. sets. 
The 3,000-kw. sets are in effect two l,S00-kw. sets operated 
from one high-voltage switch. Each bowl has its own 3-phase 
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transformer, having the secondary connected in double 6-phase 
for the twelve anodes of the bowl. These rPctifiers are rated to 
carry 150 per cent load for 20 min. and 300 per cent momentarily. 

Because of the higher efficiency of the rectifiers, they arc natu
rally kept in service for the longer periods of lower load. The 
comparative data in Table VIII illustrate the savings effected 
on account of the higher efficiency of rectifiers over a wide load 
range. 

These rectifiers arc paralleled with synchronous converters 
in the same and in adjacent substations, and the parallel 
operation is very satisfactory. 

The maximum demand of this road on the power supply 
system has thus far been approximately 24,000 kw. The total 
energy consumption in 1927 was slightly less than 59,000,000 
kw.-hr. The annual load factor was thus about 28 per cent; 
the monthly load factor varied from 32},1 per cent to more than 
39 per cent (376). 

Ferrovie Nord Milano (Milano-Meda and Milano-Saronna).
The Ferrovie Nord Milano, which had a number of important 

------,---...----- 2 2000 V 1 ! ~ ~ 42~ 

+..--1--f--~-llI~i 3-'--coo_voc_i_1_~ _i 
Fw. 165.~Elementary wiring diagram of Novatr substation, F.orrovie Nord 

Milano. 

steam-operated sections in northern Italy, decided, in 1927, to 
electrify its lines with 3,000 volts direct current, on account of 
the dense traffic on those sections. The contact wire on the 
Milano-Meda and the Milano-Saronna sections is fed from one 
substation, Novate, which contains three 2,000-kw., 3,000-volt 
rectifier units. More substations will be added when the electri
fication is extended. 

An elementary diagram of the Novatc substation is shown in 
Fig. 165. The rectifier units are supplied from a 22,000-volt, 
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3-phase, 42-cycle, alternating-current system. ach rectifier 
has 12 anodes and is supplied from a transformer having a double 
6-phase fork-connected secondary. Each unit is provided with 
two direct-current circuit breakers, one in each pol . The posi
tive breaker, of the high-speed type, is equipped with a reverse
current trip attachment and is bridged by a current-limiting 
resistance. The protective system is designed for selective 
tripping in case of back fire, so that only the faulty unit is dis
connected, while the other units remain in operation. Thus, 

Frn. 166.-J efferson substation of the Portland Electric Power Company, 
containing two 750-kw., 1,350-volt rectifiers, serving the Portland terminus of 
the Oregon Electric Railway. 

if a back fire should occur in unit I, the current will flow as 
indicated in Fig. 165. The positive breaker of unit I will be 
tripped by the reverse current and will in turn trip the negative 
breaker through an interlock. The alternating-current circuit 
breaker of unit I will be tripped by instantaneous overload relays. 
The opening of the high-speed breaker of unit I will remove the 
overload from unit II before the alternating-current breaker of 
that unit can open. Unit II will therefore remain in operation. 

Oregon Electric Railway.-The Portland Electric Power 
Company installed two 750-kw., 1,350-volt rectifiers in 1928, 
for furnishing power to the terminal of the Oregon Electric 
Railway, an interurban line of 125 miles. The regulation of the 
rectifiers is improved by compounding which is effected by means 
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of an interphase transformPr saturated with direct current (see 
Chap. XII). 

The transformers arc of the indoor, water-cooled type. The 
two rectifiers are placed in a building which also contains 
synchronous converters and motor generators. The installation 
is shown in Fig. 166. The switchboard may be seen to the left 
of the rectifier enclosure (357). 

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad.-The suburban 
electrification of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad, 
between Hoboken and Dover, N. J., covers approximately 40 
miles of heavy-traffic main line and 25 miles of branch lines. 
The 3,000-volt direct current for this electrification is supplied 
by five rectifier substations, with a total capacity of 37,000 
kw. There are altogether 13 rectifier units, 11 of which arc 
rated at 3,000 kw. nominal and 2 at 2,000 kw. nominal (428). 

LIGHTING AND POWER LOADS 

From the preceding discussion of the characteristics of the 
mercury arc rectifier it can readily be seen that the rectifier can 
be used to advantage for furnishing direct current for lighting, 
power, etc., either for individual large buildings, or for whole 
lighting networks, such as Edison three-wire systems. A number 
of rectifier installations furnish energy to the lighting networks of 
large cities. Among these may be mentioned Vienna, Austria 
where the rectifiers arc used for both railway service and lighting. 

INDUSTRIAL PLANTS 

As already pointed out, rectifiers can be used in practically 
every field where alternating-current power is converted into 
direct current. Consequently, rectifiers are found in many 
industrial plants for operating hoist motors for coal and ore 
handling, in steel mills, etc. Among the considerable number of 
rolling mills employing rectifiers, three may be mentioned: 

1. Wendel & Company: Seven rectifier units, totalling 3,130 
kw. at 520 volts direct current. The mill is of the continuous 
type, and the rectifiers were installed in 1920. 

2. John Cockerill, Belgium: Eight rectifier units, totalling 
4,400 kw. at 550 volts direct current. 

3. Ougrce Marihaye, Belgium: Ten rectifier units, totalling 
7,000 kw. at 540 volts direct current. 
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ELECTROCHEMICAL PLANTS 

Steel-enclosed mercury arc rectifiers are at present used success
fully in the production of aluminum, zinc, hydrogen, chlorine, 
etc. The advantages gained by using rectifiers in such plants 
were already pointed out; therefore, brief mention will only 
be made of a few outstanding plants of this character: 

1. I. G. Farbenindustrie A.-G., Germany: 500 kw., l,800/3,500 
volts direct current; 200 kw., 12,000 volts direct current. 

2. Aluminum Industrie A.-G., Switzerland: 7,200 kw., 450 
volts direct current. These rectifiers furnish power for the elec
trolytic production of aluminum in cells containing molten 
bauxite. The voltage can be regulated from 200 volts to 500 
volts. 

3. Consolidated Mining and Smelting Company, Trail, B.C., 
Canada: 16,800 kw., 500 volts direct current. This installation 
is used for the production of zinc electrolytically from a solution of 
zinc sulphate. Further details of this plant, including the layout 
of the equipment, are given in Chap. XL 

In regard to the effect, in general, of the undulations in the 
direct-current wave on the electrochemical efficiency of such 
cells, see Chap. V, p. 100. 



CHAPTER XI 

SUBSTATIONS 

The present chapter will deal with the practical considerations 
entering into the location and design of rectifier substations, 
their control and protection. Descriptions are also given of 
several typical rectifier installations, pointing out their particular 
features. 

THE LOCATION OF SUBSTATIONS 

The location of substations is intimately tied up with the 
economics of power distribution, which is beyond the scope of 
this book. A comprehensive study of this subject was made by 
the American Electric Railway Association. 1 

The economics of power distribution on railway systems 
usually requires that a number of relatively small converting 
stations be located at different points along the system in order to 
save on feeder copper, to reduce feeder losses, to maintain a 
high trolley voltage over the entire system, and to minimize 
electrolysis which results when direct-current power is transmitted 
over long distances. Distributing the direct-current power 
from a number of smaller substations located in different parts 
of the system, instead of concentrating it in one or two large 
stations at the center of the system, also increases the reliability 
of the system and assures continuity of service during emer
gencies, such as fires, storms, and similar contingencies. 

City railway systems are usually divided into load sections 
each fed by a converting station near its load center. As the 
system grows and additional power is required new stations are 
installed, probably in outlying districts, in order to improve 
the voltage conditions in those districts and to feed new railway 
sections. 

On interurban railways and main-line railroads, substations 
are usually located at intervals along the right-of-way of the line, 
and at important junctions and switching points. 

1 The reader is referred to the 1922 and 1923 Reports of the Committee 
on Automatic Substations of the A.E.R.A. and to Appendix H of the 
A.E.R.A. Proceedings, 1926. 

329 
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In order to reduce the operating costs as well as the crn,ts of 
buildings and sites, and to operate the systems most economically, 
railway substations of the type mentioned are usually either 
automatically operated or remote controlled, either from a central 
point or from the nearest manual substation. Sometimes the 
automatic control is supplemented by remote control. 

Automatically controlled railway substations are increasingly 
coming into use, on account of the high operating charges of 
manual stations and the confidence of operating engineers in 
automatic control gained as a result of operating experience. 

The rectifier is particularly adaptable to such a system 
layout for the following reasons: 

It is a stationary apparatus and being water cooled requires 
no ventilation, so that a substation building of light and simple 
construction may be used. 

It is noiseless and can, therefore, always be located near the 
theoretical load center, whether in residential districts or office 
buildings. 

It is readily adaptable to automatic and supervisory control 
and at relatively low cost, on account of the simplicity of the 
starting and stopping operations, and the small number of 
protective devices required. 

SUBSTATION LAYOUT 

In the design of rectifier substations the same general considera
tions apply as for any other substations. These are briefly as 
follows: 

The floor space and size of the station should be as small as 
possible, consistent with safety and ease of operation. All 
apparatus should be easily accessible for inspection and repairs. 
Provision should he made to insure the safety of the personnel 
and equipment. All connections should be as short and simple 
as possible. 

In manually operated substations, the safety and comfort of 
the operator and ease of control and supervision of the equipment 
are important considerations. The building must be well 
ventilated, lighted, and heated, and other provisions must be 
made as required for the existence of human beings. All the 
instruments, lamps, and control switches must be located on 
one switchboard, so that the operator may easily supervise and 
control the station from a central point. In the design of 
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automatic substations, the human clement does not have to be 
considered, so that a smaller building of lighter construction 
without any heating system, etc. can be used. The indicating 
and control apparatus may be located close to the controlled 
equipment, thereby eliminating conduits and reducing the length 
of control wires. 

A rectifier installation generally contains the following equip
ment: alternating-current disconnects, current transformers, oil 
circuit breaker, rectifier transformer, rectifier cylinder with 
vacuum pump and ignition and excitation devices, direct-current 
breaker, switchboard with protective and control apparatus and 
direct-current feeder equipment. In addition to the above 
equipment, the substation may contain alternating-current feeder 
equipment, alternating-current metering equipment, lightning 
arresters, and direct-current wave-smoothing equipment. 

In addition to the main power supply to the rectifier trans
former the substation should also have an auxiliary low-voltage 
alternating-current supply for operating the rectifier auxiliaries, 
as well as a direct-current supply for tripping the oil circuit 
breakers. The alternating-current auxiliary supply may be single
or 3-phase, depending on the type of motors employed for the 
vacuum pumps and recirculating cooler, when used, and is 
generally obtained from the main alternating-current bus through 
an auxiliary transformer. The direct-current supply is usually 
obtained from a battery. 

Alternating-current Equipment.-The alternating-current 
switching equipment may be located either indoors or outdoors, 
depending on the alternating-current voltage, location of substa
tion, etc., and is usually determined by economic considerations. 

Converting Equipment.-The rectifier transformer may be 
placed indoors or outdoors. Rectifiers are at present constructed 
for indoor service only. The transformer should be so located 
with reference to the rectifier cylinder that the connections 
between the secondary terminals of the transformer and the 
rectifier anodes are as short as possible. If the transformer is 
placed indoors the secondary connections may be run directly to 
the rectifier. If the transformer is located outdoors, the second
ary cables may be connected to the rectifier through wall bushings 
or conduits. 

The rectifier cylinder is insulated from ground by means of 
insulating supports. If the positive pole of the direct-current 
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system is alive, as is the general practice on railway systems, the 
rectifier cylinder and the vacuum pump should be provided with 
a guard rail or screen. The cathode being located at the lower 
part of the rectifier, the connection from the cathode to the 
positive direct-current bus may be made by cable through 
conduits in the floor. If the direct-current bus is located on the 
floor below the rectifier, the connection from the cathode to the 
direct-current bus may also be made by copper bars passing 
through an opening in the floor. 

For the making of inspection and repairs, facilities should be 
provided for raising the transformer core from the tank and for 
disassembling the rectifier. The minimum headroom of the sub
station building is usually determined by these requirements. 

Cooling.-It is general practice to make the rectifier trans
formers oil immersed and self-cooled or water-cooled. If a 
self-cooled transformer is placed indoors, ventilating openings 
should be provided in the floor or the wall near the transformer to 
facilitate air circulation for cooling the transformer. 

The rectifier cylinder and mercury vacuum pump are cooled by 
circulation of water. The cooling water may be obtained from 
the city water supply or from a well. In order to prevent 
electrolysis or clogging of the cooling system, the water should 
be free of impurities (see Chap. VIII). The rectifier may also 
be cooled by means of a closed recirculating system as was 
described in Chap. VIII. If the rectifier is cooled from a grounded 
water supply, a long rubber hose must be used for connecting 
the rectifier to the water supply in order to reduce the ground 
leakage current to such a small value as to prevent electrolytic 
corrosion of the rectifier cylinder. This leakage current should be 
limited to a few milliamperes. For rectifiers operating at 
high direct-current voltages a very long rubber hose would be 
required to limit the leakage current to a harmless value; for 
this reason, rectifiers operating at direct-current voltages above 
1,500 volts with the negative grounded are generally cooled by 
means of a recirculating cooling system. 

Such a cooling system is also used when there is no water 
supply available, when the cost of water is high, or when the 
water available contains impurities which may clog the water 
pipes or cause electrolysis. 

If the rectifier is cooled by a forced draft recirculating cooling 
system, the radiator unit of the water recooler, the water pump, 
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and all the water piping to the rectifier should be insulated from 
ground to prevent electrolysis. Rubber hose connections should 
be inserted in the water piping between the rectifier and recooler, 
so that in case the recooler should accidentally become grounded 
no power current would flow to this ground. 

The expansion tank used with a recirculating cooling system 
must also be insulated from ground and should be placed at an 
elevation above the top level of the cooling system to keep the 
system ''primed.'' 

The cooling air for the forced draft water recooler may be 
taken from the outside or from the substation and may be dis
charged to the outside or into the substation. Provision may 
be made by means of shutters to discharge the air to the outside 
in the summer and into the substation in the winter for heating 
purposes. 

In unheated stations where the temperature in winter may drop 
below the freezing point of water, an anti-freezing mixture should 
be used in the recirculating system to prevent freezing. A 
mixture of alcohol or glycerin with water or some other anti
freezing mixture may be used. In Table X are given data on 
the freezing temperatures for different mixtures of alcohol and 
water. 

TABLE X.-FR,~EZING TEMPERATURES OF \'ARIO'CS 11IXTURES OF ALCOHOL 

AND WATER 

Percentage of alcohol in I Freezing temperature of 
mixture I Specific mixture 

~voh,mc I 

gravity of 
mixture Degrees, Degrees, 

By weight 
Centigrade Fahrenheit 

0 0 1.000 0 +32 
5 6.2 O.!l91 1. 9 +28.5 

10 12 .4 0.084 4.2 +24.4 
15 18.5 0.077 7.0 +rn.4 
20 24.5 0.971 -10.7 +12. 7 
25 30.4 0.965 -15.2 + 4.7 
30 36.2 0.058 -20.0 - 4.0 
35 41. 0 0.949 -25.3 -13.6 
40 47.4 0.940 -30.8 -23.4 
45 52.2 0.929 -36.2 -33.2 
50 57.3 0.019 -41.9 -42.5 
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Since the rectifier usually operates at a higher temperature 
than the vacuum pump, the mercury vacuum pump generally 
cannot be cooled by the same recirculating system as the rectifier. 
If no tap water supply is available to supply the small amount 
of cooling water for cooling the pump, an independent recirculat
ing system may be provided, which may be made a part of the 
cooler used for the rectifier. 

Switchboard.-On the switchboard arc mounted the control 
and protective equipment, instruments, direct-current switching 
equipment, and direct-current bus. In small converting stations 
containing small-capacity rectifiers, the general practice is to 
locate the circuit-breaker panels alongside the control panels. 
In larger converting stations the direct-current circuit breakers 
and direct-current bus are frequently located in the basement or 
in cells away from the control switchboard in order to insure 
safety of operation and to facilitate making connections to the 
machines and feeders. 

Cables and Wires.-The control wires between the switch
board and the various apparatus arc usually located in conduits 
which terminate in the back of the switchboard. The cables 
connecting the anodes to the secondary terminals of the rectifier 
transformer should have higher insulation than normally required 
for cables of the same operating voltage, on account of the surges 
which occur at the secondary terminals of the transformer during 
disturbances. For direct-current voltages up to l,500volts, anode 
cables insulated for 2,500 or 5,000 volts working pressure are 
generally used. The cables should be of a size capable of carrying 
the r.m.s values of anode currents. The relation of the anode 
currents to the direct-current output of the rectifier for different 
transformer connections may be obtained from the tables given 
in the chapter on transformers. The wires to the rectifier for 
the ignition and excitation circuits and for the anode and tank 
heaters, if used, should be insulated for the same working voltage. 
as the anode cables, for protection against surges. Surge arresters 
of the horn-gap or condenser type are generally connected 
between the secondary terminals and neutral of the transformer 
to protect the transformer, rectifier, and cables against excessive 
surges. 

If wave-smoothing equipment is used, special attention should 
be given to the connections between the resonant shunt filters and 
the direct-current buses. The connecting wires should be as 
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short as possible, should be finely stranded and should not be 
placed in a metallic conduit. These precautions are necessary 
in order to keep the voltage drop in these wires, due to the high 
frequency currents, at a low value since this voltage drop reduces 
the efficiency of the filter (see Chap. XIII). 

MANUALLY OPERATED SUBSTATIONS 

A diagram of connections of a rectifier unit with auxiliaries 
is shown in Fig. 86. In a manually operated substation all 
the starting and stopping operations are performed by an 
operator either by hand or from the switchboard. Before 
starting the rectifier the vacuum should be checked and the 
cooling water turned on. If the rectifier is provided with temper
ature control the temperatures should also be observed. To 
start the rectifier, the alternating-current breaker is closed 
thereby energizing the rectifier transformer. The rectifier arc 
is then ignited and an auxiliary excitation arc established, either 
automatically through auxiliary switches on the alternating
current breaker, as shown in Fig. 86, or by means of control 
switches on the switchboard. With the excitation arc established, 
the rectifier is ready to take load and may be connected to the 
bus by closing the direct-current breaker. The whole starting 
operation therefore consists of the closing of the alternating
current and direct-current breakers. 

Since the rectifier is a static machine, has fixed polarities, and 
cannot feed back from the direct-current to the alternating
current side, synchronizing, polarity check, and voltage check 
are unnecessary. The rectifier can also be started by closing the 
direct-current breaker first. 

When the rectifier is in operation the flow of cooling water and 
the temperature of the tank should be observed periodically in 
order to protect the rectifier against overheating. 

The mercury vacuum pump is continuously in service. The 
rotary vacuum pump is started when the vacuum has dropped to 
a point requiring the service of the pump, and is stopped when 
the vacuum has been raised to the required point. The rotary 
pump should not be operated without the mercury pump, since 
this would cause the vacuum to drop too low (see Fig. 111). 
If for any reason the mncury pump has been shut down suffi
ciently long for the mercury to cool off, it is necessary, when 
starting the pump again, to operate the mercury pump for several 
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Frn. 167.-Diagram of connections of Brown Boveri manually operated rectifier 

unit. 

1. Rectifier 
2. Rectifier transformer 
3. Intcrphasc transformer 
4. Surge arresters 
5. Current transformer 
6. Alternating-current dis-

connects 
7. Oil circuit breaker 
8. Series overload trips 
9. Current transformer trip 

for 7 
11. Motor mechanism of oil 

circuit breaker 
12. Thermal overload relay 
15. Direct-current series 

reactor 
I 7. Direct-current knife 

switch 
18. Direct-current circuit 

breaker 
19. Reverse-current trip for 

18 (voltage coil) 
20. Reverse-current trip for 

18 (current eon) 

21. Shunt trip coil for 18 
22. Excitation and ignition 

transformer 
23. Excitation choke coil 
24. Excitation and ignition 

resistances 
25. Ignition relays 
26. Insulating transformer 

for 27 
27. Mercury vacuum pump 
28. Rotary vacuum pump 
29. Rotary vacuum pump 

motor 
30. Contact-making ther-

mometer 
31. Vacuum mefa,r 
32. Hot-wire element for 

vacuum gage 
33. Transformer for 32 
34. Series resistance for 33 
35. Shunt reactors for filter 
36. Shunt condensers for 

filter 
40. Auxiliary tripping relay 

41. Drop annunciator 
42. Signal bell 
43. Control switch for oil 

circuit breaker 
44. Potential receptacle 
45. Knife switch for 29 
46. Knife switches for 22 

and 26 
47. Knife switch for 42 
48. Auxiliary switch of oil 

circuit breaker 
49. Pilot lamps 
50. Thermal cutouts 
51. Direct-current volt-

meter 
52. Direct-current ammeter 
53. Alternating-current am

meter 
54. Alternating-current ex

citation ammeter 
55. Current transformer for 

9 
56. Shunt resistance for 55 
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minutes before starting the rotary pump, in order to allow the 
mercury time to heat up and produce sufficient vapor so that the 
pumping action produces enough back pressure for the rotary 
pump. When the mercury pump is in operation the flow of 
cooling water should be observed in order to insure efficient 
pumping action and to prevent mercury vapor from passing into 
the rotary pump due to insufficient cooling. 

The rectifier may be stopped by opening the direct-current 
and alternating-current circuit breakers, and disconnecting the 
excitation. When the rectifier is shut down and left unattended 
for any length of time, the vacuum pump should be shut down 
and the valve between the mercury vacuum pump and the 
rectifier should be closed. 

A wiring diagram of a manually operated Brown Boveri 
rectifier is shown in Fig. 167. The various items of the diagram 
are explained in the legend. The operation of the ignition and 
excitation device was explained in Chap. VIII. As can be seen 
in the diagram, the rectifier is protected against short circuits 
and overloads by means of overload and thermal relays. The 
direct-current breaker is provided with a reverse current trip 
attachment to trip it in case of back fire and disconnect it from the 
direct-current bus. The alternating-current breaker is provided 
with a current transformer trip coil which is normally short 
circuited by an auxiliary contact of the direct-current breaker 
and is connected into the circuit by the opening of the direct
current breaker to trip the alternating-current breaker on back 
fire. The rectifier is protected against excessive temperature by 
means of a contact-making thermometer which trips the alter
nating-current breaker when the temperature reaches 60° C. 

AUTOMATICALLY OPERATED SUBSTATIONS 

In an automatically operated substation the automatic devices 
must perform all the operations that would be performed by an 
operator in a manually operated substation. The station must 
also be fully self-protected against any operating contingencies 
that may arise in service. 

Being a stationary machine, a rectifier is particularly well 
adapted to automatic control, and a manually operated rectifier 
unit may be made automatic by the addition of the necessary con
trol equipment to start and stop the unit, to automatically 
control the vacuum pump, and to protect the equipment. 
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Starting and Stopping. -The impulses for starting and stopping 
the substation may be given by a control switch in the substation, 
by remote control, by a clock switch, or by load responsive devices, 
similar to those used for rotary converter stations. Any one of 
the above methods or several of them may be used for controlling 
the substation. Clock and load responsive controls are most 
commonly used. 

When clock control is used, the substation may be started 
and stopped at certain times of the day to suit the load schedule. 
The clock switch may also be provided with a weekly attachment 
to shut the substation down on Saturday or Sunday. 

The load responsive devices provide for the most complete 
full-automatic control of the substation. These devices consist of 
voltage, current, and time-delay relays. When the trolley 
voltage near the substation is low, indicating load requirement, 
the voltage relay functions to start the rectifier after a certain 
time delay. When the load demand has passed, the current 
relay disconnects the rectifier after a certain time delay. The 
tirric delay is necessary to prevent the station from being switched 
in and out too frequently, on short load swings. The relays have 
to be adjusted to suit the load conditions on the system. 

If the substation has more than one unit, additional units 
may be started up when the load demand on the station exceeds 
the capacity of the units in operation, and may be disconnected 
when the load demand drops again. 

This control function may be performed either by a thermal
type load relay or by a current relay with time delay. The 
sequence of leading and lagging units may be alternated at inter
vals by means of a selector switch in order that all the units 
may undergo the same number of service hours. If one of the 
units fails to complete its starting operation or is locked out, the 
next unit is automatically started in its place. 

When the starting impulse is given by the master element, the 
alternating-current circuit breaker is closed, energizing the rectifier 
transformer. At the same time the ignition and excitation 
circuit and the water-circulating device, which may be a 
magnet water valve or the motors of a recirculating system, 
are energized through auxiliary switches of the alternating
current breaker, igniting the excitation arc in the rectifier, and 
starting the flow of cooling water through the rectifier. When 
the arc is established in the rectifier, the direct-current breaker 
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is closed by the voltage at the terminals of the rectifier or from 
another source. 

When a stopping impulse is given by the controlling element, 
the alternating-current breaker is tripped, de-energizing the recti
fier transformer, the ignition and excitation circuits and the water
circulating device; the direct-current breaker is tripped through 
an interlock of the alternating-current breaker. 

Reclosing and Lockout.-If the alternating-current breaker is 
tripped by overload or short circuit, it may be reclosed auto
matically after a predetermined time interval by means of a 
reclosing relay. If the short circuit continues and the breaker 
is tripped successively after a predetermined number ofreclosures, 
the breaker is locked out, and the unit cannot start again until the 
lockout is reset. 

Vacuum Pump Control.-The vacuum pump is controlled so 
as to maintain a good vacuum in the rectifier at all times, and its 
control is independent of the operation of the rectifier. As 
already stated, the mercury vacuum pump is continually in 
operation, and is cooled by water. The rotary vacuum pump is 
started when the vacuum has dropped to a predetermined low 
value and is shut down when the vacuum has been raised to a pre
determined high value. The starting and stopping operations 
are controlled through contacts on the indicating vacuum meter 
or through pressure responsive relays. In addition to these 
functions, the control equipment for the vacuum pump also 
protects the vacuum pump against failure of the cooling water 
supply and interruption of the heating plate circuit of the mercury 
pump, and provides the necessary time delay between the start
ing of the mercury and rotary pumps after the former has been 
shut down (see Manually Operated Substations). 

Temperature Control.-Somc types of rectifiers are provided 
with control equipment to maintain the temperatures of anodes 
and tank within certain operating limits which give the best · 
operating conditions. Temperature control may be effected 
by regulating the temperature of the cooling water, and by using 
tank and anode heaters. If the rectifier is cooled by tap water 
the water temperature may be controlled by regulating the flow 
of cooling water by means of a thermostatic regulating valve as 
was shown in Fig. 100 (Chap. VII). If the rectifier is cooled by 
a forced-draft recirculating cooling system, the water temperature 
may be controlled by controlling the operation of the fan of the 
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forced-draft cooler by means of a thermal relay, stopping the fan 
when the water temperature has dropped to a predetermined low 
value, and starting it when the temperature has reached a pre
determined high value. If tank heaters are used, they are also 
controlled by means of a thermal relay to maintain the tank 
temperature within certain limits. If anode heaters are used, 
they arc connected to an auxiliary alternating-current supply 
through insulating transformers. The operation of the anode 
heaters is controlled by a current relay, which energizes the 
insulating transformers when the load current drops below a 
certain value. 

Protection.-Automatic rectifier units are usually provided 
with protective features for protection against: 

Severe alternating-current overload by means of overload relays 
connected to current transformers on the alternating-current 
side for tripping the alternating-current breaker. 

Sustained overload by thermal overload relays connected to 
current transformers, which trip the alternating-current breaker 
and hold it open for a certain length of time to permit the rectifier 
and transformer to cool off. 

Reverse direct current to disconnect the rectifier from the 
direct-current system in case of back fire. 

Overheating of the rectifier cylinder by means of a contact 
thermometer which trips the alternating-current breaker and 
locks it out, or holds it out until the tank temperature has 
dropped to a sufficiently low value. 

Failure of cooling water supply to the rectifier by means of a 
water flow relay which trips the direct-current breaker and holds 
it open until the water flows again. 

Operation with low vacuum by means of a contact on the 
vacuum meter or a vacuum relay, which trips the alternating
current breaker and locks it out, or holds it out until good 
vacuum is restored. 

Incomplete start by means of relays which trip and lock out the 
alternating-current breaker if the starting operation of the 
rectifier is not completed within a certain time limit. 

Protection of the rectifier against alternating-current under
voltage, single-phase, and reverse-phase is not essential, as phase 
reversal has no effect on the operation of a rectifier, and, in case 
of low voltage or single-phase operation, the direct-current 
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voltage would drop, so that the load would be reduced or become 
zero and no serious harm could result to the rectifier. 

Protection against undervoltage, single- and reverse-phase 
may be required, however, for the protection of alternating
current motors used with auxiliaries. 

The protection of the vacuum pump has already been discussed 
under Vacuum Pump Control. Special circuit connections 
for selective protection of rectifiers will be described later. 

Diagrams of Connections.-Below arc described two automatic 
control systems for rectifiers and some of the control apparatus 
used. 

In Fig. 168 is shown a schematic wiring diagram of a General 
Electric Company rectifier substation (406). The functions 
of the various apparatus arc explained in the legend. The 
control equipment consists of temperature-control equipment, 
pressure-control equipment, starting- and stopping-control 
equipment, ignition and excitation equipment, alternating
current switching and protective equipment, and direct-current 
switching equipment. 

The temperature-control equipment regulates the anode 
and tank temperatures within the limits giving best operation. 
The anode heaters are connected in parallel to two secondary 
windings· of an insulating transformer, the primary of which is 
connected to the alternating-current control bus; they are con
trolled by current relay 37, which energizes them when the load 
drops to a low value. The tank heaters are controlled by a 
thermal relay 26, mounted on the rectifier (see Fig. 93), to 
maintain the desired tank temperature. This relay is provided 
with three contacts; one contact controls the tank heaters, 
and the two others, at high or low tank temperatures, respectively, 
open the master contactor circuit, or hold the rectifier out of 
service until the temperature of the tank is again within the 
proper limits, as the case may be. If the rectifier is cooled 
by a recirculating cooling system, the fan motor of the cooler 
may also be controlled by thermal relay 26, which starts the fan 
when the tank temperature has come up to a certain value. 
The water-circulating pump operates continuously. The tem
perature control of the tank operates independently of the 
rest of the substation to maintain the correct temperature 
all the time so that the rectifier may always be ready for 
service. 
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The heater of the condensation (mercury) pump is always 
in operation, and is disconnected only by water flow relay 63W 
when the cooling water has failed. The rotary vacuum pump is 
controlled by air pressure relay 63 V, which starts the vacuum 
pump motor 88V throug;h an auxiliary contactor 88VX when the 
pressure in the rectifier has risen to a predetermined value. The 
regulating instrument with contactors is shown in Fig. 131, 
Chap. VIII. As the motor approaches normal speed, a speed 
switch 14 energizes a solenoid-operated valve 20V, which opens 
the passage from the interstage reservoir to the rotary vacuum 
pump. A second contact of 63 V closes at a critically increased 
pressure within the rectifier, to energize auxiliary relay 63VY, 
which opens the master contactor 4 to prevent the operation 
of the rectifier and also to insure that the auxiliary contactor 
88VX is energized to exhaust the tank. A third contact closes 
when the pressure becomes proper for operation, to energize 
auxiliary relay 63 V X and reset relay 63 VY, which allows con
tactor 4 to place the rectifier in operation once more. After a 
time delay to insure that a proper operating pressure is attained 
within the rectifier, relay 63VX opens contactor 88VXtostopthe 
rotary pump. 

The pressure control of the rectifier operates independently 
of the rest of the substation to maintain a high vacuum in the 

FIG. 168.-Schematic diai,;ram of conuections for automatic switching 
control of General Electric rectifier. The lower part of the diagram is a con
tinuation of the upper part. 

lL, Master element for lead
ing unit (voltage relay) 

lT, Master element for trail
ing unit (current relay) 

2L, Time-delay starting re
lay for leading unit 

2T, Time-delay startin,-:!; re-
lay for trailing unit 

4, Master contactor 
5 1 Manual stopping switch 
8, Control power switch 
10, Manually-operated unit 

sequence switch 
!OX, Manually-operated 

pull-button switch 
11-1, Control power trnns

former 
11-2, Control power trans-

former 
14, Underspeed switch 
16, Battery-charging device 
20V, Vacuum valve 
26, Rectifier-tank thermo-

stat 26f
6 

Auxiliary contactor for 

27, A-c. undervoltage relay 
27 X, Auxiliary contactor for 

27 
28, Load shifting resistor 

thermostat 

37, A-c. undercurrent relay 
37 X, Auxiliary con tac tor for 

37 
4,1, Emer~ency starting relay 
4,1X, Auxiliary contactor 

for 44 
4fl, A-c. thermal relay 
51, A-c. overcurrcnt relay 
SIX, Auxiliary contactor for 

51 
filA. A-c. overC'urrent relay 

for load shifting resistor 
•
1HAX, Auxiliary contactor 

for 5IA 
52, Oil circuit breaker 
53, Ignition relay 
62£, Time-delay stopping 

relay for leading unit 
fi2T, Time-delay stopping 

relay for trailing unit 
fi3V, Vacuum reµ;ulator 
6:lVX, Auxiliary timing re

lay for 63V 
63VY, Auxiliary relay for 

63V 
63W, Water-flow relay 
63 W X, Auxiliary relay for 

63W 
72br~,;k~r high-speed circuit 

72X, Auxiliary contactor 
for 72 

72 Y, Auxiliary relay for 72 
73, Load-shifting-resistor 

Rhunting cont'l.etor 
7~), A-c. reclosin ~ relay 
81 E, Arc-strikiP , generator 
81EX, Arc-strik lg anode 
S!i, Locking-out ,lay 
88.E, Auxiliary motor for 

arc-striking s, 
88V, Auxiliary ::10tor for 
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for 88V 
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rectifier at all times, so that the rectifier may always be ready for 
service. 

The starting of the leading unit is controlled by voltage relay 
IL, which closes its contact on low trolley voltage and energizes 
time delay relay 2L. This relay gives the starting indication 
when the trolley voltage remains at a low value for a definite 
time. 

The rectifier is started by master contactor 4, the circuit of 
which is controlled by the contact of relay 2L and a series of 
other contacts which check the unit for safe tank temperature, 
safe internal pressure, cooling water for mercury pump, low or 
single-phase alternating-current voltage, safe temperature of load
shifting resistor, and freedom from previous repeated alternating
current overcurrents. If all these conditions are correct, master 
contactor 4 closes and the auxiliary generator 81E energizes the 
exciting anode solenoid 81EX. The exciting anode then touches 
the mercury cathode and current flows through the stabilizing 
resistor to energize exciter relay 53, which de-energizes exciting 
anode solenoid 81EX. A spring then withdraws the exciting 
anode from the cathode, and an arc is drawn and maintained. 
Reclosing relay 79 closes oil circuit breaker 52 after a few seconds, 
if relay 53 indicates that the exciting arc is being maintained. 
Auxiliary contactor 51X is energized in parallel with motor 52 
and closes around the alternating-current overcurrent relays 51. 
Contactor 51X opens after sufficient time has passed for the 
power tiansformer magnetizing transient to disappear. 

\Vhen the exciting arc is maintained and the alternating
current breaker is closed, it energizes through an interlock 
auxiliar~- relay 72X, which closes the direct-current line circuit 
breaker 72. In the absence of direct-current overcurrent, con
tactor · shunts out the load-shifting resistor. The whole start
ing se< ,,nee may be completed in less than 10 sec., if the first 
closun 1f the reclosing relay is adjusted for its shortest interval. 

If bi '.ker 72 fails to close, or if it opens and remains open for 
3 min. ·hile master contactor 4 is closed, relays 79 and 86 
lock G the unit, thus giving the starting indication for the 
succee tg unit in a multiple-unit station. 

If ti direct-current load exceeds the capacity of the rectifier, 
relay cl opens shunting contactor 73, to insert the load-shifting 
resist If the overload continues long enough to overheat 
the tor and rectifier, the heated air from the resistor causes 
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thermal relay 28 to open contactor 4, shutting down the rectifier. 
It will restart when the equipment has become cool. After the 
load demand has passed, current relay 37 operates auxiliary 
contactor 37 X to energize time-delay relay 62£, so that if the load 
demand remains below a set value for a predetermined time, the 
contact of relay 62£ is opened, de-energizing contactor 4 and 
stopping the unit. 

FIG. 169.- witchboard for the automatic control of two 500-kw., 600-volt 
General Electric rectifier units and three direct-current feeders. 

The starting and stopping of the trailing rectifier unit are 
controlled by current relay lT through time-delay relays 2T 
and 62T. Either unit I or unit II may be made the leading or 
trailing unit by sequence switch 10. . 

In Fig. 169 is shown a switchboardforcontrollingtwoautomatic 
500-kw., 600-volt, General Electric type rectifier units and their 
direct-current feeders. 

In Fig. 170 is shown the engineering wiring diagram of an 
American Brown Boveri 3,000-kw. rectifier unit. An explanation 
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lC, Master element (clock) 
lM, Master element 

(manual control) 
3, Master relay 
8, Auxiliary power switch 
20, Magnet water valve 
26, Cont,.ct-making ther

mometer 
26X, Signal for 26-60° C. 
26Z, Signal for 26-65° C. 

(lockout) 
30, Drop annunciator 
43, Changeover switch 
48X, Signal for incomplete 

start (lockout) 
49, Alternating-current ther

mal overload relay 
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Frn. 170.-Engineering wiring diagram of a Brown Boveri automatic rectifier unit. 
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of the equipment is given in the accompanying legend. The 
clock switch IC and the relays :\ 79, and 63 V X arc of the drum
contactor type, and are operated by vibrating alternating-cur
rent motors. The motor consists of a two-pole armature which 
is placed between the poles of a permanent magnet, and is coupled 
to a spring. When an alternating-current voltage is applied 
to the armature, it vibrates at the frequency of the alternating
current voltage, and these vibrations are converted into rotary 
motion of the contactor shaft through a ratchet and gear. A 
photo of this type of relay is shown in Fig. 171. 

The unit may be started and stopped by clock switch IC 
or by control switch IM. If the unit is located in a multiple
unit substation, it may also be started and stopped by the load 
demand on the bus, or in place of another unit which is locked 
out. The type of control used is determined by the position of a 
4-point plug in one of several "selector" receptacles. 

When the starting indication is given, master relay 3 is energized 
and moves its contacts from the "stopping" to the "running" 
position. With relay 3 in the running position, closing and 
reclosing relay 79 is energized and its contacts begin to rotate. 
When the first point in the lowest contact of relay 79 is closed, 
the closing mechanism of the oil circuit breaker 52 is energized, 
closing the breaker. Should the breaker trip after the first 
closure, it is reclosed at definite time intervals by relay 79. 
If the breaker trips out after the last scheduled reclosure, relay 
79 moves to the lockout position at the right, and then transmits 
the starting and stopping indications to the next unit. The 
same reclosing cycle takes place if the breaker is tripped out by 
overload during operation. 

When the oil circuit breaker is closed, auxiliary control relay 
52X is energized, closing the circuit from the control bus to the 
magnet water valve 20 and ignition and excitation transformer 
326, thereby starting the flow of cooling water to the rectifier 
and igniting the arc in the rectifier. With the excitation arc 
established and the rectifier transformer under potential, a 
direct-current voltage is available at the direct-current terminals 
of the rectifier, which energizes the closing solenoid of the direct
current breaker 72, closing the breaker and connecting the 
rectifier to the direct-current bus. 

When a stopping indication is given, relay 3 is moved to the 
stopping position, tripping the oil circuit breaker. When the 
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breaker is opened, relay 52X is de-energized, opening the circuits 
of the magnet valve and of the excitation transformer, and 
tripping the direct-current breaker through its shunt trip coil. 

The rectifier unit is protected against severe alternating-current 
overloads by overload relays 51, which trip the oil circuit breaker. 
It is protected against overloads of long duration by thermal 
overload relay 49, which disconnects the rectifier unit by operat
ing relay 3, and prevents the rectifier from restarting until it 
has cooled sufficiently. The rectifier cylinder is protected 
against overheating by contact thermometer 26, located on the 
anode plate, which locks out the rectifier unit by operating lock
out relay 86 if the rectifier temperature exceeds a Rafe operating 
value. The rectifier is protected against operation without 
cooling water by water-flow relay 63Wl, which prevents the 
direct-current breaker from closing unless water is flowing, and 
trips out the direct-current breaker should the water supply 
fail during operation. The rectifier is protected against operation 
with low vacuum by a contact on the vacuum meter 63V, which 
operates the lockout relay 86 if the vacuum in the rectifier falls 
below a safe operating value. 

The direct-current circuit breaker is provided with a reverse
current trip. If a back fire occurs in the rectifier, the direct
current breaker is tripped by reversal of the current, disconnecting 
the rectifier from the direct-current bus. When the direct
current breaker is opened, the short circuit is removed from the 
current transformer trip coils of the oil circuit breaker, causing 
the breaker to trip instantly and thereby interrupting the back 
fire. The oil circuit breaker is reclosed a few seconds later by 
relay 79, and puts the rectifier back into operation. 

The vacuum pump is controlled automatically to maintain 
a good vacuum in the rectifier, independently of the operation 
of the rectifier unit. The control of the pump is effected by 
contact-making vacuum meter 63V and control relay 63VX. 
The mercury vacuum pump operates continually. The rotary 
vacuum pump is started by the contact-making vacuum meter 
and relay 63VX when the vacuum drops to a predetermined low 
value, and is stopped when good vacuum is established. Relay 
63VX consists of three clements, A, B, C, each operated by a 
vibrating-type motor. Element A has four contact positions. 
In position 1 only the heating transformer of the mercury pump 
is energized. In position 2 the heating transformer and the 
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motor of the rotary pump are energized. In position 3 the motor 
is disconnected, and in position 4 the motor and heating plate 
transformer are disconnected. Positions 1 and 2 are the normal 
operating positions of the relay. 

The mercury vacuum pump is protected against operation 
without cooling water by water-flow relay 63 W2, which moves 
relay A to position 4, thus disconnecting the heating plate. 
If the current is interrupted in the circuit of the heating trans-

Frn. 171.-Brown Boveri automatic relay for controlling vacuum pump. The 
relay is denoted in Fig. 170 by device number 63VX. 

former, relay A moves to position 3, disconnecting the vacuum 
pump motor and thus preventing the rotary pump from operating 
without the mercury pump. When normal conditions are 
re-established, the vacuum pumps automatically resume their 
operation. If the mercury pump is restarted after being out of 
service due to interruption of the cooling water supply or due to 
interruption of the heating current, the rotary pump is permitted 
to start after a definite time interval following the start of the 
mercury pump. The time delay between the starting of the 
two vacuum pumps is provided by relay C. Relay B provides a 
short time delay to prevent operation of time-delay relay C 
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in case of momentary failure of the water supply or heating 
current, or when relay A is going through a normal working cycle. 

The multipole changeover switches 43 are used to change 
the control of the rectifier and vacuum pump from automatic 
to direct manual control, at the same time de-energizing the 
control relays. The drop annunciator 30 indicates the nature 
of any trouble occurring in the equipment. 

In Fig. 172 is shown a switchboard for controlling two Brown 
Boveri 1,000-kw., 600-volt automatic rectifier units. 

Frn. 172.- witchboard for the automatic control of two 1,000-kw., 600-volt 
Brown Boveri rectifier units. 

SELECTIVE PROTECTION OF RECTIFIERS 

When a back fire occurs in a rectifier, current flows into the 
back-firing anode from the alternating-current system through 
the other anodes of the rectifier, and from the direct-current sys-
tern through the cathode. The phenomena of back fires and the 
flow of current in a back-firing rectifier were considered in Chap. 
III. It is seen from Fig. 19 (Chap. III) that during a back fire 
a reverse current, which is supplied from parallel operating 
machines, flows on the direct-current side of the rectifier. A back 
fire is practically equivalent to a short circuit on the secondary of 
the transformer and on the direct-current bus, and it is necessary 
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to open both the direct-current and alternating-current circuit 
breakers to interrupt a back fire. 

When a number of rectifiers operate in parallel in the same or 
adjacent substations, a back fire in one rectifier will impose a 
short circuit on the other rectifiers, and the protective system 
should be so designed that only the back-firing rectifier is tripped 
out as quickly as possible leaving the other rectifiers in service. 
Such selective tripping is e,;sential for continuity of service. 
The back-firing rectifier can be put hack into service immediately 
and the operation of the system is therefore not disturbed by the 
back fire, since the other machines could carry the load dropped by 
the faulty unit during the short interval. 

Selective tripping is obtained by providing the rectifiers with 
tripping arrangements which are responsive to the abnormal 
circuit conditions occurring during a back fire. Several such 
arrangements are described below. 

Reverse Current Selective Tripping.-In Fig. 173 are shown 
two rectifier units operating in parallel on the same direct-current 
bus. The alternating-current breakers are provided with normal 
overload protection consisting of overload relays connected to a 
direct-current trip coil TC. In addition to the direct-current 
trip coil each oil circuit breaker is provided with a current trans
former trip coil CTC, which is short circuited by an auxiliary 
switch a on the direct-current breaker when the direct-current 
breaker is closed. The direct-current breaker is provided with a 
polarized reverse current trip which trips it on reversal of current 
but docs not function when the current is in the normal direction. 

When a back fire occurs in the rectifier of unit 1, reverse 
current flows into the rectifier from unit 2, as indicated by arrows, 
causing the direct-current breaker of unit 1 to trip out, thus 
disconnecting it from the direct-current bus. The opening of the 
direct-current breaker opens the auxiliary switch· a, removing 
the short circuit from the current transformer trip coil. Since the 
back fire still continues in the rectifier, the high short-circuit cur
rent flowing from the current transformer secondary through the 
trip coil trips the alternating-current breaker, disconnecting the 
rectifier from the alternating-current bus and thus interrupting 
the back fire. 

Since the opening time of the direct-current breaker is shorter 
than the operating time of the overload trip on the oil circuit 
breaker, the opening of the direct-current breaker of the back-
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firing unit removes the short circuit from the direct-current bus 
before the alternating-current overload trip of the second unit 
has time to function, so that the second unit remains in operation. 

The operation of this tripping scheme is illustrated by the 
oscillogram of Fig. 17 4. In this oscillogram a back fire in the 
rectifier is shown occurring at point M. The direct-current 
breaker trips on reverse current at point L in 0.0364 sec., dis-
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Frn. 173.-Connection diagram for the selective protection of rectifiers during 
a back fire, using revPrsc-curr<'nt tripping for the direct-current breakers and 
curr<'nt-transformer trip coils for the alternating-current breakers. 

connecting the rectifier from the direct-current bus. The back 
fire continues in the rectifier until the opening of the oil circuit 
breaker at point G, 0.158 sec. after the occurrence of the back fire. 
The reverse current reached a maximum value of 7,370 amp. 
The current in the back-firing phase reached a maximum value of 
20,500 amp. The direct-current breaker used was of the latched 
type with a magnetic blowout coil. 

The current transformer trip coils do not interfere with the 
normal working conditions of the units. When the direct-
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current breaker is open and there is no back fire, only the mag
netizing current of the rectifier transformer flows through this 
trip coil, which is not sufficient to trip the breaker. The current 
transformer trip coil is so designed that it is not operated by the 
rush of magnetizing current when the alternating-current breaker 
is closed. 

The reverse current trip of the direct-current breaker may be 
polarized by a permanent magnet or by a voltage coil connected 
to a battery or to the direct-current terminals of the rectifier. If 
the voltage coil is energized by the direct-current voltage of the 
rectifier the reverse current trip must be of such design that its 

--0/58.sec. - - - - - ·-E 
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C 

'G 
Fm_ 174.-0scillog;ram illustrating the operation of the selective tripping 

scheme of Fig;. 173. A. Zero line of direct current. B. Zero line, of current in 
back-firing anode. C. Zero line of direct-current voltage. D. Current in 
back-firing anode. E. Calibration line of direct current. F. Calibration !inf' of 
current in back-firing anode. G. Alternating-current breaker opens. JI. Direct
current voltage. K_ Reverse current. L. Direct-current breaker opens. Jf. 
Start of hack fire. 

operation will not be affected by the low value of the direct
current voltage during a back fire. 

Instead of using direct-current breakers with reverse current 
trip attachments, polarized reverse current relays may be used on 
the direct-current side of the rectifier units. When a back fire 
occurs in one of the units its RC relay operates and trips simul
taneously the direct-current and alternating-current circuit 
breakers of that unit, either through current transformer trip 
coils or through shunt trip coils, while the other parallel operating 
units arc left in operation. 

In Fig. 175 is shown a selective protection scheme using two 
direct-current breakers for each rectifier unit. One of the 
breakers, shown connected in the positive pole, is a normal 
latched-in type breaker provided with an overload trip. The 
second breaker, shown connected in the negative pole, is a high-
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speed breaker provided with a reverse current trip. The high
speed breaker is bridged by a load-limiting resistance. The 
alternating-current breakers arc provided with normal overload 
protection. The high-speed breakers arc normally closed whether 
or not the rectifiers arc in operation. When a back fire occurs 
in unit 1, for example, the high-speed breaker of that unit trips 
on reverse current and cuts in the bridging resistance. This 
resistance limits the reverse current flowing from the direct-
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FIG. 175.-Conncction dia11:ram for the sdectivc tripping of rectifiers during a 
back fire, using two direct-current breakers. 

current bus into the back-firing rectifier to a value below the 
overload setting of the positive breakers, so that those breakers 
remain closed. The opening of the high-speed breaker of unit 
I trips out the alternating-current and direct-current breakers 
of that unit through an electrical interlock, and disconnects it 
from the alternating-current and direct-current buses. When 
the alternating-current and direct-current breakers of the back
firing unit have opened, the high-speed breaker may be reclosed 
automatically through electrical interlocks with those breakers. 
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The bridging resistances may be of low current-carrying capacity 
since they are required to carry current only for a fraction of a 
second. Both direct-current breakers of each rectifier may be 
connected in series in the same pole if desirable. 

Current transformer trip coils, connected as in Fig. 173, may be 
used instead of the shunt trip coils shown in Fig. 175. 

Selective Tripping by Unbalance.-When a rectifier is operated 
with a transformer connection using an interphase transformer, 

A. C.Supp/y 

(Cl) 

/bl 

Balanc111g 
(C) tran.sf'ormer 

FIG. 176. Connrction diagrams for the selectivP tripping of rectifiers dur
ing a back fire, making use of the unbalance of currents in the interphas<> trans
fonncrs. 

the unbalance in the interphase transformer during a back fire 
may be used for selective tripping of the rectifier unit. One 
such arrangement is shown in Fig. 176a. A shunt is connected 
between the two windings of the interphase transformer, with the 
negative lead connected to the middle point of the shunt. The 
trip coils of the alternating- and direct-current breakers are 
connected in parallel across the shunt. Under normal operating 
conditions, the currents in the two halves of the shunt are equal 
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and opposite, so that the voltage drop across the shunt is zero. 
When a back fire occurs in the rectifier, the current in one winding 
of the interphase transformer is reversed, as shown in the figure, 
producing a voltage drop across the shunt which causes the trip 
coils to operate and trip the breakers. 

In Fig. 176b is shown another arrangement for selective 
tripping, utilizing the unbalance in the interphase transformer 
during a back fire. A two-winding relay is connected to the 
circuit in place of a shunt. Under normal operating conditions 
the currents in the two windings of the relay are equal and 
opposite, so that the flux in the relay core is zero. During a 
back fire the m.m.f.s in the two windings are additive causing 
the relay to operate and trip the breakers. 

In Fig. 176c is shown a selective tripping scheme for a double 
6-phase transformer connection with two interphase transformers. 
This transformer connection is sometimes used for a twelve-anode 
rectifier and consists of two parallel 6-phase systems, each 
provided with an interphase transformer. The neutrals of the 
two interphase transformers are connected to the negative bus 
through a balancing transformer, which is provided with a second
ary winding connected to the trip coils of the circuit breakers. 
Under normal operating conditions, the currents in the two 
halves of the winding of the balancing transformer _are equal and 
opposite, producing no flux in the core. When a back fire occurs 
in the rectifier, the currents in the two halves of the winding of 
the balancing transformer become unbalanced, producing a flux in 
the core, which induces a voltage in the secondary winding and 
trips the breakers. 

The tripping arrangement shown in Fig. 176c is used in the 
rectifier substations of the Berlin elevated railway for instan
taneous tripping of the alternating-current circuit breaker on a 
back fire. The selective protection scheme used in the substations 
of this railway is shown in Fig. 190 and is described in the latter 
part of this chapter ( 423). 

SUBSTATION LAYOUTS 

On the following pages are explained and illustrated some 
typical layouts of rectifier substations. They are the following: 

1. Bridgeport (Congress Street) Substation of The Connecticut Company. 
2. Maypole Substation of The Commonwealth Edison Company, Chicago, 

Ill. 
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3. Nemahbin Substation of the Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light 
Company, Wisconsin. 

4. Rockfield Substation of the Montreal Tramways Company. 
5. Berlin Elevated Railway. 
6. Wyoming Substation of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company. 
7. Paris Metropolitan Railways (subway). 
8. Portable Substation, Cit,· of Calgary. 
9. Trail, B. C., plant of Consolidated :Vlining and Smelting Company, 

Canada. 

Congress Street, Bridgeport, Substation of The Connecticut 
Company.-In Fig. 177 is shown the layout of a part of the above 

\--- --- ----- l>O'- -Heating-- --- - -, 

/ I transformer ,, 

I Swdchboard 

Recftfier0 , ••• 

Vacuum 
pump··--

Fra. 177.-Layout of Congress Street rectifier suhst:1tion of The Connecticut 
Company, showing two of the five 1,200-kw., fi00-volt rectifier units. 

substation, mentioned already in Chap. X. In this substation 
are installed five 12-anode rectifier cylinders, with the vacuum 
pumps and ignition-excitation equipment disposed around them. 
Next to the substation wall are located the recooling sets, con
sisting of tube radiators, circulation pumps, and motor-driven 
blowers. The arrangement of this type of cooler can be seen in 
Figs. 143 and 144. Cooling air is taken from the substation 
room and is discharged either out of doors or into the room again, 
depending on the season. Figure 178 shows the location of the 
rectifiers, cooling equipment, and the hoist rail for the rectifier 
tanks. The control switchboard is indicated in Fig. 177 and 
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consists of 20 panels, 14 of which control the out-going 600-volt 
direct-current feeders, 5 the rectifiers, and 1 the incoming lines. 
The building is of simple construction, and has a floor area of 
0.29 sq. ft. per kilowatt of installed capacity. The transformers 
are located outdoors, together with the high-tension bus, the 
incoming line oil circuit breakers, and the breakers for the 
individual rectifiers. 

A special feature of the bus layout is an auxiliary bus tapped 
from each of the incoming transmission lines ahead of their 
control breakers. These auxiliary buses occupy a position 
similar to the main bus over the aisle between the lightning ,., 

FIG. 178.-Interior view of Congress Street rectifier substation. 

arresters and the transmission line control breakers. They are 
both normally energized and are connected through auxiliary 
transformers to the 220-volt auxiliary bus within the station. 
In the event of failure on either transmission line, the station 
auxiliary bus is automatically transferred from the line on which 
the failure occurs to the other by means of an automatic change
over switch. This arrangement was resorted to in order to 
insure a continuous supply of power to the auxiliary equipment, 
thus reducing the duration of outages to an absolute minimum 
in case of line trouble. 

A third bus extends the entire length of the structure over 
the center line of the rectifier transformers. This is the station 
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negative bus to which the neutral points of the transformers 
and aerial negative track returns arc connected. The negative 
sides of all instruments within the station are brought through a 
common lead to this bus, and with this exception the entire nega
tive side of the system is out of doors. 

For further information see (353) and (369). 
Maypole Substation of the Commonwealth Edison Company, 

Chicago, Ill.-This substation is equipped with two rectifier 
units, the first of which was put in operation in 1928 and the 
second in 1929. The two rectifiers, which are of the largest 
ampere size installed to date in this country, are of Brown 
Boveri make. Each unit is rated for 3,000 kw., 5,000 amp., 
600 volts, with 50 per cent overload capacity for 2 hours and 
200 per cent load for 1 min. This capacity is obtained from a 
single cylinder arranged with 12 water-cooled anodes. The 
rectifiers, which receive their alternating-current energy from 
oil-insulated, self-cooled transformers, are operated from the 
3-phase, 12,000-volt, 60-cycle grounded-neutral system of the 
Commonwealth Edison Company. The rectifier units together 
with the 600-volt feeders are fully automatic; the 12,000-volt 
switching equipment is remote controlled from the nearest 
attended substation in the territory. The layout of the equip
ment on the first floor and in the basement of this installation 
is shown in Fig. 179. A view of one rectifier and its transformer, 
as well as of the cables and auxiliaries, can be seen in Fig. 180. 
The control switchboard is shown in Fig. 181. 

The starting of each unit is controlled by a time switch which 
can be set at any predetermined time to place in motion the 
customary control equipment, commencing with the master 
control relay, which functions in sequence to close the alternating
current breaker, strike the ignition and excitation arcs within 
the cylinder, start the cooling water, and close the direct-current 
breaker connecting the unit to the 600-volt bus. To shut down 
the unit the master relay trips the alternating-current breaker, 
which through auxiliary contacts cuts off the excitation and trips 
the direct-current breaker. 

The pumping equipment, which is used to maintain vacuum 
within the cylinder, operates independently of any of the other 
automatic functions of the unit, and the control for this equipment 
is in operation at all times whether the rectifier is connected to the 
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Fw. 179.-Firat floor anrl basement plans of Maypole rectifier substation, serv
ing Chicago surface and elevated lines. 
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system or not, except at such times as the unit may be taken 
out of service for repairs or other reasons. 

The amount of water supplied to the rectifier is regulated 
in accordance with the load demands through the registering 
of the temperature of the discharge water upon a thermostatic 
device which in turn controls a regulating valve in the water 
supply pipe. 

Briefly, the entire installation is protected against overloads, 
short ci cuits, overheating of the rectifier cylinder, failure of 

Frn. 180.-lnterior view of Maypole substation. 

the water supply, poor vacuum, failure of the auxiliary power 
supply, and high-voltage surges as follows: 

Overload relays of the induction type located on the high
voltage side of the transformer protect against overload and 
short-circuit conditions. This action is selective with the direct
current breaker. 

A series of continuous overloads which may occur below the 
setting of the overload relays and cause undue heating of the 
rectifier, if persisted in long enough, is guarded against by means 
of a thermal relay. The rectifier is further protected against 
overheating by a temperature relay which gives a visible warning 
when the temperature of the cylinder reaches 60° C. and at 
65° C. locks out the substation. Protection . is afforded to the 
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equipment in case the cooling water to tho vacuum pumps fails, 
fuses in tho supply circuit to the pumps blow, or the service of the 
supply circuit is interrupted or fails. 

Protective resistances and spark gaps connected to the anode 
leads mitigate the effect of high-voltage surges. 

To reduce the amount of scale-forming matter which may 
deposit in the water passages around the cylinder due to roiled 
or muddy water, the cooling water is first passed through sand 
filters. 

FIG. 181.-Control switchboard in Maypole substation. 

The building is of simple construction, and has a floor space 
of 0.54 sq. ft. per kilowatt of installed capacity, taking into 
account the transformers. 

For further information see (380). 
N emahbin Substation of the Milwaukee Electric Railway 

and Light Company.-One of the three substations serving the 
Milwaukee-Watertown line of the Milwaukee Electric Railway 
and Light Company is shown in Fig. 182. The ground plan and 
elevation of the station are given in Fig. 183. Some data pertain
ing to this railway from an application point of view are given 
in Chap. X and in (381). 

Figure 183 shows the layout of the apparatus in this substation, 
the overhead structure, and the dimensions. The load-limiting 
devices, oil breaker, disconnects, etc., are mounted outside the 
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station, and can be seen in Fig. 182. Some features of this 
plant are given below: 

Load-limiting resistors were installed in order to shift the 
load when it becomes excessive at one particular station. With
out these resistors the higher current demands would put the 
stations off the line, resulting in a very poor trolley voltage in 
the vicinity of the station in question, with a corresponding 
reduction in possible train speeds. With the load-limiting 

Fm. 182.-Nemahbin rectifier substation of Milwaukee Electric Railway and 
Light Company. 

resistors inserted in the feeder circuit, a station is never dis
connected from the line, and a fairly good trolley voltage can be 
maintained during high-demand periods. 

The resistor-shunting breaker opens when the demand reaches 
1,800 amp., and closes when the load decreases to approximately 
1,000 amp. The resistors, located outside the substation build
ing, are protected from the weather by sheet-steel coverings, 
open at the bottom. The equipment is readily accessible for 
inspection and repairs; trouble in the resistors cannot be trans
ferred to the other station equipment, and the heat dissipated 
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by them does not affect the temperatures of the transformer and 
the rectifier. 

The substation building is of simple construction, and has a 
floor area of 0.52 sq. ft. per kilowatt of installed capacity, includ
ing the transformer, or of about 0.31 sq. ft. per kilowatt for the 
rectifier and auxiliaries alone, without taking into account the 
space required by the transformer. 

Fw. 183.-Plan and elevation of Nemahbin substation. 

The rectifier substations have self-contained cooling systems, 
because no regular water supply is available. Water is circulated 
by a motor-driven pump through the water jacket surrounding 
the tank and through a radiator of the automotive type. The 
cooling system is at one end of the station. A motor-driven fan 
forces air drawn into the room at the opposite end past the step
down transformer and rectifier, through the radiator, and finally 
discharges it outside the building. A non-freeze solution of 
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water and high-grade alcohol is used in the cooling system dur
ing the winter, the fan being taken out of service. Fan, radiator, 
and pump are grounded, necessitating the use of distilled water 
with a non-conducting non-freeze solution, such as alcohol, 
to prevent electrolytic action. Some difficulty was encountered 
from corrosion in the water pipes and water jacket. It has been 
partially over~ome by the use of distilled water with an alkaline 
tendency. Caustic soda is added to distilled water to give a 
concentration of about five parts of sodium hydrate per million. 
A hydrogen-ion indicator (being a measure of acidity or alka
linity) is used to measure the quality of the water. With the 
above solution a pH 9 is secured. 

To prevent iron rust clogging the water pipes, a trap has 
been installed in the cooling system. This trap consists of a 
pipe tee connected in the water pipe. The tee is larger than 
the pipe line. To the third opening in the tee is connected a 
capped pipe that points downward. The velocity of the water 
in the tee is reduced and the suspended solids will settle into 
the trap. With a valve in the trap the dead-end pipe may 
be cleaned without disturbing the water in the cooling system. 
· Rockfield Substation of the Montreal Tramways Company.

A typical full automatic rectifier installation is shown in Figs. 
184 to 189. 

The building is a one-story brick structure with limestone trim
mings, and has a floor area of 0.42 sq. ft. per kilowatt of installed 
capacity, taking into account the space occupied by the trans
formers. The substation is designed for an ultimate installation 
of four units. 

The present equipment consists of two automatic, 1,200-kw., 
600-volt rectifiers with their transformers, alternating-current 
switching equipment, recirculating forced-draft coolers, and 
wave-filter equipment. There are also installed two incoming 
alternating-current feeder breakers, six automatic direct-current 
feeder breakers, and station auxiliary transformers. 

On the main floor of the building are located the rectifier 
cylinders and the alternating-current switching equipment. 
A 5-ton trolley is provided above the rectifiers to facilitate open
ing the rectifiers for inspection and repairs. The transformers 
are placed in separate compartments, the openings of which are 
covered by wire netting and rolling doors. In warm weather 
the doors are opened to provide adequate ventilation. Provi-
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Fm. 187.-Intcrior view of Rockfield substation, showing 1,200-kw. Brown 
Boveri rectifiers. 

Fm. 188.-View of basement, Rockfield substation, showing recoolers, series 
reactors, wave filters, etc. 
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sion is made in the transformer compartments for supporting a 
5-ton chain block, which may be used for removing the core from 
the tank. The transformer primaries are connected to the oil 
circuit breaker$ by 3-conductor lead-covered cables. The 
transformer secondaries are connected to the rectifier anodes 
through wall bushings. 

In the basement of the building are located the forced-draft 
water coolers, the direct-current series reactors, the wave filters, 

Fm. 9.- Automatic control switchboard, Rockfield substation. The 
J.)anels from right to left are: alternating-current feeder and metering panel, 
station automatic-control panel, rectifier-control panels, and direct-current 
feeder-control panels. 

and the direct-current switching equipment. The recoolers 
are insulated from ground. The expansion tanks of the recoolers 
are mounted in the rectifier room. The pipe connections to the 
rectifiers and expansion tanks are taken through insulators in 
the floor. The air for the coolers is taken from the basement 
and is discharged into the transformer compartments. The 
control switchboard is located in a separate room at the front 
of the building. The direct-current circuit breaker switchboard 
is in the ba ement, directly below the control switchboard. 
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The rectifiers are automatically operated, the substation 
being provided with clock and load-responsive controls. The 
control system of the rectifiers is similar to that shown in Fig. 
170. On the control switchboard, shown in Fig. 189, are 
mounted the control equipment and meters for two rectifier 
units and six 2,000-amp. direct-current feeders. Blank panels 
are provided for two additional units and two additional 
feeders (397) (404). 

Berlin Elevated Railway.-In Chap. X the layout of this rail
way system and the application of rectifiers to this system are 
described at length. Below are discussed the substation layout 
and some of the features of the control equipment as well as the 
arrangement for protecting the rectifiers against short circuits 
and back fires. 

As mentioned in the preceding chapter, the third rail is con
nected to the negative terminals of the rectifiers, which is contrary 
to standard practice. Moreover, the larger part of the rectifiers 
are controlled by a supervisory and remote-control system. A 
diagram of connections, including the substation equipment and 
track connections, is shown in Fig. 190. Thirty-one of the sub
stations, with a total of 62 rectifier units, arc automatic and are 
controlled by a supervisory system from four different points. 
The two rectifiers in each substation work independently of each 
other, and the third rails of each track are fed independently 
and are sectionalized, as can be seen from Fig. 190. In normal 
operation the section breaks are bridged by the high-speed circuit 
breakers DOL, and in case of a serious fault on a rectifier unit they 
are closed by- a special remote-controlled sectionalizing switch 
provided for such an emergency. This bridging method has 
the advantage of allowing parallel operation of the rectifiers 
feeding the same track, while giving operating selectivity in case 
a short circuit occurs on that track. 

The alternating-current supply is 30,000-volt, 3-phase, 50-
cycle current furnished by two steam plants, each supplying half 
the power required by the railway system. The railway load is 
supplied by separate generators, and carried by separate feeders; 
thus the oil breakers on the railway feeders can be set to trip at any 
suitable current value. 

Supervisory Control.-The supervisory equipment is such that 
for each controlled station thPre is a sending apparatus at the 
dispatcher's station and a corresponding receiving apparatus at 
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the controlled substation. The equipment consists of special 
synchronous distributors provided with rotating segments similar 
to those commonly used in high-speed telegraphy. The individual 
distributor segments are constantly connected to the operating 
devices of the controlled apparatus. 

The control covers closing and opening of the high-voltage 
feeder circuit breakers and disconnecting switches, and the closing 
and opening of the high-speed direct-current circuit breakers and 
sectionalizing switches. Every operation of these switches is 
signalled back to the controlling station as soon as it is completed. 
The indication of the substation load and the signalling of appa
ratus lockout are transmitted in a manner similar to the remote 
control. 

Protection against Overloads, Short Circuits, and Back Fires.-The 
rectifiers are protected against overloads, short circuits, and 
back fires by means of high-speed breakers on the direct-current 
side, equipped with overload and reverse-current trips, while 
on the alternating-current side they are protected by oil circuit 
breakers equipped with overload trip and instantaneous trip in 
case of back fire. The arrangement of the oil circuit breakers, the 
high-speed breakers, the sectionalizing switches, as well as the 
division into sections, etc. are shown in Fig. 190. All the sections 
to which the rectifiers are connected are interconnected, during 
normal operation, by the high-speed breakers designated DOL 
in Fig. 190. The high-speed breakers DOL and RC are provided 
with directional overload and reverse-current tripping, respec
tively, so that the breakers DOL, provided with overload protec
tion, will trip only on an overload in the forward direction, while 
the breakers RC will trip only on reverse current. The breakers 
designated by OL trip on overload in either direction. The 
breakers DOL and OL are set for high currents (4,000 to 5,000 
amp.) and, therefore, trip only at peak loads, which means they 
actually trip only during section short circuits. This relatively 
high current setting can be used because the rectifiers are able 
to carry relatively high overload peaks for a few seconds. Over
loads of less than 4,000 to 5,000 amp. and of longer duration are 
taken care of by the oil circuit breakers, which are set to trip 
after 2 to 3 sec. The relatively long setting of 2 to 3 sec. 
was used in order to have the breakers interrupt after the first 
rush of current has passed. This setting made it possible to 
use a breaker of smaller interrupting capacity for protection 
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against short circuits on the primary side of the transformer. 
In case of a hack fire, these hreakers open instantaneously, 
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due to the special trip arrangement, the coil being energized 
directly from the circuit of the transformer neutral, as shown in 
Fig. 176c. In such a case the duty imposed on the oil circuit 
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breaker is only about 20,000 kva., due to the influence of the 
transformer reactance, thus making permissible instantaneous 
opening at the initial short-circuit current peak. In order to 
make the protective scheme outlined above readily comprehensi
ble, the flow of the currents is indicated by means of arrows in 

· Fig. 190. In case of a short circuit, the flow of current is as 
shown by plain arrows, while the current flow during a back fire 
is indicated by fan-tailed arrows. The normal direction of 
current is indicated by small arrows. 

Short Circuit.-For example, let it be assumed that the short 
circuit occurs on the third rail fed by rectifiers 1, 2, 3, etc., 
between rectifiers 1 and 2, as indicated in Fig. 190. By following 
the plain arrows it can be seen that the breakers DOL and OL 
feeding the short will respond at once, and will disconnect the 
faulty section of the third rail, between stations 1 and 3, from 
the rectifiers. The faulty section is thus isolated by one breaker 
OL and two breakers DOL; however, only rectifier 2 is discon
nected from the system, while the other rectifiers, 1 and 3, remain 
connected to the adjoining sections. 

Back Fire.-Assuming that rectifier 2 back fires (Fig. 190), it can 
be seen by following the fan-tailed arrows that the back-firing 
rectifier is disconnected from the rails by breaker OL, which 
stops the other rectifier units from feeding into the faulty unit. 
The breakers DOL of units 1 and 3 do not trip, as the current 
rush towards the faulty unit is damped and limited by the 
reactance and resistance of the third rail. The back fire is 
cleared by the oil circuit breaker, which trips instantaneously, 
as explained above. 

Substation Layout.-A typical substation layout, as used in a 
number of the stations located under the arches of the elevated 
structure, can be seen in Fig. 191 which is a photograph of a 
model. Pictures of two actual substations are shown in 
Figs. 192 and 193. The walls separating the high-tension 
switching equipment from the rest of the apparatus, as well 
as the tracks for moving the rectifier cylinders, can be seen in 
the photographs. 

Every rectifier unit consists of high-tension switching equip
ment, rectifier power transformer with interphase transformer, 
mercury rectifier with vacuum pump, and direct-current switch
ing equipment. The arrangement of the various pieces of 
~pparatus is self-evident from Figs. 191 to 193. 
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At the points where lines branch off the main "ring," the 
substations are equipped with a number of rectifier tanks. Fig-

Frn. 191.-Model showing typical layout of Berlin elevated railway substation 
located under the arches of the elevated structure. 

Frn. 192.- Jannowitzbruecke substation of Berlin elevated railway. 

ure 194 is a picture of the rectifier room of the Halensee sub
station, containing nine units, each for 1,200 kw. at 800 volts. 
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The vacuum pumps are mounted directly on the tanks which 
makes it very easy to move the rectifiers from one place to another 
or to replace a faulty unit by a spare unit if necessary. 

FIG. 193.-Tiergartcn substation of Berlin elevated railway. 

FIG. 194.-Halcnsce substation of ·Berlin elevated railway, containing nine 
1,200-kw., 800-volt rectifier units. 

Special precautions were taken against oil fires, and to this 
end all apparatus which contain oil are located in separate com-
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partments which do not interconnect. On one side of the build
ing are the 30-kv. cable terminals, the cable oil circuit breakers, 
the auxiliary transformers, and the ground reactors. Located 
in the center of the first floor are the 30-kv. buses. At one end 
of the building is a room fitted as a repair shop. Both the shop 
and the rectifier room are equipped with a 15-ton traveling crane, 
so that rectifiers and transformers can readily be moved and taken 
apart, if need be. On the other side of the building are located 
the transformers and their oil breakers. On the second floor are 
to be found the rectifiers, the 800-volt buses, the quick-acting 
breakers for the rectifiers and feeders, the switchboard, the auxil
iary battery for control purposes, and some additional small rooms. 

Fw. HJ,,.-Tcgcl substation of th<' Brrlin suburban lines (dimensions in 
millimeters). 

All 30-kv. disconnects are so interlocked with their respective 
oil breakers that if their oil breaker is closed the disconnects 
cannot be operated, irrespective of whether they are open or 
closed at the time. 

In one of these substations there is, in addition to the 800-
volt bus, also a bake-out bus, to which each rectifier can be 
connected when it has to be formed, and which is connected to 
a water resistance. 

To prevent leakage of the rail current to ground, with conse
quent danger of electrolysis of water and gas mains, etc., the 
cables connected to the track rails are insulated in the same way 
as those connected to the third rails. 
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In addition to the substations feeding the main city lines, there 
are a number of rectifier substations in the suburban areas, 
supplying power to the suburban lines. A cross-section through 
one of these substations (Tegel) is shown in Fig. 195. The 
layout, in general, is similar to that described above (423). 

For more information on the Berlin rectifier installations, see 
-references (354), (375), and (389). 

Wyoming Substation of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit 
Company.-This substation contains three 1,000-kw., 600-volt 
automatic rectifier units, each consisting of a 12-anode rectifier 

Fm. 196.- Wyoming substation of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company, 
containing three 1,000-kw., 600-volt automatic rectifier units. 

connected to a 12-phase transformer. The alternating-current 
supply is 13,200 volts, 3-phase, 60-cycle. An interior view of the 
substation is shown in Fig. 196. Each rectifier, with its vacuum 
pump and McLeod gage, is mounted on a base which is supported 
by insulators. The anode leads are brought to terminal boards 
in the rear of the rectifiers. From the terminal boards, cable 
connections are led through wall insulators to the rectifier 
transformers, which are located outdoors. Above the terminal 
boards are located six cables from the bake-out transformer. 
These cables are run past all the rectifiers so that any rectifier 
may be connected to the bake-out transformer. This transformer 
and the rheostat are located in one corner of the ~ubstation. 
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Below the terminal boards arc the insulating transformers for 
the anode heaters. The control switchboard (not shown) is 

FIG. 197.-View of outdoor equipment, Wyoming rectifier substation. 

FIG. 198.-La Nation substation of the Paris Metropolitan Railways. 

located to the left, facing the rectifiers. Behind the switchboard 
are located load-limiting resistors and the ignition motor
generator sets. 
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The operation of the rectifiers is controlled by load-responsive 
equipment, the leading unit starting on low trolley voltage and 
the additional units starting when the station load exceeds the 

l·Recfifier cyhnder 

J~j;~~';fb/!':/c1i1'1er 
and vacuum pump 

4-Transf'ormer 

5-0t! cirwd breaker 
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7- Coo/mg 6ef 
8- Frame /'or coo/mg set 
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Frn. 19!l.-Plan view (top) and two elevation views of portable rectifier sub
station, City of Calgary. 

capacity of the unit in operation. The sequence of the units 
may be varied by means of sequence switches. 

In Fig. 197 is shown the outdoor equipment, consisting of the 
rectifier transformers with their interphase transformers, and the 
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oil circuit breakers for the rectifiers and alternating-current 
feeders. 

L3: Nation Substation of the Paris Metropolitan Railways.
An installation which shows how readily rectifiers lend them
selves to almost any location is the La Nation substation of the 
Paris Metropolitan Railways. The complete equipment was 
mounted on one of the platforms of the subway station, no 
structural changes having been necessary. The station is shown 
in Fig. 198. After several years of operation, the entire equip
ment of this substation has recently been transferred to a new 
substation erected in the vicinity. 

Portable Substations.-Due to the fact that the mercury arc 
rectifier is a static type of converter it lends itself very readily for 

Fra. 200.-Exterior view of Calgary portable rectifier substation. 

use in portable substations. Such substations are usually used 
for taking care of peak loads on overloaded sections, for which 
purpose the mercury arc rectifier is particularly well suited. In 
1926, a 500-amp. portable substation with glass rectifier bulbs was 
placed in operation in Germany. The primary supply was 
3-phase, 10,000-volt, and the load consisted of lighting and railway 
load. Four more similar units were subsequently built. The 
equipment was mounted on an automobile truck with trailer, the 
latter being divided into three compartments; the front one con
tained the high-tension equipment, the middle one the transfor
mer, and the rear compartment the two glass bulbs together with 
the direct-current equipment. 

The first full-automatic portable substation equipped with 
a 600-kw., 575-volt, steel-enclosed rectifier was put in operation, 
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in 1929, by the City of Calgary, Canada, and has proved very 
satisfactory in operation. The layout of the equipment on the 
car can be seen from the drawing shown in Fig. 199. The 
transformer 4 is of the outdoor type, while the alternating-current 
circuit breaker 5 is of the indoor type, and is located in a cab. 
The rectifier 1 with vacuum pump set 2, cooling set 7, switch-

~----12-11 ---

Frn. 201.-Cross-section through rectifier plant of Consolidated Mining and 
Smelting Company, Trail, B. C., containing three 10,000-amp., 460--560-volt 
rectifier units for the electrolytic production of zinc. 

l. 87-kv. disconnects 
2. 87-kv. oil circuit breaker 
3. 13.2-kv. disconnects 
4. Step-down transformers, 60,000/1:1,200 

volts 
5. Current tranRformns 
6. 13.2-kv. oil circuit breaker 
7. 13.2-kv. tap changer operated undPr 

load, for regulating the direct-cur
re.nt voltage 

8. Rectifif'r transformer, for 13,200-volt 
primary 

9. Surge arresters 
10. Anode cables 
l 1. Interphase transformer 
12. Direct-current reactor 
13. Rectifier cylinders (two per unit) 
14. Direct-current circuit-breaker switch

board 
15. Rectifier switchboard 
16. 60-kv. control panel 

board 11, ignition-excitation equipment 12, and shunt filter 13, 
are located in a cab on the other side of the car. The rectifier 
and pump are mounted on a frame 3, and are fastened to it by 
means of steel cables which can be taken off after the car has been 
moved into the desired location, Figure 200 shows a photograph 
of the substation (419) (430). 

Electrochemical Zinc Plant of the Consolidated Mining & 
Smelting Company, Trail, B. C.-One of the most outstanding 
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installations of this kind was recently completed by the Con
solidated Mining & Smelting Company at Trail, B. C., Canada. 
It contains three single-phase, 8,500-kva., 60,000/13,200-volt, 
step-down transformers, and three rectifier transformers each 
connected to two rectifiers, furnishing 10,000 amp. at a voltage 

Fm. 202.-Plan view of Consolidated Mining and Rmelting Company rectifier 
plant, showing layout of equipment in basement and on main floor. 

adjustable under load between 460 and ,560 volts. The layout 
is shown in Figs. 201 and 202 and embodies many interesting 
features. The rectifier oil circuit breakers and the transformers 
are located in pits, which allows of easier handling by the crane, 
and also gives more free floor space. Room is provided for an 
additional unit. Each unit furnishes 10,000 amp. for an inde
pendent group of zinc cells (415). 



CHAPTER XII 

VOLTAGE CONTROL AND REGULATION 

It was shown in Chaps. IV and VI that the direct-current 
voltage of a rectifier has a definite relation to the alternating
current voltage of the transformer secondary. It was also 
shown that, due to the overlapping of the anode currents, 
produced by the reactance of the transformer, the rectifier has 
inherently a "shunt" load-voltage characteristic, the direct
current voltage decreasing as the load increases. The ratio of 
direct- to alternating-current voltage and the voltage regulation 
depend on the type of transformer connection used, and were 
derived in Chap. VI for different types of connections. 

For some classes of service using rectifiers, it is necessary to 
regulate the direct-current voltage to accommodate variable 
load conditions, and to compensate for variations in the alternat
ing-current voltage. 

For some railway systems it is desirable to maintain a prac
tically constant voltage over a large part of the load range for 
the purpose of maintaining the scheduled speed. It may also 
be necessary to parallel rectifiers with existing rotary converters 
having compounded voltage characteristics. Due to the fluc
tuating character of a railway load, the voltage regulation for this 
type of load should be automatic and rapid. 

In electrolytic plants it is generally necessary to regulate the 
direct-current voltage to maintain a constant current in the cells 
under variable conditions of the electrolyte. It may also be 
necessary to use different voltages for different stages of the proc
ess. For such service rapid regulation is not essential, and the 
voltage may be regulated manually. 

On Edison systems it is usually necessary to maintain a rela
tively constant voltage at the endR of feeders, and the converters 
must be regulated to compensate for feeder voltage drop. For 
this service the load fluctuations are slow and the voltage 
may be adjusted manually and gradually, to follow a certain 
load cycle. 

38.5 
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The following methods may be used for regulating the direct
current voltage of rectifiers: 

1. Methods using devices operating on the primary side of the trans-
former: 

a. Voltage regulation by means of taps on the main transformer. 
b. Voltage regulation by means of a separate regulating transform<'r. 
c. Voltage regulation by means of an induction regulator. 

2. '.\1ethods using devices operating on the secondary side: 
a. Voltage regulation by means of anode reactors. 
b. Voltage regulation by means of a saturated interphasc trans

former. 
c. Voltage regulation by means of a secondary winding on the 

interphase transformer. 
d. Voltage regulation by means of a booster motor-generator set. 

3. Voltage regulation by controlling the electric fields in the rectifier. 

1. Methods Using Devices Operating on the Primary Side of 
the Transformer. a. Voltage Regulation by Means of Taps on 
the Main Transformer.-Since the direct-current voltage has a 
definite relation to the secondary alternating-current voltage of 
the transformer, the direct-current voltage may be varied by 
changing the transformation ratio by means of taps on the trans
former primary. Two types of tap changers may be used for 
changing transformer taps: tap changers operating with the 
transformer de-energized, and tap changers operating under load. 

For applications where a relatively short interruption of the 
load on the rectifier is not objectionable, the first type of tap 
changer may be used, as it is simpler and less expensive than the 
second type. Since the rectifier can be stopped and started in 
a very short time, the load interruption for changing taps is very 
brief. This type of tap changer is located inside the transformer 
tank, and is operated by a handle from the outside. 

The tap changer operated under load is used if the load cannot 
be interrupted for changing taps. Several types of tap changers 
for operation under load have been developed. The diagram 
of connections of one type of tap changer is shown in Fig. 203. 
Each pole of the tap changer is provided with two contact arms 
2 and 3, which are connected together by resistance 5. The 
contact arms move over a set of stationary contacts arranged 
in a circle, which are connected to the transformer taps. When 
changing taps, from tap a to tap b, for instance, auxiliary con
tact arm 3 makes contact with point b before the main contact 
arm breaks contact with a, thus connecting resistance 5 across 
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the taps. After the contact between arm 2 and tap a is opened, 
the load current is carried momentarily through arm 3 and resist
ance 5, until arm 2 makes contact with b. Reversing switch 
4 is operated after the contact arm 2 completes one revolution, 
and changes the tap windings from boosting to bucking connec
tion, so that the range of taps may be doubled. 

In Fig. 204 is shown a diagram of connections of another 
type of tap changer for changing taps without interrupting the 

(/) Tap wmding 
(2)Mam con/ad 
(J) Aux 1/1my con facf 
(4}Chcmge-over 

contadlor 
boos/mg or buck
i'lg connec/;on 

(.5) Bndging res1sfan1:e 

Fm. 203.-Throe-pole transformer tap changer for operation under load, 
provided with main and auxiliary contact. arms, bridging resistances, and revers
ing switches. 

load circuit. The transformer is designed with multiple windings 
on the primary side, having the taps at the midpoints of the 
windings. Both transformer windings can be interrupted by 
circuit breakers B 1 and B2. The tap changing is effected by 
opening one of the breakers and changing the tap position of the 
winding which is open. This open winding is then closed, the 
other parallel winding interrupted, and the tap changer of that 
winding brought into a position corresponding to the position 
of the tap changer on the first winding. In this way the tap 
changing is done without having any load on the taps. The 
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reactance between the multiple paths is made small enough to 
prevent objectionable fluctuations in voltage during the switching 
process, and large enough to prevent excessive circulating current. 

Tap changers may be manually operated, remote controlled, 
or automatically controlled by means of voltage, current, or 
time control. In Fig. 205 is shown a diagram of connections 
of an automatically controlled tap changer of the type shown 

Secondary 

Bz 
'----<>----' 

FIG. 204.~Diap;ram of connections of transformer (one phase) with tap chang
ing under load equipment, consisting of no-load tap changers and circuit breakers 
in multiple primary windings. 

in Fig. 203. The tap changer iR motor-operated, and is con
trolled in function of the direct-current bus voltage and current, 
by means of relay 1. Contactors 5 A and D are energized by 
relays 1 and 4, and control the operation of the motor 6 for for
ward or reverse rotation. Time-lag relays 4 are used to prevent 
the tap changer from responding to momentary load swings. 
Brake magnet 7 is used to prevent overtravel of the motor. 
Interlocks 8, 9, and 10, and limit switch 11 are used to insure 
correct operation of the tap changer. 

b. Voltage Regulation by Means of Separate Regulating Trans
former. -When a large number,or a wide range, of taps is required, 
a separate regulating transformer with taps is sometimes used 
in series with the main transformer, in order to simplify the 
design of the main transformer. The regulating transformer 
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is connected to the tap changer in the same way as a tap wind
ing of the main transformer. 

c. Voltage Regulation by Means of an Induction Regulator.
The direct-current voltage of a rectifier may be regulated by 
regulating the alternating-current voltage applied to the trans
former primary by means of an induction regulator. The connec
tion of the induction regulator may be the same as that used for 

2 

Fia. 205.-Connection diagram of motor-operated, automatically-controlled 
tap changer of the type shown in Fig. 203. 

I. Control relay D. For lowering voltage 
la. Voltage coil G. 1"1otor 
lb. Current coil 7. Brake magnf't 
2. Shunt 8, 9, 10. Interlocks 

2a. Adjustable shunt rf':-iistance 11. Limit Rwitch 
3. Fixf'd serit's resistanC"f' 12. Signal switch 

3a. Adjustable sericR resistance 13. Tap changer 
4. Time-lag relars 1·1. Transformer 
5. 1\fotor contro relayR 15. Push buttons for manual control 

A. For raising voltage V. Voltmeter 
Switches 8, 9, IO, and 12 make one revolution for each tap. 

the regulation of alternating-current feeders. The regulator may 
be controlled manually, by remote control, or by load and voltage 
control, similarly to a tap changer. When several rectifier units 
operate in parallel in the same station a separate induction 
regulator may be used for each unit, or a common regulator may 
be used for all the units. The former arrangement, while more 
expensive, provides greater flexibility of operation. 

If it is desired to regulate the direct-current voltage between an 
upper limit Ea1 and a lower limit Ea2, with the voltage of the 
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alternating-current supply varying between upper and lower 
limits Ep 1 and EP2, respectively, the total regulating range 
required on the primary side of the transformer is equal to: 

(193) 

Since the regulator can be operated to buck or to boost the 
voltage, the voltage regulating range of the regulator should be 
equal to e/2. 

The current rating of the regulator is equal to the current 
supplied from the alternating-current line at the minimum line 
voltage and rated kilovolt-amperes of the transformer primary. 
If the primary kilovolt-ampere rating of the transformer is 
PP, the kilovolt-ampere rating of the regulator is 

P, = K}§.eP P X Epi (194) 
Ep2 Ep2 

in which K is a factor taking into account the efficiency of the 
regulator. 

Comparison of Voltage Regulation by Means of Tap Changers 
and by Means of Induction Regulators.-When a tap changer, 
operated under load, is used, the voltage is regulated in steps, 
so that the voltage regulation is not smooth, especially if a wide 
range of regulation is necessary. Furthermore, the transformer 
must be provided with taps and bushings for connection to the 
tap changer, which complicate the design of the transformer 
and make it more expensive. When an induction regulator is 
used, the voltage regulation is smooth, and the voltage can be 
adjusted to the exact value desired. The transformer has no 
taps and is therefore simpler. On the other hand, the use of an 
induction regulator introduces additional power losses, while a 
tap changer has no losses. An induction regulator is generally 
more expensive than a tap changer, particularly at higher alter
nating-current line voltages, when a step-down transformer is 
required for exciting the regulator and a series transformer is 
necessary between the secondary of the induction regulator and 
the primary leads of the main transformer. 

For any particular application the choice between a tap changer 
and an induction regulator is determined by the service conditions 
to be met, and by economic considerations. 

2. Methods Using Devices Operating on the Secondary Side of 
the Transformer. a. Voltage Regulation by Means of Anode 
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Reactors.-As was pointed out at the beginning of this chapter, 
when the rectifier is carrying load the direct-current voltage is 
reduced, due to the transformer reactance, which produces 
overlapping of the anode currents. The voltage drop is directly 
proportional to the reactance, as shown by Eq. (22a) (Chap. IV). 
When reactors are connected in the anode circuits their reactance 
has the same effect on the voltage drop as the transformer 
reactance. This offers a means for regulating the direct-current 
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Fro. 206.~Conncction diagram of rectifier provided with anode reactors 
magnetized by direct current, for regulating the direct-current voltage. 

A. Anodes 
K. Cat.hode 
L. Series reactor 

N 0 . Direct-current bus 
N w. Alternating-current bus 

P. Transformer primary 
R. Regulating rheostat 
S. Transformer secondary 

ZA. Anode reactor coils 
ZB. Direct-current magnetizing coils 

voltage of a rectifier by using anode reactors and varying their 
reactance. 

In Fig. 206 is shown an arrangement for regulating the direct
current voltage by this means. Three reactors are used, each 
provided with two windings, which are connected to phases 180 
electrical degrees apart. Since the two phases connected to 
each reactor do not carry current at the same time, the windings 
have no influence on each other, and the core has to be dimen-
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sioned for the flux produced hy one winding only. Each core has 
an exciting winding which is energized by direct current supplied 
from the rectifier terminals. By varying the direct .current 
excitation of the cores through the rheostat R, the reactance of the 
reactors changes, thereby varying the voltage drop due to the 
overlapping of the anode currents. The voltage regulation may 
be made automatic by replacing the rheostat R by a voltage 

C 

s 

Fm. 207.~Connection diagram of 6-phase rectifier with interphase trans
former, which is provided with a direct-current magnetizing winding for regulat
ing the direct-current voltage. 

regulator or by connecting the exciting windings in series with 
the load circuit. 

b. Voltage Regulation by Means of Saturated Interphase Trans
former.-The principle of operation of this method was explained 
in Chap. VI. In Fig. 207 is shown a diagram of connections for 
this method of voltage control. The core of the interphase 
transformer is excited by direct current through a winding C 
connected across the direct-current terminals of the recti
fier, in series with a regulating rheostat R. The direct-current 
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voltage of the rectifier is raised by increasing the current in the 
exciting winding, and lowered by reducing this current. The 
voltage regulation may be made automatic by replacing the 
rheostat R by an automatic voltage regulator, or by connecting 
the exciting winding in series with the load circuit. With the 
latter arrangement, an increase of the load current increases 
the direct-current excitation, which automatically raises the 
voltage. A voltage regulation curve of a 6-phase rectifier 
obtained with series excitation of the interphase transformer is 
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FIG. 208.-Voltage regulation and power-factor curves of a rectifier com

pounded by means of a saturated interphase transformer with series direct
current magnetization. 

shown in Fig. 208. The shape of the curve may be adjusted by 
means of taps on the series exciting winding, within the limits 
shown in Fig. 64. A photograph of a General Electric interphase 
transformer with direct-current excitation, for a 12-phase trans
former connection, is shown in Fig. 69. 

As was pointed out in Chap. VI, when a rectifier is compounded 
by saturating the interphase transformer, the rectifier and main 
transformer operate as with the diametrical 6-phase connection 
without interphase transformer. For this connection, the kilo
volt-ampere rating of the rectifier transformer is 23 per cent 
greater than for the 6-phase connection with interphase trans-
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former. Furthermore, the power factor at the primary ter
minals of the rectifier transformer is lower, and the efficiency 
of the rectifier is reduced on account of the higher amplitude of 
the anode currents, as was brought out in Chap. II, Fig. 7. The 
power-factor curve for a 6-phase transformer connection with 
saturated interphase transformer is shown in Fig. 208. 

c. Voltage Regulation by M cans of a Secondary Winding on the 
Interphase Transformer.-This method of voltage regulation, 
shown in Fig. 209, is similar in principle to the preceding method 
with saturated interphase transformer. As shown in Fig. 209a, 
the interphase transformer is provided with a secondary winding 
S, which is connected to an external impedance Z. A third-har-

[lrJjj 
I 

e 
To anodes 1-6 X 

e To anodes !-6 

(a) (b) 
Frn. 20!J.~Connedion diagrams for regulating the direct-current voltage of a 

rectifier by means of a secondary winding on the intcrphaae transformer. 

monic voltage is induced in this winding, causing a third-harmonic 
current to circulate through it. The demagnetizing effect of the 
ampere-turns resulting from this current requires a proportionate 
increase in the third-harmonic current component in the main 
winding of the interphase transformer in order to produce the 
necessary magnetization of the core required for inducing the 
third-harmonic voltage (e 1, Fig. 56) in the interphase transformer. 
This increase in the third-harmonic current causes the transition 
point of the voltage regulation curve (Figs. 61 and 64) to shift 
to the right. By varying the impedance Z, the third-harmonic 
magnetizing current, and consequently the position of the transi
tion point of the voltage regulation curve, may be varied. The 
same result is thus obtained as with a direct-current magnetizing 
winding on the core of the interphase transformer, described 
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under b and shown in Fig. 207, and the direct-current voltage 
may therefore be regulated by varying the impedance Z in a 
similar way as accomplished by the rheostat R in Fig. 207. 

In Fig. 209b is shown a circuit arrangement for automatic 
compounding of rectifiers by means of a secondary winding on the 
interphase transformer. The secondary winding S is connected 
to an iron-core reactor X, in series with a capacitance C. The 
core of the reactor is magnetized by a direct-current winding 
which is connected in series with the direct-current load circuit. 
The saturation of the iron core by direct current reduces the 
inductance of the reactor, thus causing the impedance of the 
circuit to vary in function of the direct-current load, and produc
ing a "compound" voltage characteristic in a similar manner 
as with a series direct-current winding on the core of the inter
phase transformer described under b above, and shown in 
Figs. 64 and 208. The total impedance connected to the winding 
S is equal to the reactance of X minus the reactance of C at 
the triple frequency. The influence of C is to exaggerate the 
effect of the direct-current magnetization of the reactor X on 
the net impedance of the circuit. 

d. Voltage Regulation by Means of a Booster Motor-generator 
Set.~The direct-current voltage may also be regulated by con
necting in series with the rectifier a direct-current, motor-driven 
generator, the voltage of which is varied by regulating its field. 
The generator can be arranged to boost or buck the rectifier 
voltage, by reversing its field winding, so that the rated voltage 
of the generator has to be equal to one-half the total voltage range 
desired. The current rating of the generator is equal to the 
current rating of the rectifier. If the direct-current voltage is 
to be regulated between the limits of Ed1 and Ed2 and the current 
is I, the rated output of the generator is 

Po = §_<1_1 ; Ed2. J. (195) 

In Fig. 210 is shown a diagram of connections of a rectifier 
with a booster motor-generator set controlled automatically 
by means of a voltage regulator. The generator has a direct
connected exciter, and is driven by a 3-phase induction motor 
provided with a starting resistance, controlled by a motor. The 
field of the exciter is controlled by the voltage regulator, the 
resistances of which arc connected in the form of a bridge. 
With this type of connection it is possible to vary the exciter 
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field between two limits of opposite polarity, the voltage on the 
field being zero when the sectors of the regulator are in the middle 
position. The regulator is actuated by the alternating-current 
potential and load current, through potential and current trans
formers, so that the direct-current voltage is regulated to compen
sate for variations. of the alternating-current voltage, and to 
produce compoundi~g. 
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Fro. 210.-Connection diagram of a rectifier with automatically-controlled 
booster motor-generator set for regulating the direct-current voltage. 

The booster set is started automatically through an auxiliary 
switch of the alternating-current circuit breaker, which ener
gizes the motor starter when the breaker is closed. 

A booster set is seldom used for regulating the direct-current 
voltage of a rectifier unit, as it introduces into the station a rotat
ing machine which requires more attendance and reduces the 
overall efficiency of the plant. It is sometimes used when the 
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alternating-current voltage is high, which would require expensive 
apparatus for regulating the voltage on the alternating-current 
side. 

3. Voltage Regulation by Controlling the Electric Fields in 
Rectifiers.-With this method of voltage regulation, the direct
current voltage of the rectifier is regulated by controlling the 
point of the cycle at which an anode picks up current. 

As was brought out in preceding chapters, the flow of current 
in a rectifier is constituted of a movement of electrons from the 
cathode to the anode, and a movement of ions towards the 
cathode. This flow takes place along the electric field between 
the cathode and the anode, when the anode is positive with 
respect to the cathode. Current cannot flow when the field 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
A-, B_ C 

g Avercrge 
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Fm. 211.-Anode and direct-current voltage waves of a polyphase rectifier, 
explaining the method of r<'gulating the direct-current voltage by controlling 
the starting point of the anodes. 

from anode to cathode is negative. The potential of the cathode 
is equal to the potential of the working anode minus the voltage 
drop in the arc. When a rectifier is supplied by a source of 
polyphase alternating current, an anode becomes positive to the 
cathode at the point where its voltage wave intersects the voltage 
wave of the working anode, and the current is then transferred 
from one anode to the other during a period of overlap, during 
which the potentials of the two anodes are equalized by the 
transformer reactance. 

The shape of the direct-current voltage wave under load was 
shown in Fig. 25. Due to the overlapping, the average direct
current voltage wave is reduced by an amount equal to the shaded 
area shown in the figure. 

By controlling the electric field between an anode and the 
cathode through grids, the point at which the anode starts work-
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ing may be varied. This method of varying the starting point 
of the anodes is utilized to control the direct-current voltage of 
the rectifier, as illustrated in Fig. 211. The anodes will normally 
start working at the point of intersection of their voltage waves; 
thus, when anode 3 is working, anode 4 will start at point A, 
and the average direct-current voltage (neglecting overlapping) 
is shown by the line a. By delaying the starting point of the 
anodes, so that, instead of starting at point A, anode 4 starts 
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Fm. 212.-Connection diagram for regulating the dired,-current voltage of a 
polyphasc rectifier by grid control. 

at point B, anode 3 will continue to work alone until point B, 
and the direct-current voltage will have the shape shown in 
heavy outline in the figure. The average direct-current voltage 
will then have the value given by the line b; that is, the average 
direct-current voltage a is reduced by the average value of 
the cross-hatched area Q. If the starting point of the anodes 
is delayed still further, say to point C, the direct-current voltage 
is reduced by the cross-hatched area R, and will have the average 
value represented by line c. 
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It is evident from Fig. 211 that by this means the direct-cur
rent voltage may be varied over wide limits without altering the 
value of the applied alternating-current voltage. 

The starting point of the anodes may be controlled by inter
posing grids of the proper design in the arc paths of the anodes, 
and applying potentials to these grids, so that they have a nega
tive potential to the cathode up to the point at which it is desired 
to start the anodes, when it is made positive. The potential 
of the grids to the cathode may be controlled with a battery by 
means of a synchronously rotating switch, or by some similar 
means. 

One arrangement for regulating the direct-current voltage by 
controlling the potential of the grids is shown in Fig. 212. The 
anodes are connected to a polyphase transformer having phase 
voltages E1, E2, etc., shown in Fig. 213. The grids of the anodes 
are connected to a polyphase auxiliary transformer producing 
the voltages G1, G2, etc., and having the same number of phases 
and the same frequency as the rectifier transformer. The neutral 
point of the auxiliary transformer is connected to the cathode, 
in series with a source of direct-current potential which may be 
a battery, as shown in Fig. 212. The positive pole of the battery 
is connected to the cathode, and the negative pole to the neutral 
of the auxiliary transformer. 

The arrangement shown in Fig. 212 operates as follows: The 
potential of a grid to the cathode at any instant is equal to the 
potential at that instant of that phase of the auxiliary alternating
current supply to which the grid is connected, minus the potential 
of the battery. At the instant when the grid has a positive 
alternating-current potential equal to the battery potential, its 
potential to the cathode is zero. Thus, referring to Fig. 213, 
if the battery potential has a value D 2, the potential to the 
cathode of grid 2, associated with anode 2, is equal to zero at 
point B. Before this point is reached, the grid has a negative 
potential to the cathode, and anode 2 is prevented from carrying 
current. When this point is passed, the grid potential to the 
cathode is positive, and anode 2 starts working. When the 
battery potential has a value D1, the grid potential to the cathode 
is equal to zero at point A, so that anode 2 starts near A. When 
the battery potential is equal to D3, the grid potential to the 
cathode is equal to zero at point C. It is thus seen that the 
starting points of the anodes, and, consequently, the direct-cur-
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rent voltage, may be controlled by varying the potential of 
the battery. 

Instead of using a battery, the direct-current supply may be 
obtained from the terminals of the rectifier by a potentiometer 
connection, by connecting the neutral of the auxiliary trans
former to some point of a resistance connected across the rectifier 
terminals. The direct-current voltage may be regulated by 
varying the potential of this point with respect to the cathode, 
either manually, or by means of an automatic voltage regulator, 
or by some other automatic means. 

With this method of voltage control it is possible to regulate 
the direct-current voltage of a rectifier similarly as the regula-

Frn. 213.~Anodc and grid voltagP wavPs explaining the operation of the voltage 
control system shown in Fig. 212. 

tion of a direct-current generator voltage by field control, and 
within about the same relative limits. Since there is no time 
lag in changing the electric field of a rectifier, the regulation takes 
place instantaneously, the only time lag introduced being that 
of the regulating means used. 

By the use of the regulating scheme described above it is 
possible to regulate the direct-current voltage in any way desired. 
Thus, the voltage characteristic of the rectifier can be com
pounded as well as compensated for fluctuations of the alternat
ing-current voltage. The apparatus used for this purpose is 
practically independent of the rating of the rectifier or the pri
mary voltage used, and, therefore, differs from the other regulat
ing systems for rectifiers. 
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Since this regulation is accomplished by delaying the working 
periods of the anodes, the primary power factor is reduced. The 
reduction in power factor is approximately proportional to the 
reduction in direct-current voltage by the use of this regulation 
scheme. 

Methods for Suppressing the No-load Voltage Rise of Recti
fiers Using Transformer Connections with Interphase Trans
formers.-ln Fig. 61 is given the regulation curve of a rectifier 
using a transformer connection with an interphase transformer. 
It shows a voltage rise at small loads. As stated in Chap. VI, 
the bend in the regulation curve occurs at load currents of 0.5 to 
2.0 per cent of the full-load current. This voltage rise at small 
loads is sometimes found objectionable, as it may burn out lights 
or affect the insulation of car equipment. It may be eliminated 
by any one of the methods described below. 

The first method is to connect across the terminals of the 
rectifier an artificial load which draws a current equal to the 
current at which the voltage starts to rise. The resistance may 
be left connected continually, or may be connected to the circuit 
automatically when the load current drops to a low value. 

A second method for accomplishing this purpose is to dis
connect one of the 3-phasc groups of the transformer and operate 
the rectifier on 3 phases only at light loads. 

With 3-phase operation the direct-current voltage at no-load 
is equal to the direct-current voltage at the bend of the regulation 
curve, Fig. 61. Since this operation on 3 phases takes place only 
at light loads, the rectifier and the rectifier transformer are not 
overloaded. 

A third method for eliminating the voltage rise at light loads 
is to excite the interphase transformer with a third-harmonic 
current from an external source. As was stated in Chap. VI, 
the rise of the direct-current voltage is caused by a lack of 
sufficient load current to supply the necessary third-harmonic 
magnetizing current of the interphase transformer, so that by 
supplying this magnetizing current artificially the voltage rise 
may be eliminated. 

In Fig. 214 is shown a diagram of connections for producing this 
effect. Three single-phase auxiliary transformers are used, with 
their primaries connected in 3-phase Y and their secondaries in 
open delta, connected to the interphase transformer. The trans
former cores are over-saturated, thus producing third-harmonic 
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voltages in the secondaries, which send third-harmonic currents 
through the windings of the interphase transformer. With 
the delta connection of the secondaries, the fundamental voltages 
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Fra. 214.~ Connection diagram of auxiliary trnnsformers used for suppressing 
the no-load voltage prak of a rectifier operating in conrn,ction with an inter
phase transformer. 

are cancelled out at the terminals of the delta connection, while 
the third-harmonic voltages, being in phase, are added in all the 
three phases. The capacity of the auxiliary transformers is about 
11800th of the capacity of the main transformer. 



CHAPTER XIII 

INTERFERENCE WITH COMMUNICATION CIRCUITS 

Interference in communication circuits is sometimes experi
enced due to their juxtaposition to power circuits. Such 
interference is frequently caused by power circuits, and partic
ularly by railway circuits with ground return, in which an 
alternating current is flowing. Interference with communication 
circuits is sometimes also caused by direct-current railway 
systems supplied by rectifiers, due to the ripple in the direct
current voltage wave of a rectifier. The present chapter will 
deal with the influence of railway circuits supplied by rectifiers 
on communication circuits. 

A railway circuit consisting of an overhead supply line and 
a ground return forms a loop in which the current flows from 
the substation, over the overhead line, through the traction 
motors, and back to the substation through the ground return. 
The current flowing in this loop produces a magnetic field as 
shown by dotted lines in Fig. 215. The potential difference 
between the overhead wire and ground also produces an electro
static field between that wire and ground, as shown by solid 
lines in Fig. 215. If there is a two-wire communication circuit 
close to the railway circuit, it is linked with the electromagnetic 
and electrostatic fields of the railway circuit, and the following 
conditions may prevail: 

1. Being in the electrostatic field of the trolley wire, the communication 
wires are at certain electrostatic potentials to ground. An electrostatic 
difference of potential may also exist between the two communication wires, 
if located in different equipotential planes. 

2. The magnetic flux may traverse the space between the two conductors 
of the communication circuit. 

3. The magnetic flux also traverses the space between the two communica
tion wires and the ground. 

Electrostatic Induction.-The electrostatic induction between 
the power conductor and ground is proportional to its capaci
tance to ground and to the voltage. The potential difference 
between the communication wires and ground depends on the 
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relative positions of the communication and power circuits 
(i.e., on the position of the communication wires in the electro
static field of the power circuit), but is independent of the length 
of parallelism between the two circuits. Any change of the 
voltage of the power circuit will produce a change in its electro
static field, thereby causing a change of the electrostatic charge 
on the communication wires, resulting in the fl.ow of a charging 
current in those wires. The magnitude of the charging current 
is proportional to the rate of change of the voltage and the 
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Fw. 215.-Diagram showing the influence of the magnetic and electrostatic 
fields of a trolley wire on adjacent communication lines and illustrating the 
effect of transposition on the voltages induced in the communication lines. 

length of parallelism between the two circuits, but is not the 
same in all parts of the communication circuit. If the change 
in the voltage of the power circuit is due to the presence of 
alternating components in the voltage, the charging current 
flowing in the communication wires will have the same frequency 
as that voltage component and will be proportional to the 
frequency. 

Electromagnetic Induction.-A change of the current in the 
power conductor will produce a change in its magnetic field 
and will induce a voltage between the two communication 
wires and between each wire and ground. The induced voltage 
is proportional to the mutual inductance between the communica-
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tion circuit and the power circuit (i.e., their relative positions 
and length of parallelism) and to the rate of change of the current, 
or its frequency. It is evident from Fig. 215 that, due to the 
greater spacing between the communication wires and ground, 
the voltage induced between the wires and the ground would 
be considerably higher than the voltage induced between the 
two wires. The current which is caused to flow in the communi
cation wires by the induced voltage is the same in all parts of 
the wires. 

Interference.-The currents which are caused to flow in a 
communication circuit by induction from adjacent power 
circuits, such as railway circuits, may interfere with the opera
tion of the communication system; that is, these currents may 
interfere with the operation of signalling apparatus, or with 
the audibility of telephones if they happen to be of a frequency 
within the audible range. If a communication circuit is so 
located with respect to a power circuit that inductive inter
ference may be expected, an "exposure" is said to exist. The 
length of the communication circuit paralleling a power circuit 
and subject to inductive interference from it is called the "length 
of exposure." 

As has been brought out before, the current induced in a 
communication circuit by electrostatic induction is proportional 
to the length of exposure. The voltage induced by electro
magnetic induction is proportional to the length of exposure, 
and since the impedance of a given communication circuit is 
constant and independent of the exposure, the current flowing 
in the circuit as a result of electromagnetic induction is also 
proportional to the length of exposure. 

Changes in the voltage and current of a railway circuit, which 
may produce interference in neighboring communication circuits, 
may be caused by changes in load, by short circuits, or by the 
presence of alternating current and voltage components in the 
railway circuit. The direct-current voltage of a rectifier, 
and consequently the current flowing in a circuit supplied by a 
rectifier, are not smooth, but have undulations consisting of 
harmonics of frequencies within the audible range, as has been 
shown in Chap. V. As a result of this, an interference problem 
may arise when a communication line is exposed to trolley 
wires or feeders of a direct-current railway system supplied by 
rectifiers. 
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The direct-current voltage wave of a rotary converter also 
has harmonic components, which have given rise to interference 
in a number of instances. These harmonics, however, are small 
and the telephone noises due to commutator ripples of car 
motors generally overshadow the noises due to the above har
monics. The inductive influence of the ripple in the voltage 
wave of a rectifier equipped only with a series reactor, and 
with no special auxiliary devices for correcting the wave shape, 
is three to five times that of a rotary converter and is therefore 
likely to be more disturbing. 

When a rectifier operates in parallel with a rotary in the same 
substation, the ripple of the rectifier voltage wave produces a 
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Fro. 216.-Diagram of a railway syst<'m and an exposed communication 
line, explaining the influence of the position of the moving car on intnference 
effects. 

circulating ripple current between the rectifier and rotary, which 
has a relatively low impedance to that current, and the direct
current bus voltage of the substation is considerably smoother 
than the rectifier voltage. When a rectifier and rotary operate 
in separate substations with a tie feeder between them, the 
circulating alternating current between the two machines 
flowing in the tie feeder may give rise to severe interference if a 
telephone line is exposed to the feeder. A similar case of inter
ference may arise when two rectifiers located in different sub
stations and connected by a tie feeder are supplied by alternating
current systems of different frequencies, or are so connected 
that there is a phase displacement between the harmonics in 
the direct-current voltage waves of the two rectifiers, thus causing 
a circulating current to flow in the tie feeder between them. 

The inductive influence of a railway circuit on a communication 
circuit may also vary with the position of the load (car or loco-
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motive). This is illustrated in Fig. 216, which shows a railway 
line supplied by rectifiers. Let it be assumed that a parallel 
communication line abc is exposed to the trolley wire over the 
distance ac. When the car has arrived at point b, which is 
halfway between the two substations, the voltages induced by 
the trolley current in the sections ab and be of the communication 
circuit would be equal and opposite and there would therefore 
be no interference; but there would be interference for other 
locations of the car. If only the section ab of the communication 
line is exposed to the trolley line, the interference would be 
maximum at b. The above example was used merely to illustrate 
that the load distribution as well as the length of exposure has 
to be considered when studying interference conditions. 

Harmonic Voltages.-The direct-current voltage wave of a 
rectifier consists of a direct-current component and of a super
imposed alternating-current component made up of the upper 
portions of the sinusoidal waves of the secondary supply. The 
fundamental frequency of the ripple is equal to the product of 
the fundamental frequency of the alternating-current supply 
and the number of secondary phases. Thus, the direct-current 
voltage wave of a 6-phase rectifier supplied with current from a 
60-cycle system has a 360-cycle ripple (see Chap. V). This 
ripple has harmonics of frequencies which are odd and even 
multiples of the 360-cycle fundamental frequency. 

In Table XI are given the effective values of the harmonic 
components superimposed on the direct-current voltage wave 
of 6-phase, 60-cycle rectifiers. These values are the highest 
and the lowest measured in rectifier installations. It will be 
noted from Table XI that the magnitudes of these harmonics 
fall off rapidly with increasing frequency. For further informa-

Frequency of 
Harmonic 

360 
720 

1,080 
1,440 
1,800 
2,160 
2,520 
2,880 

TABLE XI 
Percentage Ratio of Effective 
Harmonic Voltage to Average 

Direct-current Voltage 

4. 5 to .'i. 95 
1. 26 to 1.37 
0.53 to 0.90 
0.61 to 0. 72 
040 to 0.80 
0.43 to 0.62 
0.41 to 0.44 
0.35 to 0.36 
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tion on these harmonic components, see Chap. V, Figs. 35, 36, 
38, 39, and 40, and Tables III and IV, page 94. 

Characteristics of the Load Circuit.-Since no interference 
has so far been observed in balanced (Edison) systems, only 
railway systems with a grounded return circuit will be considered 
here. Figure 217 represents a railway system, the circuit of 
which has an impedance Z2 of the street-car or locomotive 
motors, and an impedance z1 per mile of trolley line. The 
impedance of each motor is a function of the terminal voltage, 
and the impedance of the street car or the locomotive depends 
on the connections of the motors (series or parallel). 

=a= 
Zz 

+ 
k-------i------ -- -~ 

Fm. 217.-Diagram of a rectifier supplying a railway line with a moving load. 

Below are given some approximate values of the inductance 
of railway circuits for various voltages. These values are 
sufficiently accurate for a preliminary study, for which purpose 
the ohmic resistance can also be neglected. The inductance of 
railway equipment built for 600 volts is 0.5 to 0.25 millihenry 
(two to four motors in parallel), for 1,500 volts 2 to 1 millihenrys 
(two motors in series, two motors in series-parallel), and for 
3,000 volts 5 to 2.5 millihenrys, while the inductance of the 
trolley line is of the order of 3 millihenrys per mile. For a 
given trolley voltage and load characteristic, the spacing of the 
substations is more or less fixed by the permissible voltage drop. 
Assuming that these spacings for 600, 1,500, and 3,000 volts 
are 2.5, 5, and 10 miles, respectively, and also that there are no 
feeders or parallel circuits, the inductances of the load circuit 
can easily be computed. It will be found that the maximum 
and minimum inductances of the load circuit are: 

For 600 volts, 0.5 millihenry to 8 millihenrys (0.5 + 2.5 X 3.0) 
For 1,500 volts, 2.0 millihenrys to 17 millihenrys (2 + ,5 X 3.0) 
For 3,000 volts, 5.0 mil\ihenrys to 35 millihcnrys (5 + IO X 3.0) 
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The smaller values hold true when the locomotive is near the 
substation, and the larger when the locomotive or street car is 
farthest away. The average inductance of the load circuit as 
the locomotive is moving from the one point to the other on the 
600-, 1,500-, and 3,000-volt systems is therefore 8.5/2, 19/2, 
and 40/2 millihenrys, respectively. 

The foregoing data apply only to systems comprising a single 
line fed from one point only. Usually railway systems comprise 
a network of lines and feeder circuits, either underground or along 
the trolley wires, suspended by the catenary; furthermore, 
there are usually several cars or locomotives running at the 
same time, so that the system impedances obtained in practice 
are much lower than the values given above. The measured 
inductance on actual networks of 600, 1,500, and 3,000 volts, 
given below, will therefore he of interest. 

It was found that the average inductance of a 

600-volt, ramified street-railway system was O. 6 to 1. 5 millihenrys 
1,500-volt, main-line railway system with unusually heavy traffic on 

several tracks, 2. 5 to 5 millihcnrys 
3,000-volt, single-track, main-line railway system, 3 to 10 millihenrys 

Comparing these figures with those given above, namely, 4.25, 
9.5, and 20 millihenrys, respectively, it is seen that the actual 
figures average from one-half to one-fourth of the assumed ones. 
This is accounted for by the fact that all these railway systems 
were highly ramified, and that, in most of the systems, rotary 
converters or motor generators of low impedance were working 
in parallel with rectifiers in adjacent substations. 

Moreover, these measurements revealed the fact that the 
internal inductance of the rectifier and transformer set was of the 
order of 0.1 millihenry, and of the synchronous converter, 0.1 
to 0.15 millihenry. A simple calculation will show that in 
the case of a rectifier working in parallel with a synchronous 
converter in the same or in a near-by substation, the latter 
will, due to its low inductance, decrease the system impedance, 
and will also offer to the alternating-current harmonics an 
easy path, thus acting like a filter. 

Harmonic Currents.-The harmonic currents produced in 
railway systems by the voltages given in Table XI can there
fore be determined by dividing the harmonic voltages by the 
impedance Z = Z2 + l · Z1. The value of l · z1 is equal to zero 
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when the locomotive or the street car passes the substation, and 
is a maximum when it reaches the end of the trolley line. 

Assuming a 1,500-volt, 2,000-amp. railway system, fed by 
mercury arc rectifiers, with an average inductance of 8.5 milli
henrys and an ohmic resistance of 0. 75 ohm, and assuming a 
360-cycle harmonic voltage of 5 per cent, the 360-cycle harmonic 
current component will have a value of 

1,500 · 0.05 
3 9 8.5 · 21r · 360 · 10-3 = · amp. 

which is only about 0.2 per cent of the load current of 2,000 amp. 
Assuming another representative 600-volt, 2,000-amp. railway 

system, fed by rectifiers, with an inductance of 0.8 millihenry, 
and using the average values of the voltages given in Table 
XI, the various harmonic currents will have the values given in 
Table XII below. The effective value of the resultant is 17.6 
amp., or 0.88 per cent of the direct current. 

Frequency of I 
harmonic Voltage 

360 31.4 
720 7.9 

1,080 4.3 
1,440 3.9 
1,800 3.2 

TABLE XII 

Impedance 

l. 8 
3.6 
5.4 
7.2 
9.0 

Current, 
amperes 

15.60 
2.20 
0 80 
0.55 
0.35 

Current, 
percentage 

0.870 
0.110 
0.040 
0.028 
0.018 

Since the ohmic resistance of the rectifier with its transformer 
is negligible, and since their inductance is very small, they will 
contribute little to the limiting of the alternating-current 
harmonics. The computation of the harmonic currents illustrates 
clearly that by introducing a reactor into the trolley circuit the 
harmonic currents produced by the harmonic voltages given in 
Table XI will be reduced, and consequently, so will the inter
ference factor. In Table XIII are given data obtained on a city 
railway system showing the favorable influence of a series reactor 
and of a synchronous converter connected in parallel with a 
rectifier. Since the trolley system under consideration has an 
inductance of about 0.6 millihenry, and the reactor an inductance 
of about 2.8 millihcnrys, a reduction of the harmonic currents in 
the ratio of 3.4:0.6 is obtained-namely, in the ratio which the 
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total impedance of the load circuit and the series reactor bears 
to the impc>dancc of the load circuit-which checks reasonably 
with the measured values given in Table XIII. 

Frequency of 
harmonic 

360 
720 

1,080 
1,440 
1,800 

TABLE XIII 

Percentage ratio of effective harmonic current to 
a VP rage direct current 

With 2.8-milli- With reactor, and . 
Rectifier alone henry reactor in synchronous con-

senes verter in parallel 

1.47 0.4 0 162 
0.21 0.048 0.0097 
0.092 0.023 0.0082 
0.08 0.0147 0 0031 
0.046 0.0092 0.0031 

Effect of Harmonic Currents and Voltages-Magnetic Induc
tion.-Beforc going into a detailed explanation of the measures 
which can be taken and are used in practice for eliminating 
interference, it will be shown how the harmonic currents and 
voltages in the trolley wires and feeders of direct-current railways 
influence exposed communication circuits. 

The voltages produced in a communication circuit by electric 
and magnetic fields may be separated into two effects: (1) the 
voltages induced between the two wires of a circuit because of 
differences in the exposure of the two wires to the disturbing 
circuit, which cause currents to circulate through the terminal 
apparatus, and (2) the voltages induced between the two wires of 
a circuit and ground, which will send currents through the ter
minal apparatus if there is a difference in the series impedances 
or admittances to ground of the two sides of the circuit. 

Both the voltages between wires, and the voltages between 
wires and ground can be produced either by electrostatic or 
electromagnetic induction; however, electrostatic effects have 
been found to be practically negligible in all the railway systems 
investigated to date, and our study of this problem will therefore 
be limited to the interference caused by the harmonics of the 
current rather than the voltage. 

The currents which flow in the power circuit produce a field 
which magnetically interlinks both circuits, and, therefore, if 
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the current is alternating, voltages will he induced in the adjacent 
communication circuits. 

Figure 215 illustrates, in a simplified diagram, the effects of 
the magnetic fields from currents in a trolley system on a neigh
boring telephone circuit. The net induced voltage produced in 
the loop abed is indicated by arrows. The benefits to be obtained 
(in the voltages induced between wires) hy transposing the tele
phone wires are illustrated on the right-hand side of this figure. 
It can readily be seen that the voltages induced in the sections of 
the wire on the two sides of a transposition are equal and opposite, 
and therefore cancel each other. In the untransposed line, 
shown on the left-hand side of Fig. 215, however, the voltages 

Telephone wire 
z1/mi 

FIG. 218.-Schematic diagram of trolley line supplied by rectifier and paralleled 
by a telephone line. 

induced in the wires are added. In practice, when the telephone 
lines are frequently transposed with due regard to the discon
tinuities in the exposure, the voltages and currents induced 
between wires are small as compared to those induced in a non
transposed circuit. Since the locomotive or car is in effect a 
traveling discontinuity, there is a practical limit to the effective
ness of transposition arrangements. Transpositions are not 
effective, of course, in reducing the voltages induced between 
wires and ground. 

Figure 218 indicates, schematically, a trolley system fed 
from a rectifier, and a communication line exposed to the trolley 
system over the latter's entire length. Below are derived the 
expressions for the voltages induced in the telephone line, due to 
a harmonic component in the voltage wave of the rectifiers. 
The significance of the symbols used is as follows: 

f = frequency of any harmonic component in the direct
current output circuit of the rectifier 

w = 21rf 



is 

or 
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E 1 = harmonic voltage of frequency f at rectifier terminals 
Z 2 = impedance of load (locomotive or trolley car) 
Z1 = impedance of trolley and track return per unit length 
Z 1 = total impedance of trolley and track return between 

rectifier and load 
x = distance from rectifier to load 

m = mutual inductance between trolley-track circuit and 
telephone circuit per unit length 

Ct = voltage of frequency f induced (electromagnetic induc
tion) in telephone circuit per unit length 

Et = total voltage of frequency f induced in telephone circuit 

The harmonic current of frequency f in the trolley circuit 

(196) 

E1 I2 = - ---
xz1 + Z2 

(197) 

The voltage of frequency f induced in the telephone circuit 
per unit length is 

Ct= wmI2 (198) 

The total voltage of frequency f induced in the telephone 
circuit is 

or 

E, = wmxI2 

Substituting Eq. (197) in Eq. (199), 

E _ wmxE1 
t - XZ1 +-z; 

wmE1 - -z .. 
Z1 + -" 

X 

(199) 

(200) 

As the distance x becomes great, the term Zdx becomes 
small, and may be neglected as compared to z1 . For an infinitely 
long exposure, Eq. (200) becomes 

Et= wm,§_1 
Z1 

(201) 

The induced voltage for a long exposure may therefore be 
calculated from the harmonic voltage at the rectifier terminals, 
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the mutual reactance between the trolley-track system and 
the telephone circuit, and the self-impedance of the trolley-track 
system. 

As pointed out above, both the voltages induced between 
wires of a telephone line and the voltages induced between 
wires and ground (the latter because of their effects on incidental 
unbalances in the telephone circuit) are of interest from the 
standpoint of inductive coordination. The following example 
indicates the order of magnitude of the 360-cycle voltages 
which might be expected between wires and between wires and 
ground of an untransposed 2-wire telephone circuit exposed to a 
single-trolley, 1,500-volt direct-current railway system supplied 
from a 6-phase, 60-cycle rectifier, without filter. 

It will be assumed that both trolley and telephone wires are 
20 ft. above the ground, the separation between the trolley and 
the nearest telephone conductor being 50 ft. The separation 
between telephone wires is assumed to be 12 in. 

The mutual inductance m between the trolley-track circuit 
and the circuit between wires of the telephone line is approxi
mately 0.007 millihenry per mile. The mutual inductance m 
between the trolley-track circuit and the circuit consisting of 
the two telephone wires in parallel and ground is approximately 
0.5 millihenry per mile. 

The 360-cycle voltage E1 will be assumed to be 75 volts. 
The inductance of the load will be assumed to be 2 milli

henrys. The self-inductance of the trolley and track circuit 
will be assumed to be 3.5 millihenrys per mile. 

From Eq. (201), the 360-cycle voltage induced between the 
wires of the communication line, assuming the locomotive at an 
infinite distance from the substation, is 

E = wmE1 = 2262 X 0.007 X 10-a X 75 = 0 15 lt 
t z, 2262 X 3.5 X 10-3 • VO 

Similarly, the voltage induced between the wires and ground 
would be 

2262 X 0.5 X 10-3 X 75 
Et = 2262 X 3.5 X 10-a = 10.7 volts 

In a similar manner, by means of Eq. (200), the induced 
voltages have been computed for several pos:tions of the loco
motive, as follows: 
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I 

360-eycle voltage induced in Pommunication line 
Miles from 

locomotive to 
substation 

l---~------,-------------

1 ---------. 

0 
2 
5 

10 
Infinity 

BPtwePn 
wires 

0 
0.117 
0.135 
0 142 
0.150 

Between wires 
and ground 

0 
8.4 
9.6 

10.1 
10. 7 

The above table indicates that a section between locomotive 
and station of 5 miles is practically the equivalent (within 10 
per cent) of an infinitely long section, from the standpoint of 
induced voltage. 

Telephone Interference Factor (Tif).-To appreciate the effect 
of small currents in producing noise in telephone circuits, it 
should be borne in mind that a small fraction of a microwatt of 
power at voice frequencies will produce an audible sound in a 
telephone receiver. The frequencies of voice currents in a 
telephone circuit are found to lie between 100 and 4,000 cycles 
per second. Therefore, any stray currents in telephone circuits 
having frequencies within the limits mentioned will have some 
effect on the efficiency of the circuit. A number of special 
apparatus have been designed in the last few years for measur
ing such currents, as for instance: the telephone interference 
factor meter (tif-meter) for voltage and current, and the inter
ference current and voltage meters (Siemens and Halske), for 
making measurements on the power circuit; the Western Electric 
noise-unit meter, the noise-voltage meter, and the unsymmetry 
meter, for making measurements on the communication lines. 
Harmonic analyzers have been developed for both power and 
communication lines (374). 

The relative interfering effect of voltages induced in com
munication lines, and of the currents they produce, was measured, 
and was found by observation to be an empirical function of the 
frequency. Since, however, the voltages induced by the currents 
in interfering power lines are proportional to the magnitudes 
of those currents and to their frequency, the relative interfering 
effect of currents of various frequencies circulating in the power 
lines will also be proportional to the frequency. This effect is 
therefore no longer represented by the function considered above, 
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but by this function times the frequency, known as the "weighting 
factor," which is given in Fig. 219. 1 The ordinates of this curve 
are given in arbitrary units. By definition, the telephone inter
ference factor of a harmonic in a direct- or alternating-current 
voltage or current is equal to the effective value of the 
harmonic times the weighting factor taken from Fig. 219, divided 
by the effective value of the voltage or current considered. If 
several harmonics are present, the tif is computed as being the 
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Fm. 219.-Curve of weighting factors, used for calculating the telephone 
interference factors of voltages and currents. (The curve on the left shows the 
lower. part of the weighting-factor curve to an enlarged scale of the ordinates, 
shown on the right.) 

r.m.s. of the tif's of the individual harmonics, which, for a direct
current voltage having ripple harmonics, reduces to 

Tif = y(H1W1) 2 + (H2W2) 2 + (HaWa) 2 + · · · (202) 
Ed (r.m.s. value) 

where H 1, H 2, • • • are the r.m.s. values of the harmonic voltages, 
and W1, W 2, ••• their respective weighting factors. 

Above was considered the effect on communication lines of 
harmonic currents circulating in power lines. Usually, however, 
the power and communication systems are too intricate to allow 
computing the magnitudes of the harmonic currents and the har
monic voltages induced in the telephone lines. Instead of figuring 

1 Taken from a paper by H. S. Osborne, Trans. A.I.E.E., Vol. 38, Part 
I, p. 261, 1919. 
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interference on the basis of the current tif of a power circuit, it 
is, therefore, usually preferable to determine the voltage tif of 
the apparatus feeding the power system. If this system is com
paratively simple, the harmonic currents and their tif may then 
also be computed. 

It is interesting to consider the tif of 6- and 12-phase rectifiers 
supplied from a 60-cycle line, computed on the basis of the 
theoretical values of the harmonic voltages determined in Chap. 
V. In Table XIV are listed the theoretical tif values for several 
angles of overlap, corresponding to different magnitudes of the 
load. From the definition of the tif it appears that its value will 
be independent of the direct-current line voltage, although the 
interference in telephone lines will be proportional to the 
magnitude of the harmonic voltages, and, therefore, also pro
portional to the direct-current line voltage. This is to some 
extent compensated for by the greater spacing between power 
lines and telephone lines at higher voltages. 

A number of measurements of tif on 6-phase rectifiers in service 
in the United States on 600- and 1,500-volt railway lines gave 
values ranging from 110 to 150 at loads from one-half to three
fourths of full load, which corresponds to an angle of overlap u 
of about 15°. 

TABLE XIV.-THEORETICAL TrF VALUES oF RECTIFIERS 

Angle of overlap u 

oo 100 20° 30° 

6-phasc, GO-cycle. . . --. . . . . . . . . . . . --. . I 70 100 185 260 
12-phasc, 60-cycle. .................... 35 54 90 135 

In a number of railway systems supplied by rectifiers it has 
been found that with the present practice of telephone systems 
interference was detected for values of the voltage tif of power 
systems as low as 50, whereas sometimes no interference was 
present in spite of a tif of 150 or over. This depends essentially 
on the exposure of the telephone lines to the induction of the 
power lines, and on the characteristics of the power circuit, 
such as the bonding of the track, presence of return feeders, 
etc. Various investigations have shown that in order to be cer
tain of avoiding interference in the worst cases of exposure, it 
is necessary to reduce the rectifier tif to one-tenth of its original 
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value; in most cases, a reduction to one-fifth will be sufficient and 
will give satisfactory results. Thie is obtained by providing the 
rectifier with wave-smoothing devices, as considered below, so as 
to reduce each of the principal harmonic voltages in the desired 
ratio. 

Filter Equipment.-A number of circuits and combinations of 
circuits have been proposed and used for smoothing out the ripple 
of the rectifier direct-current voltage. The simplest scheme is to 
insert a reactor in to either of the rectifier lines; the ripple voltage 
impressed on the system fed by the rectifier will be reduced in the 
ratio of the system impedance to the total impedance of 
the circuit, including the reactor. Since, as was shown before, 
the impedance of a railw.ay system may range from a frac-

Shun/mg capactfance 

Senes reactor 
Fm. 220.-Anti-resonant filter consisting of a series reactor shunted by a 

condenser. 

tion of a millihenry to several millihenrys, a large reactor will 
be necessary to reduce all harmonic voltages to only one-half or 
one-third of their value. 

If only one harmonic voltage needs to be reduced further, this 
reduction can be accomplished by shunting the reactor by a 
condenser of capacitance C = l/w2L, where L is the inductance 
of the reactor, as shown in Fig. 220. The reactor and the con
denser, in resonance at the frequency of the harmonic to be elimi
nated, constitute what is called an "anti-resonant filter," and 
absorb practically all of the particular harmonic voltage. This 
scheme has, however, the disadvantage of entering into resonance 
with the system. The reactance of the latter is varying constantly 
with the position of the cars, and is apt to take values which 
will bring the whole circuit into resonance for one of the higher 
harmonics of the rectifier voltage. This condition will usually be 
intermittent, but nevertheless is apt to cause serious interference. 

Other types of filters have been proposed and used, three of 
which are shown in Fig. 221. 
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Another means for eliminating the ripple is to insert into the 
direct-current line the stator windings of alternating-current 
generators giving voltages equal and opposed to the voltages of 
the ripple components, the generators being driven by synchro
nous motors, supplied from the same source as the rectifier. An 
installation of this kind, besides being expensive, has the disad
vantage of introducing rotating auxiliaries into the substation. 

::~ ~ .... O _____ J...., ~~-------
FIG. 221.-Connection diagrams of three filter circuits, which may be used 

for smoothing the voltage wave of a rectifier. (The connections of the rectifier 
and its transformer arc shown schematically.) 

Experience has shown that the most efficient and most economi
cal solution consists in short-circuiting each harmonic voltage 
at the terminals of the rectifier by means of a resonant shunt 
composed of a reactor in series with a condenser. The reactor and 
the condenser arc tuned for the particular harmonic by making 
their reactances, at the frequency of the harmonic, equal, in 
accordance with the relation 

pnwLn = 
1 

pnwCn 
1 

Ln = ~(p_n_w~)-2c~,.-, (203) 
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in which pis the number of phases, n the order of the harmonic, 
Ln the inductance of the shunt reactor in henrys, C n the capaci
tance of the condensers in farads, and w = 2n-f, f being the fre
quency of the alternating-current supply (see Chap. V). A 
shunt of this nature will not take any direct current on account 
of the condenser. Since the shunt acts as a short circuit for 
its harmonic, its current can become very large and must be 
limited by a series reactor inserted in one of the leads of the 
rectifier (sec Fig. 222). 

In all except the most severe cases of interference, it is sufficient 
to eliminate the three most objectionable harmonics, and it was 
never found necessary to eliminate more than four. The same 
series reactor is used in conjunction with all shunts, and it also 

Series reactor 

Discharge 
resistance 

Frn. 222.-Connection diagram of filter consisting of series reactor and resonant 
shunts, which arc tuned for the harmonic voltages to be eliminated. 

reduces appreciably the harmonics for which no shunts are 
provided. 

When making circuit calculations for any of the harmonics for 
which a resonant shunt is provided, the series reactor and the 
resonant shunt may be considered as forming a closed circuit to 
the harmonic voltage under consideration. The voltage drop in 
this circuit, produced by the harmonic current, is constituted of 
the reactive drop in the series reactor and the resistive drop due 
to the resistance of the series reactor and the resonant shunt. 
The resistive drop in the shunt is small compared with the 
reactive drop in the series reactor, and is in quadrature with it. 
It can therefore be assumed, when computing the harmonic 
current in the shunt circuit, that the whole harmonic voltage is 
absorbed by the series reactor. The resistive drop in the resonant 
shunt, due to the losses in the condensers and the resistance of 
the rcactance coil and connecting wires, represents the residual 
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harmonic voltage at the terminals of the line. The ratio of the 
harmonic voltage at the terminals of the rectifier (or across the 
series reactor) to the residual harmonic voltage at the line ter
minals represents the reduction of the harmonic effected by the 
filter, and is therefore a measure of the effectiveness of the filter. 
Since the harmonic current of any frequency is the same in the 
series reactor and in the resonant shunt, and since the harmonic 
voltage across the series reactor was assumed to be equal to the 
harmonic voltage at the terminals of the rectifier, it can readily 
be seen that the reduction factor is equal to the ratio of the 
rcactance of the series reactor to the effective resistance of 
the shunt at the frequency under consideration. 

If Lo is the inductance of the series reactor and Rn the resistance 
of the resonant shunt for the nth harmonic, the reduction factor 
of this harmonic, as considered above, is 

Bn = pn;;~o (204) 

The resistance of the resonant shunt circuit consists largely 
of the resistance of the shunt reactor; the effective resistance of 
this reactor is therefore the determining factor as to what reduc
tion of the harmonic voltage will be effected by the filter. It is 
therefore desirable to have shunt reactors of low resistance. 
The shunt reactors should be made of finely stranded wire or, 
better yet, of "Litzendraht," in order to reduce the influence of 
skin-effect which increases the resistance of the wire at the high 
frequencies of the currents flowing in the shunt · circuits. 
Stranded wires should also be used for connecting the shunt filter 
to the direct-current buses. These connections should be as 
short as possible and they should not be placed in metallic con
duits. The alternating-current resistance of wire made of No. 
36 B. & S. strands at 360 cycles is approximately twice their 
direct-current resistance. 

The "quality" Q of a shunt reactor may be defined as the 
ratio of its reactance to its resistance, which will be assumed to 
be equal to the total resistance of the shunt circuit, 

Qn = pn;;nL':_ (205) 

From Eqs. (204) and (205) the following expression is obtained 
for the inductance of the shunt reactor: 

L 
_ QnLo 

n - Bn (206) 
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In case of severe interference, it will be required to reduce 
the three principal harmonics to one-tenth of their value. Past 
experience has shown that a reduction to one-fifth is sufficient in 
usual cases. To effect this, the alternating-current resistance 
of each shunt, including the leads to the busbars, must not exceed 
one-fifth of the reactance of the series reactor. 

In designing a filter circuit of the type shown in Fig. 222, the 
following factors must be taken into consideration: 

Although the alternating-current voltage across each shunt is 
approximately zero, each condenser has impressed on it a con
siderable voltage due to the passage of the harmonic current; 
this voltage is superposed on the direct-current voltage, and the 
peak value of the combined voltage determines the voltage rating 
of the condensers. The condensers also have a certain safe 
current rating per microfarad, which should not be exceeded. 
The current rating depends on the type of condenser used. 

The shunt reactor should be designed to carry the current in 
the shunt circuit without overheating. Its resistance should 
not exceed the value necessary to give the desired reduction of 
the harmonic voltage, as determined by Eq. (204), taking into 
account also the additional resistance of the connecting wires 
and the losses in the condensers. 

The series reactor must be designed to carry the rated direct 
current of the rectifier, and it must have sufficient inductance to 
limit the harmonic currents in the resonant shunts to the desired 
value. 

It was shown in Chap. V that the magnitudes of the voltage 
harmonics are determined by the voltage and number of phases 
of the rectifier, and by the load carried by the rectifier. If the 
rectifier is provided with a series reactor and shunts, the current 
in each shunt is equal to the particular harmonic voltage divided 
by the reactance of the reactor for its frequency. This assumes 
that the direct-current system does not absorb any harmonic 
currents. Knowing the arithmetical sum of the currents taken 
by the shunts, the minimum amount of condensers is determined 
by their current-carrying capacity. Figure 223 gives the currents 
to be carried by the shunts for the four main harmonics of 
6-phase rectifiers, as a function of the inductance of the series 
reactor. The curves were computed on the basis of the theoreti
cal values of the harmonic voltages. Scales are given for 25- and 
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60-cycle alternating-current supply systems and for direct-current 
voltages of 600, 1,500, and 3,000 volts. 

In designing filters it is possible to use a large number of com
binations of circuit constants which would satisfy Eqs. (203) 
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and (204) and would fulfill the other conditions given above as 
well. The constants selected are determined by considerations 
of economy. As seen from Fig. 223, the smaller the inductance 
of the series reactor, the higher are the harmonic currents in the 
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resonant shunts, which would require a larger number of con
densers. For some combination of series inductance and shunt 
capacitance the total cost of the filter is a minimum. In addition 
to the cost, the copper losses in the series reactor and the space 
requirements should also be considered. In general, the larger 
the rated capacity of the rectifier, for a given direct-current volt-
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age, the lower is the inductance of the series reactor for the most 
economical filter combination; the higher the direct-current 
voltage, for a given rated capacity, the higher is the inductance 
of the series reactor for the most economical filter. 

Below are given the circuit constants of several filter circuits, 
for 6-phase, 60-cycle rectifier units, designed on the principles 
outlined above: 
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Direct- Series 
Frequency 

Shunt 
Shunt 

current 
Kilowatt 

reactor, 
of har-

reactor, 
condensers, 

voltagr, 
rating 

millihenrys 
monic, 

millihenrys 
micro-

cycles farads 

600 500 0.6 360 3.26 60 
720 3.26 15 

1,080 1.45 15 
600 1,000 0.4 360 2.17 90 

720 3.26 15 
1,080 1.45 15 

600 3,000 0.28 360 1.30 150 
720 3.26 15 

1,080 1.45 15 

The series and shunt reactors used for the filters listed in the 
above table are of the air-core type. 

The inductance of air-core reactors may be computed by the 
formula L = aN2p10-4 where Lis the inductance in millihenrys, 
a the mean radius in inches, N the number of turns in the reactor; 

p is a function of b -:! c where b is the length and c the thickness 

of the coil, as given in Fig. 224. For the most efficient use of the 
copper, different authorities give for the above ratio values 
ranging from 0.68 to 0. n, but there is quite a wide range of good 
utilization of the material outside these values. The formula 
is quite exact for reactors of stranded cable; for solid conductors, 
skin effect reduces L to a certain extent. The shunt reactors 
are computed by the same formula. 



CHAPTER XIV 

METHODS OF TESTING RECTIFIERS AND THEIR 
AUXILIARIES 

When testing rectifiers, thought should be given to the selec
tion of proper measuring instruments, and their connection 
in the circuits, on account of the irregular shapes of the current 
and voltage waves. 

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 

The currents on the alternating-current side of the rectifier 
transformer are non-sinusoidal, and generally contain higher 
harmonic components of appreciable magnitude. The ammeters 
used should be of a type whose accuracy is not greatly affected 
by the frequency of the current. Hot-wire type instruments, or 
dynamometer-type instruments may be used for this purpose. 

The direct-current voltage and current have undulations 
superimposed on the direct-current component. To measure 
their average values, i.e., the direct-current components, perma
nent-magnet type instruments should be used. For measuring 
their r.m.s. values, dynamometer or hot-wire instruments should 
be used. 

When making oscillographic records of currents and voltages 
in rectifier circuits, attention should be given to the adjustment 
of the damping of the oscillograph loop, on .account of the 
steep wave shapes of some of the currents and voltages. Care 
should also be taken in analyzing oscillograms taken in rectifier 
circuits, as these oscillograms frequently show kicks or oscilla
tions on steep parts of waves which may be due to improper 
damping of the loops. When making simultaneous oscillograms 
of currents or voltages in different parts of the rectifier circuit, 
care should be taken in arranging the connections so as not to 
impose excessive potentials between the loops of the oscillograph, 
in order to prevent flashovers. For example, when taking 
oscillograms of the currents in several anodes by using shunts, 
the shunts should be connected on the secondary side of the 
transformer, close to the neutral point, because the voltage 

426 
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between opposite anodes, or between anode and cathode, is 
equal to approximately twice the direct-current voltage, which 
may cause insulation breakdown in the oscillograph if the 
shunts are connected to the rectifier side of the transformer 
secondary. 

To obtain oscillograms of the anode currents, non-inductive 
shunts should be used. Current transformers of the ordinary 
type cannot be used for this purpose, on account of the error 
introduced by the saturation of the current transformer core by 
the direct-current component of the anode current. When 
the core is saturated, a large magnetizing current is required to 
induce the voltage of the secondary burden and the voltage drop 
in the reactance of the current transformer. The secondary 
current being equal to the primary current minus the magnetiz
ing current, large ratio and phase-angle errors are introduced. 
These errors may be reduced if the current transformer is magnet
ized by direct current from the load circuit, through a tertiary 
winding, to compensate for the direct-current component of the 
anode current. 

The above statements regarding the use of current transformers 
for taking oscillograms also apply to the use of current trans
formers in the anode circuits for ammeters and watt-hour 
meters (327 and 328). 

PERFORMANCE TESTS 

The performance characteristics of rectifier equipment may be 
determined by the following tests: 

1. Measurement of arc voltage drop in the rectifier. 
2. Tests of rectifier transformer. 
3. Determination of efficiency from segregated losses. 
4. Load tests on rectifier. 
5. Dielectric tests on rectifier. 
6. Tests on vacuum pumps and vacuum gages. 

1. Measurement of Arc Voltage Drop in Rectifier.-Thc 
voltage drop in a static arc in a rectifier can easily be determined 
by passing direct current through an anode and the cathode, 
and measuring the voltage drop with a low-range voltmeter. 
The values of the arc drop obtained with this method do not, 
however, apply to a dynamic arc existing under actual working 
conditions in a rectifier, because in actual rectifying operation 
each anode operates only during part of a cycle and the arc moves 
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periodically from anode to anode, so that the drop at the anode as 
well as the drop in the arc itself differ from the drops in a stable 
arc, on account of the different conditions of ionization. 

In measuring the arc drop under actual operating conditions, 
difficulties are encountered on account of the wide variation in 
the voltage between anode and cathode, this voltage being 
relatively low when the anode is carrying current, and high during 
the idling time. Thus, for example, for a 6-phase, 600-volt 
rectifier, the voltage between anode and cathode during the 
working period of the anode is approximately 25 volts, while 
during the idling time it reaches a value of 1,300 volts. 

The following methods may be used to measure the arc voltage 
drop in a rectifier under operating conditions: 

Water-rate M ethod.-The losses in a rectifier, when operating 
at a constant load, may be determined by measuring the heat 
absorbed by the cooling water, and dissipated by radiation. The 
losses absorbed by the cooling water may be determined by 
measuring the quantity of cooling water and the inlet and outlet 
temperatures. The losses dissipated by radiation may be com
puted from the areas and temperatures of the radiating surfaces 
and the ambient temperature. The voltage drop is computed 
by dividing the losses in watts by the load current. 

This method is relatively simple and gives fairly accurate 
results. 

Wattmeter Method.-The voltage drop in a rectifier may be 
determined by measuring the losses with a heavy-current type 
of Siemens dynamometer or Kelvin balance. The wattmeter is 
connected in one anode lead, and the voltage connections are 
from anode to cathode. The losses measured with the watt
meter, when divided by the average current in the anode, as 
measured with a direct-current ammeter, give the effective value 
of the arc drop. If the rectifier is symmetrical and well seasoned, 
the arc drop is practically identical for all the anodes. In order 
to obtain accurate results with this method, the measurements 
should be made with a low direct-current voltage, 100 volts or 
less, in order that the voltage drop in the arc may be appreciable 
compared to the voltage between anode and cathode during the 
idling time of the anode. 

A modification of the above method has been developed for 
measuring accurately the arc drop at higher direct-current volt
ages, using a thermionic tube in connection with the wattmeter. 
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The voltage coil of the wattmeter is connected in series with an 
external resistance, and is shunted by the tube, the filament 
being connected to the anode terminal of the voltage coil. Dur
ing the working period of the anode the filament is positive to 
the plate and the tube is open-circuited; during the idling period 
of the anode the plate is positive to the filament, allowing the 
greater part of the current from the external resistance of the 
voltage coil to pass through the tube. With this method a low
range voltage coil can be used without danger of burning out. 

The use of wattmeters having their current coils connected in 
series with the anode leads is sometimes inconvenient, particu
larly when making measurements at high currents, as a special 
wattmeter for high currents must be used and care must be taken 
to shield the instrument against stray magnetic fields. A 
method has been developed for measuring the losses in a 
rectifier cylinder, employing current transformers in the anode 
circuits. With this method a standard wattmeter may be used. 
In order to avoid the errors due to the magnetization of the 
current transformer core by the direct-current component of the 
anode currents, the current transformers are provided with two 
primary windings, which are connected in the circuits of two 
phases of the rectifier transformer secondary with opposite 
polarities, so that the direct-current components of the two anode 
currents cancel each other and an alternating current is induced 
in the secondary of the current transformer which is connected 
to the current coil of the wattmeter. With this method the 
power input to the rectifier and the output from the rectifier may 
be measured and their difference taken as the losses in the 
rectifier. To obtain accurate results, the measurements should 
be made at low direct-current voltage, in order that the losses in 
the rectifier may be appreciable compared to the quantities 
measured. 

Oscillographic Method.-The voltage drop in the rectifier may 
be determined by making an oscillographic record of the voltage 
between anode and cathode. It is of course desirable to obtain a 
trace of the voltage, during the operating period of the anode, to 
a large scale in order to be able to make accurate measurement 
of the voltage drop. One method for accomplishing this is to 
operate the rectifier at low voltage, so that the voltage drop is an 
appreciable portion ·of the total voltage from anode to cathode 
recorded by the oscillograph. Another method is to use a 
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synchronous switch for disconnecting the oscillograph during 
the non-working period of the anode, thus making it possible 
to use the full range of the deflection of the loop for recording the 
voltage during the operating period. 

2. Tests on Rectifier Transformers.-Rectifier tranl'lformers 
are tested similarly as power transformers. The tests consist 
of ratio tests, dielectric tests, core-loss tests, short-circuit tests, 
and load tests. 

The ratio tests are usually made with reduced voltage applied 
to the transformer. The dielectric test on the primary is made 
in accordance with established standards for power transformers. 
The secondary, however, should be tested at higher voltages 
than required for power transformers, on account of the surges 
which sometimes occur on the secondary side of a rectifier 
transformer. The core-loss tests are made, as for power trans
formers, by measuring the losses at rated voltage. 

The reactance and copper losses are measured as for power 
transformers by short-circuiting part or all of the secondary 
and measuring the applied voltage and losses with rated current 
in the primary. Due to the fact that the copper losses occurring 
when the transformer operates with a rectifier can generally not 
be measured directly by means of a short-circuit test, these losses 
have to be calculated from the loss measurements made on short 
circuit as outlined in Chap. VI for various transformer connections. 

The load test on a rectifier transformer cannot be made by 
the "pumping-back" or "opposition" method as used for testing 
power transformers, on account of the different kilovolt-ampere 
ratings of the primary and secondary windings of a rectifier 
transformer. Load tests can be made only in connection with a 
rectifier. 

3. Calculation of Overall Efficiency from Segregated Losses.
The overall efficiency of a rectifier unit at various loads may 
be calculated from the segregated losses in the rectifier, trans
former, and auxiliaries. The losses in the rectifier are computed 
from the measured arc voltage drop at various loads. The 
transformer core losses are assumed to be constant at all loads. 
The copper losses are assumed to be proportional to the square of 
the load. The losses in the auxiliaries should be included in 
accordance with the proportion of time during which they operate. 

4. Load Tests.-Thc operating characteristics of a rectifier 
may be determined by making load tests under conditions which 
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approximate actual service conditions. The test schedule may 
consist of loads according to the guaranteed rating of the equip
ment, or according to a certain load cycle duplicating service 
conditions, and may include short-circuit tests at certain 
intervals. 

The tests may be made by loading the rectifier on a rheostat 
or by the load-back method, using for this purpose a motor
generator set. With the latter arrangement only the losses in 
the rectifier set and the motor-generator set must be supplied 
from the alternating-current network. 

During load tests it is desirable to make the following measure
ments and observations: 

Readings of the alternating and direct currents. 
Readings of the alternating- and direct-current voltages at 

various loads, to determine the voltage regulation of the unit. 
Readings of the power input and output at various loads, 

by means of wattmeters on the primary side of the transformer 
and by means of an ammeter and a voltmeter on the direct
current side, to determine the efficiency curve. To determine 
the overall efficiency of the unit, the losses in the auxiliaries 
should be included. The overall efficiency determined in this 
way should be compared with the overall efficiency calculated by 
the segregated-loss method. Whon making load-cycle tests, the 
energy input and output should be measured with watt-hour 
meters to determine the average efficiency over a complete 
load cycle. The power factor may be computed from the alter
nating-current wattmeter, ammeter, and voltmeter readings. 

Readings should be taken of the rectifier and transformer 
temperatures, and the inlet and outlet temperatures of the cooling 
water. If possible, the quantity of cooling water used should also 
be measured. 

Readings should be taken of the vacuum by means of hot-wire 
and McLeod vacuum gages. 

Records should be kept of the occurrence of back fires or any 
other abnormal occurrences, recording pertinent data on vacuum, 
current, temperature, etc., at the time of such occurrences. 
Particular note should be taken of the vacuum and the condition 
of the rectifier following short-circuit tests, and of its ability to 
resume service following short circuits or back fires. 

If possible, oscillographic records should be made of the voltages 
and currents at normal loads and during short-circuit tests. 
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If the rectifier is equipped with seal gages, the condition of the 
seals should be checked periodically. 

6. Dielectric Tests on Rectifiers.-The anodes and cathode of 
a rectifier are insulated from the tank and the tank is insulated 
from the ground. When a rectifier is in operation, the tank is 
at practically the same potential as the cathode; the cathode is 
insulated from the tank only for the purpose of preventing 
current conduction by the walls of the tank or the formation of 
cathode spots on them (see Chap. III). For this reason no 
dielectric test is necessary between cathode and tank. The 
highest operating voltage from an anode to the cathode and tank of 
a polyphase rectifier is equal to twice the voltage between anode 
and neutral. According to A.I.E.E. Standards for electrical 
machinery, the test voltage from anode to cathode and tank 
would then have to be equal to four times the voltage from anode 
to neutral, plus 1,000 volts. However, on account of the surges 
which sometimes occur in the anode circuits, and due to the fact 
that the breakdown voltage of mercury vapor decreases at higher 
temperatures, a higher test voltage is generally used. At the 
present writing there are no established standards for the 
testing of rectifiers. 1 The test voltage from the rectifier tank 
and cathode to ground, based on standards for electrical machines, 
should be equal to twice the highest direct-current operating 
voltage, plus 1,000 volts. The same test voltage should be 
used for rectifier auxiliaries which are subjected to the same 
potential as the rectifier. 

6. Tests on Vacuum Pumps and Vacuum Gages.-It is evident 
that the larger the capacity of a vacuum pump, or its speed, as 
it is often called, the faster may a rectifier be exhausted and the 
higher the vacuum maintained. The capacity of a vacuum 
pump is therefore a criterion of its performance. The perform
ance of a vacuum pump cannot be judged solely by the degree of 
rarefication which it is able to produce in the rectifier to which it 
is connected, because in commercial rectifiers small leaks are 
always present, and the anodes and other materials used in the 
construction give off occluded gases when heated. The perform
ance of a vacuum pump must therefore be judged by the quantity 
of gas per second which it can exhaust at a certain pressure. 

The capacity of a vacuum pump can be measured in two 
ways: 

1 A.I.E.E. Standards for metal-tank rectifiers were prepared in 1930. 
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According to the first method, air is exhausted by the pu·mp 
from a closed container of known volume, and the pressure in 
the container is measured at definite time intervals by means of a 
reliable gage which has no appreciable time lag. The average 
speed of the pump can then be calculated between each two 
points on the time-pressure curve. 

According to the second method, a definite and adjustable 
amount of air is allowed to leak from the atmosphere into the 
suction side of the pump, and the vacuum which the pump is 
able to maintain at different air quantities is measured. This 
method is more practical than the first one, but it requires 
special valves which will allow extremely small quantities of 
air to pass from the outside atmosphere into the suction pipe of 
the pump. These valves, which consist of capillary tubes 
that may be varied in length, cross-section, or both, by a simple 
adjustment, must be very accurately made in order that repro
ducible results may be obtained. The valves are calibrated 
by connecting them to a closed recipient of known volume and 
measuring the amount of air which will leak into the recipient 
through the valve at different settings by observing the increase 
of the pressure in the recipient over a certain time. 

The high vacuum required in mercury arc rectifiers makes it 
essential to have reliable gages for the accurate measurement 
of very low gas pressures. As a standard for calibration of the 
different gages the McLeod gage is used almost exclusively. In 
the McLeod gage, as described in Chap. VIII, a certain volume 
of the gas is separated from the remainder, compressed, and the 
volume reduction which is obtained, and which can be read 
directly on a scale, is a measure of the pressure of the gas before 
compression, according to Boyle's law. In gages to be used as 
standards, the volume of the measuring tube must be calibrated 
by filling it with liquid over its whole length, to avoid errors due 
to possible variations in the inner diameter. After this is done, 
the scale for the gas pressures can be calculated, and the gage 
will record the gas pressure accurately, if the necessary precau
tions for freezing out condensible vapors arc observed. Absolute 
and exact values can be measured with this gage only if all vapors, 
such as water vapor, oil vapor, etc. are condensed or absorbed 
by traps before the measurements are taken. The calibrating 
outfit includes traps, i.e., vessels cooled by liquid air, or by 
oxygen at -183°C., for condensing the vapors. Other glass 
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bulbs filled with phosphorus pentoxide absorb the moisture 
present. The remaining non-condensible gases follow the gas 
laws, so that the effective pressures are indicated by the McLeod 
vacuum gage during calibration. 

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 

The effect of various construction details, materials, and trans
former connections on the performance characteristics of a 
rectifier, and the influence of various operating conditions on 
those characteristics, may be determined by making experimental 
studies on a rectifier. For such experimental work it is advanta
geous to have the rectifier provided with observation windows 
for observing the arc at the anodes and cathode, and to have a 
rectifier transformer suitable for making different connections. 
The phenomena in the arc may best be observed by viewing 
the arc through a stroboscopic disc which is rotated by a motor 
connected to the same alternating-current supply as the rectifier. 
The disc should have as many radial slots as the motor has 
pairs of poles, so that the arc may be viewed at a certain 
instant once every cycle, when the motor is running at syn
chronous speed. See Chap. III and (398). 

A number of studies are suggested below: 
Voltage Drop in the Rectifier Arc.-Effect on the voltage 

drop of the anode material, shape and size of anodes, diameter 
and shape of anode shields, arrangement of various vapor and 
arc guides, construction of cathode, distance between anodes 
and cathode. Effect on the voltage drop of the temperature 
and vacuum in the rectifier, temperature of the cathode cooling 
water. Effect of presence of air and other gases on the voltage 
drop. Effect of the amplitude and duration of the anode 
currents. Variation of the voltage drop with the load current. 
Comparison of the values of voltage drop measured with direct 
current and alternating currents of different frequencies. 

Ignition of the arc in the rectifier with alternating and direct 
currents. Effect of temperature and pressure on the ignition. 
Minimum current required to maintain a stable arc to the 
excitation anodes and to the main anodes under various tempera
ture and pressure conditions. 

Rate of evaporation of mercury vapor for different construc
tions, different amounts of cooling of the cathode, and its effect 
on the arc drop. 
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Transient Phenomena.-Conditions affecting the occurrence 
of back fires. The effect on their occurrence of load current at 
various direct-current voltages; of pressure and temperature in 
the rectifier, and the temperature of the anodes; of the presence 
of impurities in the rectifier; of condensed mercury on the anodes. 
Effect of the anode material and of the arrangement of the arc 
guides. 

The occurrence of surges when the rectifying arc is extinguished. 
Effect of the value of the current, rate of current change, pressure 
and temperature in the rectifier, and constants of anode and load 
circuits, on the magnitude of the surges. 

Inverse Current.-A study of the inverse current flowing to 
an anode when it is not operating and is at a negative potential 
to the cathode; the effect of the load current, operating voltage, 

Glass rechller:, 

\ 

Fw. 225.-Conncction diagram of circuit for measuring inverse current in 
rectifier, using an auxiliary rectifier in parallel with the measuring circuit. 

pressure and temperature in the rectifier on the magnitude of 
the inverse current; the relation between the magnitude of the 
inverse current and the occurrence of back fires. 

As was stated in Chap. III, the phenomenon of back fires is 
largely attributed to the inverse current flowing to an anode 
after its arc is extinguished. A study of the inverse current is 
therefore of particular interest in the investigation of back 
fires ( 410). 

Since the inverse current is of the order of magnitude of milli
amperes, and is therefore very small compared to the load cur
rent, special methods must be used in making the measurements. 

Two circuits used for measuring the inverse current are shown 
in Figs. 22.'i and 226. 

In Fig. 225 is shown a method for measuring directly the 
inverse current of a single-phase, two-anode rectifier under normal 
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operation. This is accomplished by using a second rectifier tube 
which allows the passage of the normal load current but intercepts 
the inverse current and makes it flow through the measuring 
circuit. A synchronous wheel is used to permit measuring the 
current at any point of the cycle (65 and 324). 

With another method used to measure the inverse current an 
oscillograph is connected through a synchronous contact wheel 
to a shunt in an anode lead. Oscillograms of the inverse current 
may also be taken with the circuit of Fig. 225, by connecting 
the oscillograph loop in place of the measuring circuit. 

In Fig. 226 is shown a circuit for measuring the inverse current 
under conditions which approximate operating conditions in 

FIG. 226.-Circuit for measuring inverse current in idle anode of rectifier, to 
study inf!uPnce of current carried by other anodes. 

a rectifier, and which is particularly adaptable for investigating 
the factors affecting the inverse current. Anode 1 is connected 
to the negative pole of a variable direct-current source, which 
may be a battery or a direct-current generator. An arc is main
tained in the rectifier, and any one of the remaining anodes 
may be connected to a direct-current supply in series with a 
resistance. The current flowing in anode 1 is measured by 
means of milliammeters. Two milliammeters are used, one with 
a high range and the other with a low range. A short-circuiting 
switch is provided in order to protect the instruments against a 
possible flashover from anode to cathode. This switch is opened 
only when a reading is taken. 

With the circuit of Fig. 226, it is possible readily to determine 
the effect of the following factors on the inverse current: (1) 
the potential of anode 1; (2) current in the working anodes; 
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(3) location of the working anode with reference to anode 1; 
( 4) effect of anode shields, baffles, and screens. 

Rectifier Circuit Characteristics.-A study of the wave shape 
of the currents and voltages and the relation between the voltages 
and currents in the various parts of the rectifier circuits, for 
different types of direct-current loads, different types of trans
former connections, and with different amounts of reactance 
and resistance in the primary and secondary sides of the trans
former. Relation of the currents and voltages at various loads, 
from no load to short circuit. Current and voltage conditions 
during a back fire. 

Although natural back fires cannot be produced at will, the 
external circuit conditions during a back fire may be reproduced 
artificially when it is desired to obtain oscillographic records or 
to determine the effect of a back fire on the transformer, the 
protective devices, or other parts of the external circuit. 

The circuit conditions during a back fire can be produced 
artificially by the following methods: 

1. Surges may be applied to one of the anodes when the rectifier 
is carrying load. This method approaches very closely the condi
tions during a natural back fire, but the back fire may not occur 
at every attempt nor, if it does, at the instant desired. 

2. Mercury may be sprayed on the surface of an anode. This 
method gives about the same results as method 1, but requires a 
more elaborate set-up inside the rectifier. 

3. One anode may be connected externally to the cathode 
while there is an arc in the rectifier. With this method, the 
current from the other anodes will flow into the back-firing phase 
(the phase of the anode connected to the cathode) through 
the cathode and the external connections. This method is the 
simplest and the most dependable one for reproducing the 
external circuit conditions of a back fire; however, as can readily 
be seen, it does not reproduce the internal conditions of a natural 
back fire. 

FIELD TESTS ON RECTIFIERS 

On Sept. 30, 1928, the Commonwealth Edison Company made 
a series of short-circuit tests on the Brown Boveri rectifiers in the 
Lawndale substation. The diagram of connections of the rectifiers 
is given in Fig. 227. The unit consists of two rectifiers, Type 
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GRZ-56, connected to one transformer. The transformer 
primary is connected in Y and the secondary in double 6-phase 
with interphase transformer. The reactance of the transformer 
is 5.5 per cent. 

Each rectifier is rated at 600 kw., 621 volts, 966 amp. direct 
current. The alternating-current supply is 12,000 volts, 3-phase, 
00-cycle. 

I 3 5 

J.---------, 
'!--------"'-"-' I 

6~. Osct!logroph 
_..,.,,.--1,----.... ,-----<:>--:J.? ...... , ~f' elements 

I 3 5 
5 

4 6 Z 

~ 
@© @; 

FIG. 227.-Diagrnm of connections of circuit Pmployed for the short-circuit 
tests in the Lawndale substation of the Commonwealth Edison Company, 
Chicago. 

Each rectifier was protected by means of a semi-high speed 
breaker provided with blowout coils and with a reverse-current 
trip attachment. The short circuits were interrupted by means 
of a high-speed circuit breaker with a tripping time of 0.5 cycle. 

Oscillograms were taken of the primary current and voltage 
of phase C, the direct currents of the rectifiers, and the direct
current bus voltage. 

These tests are of particular interest as the capacity of the 
alternating-current system was very high compared to the 
capacity of the rectifiers, the tests were made at short intervals, 
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and during some of the tests back fires occurred which were 
recorded by the oscillograph. 

Nineteen tests were made in all, most of them at intervals of 
1.5 to 3 min. The first five tests were made with resistances of 
0.126 to 0.012 ohm. The remaining tests were "dead" short 
circuits across the direct-current buses, with about 50 ft. -of 4/ 0 
cable. 

" > 

/Yo.JO TM-26562. 
,~ME-

.SEPT- 30,,f 28• { 

1 l>.C,<;v,-r,u,f llowl /•II I 

FIG. 228.-0scillograms taken during short-circuit tests 8 and 10 on the recti
fiers in the Lawndale substation. 

The vacuum in the rectifiers at the start of the tests, measured 
by a McLeod gage, was 0.0013 mm. Hg; the vacuum at the con
clusion of the tests was 0.0024 mm. Hg. 

In Figs. 228, 229, and 230 are shown four of the oscillograms 
taken during the tests. The current and voltage values for 
these oscillograms are given in Table XV. 

Analysis of Oscillograms.-In oscillograms 8 and 10, Fig. 228, 
as seen from curves 1 and 2, the short circuit was interrupted by 
the high-speed circuit breaker in about 0.5 cycle. The direct
current short-circuit current reached a maximum value in about 
0.3 cycle (0.005 sec.). The average rate of current rise is approxi
mately 2,000,000 amp. per second. 

The direct-current bus voltage is shown by curve 4. At no 
load the voltage has an undulation of a frequency equal to the 
product of the alternating-current frequency and the number of 
phases. When the short circuit was applied the direct-current 
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voltage dropped. The residual voltage during the short circuit 
was due to the ohmic and inductive drop in the short-circuiting 
circuit; the voltage decreases as the rate of current rise is reduced, 
and becomes negative when the circuit is interrupted and the 
current drops to zero. No appreciable change is noticeable in 
the alternating-current voltage (curve 5) during the short circuit, 
on account of the relatively high capacity of the alternating-current 
supply. 

TABLE xv 

DirPct-current Rhort AvcragC' Primary cur-
circuit, amperes Direct direct-current rent pha.91, C 

Oscillo- (maximun1) reverse bus voltage (maximum) Primary 

gram current line 

number (maxi- vvltagc 

I 

mum) (f.lll.S.) 

1A 1ll Total 
No Short Short I Back 

load c·ircuit <'ircuit fire 

-- -- --

8 10,700 11,400122' 100 ...... 620 180 500 ..,. 12,100 
g 8,900 12,200 rn .ooo, 10,500 620 170 :l05 1,500 l l ,200 

10 IO, 300 10, 900120, 600 1 ...... 620 160 4-12 12,100 
11 9,400 12,200 20,7001 9,200 620 130 ;390 1,180 11,200 

1 The total maximum ifl !PSS than the surn of the individual maxima, because tlic latter 
did not occur simultaneously. 

The alternating current in phase C is shown by curve 6. 
The difference in the shapes of the current waves of oscillograms 
8 and 10 is due to the fact that the short circuits were applied at 
differmt points of the voltage cycle. 

In oscillograms 9 and 11, Figs. 229 and 2:30, the short circuit 
was followed by a back fire in rectifier lA. The short circuit 
was interrupted by the high-speed circuit breaker, as in oscillo
grams 8 and 10. However, a back fire occurred at the instant 
of interruption. After the opening of the high-speed breaker, 
rectifier lB fed current back into rectifier lA. The reverse 
current in the back-firing rectifier is for this reason equal in 
magnitude to the forward current in the other rectifier, as seen 
from curves 1 and 2. The direct-current breaker of the back
firing rectifier lA was tripped out on reverse current approxi
mately 2.3 cycles after the hack fire started, thus isolating the 
two rectifiers and stopping the backfeed from lB to IA. As 
seen from the primary current curve 6, the back fire in rectifier 
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Fm. 229.-Oscillogram taken during test 9 in the Lawndale substation, in which 
the short circuit was followed by a back fire. 

FIG. 230.-Oscillogram taken during test 11 in the Lawndale substation; short 
circuit followed by back fire. 
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lA continued until interrupted by the opening of the oil circuit 
breaker (not shown in oscillograms). 

The alternating-current voltage dropped about 8 per cent during 
the back fire, as seen from curve 5. 

The scales of the direct current waves in the oscillograms for 
rectifiers lA and IB are in the ratio of 188 to 17,5, respectively. 
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study of, 434 
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Automatic substations, 337-351 

Brown Bovcri automatic control, 
345--351 

diagrams of connections, 341-351 
General Electric automatic con-

trol, 341-345 
protection, 34G--341 
reclosing and lockout, 339,344,348 
starting and stopping, 338-339, 

344--345, 348 
temperature control, 339--340, 341 
vacuum pump control, 339, 343, 

349--351 
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Back fires, 35--43 
causes, 38-42 

B 

currents and voltages, 80-82 
effect on transformers, 188-191 
explanation, 35 
oscillograms, 82, 189, 354, 441 
prevention, 42, 43 
selective protection (see Selective 

protection of rectifiers). 
tests, 82, 189, 437, 439-442 

Bake-out (see Forming). 
Bergmann rectifiers, 226, 230 
Berlin Elevated Railway, 319-323, 

372-379 
diagram of connections, 374 
load cycle, 322 
protection, 373-375 
rectifier rating, 321 
short-circuit tests, 322-323 
substations, 372-379 
supervisory control, 372 
system layout, 319-321 
voltage regulation, 322 

Bibliography, 443-462 
Booster motor-generator set, 395--397 
Breakdown of mercury vapor, 27-28, 

38, 40 
Bridgeport, Conn., substation, 317-

318, 358-360 
Brown Boveri, automatic control, 

345--351 
ignition set, 272 
rectifiers, 212, 213, 215, 216, 238 
vacuum gage, 258-263 
vacuum pump, 245, 247, 249-250, 

. 254 
wiring diagram, automatic recti

fier, 346--34 7 
manually operated rectifier, 336 

C 

Cables and wires, 334 
Calgary portable substation, 381-383 
Cathode, 13, 16--18 

construction, 16--17, 225-226 
cooling, 214 
insulation, 34--3,5, 214, 225 226 

Cathode, mercury, 225--226 
potential, 32 
spot, 17-18, 35 
voltage drop, HJ 

Characteristics of rectifiers, 311-316 
efficiency, 311-315 
power factor, 169-174, 315 
regulation (see Voltage regula-

tion). 
Checking vacuum piping, 296 
Chicago Elevated and Surface Lines, 

319, 360-363, 437-442 
City railways, 317, 319-323, 329, 

35&-363, 366--382 
Commonwealt,h Edison Company, 

Chicago, Ill., 319, 324, 360-363, 
437 442 

Communication 
Interference 
tion). 

Compounding of 
392-395 

interference (see 
with communica-

rectifier, 145--14 7, 

Conduction, of current in gases, 
10-13 

by rectifier tank, 34--:~fi 
Connecticut Company, The, 317-

318, 358-360 
Connection diagram (see Diagram of 

connections). 
Conrad, Frank, 3 
Consolidated Mining and Smelting 

Company, Trail, B.C., 328, 
383-384 

Control, automatic (see Automatic 
substations). 

of direct-current voltage (see 
Voltage control). 

Controlling mercury vapor, 220-225 
Cooling, apparatus, 274-283, 333 

control, 338, 340, 341, 348, 349, 
350 

of rectifier, 214--217, 231, 274--283, 
332-334, 335,340, 365--366 

systems, 231, 275-280, 332-334 
combined cooling, 279 
direct cooling, 27,5--277, 332 
forced-draft cooling, 277-281, 

332-333, 365--366, 371 
indirect cooling, 277 
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Cooling systems, recirculating cool
ing, 277-279, 3:12, 365--366 

water, analysis, 28:1 
characteristics, 280--283, 336 
requirements, 274---275 

Cooper-Hewitt, Peter, 2, 3 
Copper losses, tests, l!Jl-197 

effect on regulation, 167-168 
Corrosion, electrolytic, 215, 280--283, 

332 -333, 366 
Current density of anode, 227 
Current harmonics, !J4 "97, 409- 411 
Current transformer, in anode cir-

cuit, 427, 429 
Current-transformer trips, 349, 3,52-

354 
Current-voltage relations, 77-80 
Current wave, direct-current, 45, 

94---9!) 
effect of load on, 97-102, 408-411 

Cylinder, rectifier, 211-233 

D 

Decentralization, 310--311, 320 
Degassing (see Forming). 
Degree of rectification, !J5 
Delaware, Lackawanna and ½Testern 

Railroad, 327 
Design and construction of rectifiers, 

210--241 
Design of interphase transformer, 

203-205 
of rectifier transformer, 197-2m 
of wave filter, 418--42.'i 

Diagram of connections, Brown 
Bovcri automatic rectifier, 346--
347 

Brown Boveri manually operated 
rectifier, 336 

General Electric automatic recti
fier, 342 

General Electric manually oper
ated rectifier, 286 

Diametrical 6-phase transformer 
(see Transformer connections). 

Dielectric tests of rectifiers, 432 
Direct-current load circuits, 95--102, 

408-409 

Direct-current power, with over
lapping, 60 

without overlapping, .'il 
Diwct-current power transmission, 7 
Direct-current voltage, construction 

of, 62-6.5, 68 
equation of, .'i0, 60, 63, 78 
general derivation, 62-66 
regulation, .58-60, 79, 140--141, 

14,5--147, 148, 1.50, 1.57-1.58, 
163-169, 205--206, 322, 385-
402 

relation to alternating-current 
voltage, .50--.51, 63, 78, 176--
186 

ripple, 83-87 
waves, 45, 70--7.'i, 83-94, 407 

Direct-current wave, 4.5, 94---99 
Displacement factor, 170 
Distortion factor, 170 
Doul,le 6-phase connection, 187-188, 

190-191, 197-203, 30/i, 356 

E 

Edison systems, 311, 327, 38.5 
Efficiency, calculation, 205, 430 

of rectifier, 10.'i, 147, 311-31.5, 394 
of rotary machines, 313--314 

Electric field control, 397-401 
Electro-chemical plants, 328, 383-

384, 38.5 
Electrolytic cells, 100--102 

corrosion, 215, 280-283, ;~:12-333, 
366 

Electromagnetic induction, 404-40.5, 
411-41.5 

Electron, 10, 12, 24 
Electrostatic induction, 403-404, 411 
Excitation anodes, 230-231 

apparatus (see Ignition and 
excitation). 

arc, 16, 23 
Experimental tests, 434---437 

F 

Ferrovie Nord Milano, Italy, 325--
326 

Field control of direct-current volt
age, 3!J7-401 
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Filters, 418-425 
anti-resonant filter, 418 
connecting wires, 334, 421 
harmonic currents, 423 
reduction factor, 421 
resonant shunt filter, 410-425 
series reactor, 410-411, 418, 420-

425 
Five-leg transformer, 126, 182 
Forcerl-draft cooling, 277-281, 332-

333, 365, 371 
Fork connection (see Transformer 

connections). 
Forming, manufacturer's instruc

tions, 290-296 
phenomena, 200 
process, 284-206 

connection rliagram, 286, 287 
double 6--phase forming, 288 
heating out, 285 
single-phase forming, 288, 291 
6--phase forming, 288, 292-293 
3-phase forming, 29&-206 

transformer, 287-289 
voltage, 40, 287, 292 

Freezing temperature of water
alcohol, 333 

Fused seals, 236-238 

G 

Gaede diffusion pump, 248--249, 
254 

Gages (see Vacuum gages). 
Gases, occluded, 5, 38, 42 
General Electric automatic control, 

341-345 
connection diagram, automatic 

rectifier, 342 
manually operated rectifier, 286 
rectifier, 213, 218--221, 226, 237 

240 
vacuum gage, 263-265 
vacuum pumps, 246, 247, 251-252, 

254 
Glow discharge, 14, 15, 37, 38, 39 
Graphite anorle, 226, 237 
Grid control of direct-current volt

age, 397-401 

Grids, anode, 42 43, 227-228, 232, 
:rn7-40l 

Guenther-Schulze, 1!l 

JI 

Harmonic currents in filter, 422-423 
Harmonics, in direct-current voltage 

wave, 88-!!4, 407 
in direct-current wave, 94-97, 

400-411 
Heaters, anode, 218, 220-230, 237, 

239, 286, 291, 340, 341-342 
tank, 218, 2!ll, 340 

Heating out rectifier, 285 
High-vacuum pump (see Vacuum 

pump, mercury). 
High-voltage rectifiers, 7 
Hot-wire vacuum gage, 2,57-265, 

285 

I 

Ignition angle, 63, 6&-66 
anode, 230-233 
mechanism, 223, 227, 233 

Ignition an,l excitation, lfi, 266-274 
alternating-current ignition and 

excitation, 270-273 
rlirect-current ignition and alter

nating-current excitation, 270 
direct-current ignition and exci

tation, 266-270, 286 
oscillogram of, 271 

Illinois Central Railroad, 323-325 
Inrluced voltages, 411-41.'i 
Inductance of railway systems, 408--

409 
of reactors, 424, 425 

Induction, electromagnetic, 404-
405, 411-415 

electrostatic, 403-404, 411 
Induction regulator, 380-390 
Inductive interference (see Inter-

ference). 
Industrial plants, 327 
Inspection report, 298-299 
Installations, rectifier (see Rectifier 

installations). 
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Instruments, measuring, 173, 415, 
42&-427, 428-430 

Insulation of cables and wires, 334 
Insulators, anode, 228-229 

cathode, 225-226 
Interference with communication, 

403-425 
causes, 405-407 
eledroma11;netic induction, 404-

40\ 411-41.5 
electrostatic induction, 403-404, 

411 
exposure, 405 
filter equipment, 418-425 
harmonic currents, 409--411 
harmonic voltages, 88-94, 407 
load characteristics, 408-409 
telephone interference factor, 415--

418 
lnterphase transformer, design, 203-

20.5 
double 6-phase connection, 188, 

HI0, 201, 203-205 
operation, 127-136 
selective protection, 35&-357 
6-phasc connection, 127-139, 141, 

145-147, 176, 181 
12-phase connection, 152-1.56, 18.5 
voltage control, 145-147, 392-39.5 
winding arrangement, 204-20,'i 

Interstage reservoir, 242, 248, 253, 
343 

lnternrhan railway, 318, 329, 363-
366 

Introduction, 1-9 
Inverse current, 37-38, 435-437 
Ion, 10-12 
Ionization, 10-13, 25 
Ionization vacuum gage, 264, 266 
Iron, rate of evaporation, 28 

K 

Kelvin balance, 428 
Kelvin degrees, 28 

L 

Langmuir, Irving, 18 
vacuum pump, 250-2.52, 2.54 

Layout of substations, 330-335, 
357-384 

Leakage reactance, I0&-108, 191, 
202 

Lighting and heating load, 100 
Lighting and power load, 327 
"Litzendraht," 421 
Load circuit characteristics, 95--102, 

408-409 
Load, effect of, on current wave, 

97-102, 408-411 
Load factor, effect of, 314-315 
Load-shifting resistance, 344, 364 
Load tests, 430-432 
Location of substations, 329--330 
Losses, auxiliary, 203-20.5, 430 

rectifier, 18-24, 105, 20.5, 427-430 
transformer copper, 191-197, 202-

205, 430 
transformer iron, 430 

M 

Magnetizing current of transformer, 
143, 173 

Main-line electrification, 323-327 
Maintenance, 297-299 
Manually operated substations, 335--

337 
Manufacturer's forming instruc

tions, 29o-296 
Maypole substation, Chicago, Ill., 

319, 360-363 
McLeod vacuum gage, 5, 255-257, 

285, 433 
Measuring arc drop, 427-430 
Measuring instruments, 173, 42&-

427, 428-430 
Mercury arc, photograph, 18 

properties, 24-25 
rectifier (see Rectifier). 
stability, 15 
voltage characteristic, 14-16 
voltage drop, 18-24 

Mercury, cathode, 17 
evaporation, 221-225 
of cathode, 225-226 
properties, 24-26 
seals, .5, 235, 238, 239--241 
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J\;fercury, vacuum pump (see 
Vacuum pump, mercury). 

vapor, breakdown voltage, 27-
28, 38, 40 

controlling of, 22(}-225 
properties, 24--28 

Micron, 255, 262 
Milwaukee Electric Railway, 318--

319, 363-366 
Montreal Tramways Company, 366-

372 
Mycalex seals, 220, 237-239 

N 

New York subway, 323 
No load to short circuit, 61-80 
No-load voltage rise, 140, 401-402 

0 

Occluded gases, 5, 38, 42 
Operation of rectifier, 13, 29-31, 

296-297 
Oregon Electric Railway, 326-327 
"Oscillating" neutral, 121 
Oscillograms, back fire, 82, 354, 441 

currents and voltages, 99 
fork connection, 149 
ignition-excitation, 271 
primary current, 142 
short-circuit tests, 439, 441 
6-phase connection with inter-

phase transformer, 133 
Oscillograph in rectifier tests, 426, 

429, 436 
Overlap, angle of, 49, 57, 87, 92, 93, 

116,118,140,150,158, 164--166, 
171-173, 417 

Overlapping, 48, 54, 56 

p 

p-phase rectifier, calculation of, 50, 
.54 

Parallel operation of rectifiers, 300-
306, 31.5 

on different alternating-current 
networks, 304--305 

different substations, 301-303 
fundamental principles, 300-303 

Paralld operation of rectifiers, 
on one transformer, 187-188, 
30,5-306 

with rotary machine, 304, 406, 
409-411 

same substation, 300--301 
stability and load division, 303-

304 
Paralleling anodes, 187---188, 201 
Paris Metropolitan Railways, 380, 

382 
Performance tests, 427-434 
Philadelphia Rapid Transit Com

pany, 379-382 
Philadelphia subway, 323 
Physical properties of mercury, 

24--28 
Polygon transformer connection, 

181, 30,5-306 
Polyphase rectification, 31-34 
Portable substations, 381-383 
Portland Electric Power Company, 

326 
Potentials in rectifier circuit, 32 
Power, direct-current, equation of, 

51, 60 
Power factor, 169-17 4, 315, 393 
Preliminary vacuum pump (see 

Vacuum pumps, rotary). 
Protection of rret.ificrs, 326, 337, 

340, 349, 35l-:tS7, 373-375 
hack-fire, 326, 337, 340, 349, 3.51-

357, 373-375 
incomplete start, 340, 344 
lockout, 339, 340, 344, 349 
low vacuum, 340, 344, 349 
overload, 337, :340, 349 
over-temperature, 337, 340, 341, 

344, 349 
reverse current, 326, 337, 340, 

349, 351-356, 373 
selective protPct.ion, 326, 337, 

349, 352-3.57, 373-375 
water failure, 340, 344, 349, 350 

R 

Radiator-type coolers, 28(}-281 
Railway load, effect on current 

wave, 97-99, 409-411 
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Railway rectifier installations, 317-
327, 357-383 

Railway system inductance, 408-409 
Rating curves, 310 
Rating of rectifiers, 35, 40, 211, 

309--310 
Rcactance, effect of, 54-60, 164-167, 

172 
leakage, 106--108, lfJl, 202 

Reactors, anode, 187-188, 268, 305-
306, 391-392 

Recirculating cooling system, 277-
280 

Reelosing, automatic, 339, 348 
Rccoolers, forced-draft, 280-281 
Rectification, polyphase, 31-34 

principles, 10-16, 29--34 
single-phase, 29--31 

Rectifier, application of, 307-328 
automatically operated, 337-351 
auxiliaries, 210, 242-283 

cooling apparatus, 274-283 
ignition and excitation appa

ratus, 266--274 
vacuum gages, 255-266 
Yacuum pumps, 242-2.',4 

circuit potentials, 32 
cooling, 274-283, 332-3a4, 335, 

338, 339--340, 348, 365-366 
cylinders, 211-233 
design and construction, 210-241 
development, 2-9 
elementary, 13 
high-voltage, 7 
installations, 317-328, 3,57-384 

Berlin Elevated Railway, 319-
323, 372-379 

Bridgeport, Conn., 317-318, 
358-360 

Calgary portable substation, 
381-383 

Chicago Elevated and Surface 
Lines, 319, 36(}-363 

Consolidated Mining & Smelt
ing Company, 328, :383-384 

Delaware, Lackawanna and 
Western Railroad Co., 327 

electrochemical plants, 328, 
383-384 

Rectifier installations, Ferrovie 
Nord Milano, 325-326 

Illinois Central Railroad, 323-
325 

industrial plants, 327 
Montreal Tramways Company, 

366-372 
Oregon Electric Railway, 326--

327 
Paris Metropolitan Railways, 

380, 382 
Philadelphia and New York 

subways, 323 
Philadelphia Rapid Transit 

Company, 379--382 
railway rectifier installations, 

317-327, 357-384 
Watertown-Milwaukee line, 

318-319, 363-366 
interference (see Interference). 
manually operated, 335-337 
necessary clements, 16 
operating characteristics, 311-316 
parallel operation, 300-306 
principle of operation, 10-16, 

29--34 
protection (see Protection of recti-

fiers). 
rating, 35, 40, 211, 309--310 
simplified connection, 210 
starting, 211, 297, 335, 338, 344, 

348 
stopping, 297, 337, 339, 345, 348 
substations (see Substations). 
testing, 426--442 
transformers (see Transformers). 
types, Allgemeine Elektrizitaets-

Gesellschaft, 222, 223, 226, 
240 

Bergmann, 226, 230 
Brown Boveri, 212, 213, 21."i, 

216, 238 
General Electric, 213, 218-221, 

226, 237-240 
Siemens-Schuckert, 224, 227 
Westinghouse, 228, 236--237 

wave filter, 418-425 
Reduction factor of harmonic, 421 
Regeneration, 315-316 
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Regulating transformer, 388-389 
Regulation, curves, 79, 125, 141, 

146, 322, 393 
voltage, 58-60, 79, 140, 14&-147, 

150, 157, 163-169, 20&-206, 
322, 38&-402 

Residual m.m.f., 109-113, 121-124, 
141, 159-160 

Resonant shunt filter, 419-425 
Reverse current, 36, 82, 352-356, 

see also Inverse current. 
Reverse-current protection, 326,337, 

340,349, 352-356, 373 
Reversed rectifier connection, 33-34 
Ripple loss in electrolytic cells, 

100-102 
Rockfield substation, Montreal, 366-

372 
Rotary vacuum pump (see Vacuum 

pumps, rotary). 
Roughing vacuum pump (see Vac

uum pumps, rotary). 
Rubber seal, 234, 235, 240-241 

s 

Saturated interphase transformer, 
14&-147, 392-394 

Schaefer, Bela, 3 
Screens, anode, 42-43, 227-228, 232, 

397-401 
Seal gage, 238, 239 
Seals, 5, 233-241 

fused, 236-238 
mercury, 5, 235, 238, 239-241 
mycalex, 220, 237-239 
rubber, 234, 235, 240-241 
2-stage, 223, 240 

Selective protection of rectifiers, 326, 
351-357, 373-375 

Berlin Elevated Railway, 373-375 
current-transformer trip, 337, 349, 

352-354, 356 
Ferrovie Nord Milano, 326 
reverse-current tripping, 326, 337, 

349, 352-356, 373 
tripping by unbalance, 356-357 

Selective tripping (see Selective 
protection of rectifiers). 

Series motors, 97-99 
Series reactors, 410-411, 418, 420-

425 
Shell-type transformer, 126 
Shields, anode, 4, 41, 221-223, 227 
Short-circuit current, 76-77 
Short-circuit tests, of rectifiers, 189, 

437-442 
of transformers, 189, 191-197, 430 

Shunt filter, resonant, 419-425 
Shunt motors, 99 
Shunt reactor, 419-425 
Siemens dynamometer, 428 
Siemens-Schuckert rectifiers, 224, 

227 
Single-phase rectification, 29-31 
Single-phase rectifier, 29, 51-52 
Single-phase transformers, 127, 182 
Six-phase connection (see Trans-

former connections). 
Six-phase rectifier calculation, 52-54 
Societe Alsacienne, 237 
Space charge, 11, 12 
Stability of parallel operation, 303-

304 
Starting rectifier, 211, 297, 335, 338, 

344, 348 
Steel anode, 226 
Steinmetz, Charles P., 2 
Stopping rectifier, 297, 337, 339, 345, 

348 
Substations, 329-384 

automatically operated, 337-351 
equipment, 331 
inspection report, 298-299 
layout, 330-335, 357-384 
location, 329-330 
manually operated, 33&-337 
portable, 381-383 
selective protection, 351-357 

Surge arresters, 334 
Switchboards, 330, 334, 345, 351, 

363, 371 

T 

Tables of transformer connections, 
17&-186 

Tank heaters, 218, 291, 340 
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Tap changers, 38(}-389 
Telephone interference (see Inter

ference with communication). 
Telephone interference factor (tif), 

415-418 
Temperature, ambient, 316 

control, 33!}--340, 341 
Tertiary transformer winding, 113, 

120-121 
Testing rectifiers and auxiliaries, 

42(}-442 
arc-drop measurement, 427-430 
dielectric tests, 432 
experimental studies, 434-437 
field tests, 437-442 
inverse current measurement, 

43.'>---437 
load tests, 430-432 
measuring instruments, 42(}-427 
performance tests, 427-434 
short-circuit tests, 437-442 
transformer tests, 191-197, 430 
vacuum pumps and gages, 432-434 

Testing transformer, 191-197, 430 
Thermostatic regulating valve, 231, 

275-277 
Transformer connections, delta

connected primary, I0!}--112 
diametrical 6-phase, delta pri

mary, 117-119, 164, 166, 
172, 179 

Y-primary, 112-113, 11 !}--127 
magnetic shunt, 12(}-127, 182 
single-phase transformers, 

127, 182 
with tertiary, 113, 120-121, 

179 
without tertiary, 112-113, 

121-126, 179 
double 6-phase, 187-188, 190, 

197-203, 305, 356 
influence on arc drop, 21-23, 105, 

147 
mesh-connected primary, 10!}--112 
primary connections, 108-113 
selection of, 104-106 
6--phase fork, 147-152, 165, 166, 

172, 178, 188, 193-195, 209, 
326 

Transformer connections, 6--phase 
fork," copper losses, 193-195 

current and voltage waves, 148, 
149 

diagram of connections, 148 
direct-current voltage and regu-

lation, 148-150, 165, 166 
power factor, 151, 171-172 
rcactancc, effective, 14!}--150 
transformer rating, 150-152 

6--phase with interphase trans
former, 127-147, 16.'i, 166, 
172, 181, 188, 192-193, 392-
395 

advantages, 127 
copper losses, 192-193 
current and voltage waves, 

132-133 
design example, 197-206 
diagram of connections, 128 
direct-current voltage and regu-

lation, 13!}--141, 16.'i, 166 
magnetizing current, 143 
no-load voltage rise, 140, 401-

402 
power factor, 145, 171-172 
primary and line currents, 141-

144 
principle of operation, 129 
transformer rating, 144-145 
transition current, 131, 138, 206 
transition period, 131-136 
voltage and current relations, 

130-136 
voltage control, compounding, 

145-147, 392-39.'i 
star-connected primary, 112-113 
tables of, 174-186 
12-phase with intcrphase trans

former, 152-163, 165-166, 
172, 185, 195-197 

copper losses, 195-197 
current and voltage waves, 15,5 
diagram of connections, 153 
direct-current voltage and 

regulation, 15(}-158, 165, 166 
interphasc transformers, 154-

156 
power factor, 163, 171-172 
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Transformer connections, 12-phase 
with interphase transformer, 
primary currents, 159-162 

residual m.m.f., 160 
transformer rating, 162-163 

Transformer, forming, 287-289 
intcrphasc (see Interphase trans

former). 
secondary rating, 51 
tap changers, 386-389 

Transformers for rectifiers, backfires, 
effect of, 188-191, 202 

comparison with power trans-
formers, 103-104 

construction, 206-209 
copper losses, 191-197 
design example, 197-206 
general equations, 113-116 
leakage reactancc, 106-108, 191, 

202 
primary and line currents, 108-

113 
residual m.m.f., 109-113, 121-124, 

141, 159-160 
secondary currents, 108 
testing, 191-197, 430 
winding arrangement, 187-191, 

200-202 
Transition current, 131, 138, 206 
Twelve-phase connection (see Trans

former connections). 
Two-stage seal, 223, 240 

V 

Vacuum gages, 255--266 
Brown Boveri type, 258-263 
General Electric type, 263-265 
hot-wire gage, 257-265, 285 
ionization gage, 264-266 
McLeod gage, 5, 255--257, 285 
testing, 433, 434 

Vacuum meter, 262, 263, 265 
Vacuum piping, checking, 296 
Vacuum pumps, 242-254 

automatic control, 339, 343, 349-
351 

characteristics, 244 
connections, 233 
mercury, 248-254 

Vacuum pumps, mercury, Brown 
Bovcri type, 249-250, 254 

characteristics, 254 
cooling, 334 
diffusion type, 248-249 
Gaede diffusion pump, 248-249. 

254 
General Electric type, 251-252, 

254 
Langmuir condensation type, 

25o-252, 254 
3-stagc type, 252-254 
2-stagc type, 251-252 

operation, 297, 335, 339 
rotary, 243-248 

Allgemeine Elektrizitaets-Ge-
sellschaft type, 247 

automatic vacuum valves, 247 
Brown Boveri type, 245, 247 
construction, 245--247 
General Electric type, 246, 247 
operating range, 243-244 

testing, 432-433 
system, 242 

Vacuum regulator, 262, 263, 265 
Vacuum valves, automatic, 247, 343 
Voltage control, 145-147, 385--402 

anode reactors, 391-392 
booster motor-generator set, 395--

397 
compounding, 145--147, 392-395 
grid control, 397-401 
induction regulator, 389-390 
interphase transformer, 145--147, 

392-395 
methods, 386 
suppressing no-load rise, 401-402 
tap changer, 386-390 

Voltage drop, due to rcactancc, 59, 
118, 125, 140, 150, 158, 164-167 

in rectifier arc, 18-24 
Voltage harmonics, 88-94, 407 
Voltage induced in communication 

line, 411-415 
Voltage regulation, 58-60, 79, 163-

169 
calculation example, 205--206 
copper loss effect, 167-168 
fork connection, 148-150, 165, 166 
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Voltage regulation, rcactance effect, 
164-167 

6-phase connection, 117-118, 139-
141, 164-166, 322 

terminal direct-current voltage, 
168 

12-phase connection, 157-158, 
165, 166 

Voltage rise at no-load, 140, 401-402 
Voltage wave, direct current, 45, 

70-7 5, 83-94, 407 
filters, 418-425 

w 

Water, analysis, 283 
characteristics, 280-283 
coolers, 280-281 
cooling systems, 275-280, 332-

334, 365-366 

Water, regulating valves, 231, 275-
277 

requirements (for rectifiers), 274-
275 

Watertown-Milwaukee line, 318-
319, 363-366 

W attmctcrs, 428 
Wave-smoothing filters, 334, 418-

42.5 
Weighting factor, 415-416 
Westinghouse rectifiers, 228, 236 -

237 
Windings of transformers, 188-191, 

200 
Wires, 334 
Wiring diagrams (see Diagram of 

connections). 
Wyoming substation, Philadelphia, 

Pa., 379-382 


